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CORPS DECISIONS IN '404(q) ELEVATIONS 

CECC-E 

REPl.V TO 
ATTENTION OF: 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
u.s. Army- c.orps of Enginet11 

WASHINGTON,O.C. 20314-1000 

9 May 1989 

MEMORANDUM FOR: SEE DISTRIBUTION 

SUBJ"ECT: Permit Elevation, Plantation LancHnq Resort, Inc. 

1. Enclosed, for your information and quidance is the recent 
decision of the Director of Civil Works in the subject permit 
elevation case. This decision was prepared by the Office of the 
Chief Counsel, CECC-E, because it involves leqal issuesi 
however, it also involves major policy issues, and was aPI:'roved 
by the Civil Worles Directorate, CECW-ZA and CICW-OR. Moreover, 
this decision was fully coordinated with the Office of the 
Assistant .Secretary of the Army (Civil Worles) and the Office of 
the General Counsel of the Army. Please provide the enclosed 
extra copy of the document to your FOA's requlatory branch for 
their' use and quidance. 

2. In the near future, HQUSACE expects to promulqate a 
Requlatory GUidance Letter (RGL) "based on the substance of this 
permit elevation decision. However, since some time may elapse 

'while such a RGL is coordinated with EPA, the full text of the 
decision is provided now for your use. 

FOR THE CHIEF COUNSEL: 

Enclosures ;<-<L~~ 
LANCE D. WOOD 
Assistant Chief Counsel 
Environmental Law and 

Requlatory Proqrams 
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R€Pt..V TO 
ATTENTION OF: 

WETLANDS DESKBOOK 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARr!tV 
u.s. Army COrpl of Engin"rs 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20314·1000 i ' 

MEUORANDUM THRU Commander, U. S. Army EngiiIileer 
~!ississippi Valley I 

I' II 

FOR Commander, U.S. Army Engineer Distridi:, New J 
. ! il 

SUBJECT: ~ermit Elevation, Plantation L~nding R~ 
!' ,11 

Lower 

leans 

ort, Inc. 

1;. :1 
1. By memorandum dated 3 February 1989, ,the ASS~ tant Secretary 
of the Army (Civil Works) advised me tha~ he had~'ranted the 
rec;uest of the Environmental Protection ~gency (~'A) and the 
Department of Commerce (DOC) to elevate the permj[ case for 
Plantation Landing Resort, Inc., to HousAcE for ~ tional policy 
level review of issues concerning the pr.cticablie alternatives and 
miti<;ation provisions of the 404 (b) (1) G'~deline~. My review of. 
the case record provided by the New Orle~ns Dist:t ct (NOD) leads 
l'1e to conclude that Corps policy interpr~iting an4 implementing the 
404 (b) (1) Guidelines should be clarifiedHin cert! n respects. of 
course, general guidance interpreting th4i!! 404 (h)::I! ) Guidelines 
ideally should be prepared and promulgat~.d joint!' by the Corps 
and the EPA. (See 40 eFR 230.2(c». e0r.:sequent~, 
representatives of the Office of the ASA,(ICW) and,! he Corps from 
time to time have worked with EPA attemp~ing to "lii velop joint 
interpretive guidance on impor~ant issue. under'~ e 404(b) (1) 
Guidelines, but no final inter-agency col1sensus'!!l s resulted to 
date. Although I hope and expect that e~entuall~ we will be, able 
to promulgate joint Army/EPA guidance, in the i~~ rim I believe 
the guidance provided in the attachment [jIs nece~l~ r;y and will 
serve a useful purpose. I' 'J! 

,[ .'1 
2. Please re-evaluate the subject perm#t case ~ light of the 
guidance provided in the attachment, anq'take ad! ion accordingly. 

FOR THE eO~~NDER: 

Attachment PA~RICK • KE LV 

II 
I ~ 
I: 
i: 
!' r~~, :r 

Brigadie en r~~,~~ 
Director e~viL 

( 

( 
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CORPS DECISIONS IN 1404(q) ELEVATIONS 

Attachment 

, , 

1. The Corps of Engineers permit regulations state the 
following at 33 CF~ 320.4(a): 

-For activities involving 404 discharges, a permit 
will be denied if the discharge that would be 
authorized by such permit would not comply with 
the Environmental Protection Agency's 404(b) (1) 
guidelines. -

2. The 404 (b) (1) Guidelines constitute one of the primary 
regulatory directives requiring the Corps' 404 program to 
protect wetlands and other special aquatic sites (defined at 40 
CPR 230.3 (q-l)) from unne,cessary destruction or degradation. 
Consequently, proper inter:;lretation and implementation of the 
Guidelines is essential to ensure that the corps provides the 
degree of protection to special aquatic sites mandated by the 
Guidelines and required by the Corps of Engineers wetlands 
policy (33 CFR 320.4(b)). 

3. One key provision of the 404(b)(1) Guidelines which clearly 
is intended to discourage unnecessary filling or degradation of 
wetlands'is the "practicable alternative" requirement, 40 CFR 
230.10(a), which, in relevant part, provides that: 

ft ••• no discharge of dredged or fill material shall 
be permitted if there is a practicable alternative to 
the proposed discharge which would have less adverse 
impact on the aquatic ecosystem ••• " 

As explained in the preamble to the Guidelines, this provision 
means that: 

" ••• the Guidelines ••• prOhibit discharges where 
there is a practicable, less damaging alternative 
••• Thus, if destruction of an area of waters of 
the United States may reasonably be avoided, it 
should be avoided.- (45 Fed. Reg. 85340, Dec. 24, 
1980) 

4. The 404 (b) (1) Guidelines have been written to provide an 
added degree of discouragement for non-wate,r dependent 
activities proposed to be located in a special aquatic site, as 
follows: 

Where the activity associated with a discharge 
which is proposed for a speCial aquatic site (as 
defined in Subpart E) does not require access' or 
proximity to or siting within the special aquatic 
site in question to fulfill its basic purpose 
(Le •• is not "water dependent"), practicable 
alternatives that do not involve special aquatic 

2 
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sites are presumed to be available, unl~ss cledllY 
demonstrated otherwise. (40 CFR 230.1CHa) (3» I' 

" 

The rebuttable presumption created by thislprovisi~ is intended 
to~ncrease th. e burden on an applicant for: a non-w~~er-dependent· 
activity to demonstrate that no practicabl,: altern~,ive exists 
to his proposed discharge in a special aquatic sit~ This 
presumption is added to the Guidelines' ge4~ra1 pr~ umption 
against discharges found at 40 CFR 230.l(cI. which'i! lready 
places the burden of proof on the applicant. to dem!ii strate that 
his proposed discharge complies with the Guideline., including 
the practicable alternative requirement ofl~o CFR ~ O.lO(a). 
(See 45 Fed. Reg. 85338, Dec. 24, 1980) t, ii 

;: [Ii 

5. One essential aspect of applying the Rx?!="actic1' e 
alternative" and ·water dependency" provisi9ns of '. e Guidelines 
to a particular 404 permit case is to deci4,e what '.: the "basic 
purpose" of the planned activity requiring;the propdsed 
discharge of dredged or fill material. The;preamb~~ to the 
Guidelines provides the following guidance 'on the ~1aning of 
"basic purpose": I ' 

I ! 
, ' I 

"Non-water-dependent" discharges are tJ1.ose 'I, 
associated with activities which do no~:requir~ 
access or proximity to or siting withi4, the :Ii 
speCial aquatic site to fulfill their Hasic J: 
purpose. An example is a fill to crea~~ a ': 
restaurant site, since restaurants' do not need:!' 0 

be in wet.lands to fulfill their basic ~~rpose .~ 
feeding people. (45 Fed. ReS'. 85339, ~~c. 24,11: 
19807 emphasis added) "" . i Ii . 

. , 'II 
6. The 404 (b) (l) analysis for the Plantation Land'~ng Resort, 
Inc., application, even when read in conjunction wt1b the 
Statement of FindinS's (SOF) and the EnviroI)mental ~ sessment 
(EA) , does not deal with the issues of praqticable'l! lternatives 
and water dependency in a satisfactory manner. Th~ 404(b) (1) 
e,:,aluation itself is essentially a standa:r,,; fo:m ": ecklist" 
wl.th very little analysis or project-specH!c l.nfo, , ation. 
Nevertheless, when one reads the Statement!Of Find~ gs and 
Environmental Assessment for the project, dne can ~ termine how 
the New Orleans District (NOD) analyzed the' proj eciil for purposes 
of the 404 (b) (1) review. i I, 

7. One significant problem in the NOD' s a~proach .+ 
404 (b) (1) review is found in the fol~owinS'l; which ,f 
statement in NOD'S 404(b)(1) evaluatl.on dc:c;:u.ment Pi'fi 
project-specific reference to the Plantatl.<pp Landil\1 
respect to the practicable alternative req1/.irement'j" 
Guidelines: i' ,i 

1 i I, 

the 
the only 

senting a 
case with 

f the 

Several less environmentally damaging <\.lternat'~ es 
were identified in the Environmental A$sessmen'~ 

, , 

3· 

i, 
.J 

tIl 
"II l', 

1.1 
LL 

( 

( 

( 
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The applicant stated and supplied information 
~ndicating that these alternatives would not be 
practicable in light of his overall project 
purposes. Recent guidance from LMVO states that 
the applicant is the authoritative source of 
information regarding practicability 
determinations. therefore no less environmentally 
damaging practicable alternatives. are available. 
(NOD's "Evaluation of Section 404(b) (1) 
Guidelines." Attachment 1. Paragraph 1.a.) 

This statement, appears to allow the applicant to determine . 
whether practicable alternatives exist to his project. 
Emphatically. that i::l not an acceptable approach for conducting 
the alternatives review under the 404(b)(11 Guidelines. The 
Carps is responsible for controlling every aspect of the 
404 (bl (1) al.alysis. While the Corps should consider the views 
of the applicant regarding his project's purpose and the 
existence (or lack of) practicable. alternatives. the Corps must 
determine and evaluate these matters itself. with no control or 
direction from the applicant. and without undue deference to the 
applicant's wishes. 

8. In the instant case. the NOD administrative record gives the 
appearance of having given too much deference to the way the 
applicant chose to define the purpose of his projectl this led 
to characterization of project purpose in such a way as to 
preclude the existence of practicable alternatives. First, the 
NO~'s Statement of Findings (SOF) concludes the following 
regarding practicable alternatives: 

II ••• alternative site analysiS resulted in no 
available sites occurring on or near Grand Isle 
that would allow the applicant to achieve the same 
ur ose as that. intended on the' ro ert he now 
~." (SOF at page 7 

Similarly. ~OO's Environmental Assessment (EA) makes the 
following statement: 

"Results of the investigation revealed that a 
practicable and feasible alternatives site did not 
exist on Grand Isle or vicinity that would satisfy 
the purpose and need of the recreational 
development as proposed on the applicant's own 
property." (EA at page 8S) 

9. A reading of the entire record indicates that NOD accepted 
the applicant's assertion that the project as proposed must be 
accepted by the Corps as the basis for the 404(b) (11 Guidelines 
practicability analysis. The applicant proposed a 
fully-integrated, waterfront. contiguous water-oriented 
recreational compleK. in the form the applicant proposed. 

4 
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Consequently, NOD apparently presumed that no alte~h tive site 
could be considered if it could not support, in one,r ontiguous 
waterfront location the same sort Qf fully Integra~e 
recreational complex that the applicant proposed to!luild. The 
EA a'ddreases this point specifically, as foJllowslL 

I 
.j! 

There appear to be alternative sites fdt the I! 
placement of each component of the proj~ct. iii 
However, al terna te sites are not pref er~l e by: ,~ e 
applicant because he owns the project slite and J 
wishes to realize commercial values from it. R~ 1 
estate investigations revealed' that Grand Isle '1'
present does not offer a less damaging 'tlterna':'I!i e 
site which satisfies the applicants purpose and,! 
need as proposed on his own property. ,~EA at 'ii 
pages 89-901fl 

!, 
10. The clearest statement from NOD on thiS, point ,.~ the 
following statement from the SOF, which speciificaUr addresses 
the practicable alternative issue: ! 

" . '1i 
In a letter dated August 19,1988,' EPA provide41i 0 
the Corps verbal and graphic descriptions of t!ilt r 
identified alternative project designs a,nd/or ,:, 
sites. EPA requested the Corps and the,.pplic~ 
to consider and evaluate the possibility of lit 
utilizing one or a combination of their'suggest. 
alternatives for the proposed Plantatio~ Landidg 
Resort. The Corps by transmittal letter' dated 'ii 
August 29, 1988, forwarded a copy of the: BPI. :i 
alternatives to the applicant~. authoriz~d age~* 
Coastal Environments, Inc. Costal Envitonments'~ 
Inc. by letter dated September 12. 1988;! provid~ 
to the Corps the applicant's response regarding,l! 
the feasibility of the EPA alternatives;' The 'I'~ 
applicant's response stated that imPlemejltation,11 f 
any of the EPA alternative project desighs and/~ 
sites would result in a disarticulated .roject in . 
Corps policy states that "an alternative' is II 
practicable if it enables the applicant to fulU 1 
the basic purpose of the proposed projeq~.· Afi~ r 
reviewing the applicant's response and _v.aluati~ 
the alternatives myself I have determined that ~ A 
proposed al ternatives are not feasible Qr "Ii 
practicable because they would not allo,1 the ,I 
applicant to fUlfill his intended purpo.e of "~I 
establishing a contiguous, fully-integrated II 
waterfront resort complex. (SOF at pag_110 II: 

emphasis added) ,:: i 
11. The effect of NO~'S deferring to and aqCePting~1 ,he 
applicant's definition of the basic purpose:~f his .. oject as a 
contiguous, fully-integrated, and entirely waterfro'resort , 

" , di 
5 ! r! , r I 

II 
; 

( 

( 
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complex in the form the applicant had proposed was to ensure 
that no practicable alternative could exist. Nevertheless, the 
administrative record nowhere provi~es any rationale for why the 
applicant's proposed complex had to be "contiguous" or "fully 
integrated" or why all features of it had to be "waterfront." 
The only reason appearing on the record to indicate why NOD 
presumed that the project had to be contiguous, fully 
integrated, and entirely waterfront is that the applicant stated 
that that was his proposal, thus by definition that was the 
official project purpose which the Corps must use. That is not 
an acceptable approach to interpret and implement the 404(b)f1) 
Guidelines. Only if the Corps, independently of the applicant, 
we.re to determi~e that the basic purposes of the proj ect cannot 
practicably be accomplished unless the project is built in a 
"contiguous·, "fully integrated," and entirely "waterfront" 
manner would those conditions be relevant to the 404 (b) (1) 
Guidelines' alternative review. Th~ fact that those conditions 
may be part of the proposal as presented by the applicant is by 
no means determinative of that point. Once again, the Corps, 
not the applicant, must define the basic purpose underlying .the 
applicant's proposed activity. 

12. When an applicant proposes to build a development 
consisting of various component parts, and proposes that all 
those component parts be located on one contiguous tract of land 
(including waters of the United States), a question of fact 
arises: i.e., whether all component parts, or some combination 
of them, or none, really must be built, or must be built in one 
contiguous block, for the project to be viable. The applicant's 
view on that question of fact should be considered by the Corps, 
but the Corps must determine (and appropriately document its 
determination) whether in fact some component parts of the 
project (e.g., those proposed to be built in waters of the 
United States) could be dropped from the development altogether, 
or reconfigured or reduced in scope, to minimize or avoid 
adverse impacts on waters of the United States. For example, in 
the Hartz Mountain Development Corporation application case the 
Corps' New York District was faced with a "block development 
proj ect" proposed to be buil t on one contiguous tract as an 
integrated project. Quite properly, the Corps refused to accept 
the applicant's proposal as a controlling factor in our 
404(b) (1) analysis. As the U.S. District Court for New Jersey 
stated approvingly I . 

The applicant argued that the shopping 
center-office park-warehouse distribution center 
was an inextricably related project which required 
development· on a single interconnected site. This 
critical mass theory would require any alternative 
to have the capability of handling the entire 
multi-faceted project, The Corps of Engineers 
rejected this theory. The Corps of Engineers 
considered the p~oject as three separate 
activities, that'is to say, shopping center, office 

6 
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park. and warehouse distribution center'.. (Nat" al Andubon 
society v. Hartz Mountain Development c&rp.~,:::';;N~Q~.~¥::8.:c3--~1';;5:;3;4io':::,;::"'" 
O.N.J •• Oct 24, 1983. 14 ELR 20724/ case is cHi,~ only for 
the above-stated point.) i II 

simil~rlY' the Corps must not presume that ~he Pla~~ tion 
Landing Resort necessarily needs to be bUilM.'in one'll ontiguous 
tract of land. or that it must be "fully int;egrated;\' or that 
all components of it must be "waterfront-, ~r otherW se that the 
project must be built in the form or configt,!ration ID oposed by 
the applicant. Once again, the applicant b~ars th~~ urden of 
proof for all the tests of 40 CFR 320.10 tolidemons~t te to the 
Corps that his projec;:t; or a~y part of it, ,,;hould til!' built in 
the waters of the Un1ted States. The corpsj will eVf uate the 
applicant's evidence and determine, independently of; the 
applicant's wishes, whether all the require;ients Of:

l
; he 

Guidelines have been satisfied. ,,' 
l !I 
1 i ·11 

13. The" [rlecent guidance from LMVD- refe)::red to ·,t e NO~'s 
404(b) (1) evaluation apparently was the 11 ~arch 19.1i document 
whereby the LM'lD Commander . transmitted to hlis four!) strict 
Commanders the HQUSACE guidance letter of 2~i April .~ 86. 
Clarification of our intentions in the HQUS.riCE guid' ce letter 
of 22 April 1986 is appropriate herein. :; I: 
14. The language from the 22 April' 1986 le~:ter fro~ HQUSACE; 
relevant to this discussion is the following: I: 

·Our position is that LW' v. YOIlk requi~es tha~l: 
alternatives be practicable to the apPI~:cant an~1 
that the purpose and need for the projecit must jj, 
the applicant's purpose and need .• - . I. 

The essential point of the HQUSACE policy g~idance:~ 22 April 
1986 ,~as that under the 404 (bl (1) Guideline$! an alt:j, native must 
be available to the applicant to be a pract~,.Cable ~.t erat.ive. 
Thus. in the context of Ltl' v. York. where the appl~ ant 
proposed to clear his wetland property to g~OW soYI:l~im~. the 
fact that other farmers might be able to supply the'!!1I1m,ted 
States with an adequate soybeans supply woui;d not n'~teSSarilY 
preclude the applicant in that particular c~se fromli btaining a 
404 permit to clear his land to raise soybeilins. 01\'.:, he other 
hand, if affordable upland farmland was' avai!lable to the 
applicant, which he could buy, rent. expand~ manage~ or 
otherwi se use to grow soybeans, that upland! 'tract m'~ ht 
constitute a practicable alternative under the Guidlil ines. The 
significance of the HQUSACE 22 April 1986 P~licy gu~ ance 
regarding project "purpose" was that project. purpos$ would be 
viewed from the applicant's perspective rat~er tha·n:' nly from 
the broad. "public" perspective, For examp~ie. in th LWF v. 
York case (761 F.2d at 1047) the Corps defihed the ,j)sic purpose 
for the applicants' land clearing project j,js beind!; to increase 
soybean production or to increase net returits on a:;j,~ ts owned by 
the company." That a.pproach to project purtiose, v~.~ ed from the 

" -I[ 
il! 
.II 

i' 
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applicant's perspective. was upheld as permissible under the 
404(b) (1) Guidelines. In contrast. the plaintiffs had urged 
that ehe Corps view project purpose' only from the broad. public 
perspective. i.e., presumably by defining project purpose as 
"providing the U.S. public a sufficient supply of soybeans, 
consistent with protection of wetlands·. (Obviously, the U.S. 
public arguably might get sufficient soybeans from other sources 
even without conversion of wetlands to soybea~ production.) The 
court held that the Corps is not required by the Guidelines to 
define project purpose in the manner most favorable to 
"environmental maintenance·, or only from the "public· 
perspective. However, the Court clearly indicated that the 
Corps was in charge of defining project purpose and determining 
whether practicable alternatives exist. Similarly, the HQUSACE 
guidance of 22 April 1986 was intended to follow the reasoning 
of the Court in LWF v.York that the Corps' 404(b) (1) analysis 
should include consideration ~f project purpose and practicable 
alternatives from the applicant's perspective. That guidance 
was not intended to allow the applicant to control those two or 
any other aspect of the 404 (b) (1) Guidelines review, nor to 
require the Corps to accept or use the applicant's pref,erred 
definition of project purpose or to adopt without question the 
applicant's conclusion regarding the availability of practicable 
alternatives. One must remember that the Guidelines' 
"practicability· provision (40 CFR 2)0.10(a) uses the expression 
"basic purpose". Although the Corps may try to view a project's 
basic purpose from the applicant's perspective, that cannot 
change the Guidelines' mandate to use every project's basic 
purpose for the Guidelines' practicability review. The 
Guidelines' concept of "basic purpose" was ~~oted at paragraph 
5. above: e.g., ,"resturants do not \ne~ to be in wetlands to 
fulfill their basic purpose of feeding people." The concept of 
basic purpose is further discussed in paragraphs 19 through 21, 
infra. 

15. In addition, the LMVD transmittal letter of 11 March 1987 
contains the follOWing statement: 

" •• , minimization of cost is a legitimate factor in 
determining the applicant's purpose and the purpose of the 
project.~ 

While the applicant's wish to minimize his costs is obviously a 
factor which the Corps can consider. that factor alone must not 
be a'~owed to control or unduly influence the Corps' definition 

'of project purpose or ·practicable alternative", or any other 
part of the 404(bl (1) evaluation. The preamble to the 
Guidelines states the following on this point: 

The mere fact that an alternative may cost somewhat more 
does not necessarily mean it is not practicable •••• (45 
Fed. Reg. at 85339. Dec. 24, 1980) 

8 
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This is an important point, because often w~tland p~ perty may 
be less expensive toa developer than compa~ably S~ti ated upland 
property. The Guidelines obviously are notl:designe to 
facilitate a shift of development activities from uj' ands to 
wetlands. so the fact that an applicant cani :sometirilj:! reduce his 
costs by developing wetland property is noti ,a factO!r which can 
be used' to justify perlllit issuance under th~ Guidel!1I. es. On the 
other hand. the 404(b) (1) Guidelines do add~ess the,' actor of 
cost to an applicant in the concept of the i'lpractic! ility· of 
alternatives. defined at 40 CFR 230.10(a) (21),. As ~h 
Guidelines' preamble states on this point. :,If an all 
alternative is unreasonably expensive to th~ appliSJ 
al ternative is not "practicable·.· (45 Fed.! 'Reg. at;1 
Dec 24. 1980) J; 

eged 
t, the 
age 85343. 

16. The 404(b) (1) Guidelines define the co~cept o~i racticable 
alternative as follows:!i 

, 'II 

An alternative is practicable if it is :availab~: 
"1 

1 i Ii 
consideration cost. existing technolo~, and Ii 
logistics in light of overall proj ect ev.rposes.li 
If it is otherwise a practicable a1tern~tive, 
area not presently owned by the applica!at Which: 
could reasonably be obtained. utilized.iiexpandE!; 
or managed in order to fulfill the baste ur 
of the proposed activity may be conS1 ered. 
(40 eFR 230.l0(a)(2), emphasis added) 

. : i' 
This provision indicates that a sit~ not piesentlY'i' wned by the 
applicant but which could be obtained. utilj1zed. et:! ., to 
fulfill the basic purpose of the proposed activitY,i, alifies as 
a practicable alternative. Consequently, tihe defi~ tion of 
"basic purpose" and "overall project purpoli~s" is d! ntral to 
proper interpretation and implementation o~ the GU~ elines' 
"practicable alternative" test. Moreover, !~art of,!i he 
"practicable alternative· test of 40 CFR 23.0.10 (a)J: s the "water 
dependency" provision. quoted in paragrapht1. supr~. which also 
is based upon the concept of a project's "!:Iasic pU i ose." That 
is. the water dependency test states that ~!practiffi 1e 
alternative is presumed to exist for any ptQPosed ~ tivity which 
does not have to be sited within or requirE!; access'I, r proximity 
to water to fulfill its basic purvose (thus, a 404 • rIIIit could 
not ·:·e issued unless the presumpt10n is re~i.ttted). I: (40 CFR 
230.10(a) (3») " " 

. t I, 

17. Acceptance of the applicant's proposal; to buiill a 
fully-integrated. contiguous. waterfront r~¢reatio~ 1 resort 

( 

( 

complex led NOD to conclude that: .' 'I: 

" ••• the Corps considers the project to be waii r ( 
dependent in light of the applicant's purpose Ii 
(SOF. page 7) . ! 

i 
" [ ; ,Ii 
, 

9 
, 
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This determination had the effect of finding that 339 
condom~nium dwellings, 398 townhouse units. a motel. a 
restaurant, a cafe, a bar. a diving and fishing shop. and a 
convenience store, were all "water dependent," merely because 
they were said to be "integrated" with and "contiguous" to 
marina facilities. This approach is unacceptable, and contrary 
to Corps policy since 1976. If the approach used by NOD in the 
instant case were to gain general acceptance, then proponents of 
virtually any and all forms of development in wetlands could 
declare their proposals ·water dependent" by proposing to 
"integrate" them with and to build them "contiguous· to-a 
marina. or simply by adding the expression ·waterfront· as a 
prefix to words such as "home", "motel", "restaurant", "bar". 
etc. The approach used by NOD in the instant case would render 
completely meaningless the water dependency provision of the 
Guidelines. 

18. NOD's basis for declaring a~l aspects of the Plantation 
Landing Resort proPQsal to be water dependent was the following: 

Individually most components comprising the 
proposed recreational complex are not dependent 
upon water to function. However, waterfront 
availability of proposed facilities is demanded by 
the public as clearly demonstrated by the success 
of similar waterfront facilities in adjoining gulf 
coastal states. Also local demand for waterfront 
housing is evident by the proposed expansion of 
Pirates Cove on Grand Isle and the presently 
ongoing installation of Point Fourchon at 
Fourchon. (EA at page 85) 

One of the primary reasons why regulation of the fillin~ of 
wetlands is an important Corps environmental mission is 
precisely because a strong economic incentive (Le., "demand") 
exists to fill in many coastal- wetlands for housing 
developments, condominium resorts. restaurants, etc. The fact 
that "demand" exists for waterfront development, and even the 
fact that "demand" exists for the filling in of wetlands for 
waterfront development, is irrelevant to the question of 
whether any proposed development in a spec:ial -aquatic site is 
water dependent under the 404(b) (l) Guidelines. waterfront 
development can take place without the filling in of special 
aquatic sites. 

19. Significantly, in 1976' the HQUSACE dealt with essentially 
the same issues presented in the instant case (i.e., the 
meaning of "basic purpose" and "water dependellcy" and the 
nature of the practicable alternatives review) in the context 
of a permit case similar to the propo,sed Plantation Landing 
Resort case.- That 1976_ case involved the application of the 
Deltona Corporation to fill coastal wetlands at Marco Island. 
Florida, for what at ,that time was also proposed to be a fully 
integrated. contiguous. waterfront recreational resort and 
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housing complex. Although the wording of bdth the t 
regulations and the 404(b) (1) Guidelines ha~e chang~ 
certain technical respects since 1976, the ~ssentia:~ 
both remains unchanged. Consequently, the f'ollowirts 
quoted from the Chief of Engineers' 1976 depision 4~ 
the }larco Island case provides the essentiail., guidanIP 
analyzing the instant case. The Corps will![aPply tlil 
to the ·practicable alternatives" test of tile Guide~ 

The benefits of the proposed alteration(must i 
outweigh the damage to the wetlands res9~rce, a* 
the proposed al teration must be necessafy to!, 
realize those benefits. In determining!whethed 
particular alteration is necessary, our I ! 
regulations require that we primarily c9'nsider 'j, 
whether the proPosed activity is depend~nt upon!, 
the wetland resources and whether feasible l' 
alternative sites are available. • •• I'~eCOgnr~ 
that these ••• applications involve 3lart:.! of an t 
overall, master planned development, an~ that i~ 
has been suggested that the location of i :this " 
particular housing development with its! !related!1 
facilities is dependent on being locateclll in thiijj 
particular wetlands resource in order tQ' comple~ 

1.11 

the overall planned development. such, fhowever'~ 
is not the intended interpretation of this Ii 
wetlands policy as the Corps perceives it. The:' 
intent, instead, was to protect valuabl4!'wetlan\!l 
resources from unnecessary dredging and: ~illin!ii 
operations to' fulfill a purpose such aslhousing~ 
which generally is not dependent on bei*g locat't!I 
in the wetlands resources to fi,ulfill it$: basic i; 
purpose and for which, in most cases, other !\ 
alternative sites exist to fulfill that Ipurpose'~ 
• •• The basic purpose of this developmertt isii 
housing, and housing, in order to fulfia its :! 
basic purpose, generally does not have eo beH 
located in a water resource. Some haveisuggest'EI 

, . , 

rps 
in 

mandate of 
langUage 
ument for 

for 
following 

nes: 

that recreational housing requires such! a 'I" 

location. But while a derived benefit of! 
"recreational" housing may be the opporiunity to 
recreate in or near the water resource, ! the baS'$ 
purpose of it still remains the same: Ito providl 
shel ter. (Re ort on A lication for De artment;' f 
the Army Permits to Dredge and Fill at Marco '1: 
Island, Collier County, Florida, 6th Ind,., 15 il 
APril 1976, pages 91-92) i' Ii 

20. It follows that the ·basic.purpose~ ofl~ach co~Jonent 
element of the proposed Plantat10n Land1ng Resort m~ t be 
analyzed in terms of its actual, non-water-4ependent/l function. 

. " 
i' 
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Th~ basic purpose of the condominium housing is housing (i.e., 
shelter), the basic pUrpose of the restaurant is to feed people; 
etc. The Corps will not conclude that housing, restaurants, 
cafe~, bars, retail facIlities, or ~onvenience stores are water 
dependent I they are essentially non-water-dependent activities. 
Moreover, they do not gain the status of water-dependent 
activities merely because the applicant proposes to "integrate" 
them with a marina, or proposes to build them on a piece of land 
contiguous to a marina, or proposes that. any of these non-water
dependent facilities should be "waterfrontW or built on 
waterfront land. The concepts of Wintegration", "contiguity", 
and "waterfront" must not be used to defeat the purpose of the 
Wwater dependency" and "practicable alternatives" provisions of 
the Guidelines, nor to preclude the existence of practicable 
alternatives. 

21. In light of the foregOing guidance, your re-evaluation oC 
the proposed Plantation Landing Resort (and compar~le future 
proposals) should proceed as follows. Pirst, detend.ne whether 
each component part of the project is water dependent or not in 
light of that component's basic purpose. Por example, the 
proposed marina is water dependent, but the proposed housing 
units, motel, restaurant, etc., are not. Second, for component 
parts of the project which are not water dependent, a 
presumption arises that an alternative, upland site is 

'available. The applicant may be able to rebut that presumption 
with clear and convincing evidence. Closely related to this 
inquiry is the question whether the non-water-dependent 
components of the project actually must be integrated with or 
contiguous to the water dependent part(s) in such a manner as 
to necessitate their location in a special aquatiC site. Once 
again, a presumption exists that tne non-water-dependent 
components of the project do not have to be contiguous to or 
integrated with water-dependent parts (e.g., the marina) to be 
practicable (e.g., economically viable). As stated before, the 
applicant may be able to rebut the presumption with clear and 
convincing evidence. Only if the applicant rebuts these 
presumptions can the Corps conclude that some (or all) of the 
non-water-dependent components of the overall project pass the 
tests of 40 CPR 230.10(a)(3). 

22. Another problem in NOD's approach to the plantation landing 
case is the District's assertion that the loss of wetlands which 
the project would cause is inconsequential, because •••• project 
alterations of wetands represents a very small portion of 
similar habitat within the project vicinity and coastal 
Louisiana ••• only 2.39% of the saline marsh on Grand Isle and 
only 0.005% of the saline marsh in coastal Louisiana ••• " (SOP at 
page 7). While this consideration may have some relevance to 
the decision of this case, it ignores the fact that the 
cumulative effects of many projects such as Plantation Landing 
can add up to very significant wetlands loss. The 404(b)(1) 
Guidelines and the Corps wetlands policy at 33 CFR 320.4(b) both 
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II 
" <;leal with cUl!\ulative losses of special aqau::!:'c sites!! s a 

significant concern. For example. the Guide!lines~~f ne 
cumulative impacts at 40 eFR 230.11(g)(ll asi'fOilow~!: 

Determination of cumulative effects on t~e aaua~~ 
ecosystem. Cumulative impacts are the cihanges) ,I, an aquatic 
ecosystem that ~r7 attri~utable to the cpllecti~~ effect of 
a nur.lber of indJ.vJ.dual dl.Scharges of dredged or l'lr: ill 
material. Al though the impact of a partifcular -d~ charge may 
constitute a minor change in itself. the.cumula~~l e effect 
of numerous such piecemeal changes can ~~sult iJ<Oi major 
impairment of the water resources and interfere:', ith the 
productivity and water quality of existi!ng aquaji 
ecosystems. ' I Ii 

, 10 

Arr~ng the mandatory provisions of the Guide~ines wh~: h deal with 
cumulative effects is 40 'CFR 230.10 (c). whiql:1 prohiijl ts 
discha'I'ges "which will cause or contribute tio signi~: cant 
degradation of the waters of the Uni ted Staties. ft I~i follows 
that the proposed destruction of 22 acres of·special1i aquatic 
sites by the subject proposed development ca;nnot be I' ismissed as 
unimportant. ' r 

} I! 
23. An additional rationale given by NOD iq,this c~ e to 
justify issuance of the permit with minimal :tequire4 
70rnpensatory mitigation is the a~sertion th4t "the ~~oject site 
loS eroding at a rapid rate and wJ.ll be lost 'regardless of 
proj ect implementation ••• " (SOF at page 7l.' To theil~xtent that 
erosion rates can be reliably and accurately determ~r!ed. the 
ongoing and predicted erosion of a wetland ljIay be a[!~egitimate 
consideration under the Corps public intere$t revie~' However. 
rlOD's rel iance on predicted eros,iol\- rates i~' the in. ant case is 
problematical, !or at least two reasons. Fi~st. su$ tantial . 
doubt and disagree:nent apparently exist reg.rding he!! rapidly 
the marshland at issue here is likely to erdl.de. se~.: ,nat even if 
the :nore rapid proj ected rate of erosion is! accepte'~ as valid. 
that fact cannot negate the ecological valu~' of the"i' pecial 
aq\latic site over time. That is. even if t)!!.~ marsh!. ere to 
erode at the projected rate of the EnvirorunEmtal AS'$ ssment. it 
\~ou1d still provide valuable detritus and ft'sh and # ldlife 
habitat for more than fifty years into the ~uture. 4 a would be 
replaced by ecologically valuable shallow · ... ~'ter hab,t at even 
after erosion. Consequently. the marsh's s~atus as'lll special 
aquatic site under the 404(b) (ll Guidelines:irer:lains~ regardless 
of the eros ion factor. I!' I 
24. Of course. notwithstanding all of the jlibove. ip a 
particular. given case (which might or might: not bei

' 
he 

?lantation Landing Resort a~plication) the Corps P~J!, ic interest 
review and the 404(b) (ll GUJ.delines may allow the D~ trict 
Engineer to grant a permit for the filling of \~etl~;\I s. even for 
a non-water-dependent activity. This would!'occur q~ y if the 
ClPplicant has clearly rebutted the presumx:tliions agail st fill ing 
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wetlands found at 40 eFR 230.10. and has clearly rebutted the 
presumptions of 230.10(a) with convincing evidence that no 
p:r;acticable alternative exists \~hich would preclude his proposed 
fill. In such a circumstance rhe mitigation requirements of 40 
CFR 230.10(b). (c) • .::md (d) come into play. For some time the 
Corps has been working with the EPA to negotiate a mutually 
agreeable mitigation policy under the 404(b) (1) Guidelines. 
~Ihile no such common policy has yet been promulgated. the 
circumstances of the instant case demonstrate that some sort of 
interin guidance on mitiga.tion is important. 

25. In the Plantation Landing Resort 'case the NOD proposed to 
issue Corps permits authorizing the filling of 22 acres of tidal 
marsh and 3~ acres of shallow bay bottom. according to NOD's 
Public Notice of 7 Dec 1987 (page 1). The EPA and NI>IFS contend 
that the proposed project would adversely impact a total of 
approxi ... atel:r· 102 acres of wetlands and shallow open water bay 
bottom. considering both direct and indirect project impacts. 
Regardless of which figure for project impacts is more relevant, 
the fact remains that the total mitigation requirement which NOD 
proposed to satisfy 40 CFR 230.10 was to dispose of dredged 
material from the project's channel dredging operations in a 
manner which would create five acres of marsh, and to add 
the4eto with subsequent dredged material from future maintenance 
dredging o~erations for the resort's channel. For impacts on 
wetlands and productive shallow bay bottom areas of a project 
such as the instant case presents, NO~'s proposed mitigation 
requirenent appears inadequate. 

26. Pending the promulgation of further guidance on mitigation, 
NOD should require mitigation measures which will provide 
compensator~ nitigation, to the maximum extent practicable, for 
those values and functions of the special aquatic site directly 
or indirectly adversely impacted by the proposed development 
activity. Of course, such mitigation measures should be 
developed after appropriate consultation with Federal and state 
natural resource agencies, but the decision regarding how much 
mitigation to require and regarding the form and nature of the 
mitigation \~i1l be made by the District Engineer. 

27. The general conclusion to be drawn from the guidance given 
above is that the Corps should interpret and implement the 
404(b) (1) Guidelines. and for that matter the Corps public 
interest review. in a manner which recognizes that most special 
aquatic sites serve valuable ecological functions. as specified 
at 33 eFR 320.4(b). Such valuable special aquatic sites should 
be protected from unnecessary destruction. Consequently, the 
Corps regulatory program should give potential developers of 
special aquatic sites the proper guidance to the effect that 
special aquatic sites generally are not preferred sites for 
development activities. ~Ioreover. for ecologically valuable 
wetlands such as those at stake in the instant case. developers 
should understand that proposed non-water-dependent development 
activities will generally be discouraged. 

14 
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CECW-OR 

AE~LV TO 
ATTE,...TION OF 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
u.s. Army Corps at Enlin"fS 

WASHINGTON.O.C. 20314·1000 

MEMORANDUM THRU COMMANDER, HaRTH ATLANTIC DIVISION 

FOR COMMANDER, NEW YORK DISTRICT 

17 AUS_ 

SUBJECT, Permit Elevation, Hartz Mountain Development Corporation 

1. By memorandum dated 26 May 1989, the Assistant Secretary of 
the Army (Civil Works) adviaed me that he had granted the requeat 
of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Department of 
Interior (001) to elevate the permdt case for Hartz Mountain 
Development Corporation. In this reqard, the case _a elevated to 
HQUSACE for national policy level review of iasues concerni~g the 
mitigation and practicable alternativ.s provisions of the 
404(b)(1) Guidelines. 

2. Based on our review of the administrative record and meetings 
with your staff, the applicant, EPA and DOl, we have determdned • 
certain aspects of interpreting and implementing the guidelines 
should be clarified. Our conclusions are stated in the enclosed 
report titled Hartz Mountain 404(Q) Elevation, HQUSACE Findings. 

3. Please re-evaluate the subject permdt in light of the guidance 
prOvided in our findings and take action accordingly. In order 
for us to comply with paragraph 8 of the Depa~nt of the 
Army/EPA Memorandum of Agreement, pl.aae no~ify BQUSllCE Regulatory 
Branch as soon as you reach a permdt decision. Questiona or 
comments concerning thia elevated cas. may be directed to 
Mr. Michael Davis of my regulatory staff at (202) 272-0201. 

FOR THE COMMANDER: 

Enclosure ~~r;:~ Brigadi ne (P), USA 
Director Ci Works 
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. • WASHINOTON, U.t.o. tu.Jl\l'\l11J,;! 

""";1:'<,. D",~/:", 
;tf)~ Jf/~ 7( 

,~7AUG_ 

MEMORANDUM FOR TK! DIRECTOR OF CIVIL WORKS 

SUBJECT I Hartz Mountain Permit Elevation Case 

This is in reply to your memorandum of July 26. 
1989. concerning the subject elevated permit ca.e. 
~e have reviewed your draft findings and concur with 
your conclusions. YOu should notify the New York 
District to proceed in light of the guidance provided 
in your findings. 

The findings provide an excellent analysis of the 
issues in a complex ca.e. We particularly like the 
format used to present your analy.il and recommend it 
be used a. a model in the future. Mr. Michael Davi., 
the ca.e action officer, i. to be commended for hi • 
• fforts. 

Since much of the guidance and information 
contain.d in the finding. i. applicable to all 
Section 404 per.mit applic.tion., pl •••• distr!but. to 
Corp. FOIt. •• 

C:;?~S?~ 
Robert W. Page 

A.si.tant secretary of the ~ 
(Civil works) 

( 

• 
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HARTZ MOUNTAIN 404(q) ELEVATION 

HQUSACE FINDINGS 

PAEMAED fI'( CECW~OA 
215 JULY tea. 
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REPLY TO 
ATTENTION OF: 

CECW-OR 

Ms. Rebecca Hanmer 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
U,S, Army Corp, of EnginHr!l 

WASHINGTON,O.C. 20314·1000 

Acting Assistant Administrator 
for Water 

Environmental Protection Agency 
Washington, DC 20460 

Dear Ms. Hanmer: 

11 AUG 1l1li 

Pursuant to the Section 404(q) Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) 
between the Department of the Army and the Environmental 
Protection Agency, we are enclosing a copy of our "Findings" which 
addresses the policy issues you raised in reference to the Hartz 
Mountain permit case. 

We have directed the Army Corps of Engineers, New York 
District to undertake additional 'review of the Hartz Mountain 
permit application in light of the conclusions presented in our 
findings. Specifically, additional information on practicable 
alternatives and the baseline values of the existing wetland and 
proposed wetland enhancement is required before a permit decision 
can be made. In accordance with paragraph B of the MOA we will 
notify you of the District's decision. 

Your interest in this matter and the cooperation of your 
staff is appreciated. Questions or comments concerning this 
elevated case may be directed to Mr. Michael Davis of my 
regulatory staff at (202) 272-0201. 

Sincerely, 

?aJr.~L~~ p~re 
Briqadie ne (P), U. S. Army 
Director of Civ! Works . 

Enclosure 

( 

( 

( 
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....-:;II r"V'""F"" ~I EW F I NO INGIS 
IAFTTZ ~AIN PERMIT EL..E.VATIClN 

The purpose oi this document is to present the iindings oi 
the Headquarters Corps oi Engineers (HGUSACE) review oi policy 
issues associated with a permit application beiorethe New York 
District (District). This review was undertaken in accord.ance with 
the 1985 Memoranda oi Agreement (MOAs) between the -Department oi 
the Army and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the 
Department oi Interior (DOll. 

I. BACKGROUND 

On 4 August 1986 the Hartz Mountain Development Corporation· 
requested Department of the Army authorization to discharge iil1 
material into 97.41 acres of tidal wetlands within the New Jersey 
Hackensack Meadowlands District for the purpose of constructing a 
3,301 unit residential housing development. Specifically, the 
project involves the discharge of approximately 950,000 cubic yards 
of fill material into wetlands dominated by common reed (~tes 
c~m. A public notice describing the proposal was issued on 
22 May 1987, 'and a public hearing was conducted in June of 1987. 
A number ~f comments both for and against the project were received 
in response to the public notice and hearing. Three Federal 
agencies, EPA, Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) and the National 
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) all objected to the issuance of a 
permit for the proposed project. 

, Interagency coordination on the permit application proceeded 
ior approximately 18 months during which time additional 
information was submitted by Hartz Mountain and their consultants. 
In July 1988 the District completed the preliminary permit decision 
process and determined that the project was not contrary to the 
public interest provided that Hartz Mountain comply with certain 
restrictions and conditions aimed at minimizing the environmental 
impacts oi the project. Since the Federal resource agencies 
continued to ~bject to permit issuaAce, a meeting was held with 
each agency in accordance with the procedures oi the MOAs. As a 
result of these meetings, each agenc~ provided detailed written 
c~mments on their specific concerns. In general each agency's 
concerns centered on the appl ication of the 404( b) (1) Guidel ines 
practicable al ternative requirements, the District's contention 
that the wetland was of very low value, and the adequacy of the 
mitigation plan to offset environmental impacts. The District 
iorwarded these comments to Hartz Mountain for response and/or 
rebuttal. After considering the information contained within the 

I 
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administrative record, the District completed decision-making in 
January. 1989. Again, the District determined that the permit 
should be issued. In response to the District's decision, EPA, FWS 
and NMFS requested meetings with the North Atlantic Division 
Engineer (NAD) to discuss the permit decision in accordance with 
Paragraph 6 of the MOAs. As a resu I t of these meetings, NAD 
forwarded comments and suggestions to the District on 8 March 1989. 
The comments and suggestions concerned the language of four special 
conditions which NAD recommended be reworded to increase the 
viability of the mitigation requirements. The District 
incorporated these recommendations into the permit conditions and 
a decision to issue the permit was made on 28 March 1989. On 28 
March 1989, EPA, FWS and NMFS were given written notice of the 
District's "Intent to Issue" the permit. 

In accordance with the MOAs, in letters of April 24 and 25, 

( 

the DOl and EPA, respectively, requested that the Assistant 
Secretary of the Army (Civil Works) [A-SA·(CW)] elevate the Hartz 
Mountain permit decision for higher level review. NMFS, while 
continuing to object to the .project, did not request elevation. 
On 26 May 1989, ASA(CW), based on recommendations from HQUSACE, 
granted the DOl and EPA elevation request. ASA(CW) granted the 
request and forwarded the action to HQUSACE for national pol icy ( 
level review of 404(b)(1) Guidelines issues concerning mitigation 
and the analysis of practicable alternatives. The elevation 
request was not based on insuff~cient interagency coordination. 

The information in the followi·ng sections presents the resul ts 
of the HQUSACE review of the complete administrative record of the 
Hartz Mountain permit application. Clarification of information 
contained in the record was obtained through meetings with· the 
applicant and associated consultants, the District and NAD staff, 
the FWS and EPA. 

In terms of environmental protection, the 404(b)(1) Guidelines 
(Guidelines) form an essential component of the Corps' 404 
regulatory program. The Guidelines (40 CFR 230) are the 
substantive environmental criteria to be used in evaluating the 
impacts of discharges of dredged or fill material. In accordance 
with the Corps regulations (33 CFR 320 - 330), a 404 permit cannot 
be issued unless it complies with the Guidelines. HQUSACE's review 
of this case focused on the policy issues concerning compliance 
with the Guidelines. 

II. PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES 

A key proviSion of the Guidelines is the practicable 
alternative test which provides that "no discharge of dredged or 
fill material shall be permitted if there is a practicable 
alternative to the proposed discharge which would have less adverse 
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impact on the aquatic ecosystem" [40 CFR 230.10(a)]. In this 
~espect, if a 404 discharge may ~easonably be avoided, "it should 

.be avoided." 

In addition to the basic alte~natives test, 230.10(a) (3) 
establishes a ~ebuttable p~esumption against discharges into 
"special aquatic sites" fo~ non-wate~ dependent activities. A non
water dependent activity does not ~equi~e access or pro~imity to 
or siting within a special aquatic site to fulfill its "basic 
purpose." Practicable al te~natives to non-wate~ dependent 
activities are presumed to be available and to ~esult in less 
environmental loss unless clearly demonst~ated otherwise by the 
aoolicant. The Hartz Mountain project (housing) is clearly a non
water dependent activity. This fact is well documented in the 
District"s decision documents and has not been contested by the 
appl icant. Ther-efore, the bur-den of proving that no practicablt? 
alternative exists is the sole ~esponsibility of Hartz Mountain, 
not the District o~ resource agencies. 

A pre~equisite to evaluating practicable alternatives is the 
establishment of the "basic purpose" of the p~oposed activity. It 
is the ~esponsibility of the Corps dist~icts to control this, as 
well as all other aspects of the Guidelines analysis. While the 
Corps should consider the applicant"s views and information 
regarding the project pu~pose and eKistence of practicable 
alternatives, this must be undertaken without undue deference to 
the applicant"s wishes. These gene~al issues were discussed and 
guidance provided in the HGUSACE findings for the "Permit 
Elevation, Plantation Landing Resort, Inc." dated 21 April 1989, 
a copy of which has been pr'ovided to al I Corps divisions and 
districts. Much of the legal and policy guidance in that document 
is general I y appl icabl e to this case, and need not be re"peated 
het-ein. 

In this case, Hartz has clearly stated that their project 
purpose was to construct 3,301 units of residential housing in the 
IR-2 area. In fact, a July 86 "planners report" submitted with the 
permit application stated that "a site geographically located 
outside the Meadowlands Dist~ict would not fulfill the "basic 
project pu~pose" of 401(b)(1) [sic] of the Permit p~og~am." The 
IR-2 site is an area designated by the Hackensack Meadowlands 
Development Commission"s (HMDC) master plan as "Island Residential" 
housing. Hartz acquired ownership to 194 acres of the 238 acre 
site in 1979. Based on concerns of the District, Hartz ultimately 
modified the project purpose to expand the potential project area 
to New Je~sey Housing Region 1 (Hudson, Passaic and Be~gen 
Counties). However. Hartz asserts that its pu~pose remains the 
construction of a large scale (3.301 units) housing development. 
While it appea~s that the Dist~ict made a conscious effort to view 
the project from a more basic purpose perspective, this was not the 
approach taken by Hartz in evaluating potential alternative sites 
[404(b)(l) evaluation page 5]. This was ve~ified by Dr. Harvey 
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Moskowitz, Community Planne~ and consultant fo~ the applicant, who 
conducted the analysis of alte~native sites. This app~oach 
seriously flaws the validity of the alte~natives analysis and is 
inconsistent with the Guidelines. Limiting p~oject sites to those 
that can facilitate a 3,301 unit development may preclude the 
evaluation of otherwise practicable alte~natives. Acceptance of 
this ve~y rest~ictive alternatives analysis negates all attempts 
to otherwise mo~e generically define basic project purpose. In 
this case, in the "Summary Discussion of the Availability of 
Practicable Alte~natives" [404(b)(1) evaluation page 13) the 
District states that "The~e a~e no p~acticable alte~native sites 
that are reasonably a~ailable to the applicant for the proposed 
construction activities within the Northeaste~n New Je~sey Region 
which would meet the applicant's p~oject purpose and the stated 
need fo~ the project" (emphasis added). 

The Guidelines alternatives analysis must use the "basic 
proj ec t purpose", which cannot be def ined na~~owl y by the applicant 
to preclude the existence of practicable alte~natives. On the 
other hand, the Corps has some disi~~tion in defining the "basic 
project purpose" fo~ each Section 404 permit application in a 
manner which seems reasonable and equitable for that pa~ticular 
case. It is recognized that this particular case may be unusual, 
because it involves unique issues of zoning and land use planning 
by the HMDC and the apparent scarcity of undeveloped land in the 
Region 1 area. However, federal conCerns over the 'environment, 
health and/or safety will, often result in decisions that are 
inconsistent with local land use approvals. In this respect, the 
Corps should not give undue deference to HMDC or any other zoning 
body. 

At the ~equest of ~he District, Hartz conducted a search for 
potential alternative sites in Region I. Ultimately, 43 sites were 
identified and evaluated by Hartz's consultant, Dr. Mos'kowitz. 
Each site was evaluated based ona set of criteria developed by 
Hartz. 'The District reviewed the criteria and concluded that they 
were, "appropriate fo~ reviewing sites for practicability with 
regard to the Section 404(b)(I) Guidelines." While this approach 
may be an acceptable method for evaluating alternative sites, we 
are concerned that some of the crite~ia were biased to the extent 
that only sites that meet the applicant's purpose were considered. 
For example, alternative sites less than 50 acres we~e not 
considered practicable because they would not facilitate a 3,301 
unit development and therefore "achieve the applicant's stated 
project goals" [404(b)(I) evaluation page B). On this subject the 
District states: 

( 

( 

"Based on the applicants goal's for a profit, it must be ( 
presumed that the size of a potential alternative site 
is of primary importance. A smaller pa~cel of land could 
be considered a prac ticabl e alternative for a residential 
housing p~oject although it could not accommodate a 
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project 
present 
page 7J 

nearly the size that 
permit application." 

is the subject of the 
(404(b)(1) evaluation 

In this case the District's administrative record gives the 
appearance of having given too much deference to the applicant's 
narrowry defined project purpose. This may have very .. ell resulted 
in the e~clusion of other .. ise practicable alternatives. 

The District goes to great length to e~plain the criteria 
utilized by the applicant and the justification for each (404(b)(1) 
evaluation page 8J. However, no information is provided in the 
decision documents on the specific sites, the ratings they 
received, or .. hy they failed. a.s practicable alternatives. At a 
minimum, a table of the sites listing this information should have 
been inc luded in the 404( b)( 1) evaluation. In regard to the actual 
evaluation of the 43 potential site~,-~e·observed at least a fe .. 
discrepancies in the data submitted by the applicant. For e~ample, 
two adjacent sites (4 and 5) .. ere given different ratings on 
accessibility to public· transportation. Of more significance. is 
the fact that the IR-2 site .. as not evaluated against the criteria 
used for the other sites. Our estimates indicate that the site may 
in fact not pass as a practi~able alternative based on the 
applicant's o .. n system for analyzing alternatives. Failing to 
evaluate the project site .. hen using this type of evaluation system 
is inappropriate and indicates that the applicant has not rebutted 
the presumption against the discharge of fill material into special 
aquatic: sites. 

Throughout the decision documents the District mentions the 
need for housing in the Region and references New Jersey .Council 
on Affordable Housing (COAH) information (Statement of Findings 
(SOF) page 14, 404(b)(1) evaluation page 11, Environmental 
Assessment (EA) page 2J. While the need for all types of housing 
in the Region may be very real, we are concerned that the 
administrative record does not clearly demonstrate the existence 
of such a need. The COAH information focuses on the need for low 
to moderate income housing and this portion of the housing need is 
not questioned. However, it appears that the District relied on 
the COAH data to substantiate the need for housing above the 
moderate income level. Admittedly the COAH information translates 
an actual need of 42,534 low/moderate units to an overall figure 
of 213,000 housing units. This is based on the number of market 
rate units that may be required to support the actual 10 .. /moderate 
housing needs. Use of this information to justi fy an overa 11 
hous.ing need may not be appropriate. Further, reference to a COAH 
letter on page 11 of the 404(b)(1) evaluation is misleading if not 
inaccurate. The District states: 

"The 27 September 1988 correspondence from the State of New 
Jersey's Council on Affordable Housing (COAH) substantiates 
the applicant's showing that no reasonably available 
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practicable alternative sites to the proposed development 
exist by focusing on the' compelling need' for'locating the 
housing in Se~aucus at the Mill Creek Site, at the densitJes 
mandated by the Hackensack Meadowlands Development Commission 
zoning regulations." 

What the referenced COAH letter really states is that there is a 
need for 42,534 low to moderate income units and that it may take 
four market units per low/moderate unit to support such housing. 
In regard to the "compelling need" at the Mill Creek site (IR-2), 
the COAH 'letter states: 

"The COAH supports the development of affordable housing units 
at the Mill Creek site as a meaningful step toward addressing 
the compelling need for such housing in Secaucus and Region 
1." (emphasis added) 

The proposed project will provide a maximum ~f 330 (lOX of total) 
low to moderate income units at the I~-2 site. The administrative 
record and discussions with the applicant indicate that it .is 
likely that only one half of the 330 units will actually be built 

( 

at the IR-2 site. The decision documents ~onsistently state that ( 
lOX to 20% of the project will be dedicated to low to moderate 
housing. This is clearly not the case and the record should 
reflect such. Further. the need for housing of any type and the 
zoning requirements of HMDC cannot override the Guideline's 
reguirement to select the least damaginq practicable alternative. 

CONCLUSIONS: 

1. For purposes of this case only, the basic project purpose 
should be defined as "construction of a large scale, high density 
housing project in the Region 1 area." That does not necessarily 
mean a project of 3,301 units in one contiguous location as 
proposed ,by Hartz. The Distric:t should determine the minimum 
feasible size. circ:umstanc:es. etc: •• which characterize a viable 
large scale. high denSity housing project. The Distric:t may 
require the applicant to provi'de information that facilitates 
completion of this determination. Clearly Hartz has previously 
determined that a development of 2,748 units would be feasible. 
It may very well be that a smaller development (i.e." < 2,748 
units) would also be viable. The permit decision documents should 
be correc:ted to reflect the project purpose noted above (i.e., 
references to satisfying the applic:ant's projec:t purpose should be 
deleted) . 

2. Onc:e the minimum feasible size, etc. has been determined 
inaccordanc:e with (1.) above, a revised alternative analysis 
should be completed by Hartz. The District must carefully evaluate 
the criteria used to c:ompare alternative sites. The alternatives 
analysis must be objec:tive and balanc:ed, and not be used to provide 
a rationalization for the applic:ant's preferred result (i.e., that 
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no practicable alternative exists). The IR-2 site must be included 
in the alternatives evaluation and added to the administrative 
record. 

3. The alternative site data should be made part of the 
decision documents. This should include a listing of all sites, 
their evaluation scores and a summary of the final determination 
of practicability. 

4. Information on the need for housing 
cited in the decisibn documents and additional 
overall housing need (i.e., above moderate 
provided. 

I I I. MITIGATION! 

must be accurately 
information on the 
level) should be 

As previously discussed, the Guidelines establish the 
substantive environmental criteria to be applied in the evaluat~on 
of potential impacts associated with discharges of dredged or fill 
material into waters of the United states. In addition to the 
·practicable alternative" test in 230.10(al, the Guidelines state 
that a discharge cannot be approved, except as provided under 
404(b)(2), if it results in significant degradation of waters of 
the United States and, unless all appropriate and practicable steps 
have been taken to minimize potential adverse impacts on the 
aquatic ecosystem [230.10 (c) and (d)]. These form an important 
part of the current approach of requiring mitigation in the 404 
regulatory program. Mitigation is also a required consideration 
under the Corps' Public Interest Review [33 CFR 320.4(r)]. 

As a general rule, once the least damaging practicable 
alternative has been selected, appropriate and practicable steps 
must be taken to mitigate the project impacts. Determining the 
amount and type of mitigation is often difficult at best. In 
particular, compensatory mitigation for wetlands loss engenders a 
considerable amount of c.ontroversy and discussion among regulatory 
and resource agencies and the development community. In order to 
improve consistency, Army and EPA are currently working on a 404 
mitigation policy. 

Pending the promulgation of the joint mitigation policy, the 
Corps should require mitigation measures which will provide 
compensation, to the maximum extent practicable, for all values 
and functions that are lost or adversely impacted as a result of 

!The discussion of mitigation that follows, and any subsequent 
requirements, have no bearing on the previous discussion and 
requirements concerning the availability of practicable 
alternatives. 
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a proposed development in waters of the United States. As with 
other permit specific Guidelines and public interest decisions, a 
determination of mitigation requirements will be made by the Corps. 
Such decisions should be made after appropriate consultation with 
Federal and state resource agencies. The Corps decision must be 
made in a manner that recognizes the ecological functions of 
special aquatic sites, in this case wetlands. 

A prerequisi te to developing a wetl ands compensatory 
mitigation plan is the establishment of values and functions of 
the existing wetland system. Without the benefit of baseline 
information, the permit decision-maker cannot determine an 
appropriate mitigation level to find compliance with the 
Guidelines. As a matter of policy. the Corps should not make 
permit decisions before obtaining the necessary and appropriate 
information on the value of the specific resource that would be 
lost to a proposed discharge of dredged or fill material if the 
permit is granted. This information may be obtained from the 
applicant, in-house studies, technical assistance from e~perts at 
the Corps Waterways E~periment Station (WES) or universities ~nd 
previously published reports to mention only a few sources. It is 
incumbent upon the Corps to review the data carefully to ensure 
that the information is scientifically sound and can be supported ( 
if challenged. 

In the Hartz Mountain case an e~tensive mitigation "concept" 
was proposed by the applicant. The District relied heavily on the 
potential success of this concept in reaching a decision to issue 
the permit. The basic premise of the Hartz mitigation concept was 
that the existing wetland system was highly degraded and of very 
low value. . In this regard, Hartz maintained that they could 
enhance low value wetlands (both on-site and at two off-site 
locations) to a point where they could compensate for the direct 
loss of 97.41 acres. This assumption is based on a presumed 
·successful" mitigation project currently under way by Hartz on 
another part, of the IR-2 site. This b3 acre mitigation project was 
required as part of a 1983 Department of the Army Permit to fill 
127 acres of wetlands for commercial and industrial development. 
To date, no c:omprehe'1sive evaluations have been completed to 
substantiate the claims of success on this mitigation project in 
terms of overall wetland values. For the current project, Hartz 
determined, using the FWS Habitat .Evaluation Procedure (HEP), that 
they would have to enhance 93.74 acres of wetland and create 22.12 
acres of open water canals to compensate for the loss of 97.41 
acres. In addition, Hartz proposed 8.84 acres of "raised islands· 
for upland habitat and 9.40 acres of wetlands preservation. 

Throughout the District's review of this case there as been 
signi f ican t disag reement between Hartz and the resource agencies 
on the actual value of the PfJrllilEtes dominated wetlands within the 
project area. The applicant's HEP, which was modified several 
times, concluded that the area has "relatively low e~isting fish 
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and wildlife and ecological value" (emphasis added) (EA page 6). 
An Advanced Identification field team from the District, EPA, FWS, 
NMFS, New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection and HMDC 
conducted a analysis of the Hackensack area using the Corps Wetland 
Evaluation Technique (WET). According to the District, the "draft 
WET documents have shown that the general regions encompassing the 
proposed development site and mitigation areas have high value 
potential for fish and wildlife. as well as the potential for 
having moderate to high general ecological value ... " (emphasis 
added) (EA page 6). The District has indicated that the WET 
analysis was not specific to the project area and was more of a 
"windshield" survey. EPA and FWS requests for permit elev·ation 
were based, in part, on the lack of definitive data on the values 
of the project and mitigation sites. FWS continues to question the 
validity of the applicant's application of the HEP (a FWS 
methodology) process. 

Based on the decision documents for this application, it 
appears that the District generally concurred with Hartz on the 
low wetland value of the project area. Their position was ba~ed 
on the HEP evaluation and other environmental data collected by 
the applicant. However, the addition of Special Conditions (A.) 
and (D.) seem to indicate that their support was somewhat t~cit 
and that questions on the wetland values remained. Condition (A.) 
requires Hartz to perform a site specific WET using environmental 
data from other agencies and the HEP generated information. This 
information is to be used to "confirm that the proposed wetland 
mitigation values compensate for the aggregate value of the wetland 
functions lost to the filling activities .•• " Special Condition 
(D.) requires Hartz to undertake a comprehensive sampling and data 
coli ec tion program which inc ludes the establ ishment of basel ine 
information for the project area. While Hartz has provided 
biological, chemical and physical ·data in the form of various 
surveys and studies· conducted over the years, an updated 
comprehensive scientific report on the existing conditions does not 
exist in the administrative record. From a policy perspective. we 
believe that a valid Guidelines determination cannot be made 
without the benefit of an appropriate assessment of the pre-project 
values of the impacted resource. This information is equally 
important in making the Corps public interest determination. 
Further. this assessment should be completed before a final permit 
decision is reached. The level and sophistication of information 
required will vary from application to application depending on the 
size and nature of the project. It is recognized that in a small 
number of cases (e.g., unauthorized fill), baseline information may 
not be readily obtainable and best professional judgement must 
prevai 1. However, the piecemea 1 approach of assessing current 
wetland values and the reliance on such information as an "April 
1986 comprehensive, natural resources survey of the subject parcels 
and the Hackensack Riverl' are causes for concern. 
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According to Hartz,completing the proposed mitigation would 
result in a 20% net increase in overall estuarine value in the 
proj ec t area. For purposes of the mi tigation discussion the 
,project area is defined as the 231.51 acre universe of the IR-2 
site and the two off-site mitigation areas. The existing estuarine 
value of the project area was estimated at 38% of its potential. 
A 20% increase would result in a project area that functions at 46% 
of its potential estuarine value. When the 97.41 acres of project 
fill, 8.84 acres of "islands" and the 9.40 acres of preservation 
are removed fr'om the project area2, 115.86 acres re,main for marsh 
enhancement and open water. In order to obtain their estimated 20% 
overall increase Hartz will have to enhance the 115.86 acres to 91% 
of their potential estuarine value. In this respect, we are 
concern'ed about Hartz's, or anypnes, ability to increase values to 
such a level. If th~ open water is subtracted, the remaining 93.74 
acres of wetland would have to be enhanced to 113% of its potential 
estuarine value. Clearly, this wouid-not' be possible. In either 
case additional acreage may be required to achieve the 20% net 
increase in values required. 

( 

Another issue that is of concern is the inclusion of "fringe" 
wetlands and open water in the mitigation plan. Over 33 acres of 
the mitigation credit consist of a series of canals and adjacent ( 
narrow strips (fringe) of intertidal plantings among 3,301 housing 
units. The overall wetland value of this part of the mitigation 
should be documented. The HEP. evaluation looked at this area as 
one 33,85 acre tract and not as one that was dissected by a large 
residential development. The applicant's main purpose for this 
part of the plan may very well be aesthetics. 

An issue that was initially discussed in the HQUSACE permit 
elevation recommendations to ASA(CW), was the proposed issuance of 
the Hartz permit prior to receipt of a detailed mitigation plan. 
In this case, permit conditioning appears sufficient to ensure that 
a detailed plan will be submitted for District approval prior to 
the discharge of fill material. However, at a minimum, the permit 
plans should have provided enoug~ information to accurately reflect 
the work proposed (e.g., typical cross sections, etc.). 

CONCLUSIONS, 

1. Hartz should be required to complete a comprehensive 
baseline study of the IR-2 site, off-site mitigation areas, and the 
previous 63 acre mitigation site before a final permit decision is 
made. The District, in consultation with FWS, EPA and NMFS will 
determine the scope of the study and the methods used. The final 
calIon the study will be the District's. 

the 
2Correctly, these areas were not counted by the 
District in determining the amount of marsh 

required. 
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2. The Dist~ict, not Ha~tz, should complete a site specific 
WET evaluation befo~e making a pe~mit decision. We st~ongly 

encou~age the Dist~ict to utilize expe~ts f~om WES to unde~take 
this task. Funding fo~ .. o~k of this natu~e has p~eviously been 
p~ovided to WES by HQUSACE and initial discussions have confi~med 
the availability of the app~op~iate WES staff. 

3. The wetland ~eplacement value of the f~inge wetlands and 
open .. ate~ at the IR-2 site should be ~eevaluated. Documentation 
of its value should be included in the ~eco~d. 

4. Once info~mation is obtained f~om the studies noted in 
pa~ag~aphs one th~ough th~ee above, a dete~mination of the value 
of the exi$ting Phragaltes marsh and, as appropriate, the amount of 
compensato~y mitigation ~equi~ed to compensate fo~ the lost 
~esou~ce shoul d be completed. Based on those dete~minations, a 
final pe~mit decision should be made. 

5. Afte~ completion of the above, if a decision is mad& to 
issue the pe~mitj Ha~tz should be ~equi~ed to submit mo~e detailed 
pe~mit plans. While we do not expect final d~awings, basic 
info~mation such as access between islands at the IR-2 site and 
typical p~e and post p~oject c~oss sections at all mitigation sites 
should be included. 

IV. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

A review of the voluminous administratiye record reveals the 
extensive amount of effo~t on the pa~t of the Dist~ict to evaluate 
this application. Seve~ely unde~staffed and wo~king in a difficult 
geog~aphica~ea, they should be commended fo~ thei~ ove~all 

accomplishments in the ~egulato~y p~og~am. 

F~om the guidance p~esented in this document, the gene~al 
conclusion should be d~awn that the A~my Co~ps of Enginee~s is 
serious about protecting waters of the United States, including 
wetlands, f~om unnecessa~y and avoidable loss. The Corps districts 
should inte~pret and implement the Guidelines in a manner that 
~ecognizes this. Fu~the~, the Corps should inform developers that 
special aquatic sites are not prefer~ed sites fo~ development and 
that non-wate~ dependent activities will gene~ally be discouraged 
in acco~dance wi th the Guidel ines. When unavoidable impacts do 
occu~, the Co~ps will ensure that all appropriate and practicable 
action is ~equi~ed to mitigate such impacts. The mitigation must 
be prope~ly planned with st~ingent pe~mit conditions to ensure that 
it accomplishes stated objectives. Compliance monito~ing by Co~ps 
dist~icts must be an integral pa~t of this proces·s. 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Before Commissioners: Elizabeth Anne Moler, Chair; 
Vicky A." Bailey, James J. Hoecker, 
William L. Massey, and Donald F. Santa, Jr. 

EcoElectrica, L.P. Docket No. CP95-35-000 

ORDER GRANTING NGA SECTION 3 AUTHORIZATION FOR THE 
SITING, CONSTRUCTION, AND OPERATION OF LNG FACILITY 

(Issued May 15, 1996) 

On October 25, 1994, EcoElectrica, L.P. (EcoElectrica) filed 
an application, pursuant to section 3 of the Natural Gas Act 
(NGA) and Parts 153 and 380 of the Commission's regulations, for 
authorization of the construction and operation of proposed 
liquefied natural gas (LNG) facilities and a place of import in 
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico (Commonwealth). 

We will grant the requested section 3 authorization, subject 
to the safety and environmental conditions and mitigation 
measures specified in the appendix to this order. 

BACKGROUND AND PROPOSAL 

EcoElectrica is a Bermuda limited partnership formed by 
affiliates of Enron Development Corporation and KENETECH Energy 
Systems, Inc. 

EcoElectrica proposes to construct and operate an LNG 
terminal at Guayanilla Bay, Penuelas, about nine miles west of 
Ponce, Puerto Rico, to import LNG. The gas will be used to power 
a proposed 461 megawatt cogeneration plant, whiCh will sell 
electricity to the Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority (Power 
Authority) and use steam to generate additional electricity and 
to meet the power requirements of a proposed desalination plant. 
EcoElectrica notes that the government-created Power Authority 
supplies virtually all of the electric power consumed in Puerto 
Rico, that 98 percent of its existing generating capacity is 
provided by oil-fired units, and that the Power Authority has not 
added new generating capacity in nearly 20 years. EcoElectrica 
states that in an effort to diversify its fuel sources, the Power 
Authority has elected to import natural gas as a cost effective 
means to meet anticipated future growth in energy demands in an 
envi.i:"or.u.ut::iit.ally a~ct::1-'LeW_lt:: UlcU.LU(::,L". Ec;uElectric;a aIld the Power 
Authority executed a 25-year power purchase contract in March 
1995. 
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EcoElectrica's proposed project includes both LNG and non
LNG-related facilities on a 36-acre site. However, the requested 
section 3 authorization pertains only to certain LNG facilities 
located on 25 of the site's 36 acres. These facilities consist 
of (1) a marine terminal with an 1800-foot pier for unloading LNG 
tankers; (2) two l,OOO,OOO-barrel LNG storage tanks; (3) an LNG 
vaporization system; (4) various control systems, and (5) piping 
and other ancillary equipment. 

On the remaining portion of the 36-acre site, EcoElectrica 
proposes to construct (1) a 461 megawatt electric cogeneration 
facility that will use vaporized LNG as a fuel source for power 
generation; (2) a desalination facility capable of producing up 
to 4,000,000 gallons of fresh water per day; (3) other facilities 
necessary for the operation of the cogeneration facility, 
including a 2.3-mile, 230-kilovolt transmission line connecting 
the planned plant substation to an existing Power Authority 
substation and a gas line to serve the proposed cogeneration 
facility; and (4) a gas line to serve the Power Authority's 
existing Costa Sur Power Plant. 

Upon completion, EcoElectrica will import and store up to 
2,000,000 barrels of LNG for use in the 461 megawatt cogeneration 
facility. 

The total estimated cost to construct the EcoElectrica 
project is $600 million. 

Construction of the cogeneration and desalination facilities 
would occur over a two-year period. Construction of the LNG 
facilities would begin after completion of construction of most 
of the cogeneration facilities and would occur over a 24- to 30-
month period. 

NOTICE AND INTERVENTIONS 

Notice of EcoElectrica's application was published in the 
Federal Register on February 2, 1995 (60 FR 6'528). Pan National 
Gas Sales, Inc. (Pan National) filed a timely, unopposed motion 
to intervene ~I and Algonquin Gas Transmission Company 
(Algonquin), Cabot LNG Corporation (Cabot), Total S.A. (Total) 
and Trunkline LNG Company (Trunkline) filed timely motions to 
intervene. 

Cabot and Pan National comment on, but do not protest, the 
EcoElectrica proposal. 

~I Timely, unopposed motions to intervene are granted by 
operation of Rule 214. 18 C.F.R. § 385.214 (1995). 
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Senator J. Bennett Johnston submitted a letter in support of 
EcoElectrica's proposal. 

EcoElectrica'sObjections to Motions to Intervene 

EcoElectrica opposes Algonquin's, Cabot's, Total's, and 
Trunkline's motions to intervene, and replies to the submitted 
comments. 

Cabot claims that "[aJs the largest of only two importers of 
LNG into North America" it "has an abiding interest in the 
reliability and safety of 'the LNG importation industry as a whole 
and in the industry's continuing image reflecting the highest 
standards of reliability and safety." ~/ EcoElectrica 
challenges Cabot's characterization of its reliability and safety 
interest in this proceeding as too tenuous to merit standing to 
intervene under Rule 214. d/ 

EcoElectrica goes on to point out that Cabot is the sole 
United States buyer from potential LNG sources in Nigeria and 
Trinidad, Cabot may thus be a competitor of EcoElectrica's. 
EcoElectrica asserts that "Cabot's negotiating position would be 
enhanced if it could prevent competing buyers of LNG from 
entering the market" and alleges that "Cabot appears to be 
attempting to maintain its concentrated market power in the 
Atlantic Basin by attempting to keep EcoElectrica out of the LNG 
import business." !!/ ' 

In general, we are inclined to read broadly a party's stated 
rationale for seeking to intervene in a proceeding in order to 
assure that no relevant issues go unaddressed. Conditions 
relating to reliability and safety may establish precedent 
affecting Cabot. Further, EcoElectrica admits that it may 
compete with Cabot. In view of the above potential for the 
outcome of this case to impact on Cabot, we conclude Cabot has an 
interest which may be directly affected by the outcome of this 
proceeding; therefore, Cabot may intervene pursuant to Rule 214. 

~! Cabot's Motion to Intervene, at 2 (February 17, 1995). 

d! Section 385.214(b) (2) (ii) of the Commission's regulations 
provides for party status where: The movant has or 
represents an interest which may be directly affected by the 
outcome of the proceeding, including any interest as a: (A) 
Consumer, (B) Customer, (C) CUlflJ:'",i;.lLuL, Ui. (D) SE:!(;uLlty 
holder of a party. '. 

!!! EcoElectrica's Answer to Motions to Intervene, at 5 (March 
6,1995). 
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EcoElectrica similarly asserts that Algonquin, Trunkline, 
and Total lack an interest that could be affected by the outcome 
in this proceeding, and argues these parties should not be 
permitted to intervene in this proceeding. We disagree. 
Algonquin and Trunkline have interests in LNG facilities in the 
United States and we find that the outcome in this proceeding has 
the potential to effect these LNG operations. Total is involved 
in a proposal to build, own, and operate a liquified petroleum 
gas-fired power generation projec~ in Puerto Rico. 
EcoELE§Ctrica's proposal involves gas supply and power generation 
in Puerto Rico, issues potentially affecting Total. We find that 
under Rule 214, Algon~~in, Trunkline, and Total have demonstrated 
sufficient interests in this case to qualify as parties to this 
proceeding. Accordingly, the contested motions to intervene will 
be granted. 

Cabot's Comments on the EcoEI§ctrica Proposal 

In its motion to intervene, Cabot commented that 
EcoEI§ctrica's application neglects to identify its source of LNG 
supply, 2/ and submits that the Commission should not act until 
EcoEl§ctrica submits this information, as required by Commission 
regulations. £<./ 

Commission Response 

We note that pursuant to NGA section 3 and Department of 
Energy (DOE) Delegation Order Nos. 0204-111 and 0204-127, DOE's 
Office of Fossil Energy (FE) has considered the need for and 
supply of LNG in this case, and has granted EcoElectrica 
authority to import up to 130 Bcf of LNG per year for a 40-year 
term, from October 1, 1997, to December 31, 2037. 2/ DOE/FE 
will monitor the LNG supply contracts, import volumes, countries 
of origin, transporters, and price terms. Given the DOE/FE 
attention to the issue of gas supply, we find no reason to 

'd/ EcoElEktrica states that possible LNG sources include Abu 
Dhabi, Algeria, Nigeria, Norway, Oman, Qatar, Trinidad, 
Venezuela, and Yemen. 

£<./ Sections 153.3 (d) and (f) and Section 153.4 (a), Exhibit E, 
of the Commission's regulations generally state that as part 
of an application to import natural gas, the applicant shall 
provide information showing: the location of the gas 
field(s) from where the gas will be imported and an estimate 
of remaining reserves; the name of the seller and producer 
cf the gas to be imported and the raLOl Lo DOl l'diu; and, the 
contract(s) with the producer or seller of the gas to be 
imported. 

2/ ~ DOE/FE Order No. 1042 (April 19, 1995). 
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require the information specified in sections 153.3 (d) and (f) 
and 153.4 (a), Exhibit E, of our regulations. Accordingly, we 
will waive the requirement that EcoElectrica,comply with those 
regulations. 

Pan National's Comments on, the EcoElectrica Proposal 

In its motion to intervene, Pan National states that 
according to information contained in EcoElectrica's application, 
the proposed facilities will have capacity substantially in 
excess of the Power Authority's near-term need for electric 
generating capacity. Pan National questions whether EcoElectrica 
intends to make any portion of this excess capacity available to 
other LNG suppliers or other potential gas users on a non- ' 
discriminatory, open access basis. 

In addition, Pan National is unclear whether EcoElectrica is 
seeking NGA section 7 authorization for the operation of its 
jurisdictional facilities or if the Commission intends to . 
exercise such jurisdiction over the facilities. If the 
Commission elects. not to assert section 7 jurisdiction over 
EcoElectrica's proposed project, then Pan National urges the 
Commission to condition its section 3 authorization so that 
EcoElectrica is required to operate its LNG import facilities on 
a non-discriminatory, open access basis in order to provide LNG 
terminal services to other potential importers of LNG to Puerto 
Rico. 

EcoElectrica's Answer 

EcoElectrica asserts that the Commission lacks the authority 
to impose open assess requirements under either section 7 or as a 
condition under section 3. First, EcoElectrica contends that 
section 7 does not apply to its facilities, since they will be 
used only to import LNG gas from outside the United States for 
consumption entirely within Puerto RicOi they will not be used to 
transport gas in interstate commerce. Second, EcoElEictrica 
argues that, as a consequence of the delegation of authority over 
gas imports and exports, and the modification to this authority 
occasioned by the Energy Policy Act of 1992, "there is no longer 
any authority under Section 3 for any agency to impose addItional 
conditions on LNG import applicationEi." ~/ 

Commission Response 

We concur with EcoElectrica's conclusion that there is no 
cause to impose a non-discrimination, open access requirement in 
this ·case. Our reasoning, altho~ugh similaL', it:; nut identicd.l. 

a/ EcoElectrica's Answer to Motions to Intervene, at 11 (March 
6, 1995). 
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In considering EcoElectrica's NGA section 3 application, we 
look at the siting of the import point and the construction and 
operation of the facilities used to implement the 
importation. ~/ The facilities at issue include the above 
described LNG tanks, vaporizers, and other ancillary equipment. 
Our section 3 deliberations do not encompass the related 
facilities, also described above, that EcoElectrica proposes to 
construct at the site. 

We do not regard EcoElectrica's application as including a 
request for the equivalent of NGA section 7 authorization, and 
can find no rationale for conditioning our section 3 
authorization to impose requirements based on our section 7 
provisions. 10/ 

Pan National requests that we impose arion-discriminatory, 
open access service provision on EcoElectrica. Under our section 
7 certificate authorization, we require such a provision for 
service rendered by natural gas pipeline companies over 
facilities used to transport gas in interstate commerce. 

,However, the proposed facilities under consideration in this 
section 3 proceeding will not be used to provide jurisdictional 

~/ See Delegation Order No. 0204-112, 49 FR 6684 (February 22, 
1984), providing the Commission the authority, with respect 
to imports and exports of natural gas, to approve or 
disapprove of the construction and operation of pa-rticular 
facilities and the site at which such facilities shall be 
located. 

10/ In Distrigas Corp. v. FPC, 495 F.2d 1057, 1064 (D.C.Cir. 
1974), ~. denied, 419 US 834 (1974), the court held that 
"[u)nder Section 3, the Commission's authority over imports 
of natural gas is at once plenary and elastic," and that to 
prevent gaps in jurisdiction the Commission has the 
discretion under section 3 "to impose on imports of natural 
gas the equivalent of Section 7 certification requirements." 
In addition to gas imports, the Commission has also had 
occasion to exercise jurisdiction -- under section 3 by 
analogy to section 7,but not pursuant to section 7 -- over 
gas exports. see,~, Valero Transmission Company, 27 
FERC , 61,151 (1984) and 30 FERC , 61,035 (1985). See also 
Yukon Pacific Corporation, 36 FERC , 61,216 at 61,758-59 
(19S7). Unlik", EcoElectrica, wo;, do nut vi~w th~ EIl~rgy 
Policy Act of 1992 as precluding us from exerciSing our 
"plenary and elastic" authority under section 3 to impose 
section 7 certificate-like conditions under appropriate 
circumstances. 
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interstate transportation. 11/ Instead, the facilities will 
be used to engage in commerce between Puerto Rico and foreign 
nations. The Commission's jurisdiction under section 7 does not 
attach to such foreign commerce; our jurisdiction over foreign 
commerce is limited to the delegated authority under section 
3. 12/ Further, EcoElectrica intends to import LNG for its 
own supply, i.e., its facilities will not be employed to provide 
LNG services for others. Under these circumstances, we find no 
cause to consider imposing a non-discriminatory, open access 
condition under our section 3 authority over EcoElectrica's 
operation of its LNG facility. In view of the above, we find Pan 
National's request that we mandate non-discriminatory open access 
to be inapplicable, and find no cause to impose such a provision. 

DISCUSSION 

Pursuant to section 3 of the NGA, and authority delegated by 
the Secretary of Energy, the siting, construction, and operation 
of EcoElectrica's proposed facilities is subject to the 
jurisdiction of the Commission. An application under section 3 
will be approved unless it "will not be consistent with the 
public interest." 

We have reviewed the application and concur with 
EcoElectrica's assertion that its proposal can assist in 
promoting the use of natural gas as an environmentally acceptable 
alternative to oil in meeting anticipated increases in electric 
demand. We find that EcoElectrica's proposal is not inconsistent 
with the public interest, provided it adheres to the safety and 
environmental conditions and mitigation measures specified in the 
appendix to this order. Thus, we will grant EcoElectrica's 
request for NGA section 3 authorization. 13/ 

11/ EcoElectrica avers that if it decides in the future to 
engage in interstate commerce in natural gas, "EcoElectrica 
will make the appropriate filings at the Commission and Pan 
National will be free to raise its Section 7 arguments at 
that time." 

12/ See,~, eMS Gas Transmission and Storage Company, 72 FERC 
, 61,146 at 61,743-44 (1995). 

13/ We note that in addition to the public interest requirements 
set forth in section 3 of the NGA, pursuant to Executive 
Order No. 10,485, 18 FR 5,397 (September 3, 1953), "the 
construction and maintenance at the borders of the United 
St.a.t.es of facilities for t:l!c eXi:J0LLaLluu UL Impol."tation of 
... natural gas" reqUires a "Presidential Permit," whereby 
the Commission considers the public interest in conjunction 
with the Secretary of State's and Secretary of Defense's 

(continued ... ) 
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Environmental Review 

In accordance with the prov~s~ons of the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969, 14/ the Commission 
and the Puerto Rico Planning Board (PRPB) prepared a final 

. environmental impact statement/environmental impact statement 
(FEIS/EIS) to assess the environmental impacts of EcoElectrica's 
proposed project. ~/ 

The Commission and the PRPB considered comments from 
interested parties, alternatives to the proposed project 
(including a "No Action Alternative") and potential impacts of 
the proposed project (including impacts on water quality, marine 
resources, threatened or endangered species, air quality, 
recreational facilities or visual resources, transportation, and 
cultural resources). 

The FEIS/EIS process resulted in the development of specific 
mitigation measures, including certain additional investigations 
and studies. We conclude that EcoElectrica's proposed project 
will be environmentally acceptable provided EcoElectrica adheres 
to the mitigation measures specified in the appendix and 
specified by EcoElectrica in its application, as supplemented. 

13/( ... continued) 
evaluation of foreign policy and national security concerns, 
However, this Executive Order does not apply to gas 
facilities on the border of the United States and 
international waters, See Yukon Pacific Corporation, 39 
FERC 1 61,216 at 61,759 (1987) and Phillips Petroleum 
Company, 37 FPC 777 (1967), Hence, EcoElectrica will not 
require a Presidential Permit for its gas facilities on the 
border of a self-governing commonwealth associated with the 
United States and international waters. 

14/ 42 U.S.C. § 4321 ~ seq. 

15/ The Commission is the lead Federal agency for the 
preparation of the FEIS in compliance with the NEPA 
requirements and the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) 
regulations for implementing NEPA (40 CFR §§ 1500-1508) 
(1995». The PRPB, as a Commonwealth agency with authority 
over location approval and land use control,is required to 
consider the same potential environmental impacts within 
Puerto Rico under the Environmental Quality Board (EQB) 
regulations under AL,ticle 4(..:) of LaW No.;I. The joint 
FEIS/EIS gives both the Commission and thePRPB the 
information needed to comply with these regulations, and 
eliminates duplication of efforts as encouraged by section 
1506.2 of the CEQ regulations. 
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Any Commonwealth or local permits issued with respect to the 
facilities subject to this Commission's jurisdiction must be 
consistent with the conditions of any Commission authorization of 
construction and operation of those facilities. This does not 
mean, however, that Commonwealth and local agencies, through 
application of Commonwealth or local laws, may prohibit or 
unreasonably delay the force and effect of the authorization 
issued by this Commission. ~I 

At a hearing held on May 15, 1996, the Commission on its own 
motion received and made a part of the record in this proceeding 
all evidence, including the application, as supplemented, and 
exhibits thereto, submitted in support of the authorizatiori 
sought herein, and upon consideration of the record, for the 
reasons stated above, 

The Commission Qrders: 

(A) EcoElectrica is issued NGA section 3 authorization for 
the siting, construction and operation of ·the LNG facilities 
described in the body of this order. 

(B) The authorization granted in Ordering Paragraph (Al is 
subject to EcoElectrica's compliance with the safety and 
environmental mitigation measures specified in the appendix to 
this order and in EcoElectrica's application, as supplemented. 

(C) EcoElectrica is granted a waiver of sections 153.3 (d) 
and (f) and 153.4 (a), Exhibit E, as discussed herein. 

(D) Algonquin's, Cabot's, Total's, and Trunkline's motions 
to intervene are granted. 

By the Commission. 

(SEAL) 

Lois D. Cashell, 
Secretary. 

IGI See,~, Schneidewind v. ANR Pipeline Company, 4B5 u.s. 
293 (1988); National Fuel Gas Supply v. Public Service 
Commission. 894 F.2d 571 (2d Cir. 1989); and Iroquois Gas 
Transmission System. L.P., ~~, 52 FERC 1 61,091 (1990) 
and 59 FERC 1 61,094 (1992). 
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APPENDIX 

Environmental Conditions 
and Mitigating Measures 

1. EcoElectrica shall follow the construction procedures and 
mitigation measures described in its application, as 
supplemented, and identified in the FEIS/EIS, except as 
specifically modified by these conditions. EcoElectrica 
must: 

a. request any modification to these procedures, measures, 
or conditions in a filing with the Secretary of the 
Commission (Secretary); 

b. justify each modification relative to site-specific 
conditions; 

c. explain how that modification provides an equal or 
greater level of environmental protection than the 
original measure; and 

d. receive approval in writing from the Director of the 
Office of Pipeline Regulation (aPR) before using that 
modification. 

2. The Director of aPR has delegated authority to take whatever 
steps are necessary to insure protection of all 
environmental resources during the construction and 
operation of the project. This authority shall allow: 

a. the modification of conditions of this .Order; and 

b. the design and implementation of any additional 
measures deemed necessary (including stop work 
authority) to assure continued compliance with the 
intent of the environmental conditions as well as the 
avoidance or mitigation of adverse environmental impact 
resulting from the project construction and operation. 

3. Prior to any construction, EcoElectrica shall file an 
affirmative statement with the Secretary, certified by a 
senior company official, that all company personnel, 
environmental inspectors, and contractor personnel will be 
informed of the environmental inspector's authority and have 
been or will be trained on the implementation of the 
envirunmental mitigatlou n,easures appropriate to cheir jobs 
before becoming involved with the construction and 
restoration activities. 
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4. The authorized facility locations shall be as shown in the 
FEIS/EIS, as supplemented by filed alignment sheets. As 
soon as they are available, and before the start of 
construction, EcoElectrica shall file with the secretary 
revised detailed maps and aerial photographs at a scale not 
smaller than 1:6,000 with station positions for all 
facilities and pipelines approved by this Order. All 
requests for modifications of environmental conditions of 
this Order or site-specific clearances must be written and 
must reference locations designated on these alignment 
maps/sheets. 

5. EcoElectrica shall file with the Secretary detailed 
alignment maps/sheets and aerial photographs at a scale not 
smaller than 1:6,000 identifying all staging areas, pipe 
storage yards, new access roads, and any other areas that 
would be used or disturbed and have not been previously 
identified in filings with the Secretary. This includes any 
alteration to facility locations filed with the Secretary. 
Approval of all areas must be explicitly requested in 
writing. All areas shall be clearly identified on the 
maps/sheets/aerial photographs. All areas must· be approved 
in writing by the Director of OPR before construction in or 
near that area. . 

This requirement does not apply to minor field realignments 
per landowner needs and requirements which do not affect 
other landowners or sensitive environmental areas such as 
wetlands. 

Examples of alterations requir'ing approval include all 
facility location changes resulting from: 

a. implementation of cultural resources mitigation 
measures; 

b. implementation of endangered, threatened, or special 
concern species mitigation measures;. 

c. recommendations by the regulatory authorities of the 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico (Commonwealth); and 

d. agreements with individual landowners that affect other 
landowners or could affect sensitive environmental 
areas. 

6. Within 60 days of the acceptance of this authorization and' 
bafore COiliitrt.lctic"il begins, EcuEltict:c:.i.ca shall file an 
initial Implementation plan with the Secretary for review 
and written approval by the Director of OPR describing 
how EcoElectrica will implement each of the mitigation 
measures required by this Order. EcoElectrica must 
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file revisions to the plan as schedules change. The 
plan shall identify: 

a. how EcoElectrica will incorporate these requirements 
into contract bid documents, construction contracts 
(especially penalty clauses and specifications), and 
construction drawings so that the mitigation required 
at each site is clear to onsite construction and 
inspection personnel; 

b. the number of environmental inspectors and how the 
company will ensure that sufficient personnel are 
available to implement the environmental mitigation; 

c. company personnel, including environmental inspectors 
and contractors, who will receive copies of appropriate 
materials; . 

d. . what training and instruction EcoElectrica will give to 
all personnel involved with construction and 
restoration (initial and refresher training as the 
project progresses and personnel change), with the 
opportunity for OPR staff to partid.pate in the 
training session(s); 

e. the company personnel (if known) and specific portion 
of EcoElectrica's organization having responsibility 
for compliance; 

f. the procedures (including contract penalties) 
EcoElectrica will follow if a noncompliance occurs; and 

g. for each discrete facility, a Gantt or PERT chart (or 
similar project scheduling diagram) and dates for: 
(1) the completion of all required surveys and 

reports; 
(2) the mitigation training of onsite personnel; 
(3) the start of construction; and 
(4) the start and completion of restoration. 

7. EcoElectrica shall employ at least one environmental 
inspector. The environmental inspector(s) shall be: 

a. responsible for monitoring and ensuring compliance with 
all mitigative measures required by this Order and 
other grants, permits, certificates, or other 
authorizing documents; 

b. responsible for evaluating the construction 
contractor's implementation of the environmental 
mitigation measures required in the contract (see 
condition 6 above) and any other authorizing document; 
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c. empowered to order correction of acts that viol'ate 
environmental conditions of this Order and any other 
authorizing document; 

d. responsible for documenting compliance with the 
environmental conditions of this Order, as well as any 
environmental conditions/permit requirements imposed ,by 
other Federal, commonwealth, or local agencies; and 

e. responsible for maintaining status reports. 

8. EcoElectrica shall file updated status reports with the 
Secretary and the PRPB on a biweekly basis until all 
construction-related activities, including restoration and 
initial permanent seeding, are complete. On request, status 
reports will also be provided to other Federal and 
Commonwealth agencies with permitting responsibilities. 
Status reports shall include: 

a. the current construction status of the project and 
major components, changes in facility design, work 
planned for the following reporting period, and any 
schedule changes for stream crossings or work in other 
environmentally sensitive areas; 

b. a listing of all problems encountered and each instance 
of noncompliance observed by the environmental 
inspector(s) during the reporting period (both for 
conditions imposed by the Commission and any 
environmental conditions/permit requirements imposed by 
other Federal, Commonwealth, or local agencies; 

c. corrective actions implemented in response to all 
instances of noncompliance, and their cost; 

d. the effectiveness of all corrective actions 
implemented; 

e. a description of landowner/resident complaints which 
may relate to compliance with the requirements of this 
Order, and the measures taken to satisfy their 
concerns; and 

f. copies of any correspondence received by EcoElectrica 
from other Federal, Commonwealth, or local permitting 
agencies concerning instances of noncompliance and 
EcoElectrica's'response. 

9. EcoElectrica must receive written authorization from the 
Director of OPR before commencing service from the LNG 
facilities. Such authorization will only be granted 
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following a determination that rehabilitation and 
restoration of the site is proceeding satisfactorily. 

10. Within 30 days of placing the authorized facilities in 
service, EcoElectrica shall file an affirmative statement 
with the Secretary; certified by a senior company official: 

a. that the facilities have been constructed in compliance 
with all applicable conditions, and that the continuing 
activities will .be consistent with all applicable 
conditions; or 

b. identifying which of the conditions EcoElectrica has 
complied with or will comply with. This Eltatement 
shall also identify any areaEl along the right-of-way 
where compliance meaElures were not properly 
implemented, if not previously identified in filed 
status reports, and the reason for noncompliance. 

11. EcoElectrica shall commence construction on its LNG 
facilities within 3 years of the date of this Order, or file 
a motion to extend the deadline, with the specific reasons 
why additional time is necessary. 

12. Prior to initiating construction, EcoElectrica shall: 

a. Pr·ovide copies of all soil, groundwater, and bottom 
sediment test studies and reports to the appropriate 
office of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
(Region II), with a description of the historical and 
intended use of the site; 

b. File copies of the EPA's response, if any, with the 
Secretary; 

c. File with the Secretary any additional tests, permits, 
or authorizations resulting from contact with the EPA; 

d. File with the Secretary: (1) written concurrence from 
the EPA that the site has no Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act (RCRA) hazardous wastes; or (2) a 
description of how EcoElectrica's existing studies 
show, in a statistically valid manner, that the site 
has no RCRA hazardous wastes, using the EPA's 
regulations and guidelines discussed above. If 
EcoElectrica is unable to provide either (1) or (2), it 
shall conduct additional soil, groundwater, and/or 
sediment testiI1~ sufficient to demonscrate chac che 
site is free from RCRA hazardous wastes; 

e. If the tests show that the site has RCRA hazardous 
waEltes, file with the Secretary and EPA Region II a 
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description of how releases of hazardous constituents 
to the environment (including soil, sediment, and 
groundwater) will be addressed; and 

f. Receive approval in writing from the Director of OPR 
before commencing any construction at the site. 

13. EcoElectrica shall apply to the EPA for the necessary permit 
if it decides to dispose of hazardous wastes on site. Prior 
to construction, EcoElectrica shall file with the Secretary 
the names and " locations of the RCRA-permitted hazardous 
waste landfills/disposal companies it would use for off-site 
disposal. 

14. EcoElectrica shall comply with the provisions of all 
Federal, Commonwealth, and local laws applicable to the 
cleanup and disposal of any hazardous waste material, as 
defined by the pertinent and applicable law or regulation, 
including the filing of detailed implementation plans with 
the EPA, the Secretary, or other pertinent agencies. 

15. EcoElectrica shall submit all final seismic design plans to 
the Secretary for review and approval by the Director of 
OPR. 

16. EcoElectrica shall submit to the Secretary an analysis to 
"demonstrate that failure of storage tanks on adjacent 
installations poses no hazard to the planned LNG facilities 
as a result of ground spreading and excessive settlements 
resulting from liquefaction of Layer 2. 

17. As part of the tank foundation verification program, an 
appropriate number of standard penetration test borings 
shall be carried to Layer 5 after removal of the surcharge 
and before the installation of the stone columns. On the 
basis of these borings, the Director of OPR must approve a 
final decision of the penetration depth and spacing of the 
stone columns before they are constructed. 

18. Tank settlement shall be monitored during the hydrostatic 
test. The plans for settlement monitoring during the 
hydrostatic test, as well as the results of the settlement 
observations during surcharging of the LNG tank foundations 
and during the hydrostatic test, shall be made available to 
the Secretary. 

19. EcoElectrica shall determine, and file with the Secretary 
for review and 'written approval by Lhe Director of OPR, 
whether an additional row of stone columns under the outer 
slopes of the flood protection levees would be advantageous 
in order to avoid lateral spreading during earthquakes. 
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20. EcoElectrica shall install a silt curtain around each piling 
extending from the water's surface to the bay bottom. In 
waters greater than 10 feet, the height of the silt curtains 
may be reduced, subject to the comments of the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (FWS) , National Marine Fisheries Service 
(NMFS) , EPA, and the Puerto Rico Department of Natural and 
Environmental Resources (DNER). However, at a minimum, silt 
curtains must extend 10 feet from the bottom of the bay 
towards the water surface. 

The curtain shall be kept in place until the water quality 
within the curtain is similar to water quality control 
values. Each silt curtain shall be secured and completely 
enclosed to ensure that no manatees or sea turtles become 
entangled. In addition, silt curtains shall be inspected at 
least twice a day to ensure no manatees or sea turtles have 
become, entrapped. 

21. EcoElectrica shall file with the Secretary a final mangrove 
mitigation plan in conjunction with FWS, NMFS, EPA, and DNER 
for the review and approval by the Director of OPR. 

22. EcoElectrica shall file with the Secretary a final seagrass 
mitigation plan in conjunction with FWS, NMFS, EPA, and DNER 
for the review and approval by the Director of OPR. 

23. A designated manatee/sea turtle spotter shall be present on 
all work vessels. In addition, all work vessels and LNG 
vessels shall maintain a minimum 4·foot clearance between 
the vessel bottom and bay floor. 

24. All construction vessels shall maintain a detailed log 
containing sightings, COllisions, or injuries to manatees 
and sea turtles. This log shall be submitted to the FWS, 
DNER, and the Secretary following construction. In 
addition, a similar log must be maintained on all tug boats 
and LNG tankers during the life of the project. The 
manatee/sea turtle spotters shall maintain logs on the tugs 
from the time they leave the dock to meet with the LNG 
tanker until they return to dock. The manatee/sea turtle 
spotting activities on board the LNG tankers shall start 
when the tugs meet the tanker (3 to 5 miles off shore of the 
sea buoy) until the last tug leaves the tanker following 
unloading. This log shall be submitted on an annual basis 
to the FWS and DNER. 

25. EcoElectrica shall use a coarse wire screen (maximum 2 inch 
by 2 inch opening) over the discharge opellings Lu pl:'t3Vellt 
larger organisms such as manatees from entering the 
openings. 
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26. EcoElectrica shall restrict steamblowing to the hours 
between 7 AM and 10 PM. 

27. ECoElectrica shall file with the Secretary and PRPB, 
farfield sound level data for the equipment for the power 
plant, and manufacturer's specifications for noise silencing 
equipment. 

28. EcoElectrica shall develop a traffic routing plan for all 
construction-related truck traffic during the construction 
phase of the project. This plan shall focus on truck usage 
of the PR-2/PR-385 eastbound onramp. The plan shall develop 
measures to reduce truck traffic at the PR-2/PR c 385 
intersection. The plan shall be designed to result in a 
level of service (LOS) of Bat the intersection without 
decreasing LOS at other intersections by more than one level 
from existing conditions. The plan shall be reviewed and 
approved by the Director of OPR. 

29. EcoElectrica shall defer construction and ,use of its 
facilities and any staging, storage, or temporary work areas 
and any new or to-be improved access roads until: 

a. EcoElectrica files with the Secretary a revised 
unanticipated discovery plan for cultural resources, 
and the state Historic Preservation Officer's approval 
of the plan; and 

b. the Director of OPR notifies EcoElectrica in writing 
that it may proceed. 

EcoElectrica shall label all reports and plans identifying 
locations of cultural resources as "PRIVILEGED INFORMATION -
DO NOT RELEASE." 

30. An additional technical conference (or conferences) shall be 
held as the engineering design develops so that present 
areas of uncertainty may be more fully explored. These 
conferences shall be held prior to initiating construction 
at the site. At least one technical conference shall be 
held prior to initiation of construction after designs are 
finalized and major vendors (including LNG and other major 
storage tanks) have been selected and complete design 
details have been submitted to Commission staff. The 
applicant shall also provide design detailS to the Office of 
Pipeline Safety of the Department of Transportation and the 
U.S. Coast Guard Captain of the Port in Puerto Rico so 
that they may have the Oppv~ttinity. to participate in 
the technical conference(s) to assure compliance with 
their applicable regulations. 
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31. EcoElectrica shall not commence construction without a 
written notice to proceed from the Director of OPR. Any 
major alterations to facility design shall be filed with the 
Secretary for review and written approval by the Director of 
OPR prior to initiation. 

32. Onsite staff inspections shall be conducted with 
EcoElectrica as Significant milestones develop during the 
construction phase and prior to commencement of initial 
facility operation. 

33. Following commencement of operation, the facility shall be 
subject to regular Commission staff technical reviews and 
site inspections on at least a biennial basis or more 
frequently as circumstances indicate. Prior to each 
Commission staff technical review and site inspection, the 
company shall respond to a specific data request including 
information relating to possible design and operating 
conditions that may have been imposed by other agencies or 
organizations, provision of up-to-date detailed piping and 
instrumentation diagrams reflecting facility modifications 
and provision of other pertinent information not included in 
the semi-annual reports described below. 

34. EcoElectrica shall submit to the Secretary semi-annual 
operational reports. The semi-annual reports shall provide 
changes in facility design and operating conditions, 
abnormal operating experiences, activities (liquefaction and 
LNG shipping schedules), and plant modifications including 
those proposed during the forthcoming 12-month period. 
Abnormalities shall include but not be limited to storage 
tank vibrations and/or vibrations in associated cryogenic 
plumbing, storage tank settlement, significant equipment and 
instrumentation malfunctions or failures, nonscheduled 
maintenance or repair (and reasons therefore), relative 
movement of the inner vessel, vapor or liquid releases, 
fires involving natural gas, refrigerants, and/or other 
sources, negative pressure (vacuum) within the LNG storage
tanks, and higher than predicted boiloff rates. The reports 
shall be submitted within 45 days after each period ending 
December 31 and June 30. Included shall be a section 
entitled "Significant plant modifications proposed for the 
next 12 months (dates)." This section shall be included in 
the semi-annual operational reports to provide Commission 
staff with early notice of anticipated future construction 
and maintenance projects at the LNG terminal. 

35. Significant nonscheduled ",veuL.l:l, lu<;luulIlg sdfety-relat:ed 
incidents (LNG or natural gas releases, fires, explosions, 
mechanical failures, unusual over-pressurization, major 
injuries, etc.) should be reported to Commission staff 
within 24 hours. In the event that an abnormality is of 
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sufficient magnitude to endanger the facility or operating 
personnel, notification should be made immediately. This 
notification practice should be incorporated into the LNG 
Plant Emergency Plan. 

36. EcoElectrica shall develop and document LNG storage tank 
inspection procedures (especially within the annular space 
between the tank outer shell and the concrete impoundment 
wall) to identify abnormalities, including cold spots on the 
outer shell, outer tank penetrations, etc. An annular space 
stairway (rather than a ladder) extending to ground level, 
permanent lighting of adequate intensity and periodic 
horizontal catwalks on the inside of the concrete 
impoundment should be provided for inspection purposes. One 
of the catwalkS should be mounted on the inside of the 
.concrete impoundment wall near the top. Inspection 
frequency should be defined. 

37. EcoElectrica shall conduct cryogenic safety re-evaluation of 
facility and design procedures to assure compliance with 
recommended practices, especially related to relief valve 
orientation and configuration, process valve closure 
verification, and structures adjacent or attached to the 
outer shell that may have adverse effect. 

38. EcoElectrica shall develop emergency procedures for 
responding to a major crack in the outer shell (including 
roof) of an LNG storage tank. Assure that the facility has 
necessary repair materials and equipment onsite. Emergency 
procedures (after appropriate Commission staff review) 
should be incorporated in facility operating and emergency 
manuals. 

39. Each storage tank pressure relief valve should be reoriented 
and/or provided with closure to the elements (e.g., flapper 
valve or rain cap) to reduce intrusion of water into the 
valve mechanism. Use of a drain hole at the low point in 
discharge piping should be provided as appropriate. 

40. EcoElectricashall install permanent seismic strong motion 
recording devices to record data on the actual response of 
the facility to strong seismic shaking at the following 
locations: 

a. on one LNG tank foundation; 

b. at or near the top of same LNG tank wall; and 

c. at a freefield location on or near the site. 

41. EcoElectrica shall .develop procedures to periodically (not 
less frequently than quarterly) conduct storage tank 
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foundation elevation surveys at multiple pesitions to. 
monitor settling and to verify stability of the feundation 
system. Measurements sheuld be made priar to. and follawing 
hydrestatic testing and subsequent to. any seismic event. 
EcaElectrica shall explare and dacument the feasibility af 
instrumentation to. cantinuausly menitar starage tank 
faundatian elevatian. Any settlement in excess af that in 
the design sheuld be investigated and reparted to. the 
Secretary. 

42. EcaElectrica shall pravide a fire suppressien system in the 
meter centrel center and switchgear areas. 

43. Facility drawings, including piping and instrumentation 
diagrams, sho.uld be updated to reflect madificatiens and 
changes to the facility design; such drawings should be 
filed with the Secretary as they beceme available and/or 
with the semi-annual operational reports required in 
Mitigation Measure No.. 34 above. 

44. Operating and maintenance procedures/manuals, as well as 
emergency plans and safety pracedures, should be filed with 
the secretary. 

45. EceElectrica shall coordinate emergency centingency plans 
and precedures (including evacuation) with Puerto Rico 
requirements and local Officials consistent with DOT 
regulations. 

46. In addition to camplying with the DOT LNG Safety Regulations 
(49 CFR Part 193). the LNG facility must also. cemply with 
the requirements af the Natianal Fire Protection Associatian 
(NFPA) guidelines cantained in NFPA 59A-1996. 

47. EcoElectrica shall notify the Cammission's environmental 
staff by telephane and/or facsimile of any environmental 
noncempliance identified by ether Federal, Cemmenwealth, er 
lecal agencies en the same day that such agency netifies 
EceElectrica. . 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The abbreviation PPT stands for "Push & Pull Technique". It is simply a combinlltion of the techniques of 
both horizontal directional drilling (HDD) and microtunnelling. The purpose of this innovative trenchless 
technology is to be able to install pipelines under natural or artificial obstacles in difficult soil conditions 
where, if either of the two techniques were used in isolation, completion of the pipeline would not be 
viable. 
The concept of combining HDD and microtunnelling techniques is not new and there have been several 
attempts to do so in the past. However, success in combining these two technologies has been elusive 
until now. The earlier attempts were unable to cope with the range of difficult soil conditions (gravels, 
cobbles and boulders) under real site conditions. 
Herrenknecht AG of Germany, as part of its entrance into the HDD market, started serious design and 
development in 2001 based upon an earlier patent from 1998. The basic method described in the patent 
has been developed to suit the equipment available today. 

2. METHOD STATEMENT 

The PPT method can be described as a two stage process. The first stage is drilling the pilot hole 
whereas the second stage is a single pass reaming of the pilot hole to final diameter whilst the pipeline is 
simultaneously pulled into the borehole. 

Pilot hole 
The pilot hole phase of the PPT procedure is identical in every respect to a conventional HDD pilot hole. 
With the use of a standard HDD rig, the borehole is executed to the predetermined alignment from an 
entry point on the rig site to an exit point at the pipe site as shown in figure 1. The pilot hole for the PPT 
process can be drilled with a smaller cover than is usual with conventional HOD works because, the 
second stage of the process eliminates any potential for borehole collapse and subsequent associated 
surface settlements. 
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Fig. 1: Pilothole (Principle Drawing). 

Reaming and Pullback 
Once the pilot drill has emerged at the exit point at the pipe site, the drill bit ilnd the non-mags are 
dismantled from the drill string which is subsequently connected to the PPT machine, a modified 
AVN microtunneller with cutting wheel and conical stone crusher. As in any HDD process, the 
product pipe is placed on rollers taking due consideration of the elastic overbend at the exit point, 
a normal HDD procedure, and wel<;led to the rear of the PPT machine. 
The drill rig on the rig site rotates the drill string in the borehole, in turn rotating the cutting wheel 
of the PPT machine: The high pressure mud pumps on the drill site transfer the drilling fluid via 
the drillstring to jets in the cutting wheel and conical crusher chamber of the PPT machine. The 
action of the pull back of the drillstring by the HDD rig simultaneously advances the PPT machine 
and product pipe as shown in figure 2. 

Fig. 2: Reaming and Pullback (Principle Drawing). 

Subject to design of the PPT machine the combined cutting and crushing action can successfully 
excavate boulders up to approx 35% of the diameter of the cutting wheel. Whilst the small overcut 
between the diameter of the cutting wheel and the diameter of the product pipe, typically less 
than 100mm; eliminates the potential for borehole collapse, this can lead to higher pullforces, 
especially in gravels and cobbles. Thus the pulling capacity of the HDD rig must supply sufficient 
"weight-on-bit" to overcome the friction between the PPT machine and the surrounding soils. 
Thruster units at the pipe site provide additional force for the single pullback or reaming 
operation. 

The thruster units are simply hydraulically operated clamping devices applied to the outside of the 
product pipe. Hydraulic cylinders, effectively pushing the product pipe from the pipe site into the 
borehole, move these clamping devices fOlWard. The use of two thruster units interlocked by 
hydraulic cylinders to advance the product pipe provides a smooth and continuous push force 
from the pipe site. 
As soon as the PPT machine arrives at the entry pit at the rig site, the drillstring and product pipe 
are disconnected to permit removal. The slurry lines within the product pipe used for removal of 
the excavated material are then removed, permitting this now completed section of the pipeline to 
be tied in to the connecting landlines. 
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3. DESIGN ASPECTS 

The PPT method has been developed to take advantage of the two separate processes of HOD 
and microtunnelling without adopting the well known disadvantages of both processes. 
The advantages of HOD are seen as the short installation time required for the construction of the 
pilot hole and the ability to prefabricate and test the entire pipe string prior to installation in the 
ground, essential for oil and gas pipeline applications. The principal disadvantages of HOD 
operations are that the process is not suitable for the installation of larger diameter pipelines as 
well as installation of pipelines in difficult soil conditions such as coarse gravels, cobbles and 
boulders. 
Slurry microtunnelling techniques are perfectly suited to the difficult soil conditions as well as 
eliminating the potential for borehole collapse. The disadvantages of microtunnelling are the 
requirements for start and reception shafts as well as limitations in the lengths of pipeline that can 
be executed in a single drive. 
In summary: 

• Microtunnelling techniques permit operation in a wider range of soil conditions 

• HOD techniques permit longer drive lengths 

• Microtunnelling techniques enable larger diameter pipelines to be installed 

• HOD techniques can easily achieve curved alignments 

4. COMPONENTS OF THE PPT SYSTEM 

There are three principal pieces of equipment necessary to be able to execute the works using 
PPT methods: 

• HOD rig 

• PPT machine 

• Thrusters 

Ancilliary equipment such as high pressure pumps, mixing and recycling units for the drilling fluid 
are the same equipment as that normally used for HOD and microtunnelling operations. 

The HOD rig itself does not require any adaptation or modification to be able to be used with the 
PPT method. However, the high torque requirement and high pullback load for the PPT method 
determines that a Maxi or Mega rig is necessary (pull force 2,OOOkN or higher). The high torque 
requirement (approx 90kNm) is necessary to be able to have effective power for the stone 
crusher behind the cutting wheel of the PPT machine. 

Current expectations are that standard 6 5/8" high quality API drillpipe will be adequate for 
transfer of the combined loads of torque and pullback force from the HOD rig to the PPT machine. 

The PPT machine itself is based upon the standard microtunneller design of Herrenknecht AG 
where nearly one thousand of such machines are in operation worldwide in all types of soil 
conditions (see figure 3). 
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Fig. 3: Layout of a conventional Herrenknecht AVN-machine. 

The only modifications necessary to the standard machine are for the connection of the drillpipe 
to the cutting wheel and the design of the fiow channels and jets for the drilling fiuid. The 
prototype PPT machine also included for axial movement of the cutting wheel in case there was 
any tendency to block or stall the crusher with large stones or other debris such as timber. In 
normal microtunnelling operations it is possible to free the stone crusher by rotating the cutting 
wheel in the opposite direction. However, this possibility does not exist when driving the cutting 
wheel with the drill string from the HDD rig as counter clockwise rotation would tend to unscrew 
the pipe joints. 

The thruster unit is a completely new design that permits it to be used not only to apply push 
forces to the pipeline but also to pull back a pipe in the event of obstacles being encountered or 
other interruption to the normal process. The thruster units are completely independent from the 
HDD rig by having their own power pack and control station and so can also be used in 
conventional HDD operations to apply additional thrust to the pipeline. It is only necessary to 
install an adequate back anchor such 'as sheet piles to withstand the expected pull and I or push 
forces. 

The principle of operation of the thruster units is shown in figure 4 where two units, each of 
2,500kN force are operating in tandem. Assuming a pull force of at least 20otonne from the HDD 
rig, then a total force of 70otonne can be applied to the pieline for the installation process. 

Fig. 4: Principle layout and working steps of the thruster unit. 
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The transmission of these forces, subject to pipe diameter, wall thickness and steel quality, is 
normally within the capacity of the pipeline but care must be exercised, where coatings on the 
outside diameter of the pipe are present. Early estimates indicate that the transmission of such 
forces is feasible using the clamps as dimensioned in figure 5. 

Fig. 5: Cross-section through thruster unit. 

5. FIRST FIELD TRIALS OF PPT METHOD 

The initial field trials were conducted at the works of Herrenknecht AG in Schwanau, Germany in 
2003. The pilot hole was drilled in accordance with the basic data as listed below using normal 
steering tool techniques in combination with a TruTracker® coil. 

o Entry angle approx. 5° 

• Exitangle approx. 5° 

• Minimum drilling radius approx. 600m 

• Maximum cover approx. 3,Om 

The soils encountered during the drilling consisted of a 0,5m thick layer of fill material with 
cobbles and boulders below which was a massive gravel layer, again with cobbles and boulders. 
The groundwater level was approx 2,Om below the surface. 
The drilling was executed using a 4,000kN modular HOD rig (Herrenknecht HK-400M) with a 
maximum torque capacity of 120kNm. The drillstring was made up of 65/8" API drillpipe. 
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Fig. 6: HK400M drilling rig on the field test site in Schwanau. 

Figure 8 shows the Herrenknecht built PPT machine being connected to the drillstring. The 
cutting wheel design was specifically to suit the expected gravels, cobbles and boulders with a 
stone crusher immediately behind the cutting wheel. The crusher is able to reduce the larger 
cobbles and boulders to a size able to be transported by the 150mm diameter slurry line through 
the 40" product pipe from the PPT machine to the surface (see figure 7). 

Fig. 7: PPT-unit and 40"-product pipe on pipe rollers. 
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Fig. 8: PPT-machine being connected to the drillstring. 

6. FIELD TEST RESULTS 

The PPT method proved capable of operating in the difficult soil conditions for which it was 
designed. Whilst drilling in the rounded, coarse gravels without groundwater (see figure 9) the pull 
force and torque necessary was considerably lower than that estimated in the design phase, thus 
providing a promising and encouraging result. 

Nevertheless, problems occurred in the connection between the drill pipe and the PPT machine 
resulting in a shear failure virtually immediately the cutting wheel penetrated the borehole. This 
was remedied by both a stronger connection as well as improvement to the method of starting the 
borehole. The PPT machine is now guided into the ground for the first few meters by the use of a 
steel frame to maintain alignment. 

The greatest difficulty encountered, in an area completely unexpected, was that of the slurry 
circuit to transport the cuttings from the crusher chamber to the recycling unit behind the product 
pipe. It was not possible to transport the cuttings only by the use of the high pressure pump as 
an energy source at the rig site. The returns did not flow as expected through the slurry line within 
the product pipe, instead escaping to the surface in front of the cutting wheel (break-outs). 

Several options to overcome these difficulties are under investigation. The obvious solution would 
be to install a slurry pump behind the PPT machine in the product pipe. However, this is not 
considered to be a practical field solution on the basis that if pump failure or problems develop, 
then the whole process would have to be stopped. In addition, any pump maintenance during 
operation would not be possible. Alternative solutions are under investigation prior to the next 
field trials. . 
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Abstract 

In Puerto Rico, ongoing economic and population growth is causing widespread 

urbanization at the expense of valuable forest ecosystems.  The community of el Plantío faced 

this issue when a cherished range of forested hills was threatened by local developers.  We 

assessed the situation through interviews, explored the area to compile scientific arguments for 

preservation, and surveyed local educators regarding use of the area for educational purposes. 

Our findings will help the community justify re-zoning the hills as a protected area and suggest 

educational uses as an alternative to development.  With the assistance of the Department of 

Natural and Environmental Resources, we used the example of el Plantío to adapt the USFS 

Wildland-Urban Interface Assessment to a Puerto Rican context. 
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Executive Summary 

In Puerto Rico, as in many other parts of the world, ongoing economic and population 

growth is causing widespread urbanization.  With approximately 4 million people inhabiting an 

island just over 3,500 square miles in size, careful land management is absolutely essential to 

prevent the destruction of Puerto Rico's valuable natural resources.  While recent efforts have 

been made to produce a comprehensive national land-use plan that addresses the issues of 

deforestation and the destruction of valuable karst aquifers, historically much of this burden has 

fallen - and will continue to fall - upon the shoulders of motivated community groups such as 

Casa Pueblo in Adjuntas, los Ciudadanos Pro Bosque del San Patricio in San Patricio, and now 

los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío in Toa Baja. 

            When the range of karst mogotes - or small forested hills - surrounding the community of 

el Plantío, Toa Baja, was threatened by multiple local developers, a group of citizens from the 

community banded together to look into ways to first protect the area, and then put it to 

environmentally friendly uses. Inexperienced in dealing with the complex issues surrounding 

conservation efforts, they enlisted the help of the Department of Natural and Environmental 

Resources.  Over the last few years, they have made significant progress. With Toa Baja 

presently drafting a new municipal land-use plan, los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío has a 

unique opportunity to have the mogotes re-zoned as protected areas, and potentially to realize 

their vision of the karst mogotes being used for educational purposes. 

It is at this critical phase of the conservation process that our project group was called in 

by the Department of Natural and Environmental Resources to assist the community group in:  

• Arguing for the preservation of the mogotes during the critical public planning 

board reviews in June and September of 2006, and  
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• Assessing the interest level of local school teachers and administrators towards 

various educational use ideas for the area. 

Additionally, the Department of Natural and Environmental Resources asked us to document 

various aspects of the project for use in assessing the applicability of the U.S. Forest Service's 

Southern United States Wildland-Urban Interface Assessment to Puerto Rico. 

            To accomplish these tasks, we conducted a series of interviews and focus groups with el 

Plantío community members, relevant politicians from the Municipality of Toa Baja, members of 

the community associations of both neighboring Macún and el Plantío, prominent members of 

the Casa Pueblo community group, and schoolteachers involved with the Casa Pueblo 

educational program.  We conducted a survey of local schoolteachers and administrators to 

determine their level of interest in several proposed educational use plans. We also worked with 

field researchers from the Department of Natural and Environmental Resources, hiking through 

the mogotes to catalog plant and animal species and the GPS locations of important geographic 

features.  All this information was compiled and analyzed to provide los Ciudadanos pro Bosque 

del Plantío with strong arguments to use during the land-use hearings, and a better sense of what 

area educators would like to use in their lessons. 

            Our key findings from these investigations were that the el Plantío mogotes hold 

important environmental value due to the following: 

• The presence of the endangered Palo de Rosa tree and other rare or endemic species of 

plants. 

• The karst formation's value as a source of clean water – presently being used by several 

freshwater wells in the surrounding area. 

• The karst formation's value in preventing flooding - as exemplified by the findings of the 

U.S. Geological Survey in 1983. 
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We also discovered that the current mayor's administration is in full support of the conservation 

of the mogotes, and should prove to be a valuable ally during the ratification of the new 

municipal land-use plan.  If conservation of the area is achieved, local schools do have a strong 

interest in using the area for educational purposes.  In particular, a local flora and fauna exhibit 

and hands-on experiments would be most useful as a supplement to existing environmental 

programs.  

            Using these findings, we were able to make several recommendations for the community 

group in el Plantío.  First, we recommended that the community group attend the two upcoming 

planning board reviews and use our findings to defend the conservation of the mogotes.  

Secondly, the community group should combine educational materials from the U.S. Fish & 

Wildlife Service, the U.S. Forest Service, and the Department of Natural and Environmental 

Resources, with the local flora information included in this report to put together lesson plan 

ideas for area schools.  Also, if the community group is able to gain enough support - both within 

el Plantío and in the surrounding communities - an educational center with hands-on experiments 

would both be useful to students and help increase awareness of local environmental issues.  

Long-term management of the area will require the assistance of the Department of Natural and 

Environmental Resources to encourage the continued growth of the Palo de Rosa and maintain 

the health of the entire ecosystem.   

            Based upon our experiences with los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío, we decided that 

the guidelines contained within the Wildland-Urban Interface Assessment - with several key 

modifications - better address the environmental issues facing Puerto Rico than existing 

programs.  Our report will help strengthen the community’s argument for preservation and 

provide the Department of Natural and Environmental Resources with a case-study to use in 

similar efforts across all of Puerto Rico
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1.0 Introduction 

 
Throughout the world, pressures including urban expansion, tourism, pollution, and 

deforestation are threatening ecosystems. During the twentieth century, approximately 40% of 

natural forest coverage was lost to agriculture, industrialization, and urbanization.  Karst forests 

– which grow over a limestone base – are particularly sensitive to the effects of deforestation due 

to their unstable soil composition. Recently, communities near such valuable untouched land 

have been pressured to develop, making it difficult to preserve the land’s ecological diversity and 

natural functions.  To combat these developmental pressures and preserve the environment, 

many community groups have adopted community-based natural resource management systems. 

Puerto Rico has a particular need for community-based natural resource management 

systems to avoid overdevelopment and the destruction of natural ecosystems.  Centered in the 

tropical environment of the Caribbean, Puerto Rico is home to many ecosystems that provide 

important natural functions.  One such natural system is el Bosque del Plantío, a karst region 

located in the northern section of the island. El Bosque del Plantío presents a unique living 

environment for many Puerto Rican species and also acts as a natural water drainage system for 

the neighboring human settlements.  These karst formations have remained undeveloped for 

much of the twentieth century, but modern economic interests now threaten both this forest and 

the rest of Toa Baja’s ecosystems.  

The government organization responsible for the protection of such ecosystems in Puerto 

Rico is the Department of Natural and Environmental Resources (DNER).  The DNER 

implements systems of management for the preservation of Puerto Rico’s public forests by 

working with local communities to effectively address the problem. Research conducted in 

nearby San Patricio, Puerto Rico, educated the DNER on the main issues involved in conserving 

an endangered area. Identifying the role of the ecosystems in relation to endemic plants and 
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animals, and developing a future use for the area were crucial steps to prevent development. The 

citizens of San Patricio showed that obtaining ownership rights to threatened land with the 

assistance of the DNER is an effective method to combat development attempts. In other areas of 

the world, the Nature Conservancy – a non-profit private organization focused on preserving 

natural ecosystems – developed other steps to protect habitats threatened by development. In 

East Kalimantan, Indonesia, the growing population’s dependence on natural resources is 

threatening its rainforests and mangroves.  By targeting critical areas, the Conservancy works 

with local community groups, industries, and the government to develop reasonable incentives 

that inspire landowners to conserve property rather than develop it. In the Municipality of Toa 

Baja, Puerto Rico, concerned residents formed los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío, to help 

manage and protect the unique karst forest present in their community from being developed.   

The main problem los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío faces is that the land is not yet 

protected from development and a coherent strategy to achieve its long-term protection has not 

yet been articulated.  The community group along with the DNER would like to see the area used 

for recreational and educational purposes in the future. Presently, a legal injunction is preventing 

immediate development. However, once this hold expires, the community and DNER will 

struggle to prevent developers from entering the area and permanently altering the environment.  

For our project, we worked with both the local community group and the DNER to 

address their individual needs. For the community group, we aimed to develop possible solutions 

to maintain el Bosque del Plantío and use it for future educational purposes. We strove to 

understand the acceptable uses for this forest by conducting personal interviews and completing 

on-site analyses. Using the information acquired during the course of the project, we intended to 

make environmental, educational, managerial, and economic recommendations to the community 

members regarding the area. In addition to supporting the conservation of el Bosque del Plantío, 
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we aimed to use our project to evaluate the US Forest Service’s Wildland-Urban Interface 

Assessment for the DNER to use for conservation efforts in other parts of Puerto Rico.
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2.0 Background 
 

The effects of development and urban expansion have had major effects on the state of 

the environment throughout the world.  While undisturbed land presents itself as a logical area 

for overcrowded societies to expand into, the consequences of deforestation can be devastating to 

the environment and detrimental to the well being of the people.  Due to Puerto Rico’s small 

size, many of its natural areas are being threatened by developers. In the Municipality of Toa 

Baja – the home of a karst tropical forest known as el Bosque del Plantío - developmental 

pressures have been growing and a conservation plan is desperately needed to prevent the 

destruction of its remaining forestland. This chapter discusses the functions of forests, their 

societal importance, and the reasoning behind conservation programs. It also describes the role 

that governments and communities have played in conservation efforts, and provides information 

regarding local Puerto Rican groups involved in various aspects of the protection process.  

2.1 Importance of Tropical Forests  

 
 By the end of the twentieth century, forested land comprised nearly twenty-seven percent 

of land suitable for human settlement throughout the world. Such forested lands include the 

tropical rain forests of the Amazon, the coastal mangroves of Southeast Asia, the frozen 

wilderness of Canada, the dry woodlands of southern Africa, and much more (Roper, 1999, 

Introduction). Indeed, forests are present in diverse forms and provide many important benefits 

and uses to both humans and the rest of nature.  However, throughout the twentieth century, a 

large portion of forested land was lost to the world due to human intervention. In fact, of the 

estimated 6000 million hectares of original forest prior to major human intervention, only about 

3,500 million hectares remained worldwide as of 1997 (Roper, 1999, p.1). Of the remaining 
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forests, about 2,000 million hectares can be classified as tropical forests, which are usually found 

in the developing countries in tropical and sub-tropical regions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Tropical Forest Decline in the World (Roper, 1999, p.2) 

Tropical forests have both environmental and socioeconomic importance. First of all, they are 

the natural habitat for nearly 70 percent of the world’s plants and animals.  This accounts for 

nearly thirteen million species worldwide (Roper, 1999, p.2).  The natural systems of these 

forests also affect the local and global climate – more specifically air quality and other pollution 

levels. By maintaining atmospheric humidity, carbon levels, and oxygen levels, the forests serve 

a vital role in supplying breathable air to humans and other inhabitants. Also, tropical forests are 

important for managing rainfall and appropriately hold excess water in a manner that is most 

effective for the environment. This is important in preventing erosion damage to ecosystems, 

which is often the cause of dangerous sinkholes and landslides. In other words, forests serve as 

natural watersheds that absorb excess rainfall to minimize flooding and encourage the growth of 

trees, which enhances soil stability and prevents erosion caused by excessive winds or other 

means (Roper, 1999, p.2).  This function of the forest proves to be very valuable in areas such as 

Puerto Rico, which can receive up to 200 inches of rainfall annually (Rivera, 2006, Climate). 

Perhaps just as importantly, the forests serve a very important socioeconomic role, as 

nearly 500 million people live around tropical forests worldwide.  While the lumber industry 
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thrives in such areas producing nearly $100 billion in products, forests also serve as valuable 

centers for local food supply, medicine, and natural fibers and resins (Roper, 1999, p.2).  Despite 

their environmental and socioeconomic importance, tropical forests continue to be permanently 

lost in many areas of the world.  

2.2 Causes of Deforestation 

There are many explanations for the rapid rate of deforestation over the past century and 

its continuation today.  Growing countries often depend on their extensive natural resources as 

means for economic development.  In el Salvador, for example, an area with a similar tropical 

climate to Puerto Rico, nearly 50% of the forest coverage was destroyed since 1960 due to a 

rapidly growing agricultural industry. By 1991, only about 5% of the original tropical forest was 

undeveloped in el Salvador (Koop, 1997, p.2046). Such deforestation has had major negative 

environmental effects in the area.  The country has soil erosion problems, is suffering from poor 

soil fertility, and has water pollution problems stemming from the destruction of natural 

watersheds.  Such problems have caused nearly 75% of el Salvador’s land to be degraded, and 

excess sediment runoff has further hindered already struggling hydroelectric energy production 

and irrigation systems.  With a steady population growth rate of about 2% per year, el Salvador’s 

demand for land for urbanization has made such deforestation nearly irreversible.  El Salvador is 

a prime example of the dramatic impact of deforestation in developing tropical areas in the 

world.  

The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations reported in 1997 that from 

the period of 1980 to 1995 approximately 200 million hectares of land was deforested, at annual 

rates of up to 15.5 million hectares per year.  Also, more land was lost to deforestation in Latin 
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America and the Caribbean than any other region – nearly 85 million hectares (Roper, 1999, 

p.3).  

 
Figure 2: Tropical Deforestation by Location (Roper, 1999, p.3) 

2.3 Karst Regions 

The karst regions of Puerto Rico consist of only a small portion of the total tropical 

forests in the world but serve vital environmental functions.  The growing threat presented by 

deforestation directly affects areas such as the karst regions of Puerto Rico and other tropical 

forests which hold environmental and cultural significance to their inhabitants. 

2.3.1 Karst Regions Significance 

 
 Karst and pseudokarst regions are found all over the world, in places as diverse as the 

Waitomo region of New Zealand, the Ozark Plateau of Missouri, the Gunug Mulu National Park 

of Malaysia, the Apuseni Mountains in Romania, the Halong Bay in Vietnam, and of course the 

Karst forests of Puerto Rico (Karst, 2006, p.1).  These regions vary greatly in topography and 

geographic placement, but all share some common characteristics.  Karst regions are defined by 

large networks of underground drainages, formed through the erosive effects of rainwater, and 

are usually composed of limestone or dolomite, each of which is easily dissolved by mildly 

acidic rain (Karst, 2006, p.1).  Pseudokarst is made up of basalt or granite, neither of which can 

be readily dissolved by rain.  A third form of karst, known as thermokarst, is formed when 
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underground permafrost melts and drains away, leaving underground caves. 

 The caves found in karst regions are responsible for most of the karst’s unique 

characteristics.  Flooding is extremely unlikely in karst regions because rainwater drains very 

readily through the underground caves.  Farming on a karst plain poses unique challenges 

because rainwater permeates the ground so quickly.  If the region does not see frequent rainfall, 

the ground may dry out completely many times throughout the year.  Sinkholes are also a 

common occurrence in karst regions.  The continuous underground erosion creates large caves 

that occasionally become unstable and collapse, swallowing whatever or whoever is above them 

at the time.  Without careful investigation of potential building sites, karst development can 

present a serious safety hazard.  Karst groundwater can also be dangerous, because it is not 

filtered in the same way as traditional groundwater.  It is entirely possible for pollution to travel 

extremely large distances underground.  There have been many instances of karst sinkholes 

being used as landfills, without any regard for the environmental consequences. 

 Over time, karst sinkholes often coalesce into large depressions made up of the non-

soluble remnants of prior erosion known as poljen.  These areas are essentially large, flat 

sinkholes with walls as high as 100 meters (Karst, 2006, p. 1). Because they are made up of only 

non-soluble materials, poljen are stable and therefore readily developable. Soil from the valley 

walls surrounding poljen often flows downhill to cover the bottom of the depression (Rivera, 

1998, p. 64). As such, poljen are often blanketed in nutrient-rich soil, which makes them 

particularly good for farming. 

2.3.2 Karst Regions in Puerto Rico 

 
 Puerto Rico's karst region covers almost 20% of the island.  Puerto Rico’s karst is 

primarily limestone and dotted with mogotes (small limestone hills) and alluvial terraces (a form 
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of poljen characterized by frequent flooding).  At the height of Puerto Rico’s agricultural 

development, almost all alluvial terraces were used for farming as pastures, space for rotating 

crops, or coffee plantations (Rivera, 1998, p. 65).  Many of these were eventually abandoned as 

the economy changed and are now covered in re-growth.  Former coffee plantations had large 

numbers of shade trees planted and as such are now dominated by shade-favoring species, such 

as the short leafy Guarea guidonia, commonly known as chuchupate or cedro macho (Center for 

Tropical Forest Services, 2004, p.1). Abandoned pastures are now dominated by the highly 

aggressive Spathodea campanulata, or African Tulip Tree, a problematic species that can impede 

the growth of many other types of plants (Invasive Species Specialist Group, 2005, p.1). 

 Karst regions are important for a number of reasons.  They are home to many kinds of 

wildlife, including at least twenty-two species of plants and fifteen species of animals that are 

legally designated as threatened or endangered (Belson, 1999, p.1). Limestone karst aquifers, 

such as the two found in northern Puerto Rico, are important sources of fresh water for 

inhabitants.  These two karst aquifers, located within the Miocene limestone of the Aymamón 

and Aguada Formations and beneath the Oligocene limestone of the Cibao and Lares 

Formations, are saturated with water that takes over a decade to fully circulate, and as such, they 

are very sensitive to any form of pollution or development.  Even small quantities of 

contaminants will build up to dangerous levels in a short time, leaving the water unsuitable for 

human use and harmful to plants and animals (Jones, 2003, p.132). 

 El Bosque del Plantío is one particular karst region located in the northern section of 

Puerto Rico, west of the capital city, San 

Juan.  Surrounded by communities in the 

Municipality of Toa Baja, the area holds 

Figure 3: Toa Baja Location (University of Texas, 2005) 
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environmental significance for nearby aquifers. The forest is home to a variety of flora and 

animal species and two protected endangered species - the Palo de Rosa (tree), and the Boa 

Puertorriquena (snake). 

 

2.3.3 Puerto Rican Karst Aquifers 

 In Puerto Rico, karst regions are particularly important due to their function as aquifers, 

or clean fresh water supplies.  All domestic, commercial, and industrial water is supplied by 

either surface water sources, such as lakes and rivers, or groundwater sources like karst aquifers.  

In Puerto Rico, over 25 percent of all water is supplied by groundwater sources (USDA, 2001, 

p.68) – a much higher portion than in the United States and other countries.  This high 

dependence on groundwater makes careful management and conservation of aquifers essential. 

 The most important source of groundwater is the north coast limestone aquifer.  This 

karst aquifer alone supplies 33 to 35 percent of all groundwater used in Puerto Rico.  Every day 

over 20 million gallons flow northward through this aquifer from the mountainous center of 

Figure 4: El Bosque del Plantío in Toa Baja (Los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del 

Plantío, 2005) 
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Puerto Rico towards the ocean (USDA, 2002, p.68).  This course passes beneath many 

municipalities, including Toa Baja.  This path provides convenient access to fresh water, but also 

ample opportunities for it to become polluted.  The most effective conservation and management 

policies take into account the entire watershed, from headwaters to the ocean. 

2.4 Deforestation in Puerto Rico 

  As described, karst regions are particularly sensitive to the effects of development. As a 

result of deforestation and urban expansion, both the karst ecosystems and their natural functions 

can be destroyed in just a short time.  As Puerto Rico has developed into a powerful economy, it 

has endured many of the effects of deforestation, and the important ecosystems, including karst 

regions, are now being threatened. 

 Puerto Rico’s economy has changed significantly from the early 20th century. In 1934, 

about 43 percent of the Gross National product was agriculturally based. Under the Puerto Rican 

policy, Operation Bootstrap, Puerto Rico began its change from an agrarian to an industrial 

economy. The shift began in the late 1940’s, and by 1960 new factories were growing at a rate of 

five per week. Between 1945 and 1965 alone, 1,027 new manufacturing plants were constructed. 

Although Operation Bootstrap brought growth, there were disadvantages to industrialization 

including a decline in employment of 18.8%, and an increase in poverty due to the lack of jobs 

and low wages being offered. By 1979 the main companies in Puerto Rico were involved in 

petrochemicals, pharmaceuticals, and electronics (Johnson, 1980, pp.39-41).  Specialized 

industries did not expand the job market for the general population, and the majority of people 

were forced to live in expanding poor urban communities. 

Puerto Rico’s major agricultural exports – coffee, sugar, and tobacco – have decreased by 

13%, 87%, and 100% respectively since 1960 (Koop, 1997, p.2046).  The karst regions of Puerto 
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Rico, which were primarily used as coffee plantations in the early to mid twentieth century, have 

since been abandoned and have recovered almost completely (Aide, 1997, p.64). Such areas have 

become very valuable natural ecosystems once again.  In fact, due to the shift in its economy, 

Puerto Rico has actually experienced a rise in the amount of natural forest since 1960. By 1994, 

natural forest cover in Puerto Rico rose to 34% from the low of only 5% in the 1930s to 1950s 

(Thomlinson, 1999, pp.15-16).  This level, however, has been noted as the “peak” of forest 

coverage in Puerto Rico. Panchromatic Satellite imagery data have shown that expanding urban 

and suburban centers have begun to encroach on forested land once again. 

 

 

Figure 5: Urban Expansion Satellite Imagery (Aide, 2001, p. 51) 

2.5 Urbanization and Its Results in Luquillo, Puerto Rico 

 
During this time, populations shifted to major urban centers including the metropolitan 

areas of San Juan, Caguas, Ponce, and Mayaguez. Areas defined as urban covered about 11.3% 

of land in 1977 and have since increased to 14.4% of land in 1994, or a 27.4% increase in total 

urban areas (Aide, 2001, p.51).  Population migration to the four major urban centers along with 

population growth has caused an increase in suburban development and population density.  
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Thus, areas that recovered over the years from the agriculture industry are once again becoming 

threatened by urban development and expansion.  

 
One example of the modern impact of deforestation can be seen through a study 

conducted at the Municipality of Luquillo, Puerto Rico. This expanding urban center in 

Northeast Puerto Rico has seen a shift from major agricultural development, and today supports 

thriving electronic and clothing manufacturers. Also, residential construction has increased to 

support the population migrating from nearby San Juan.  The area has experienced a 218% 

population growth and a 2000% increase in the amount of land encompassed by urban 

settlements from 1936 to 1988 – mainly a result of expanding beyond the main town of Barrio 

Pueblo (Thomlinson, 1999, p.16). Luquillo is classified as subtropical moist and wet forests, 

areas which have ecosystems supporting a wide variety of plants and animals. As population 

growth has accelerated in recent years, natural land coverage has been negatively affected. The 

dense forest (over 80% canopy coverage) of Luquillo was most affected by the development of 

low and high density areas, according to a study carried out from 1988 to 1993. About 83% of 

the land that experienced a transformation to an urban environment was previously classified as 

dense forest.  

Figure 6: Population Growth in Puerto Rico 
(Aide, 2001, p. 50) 

Figure 7: Urban/Nonurban Land Area 

(Aide, 2001, p. 51) 
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The pattern of development in Luquillo is similar to areas around the world where natural 

resources are being exploited. The haphazard style of development – where urban areas grow in 

patches rather than planned growth – is known as “urban sprawl” (Robinson, 2005, pp.51-52). 

Roads and technology have made such expansion possible. In Luquillo, road density is among 

the highest in Puerto Rico.  Road development, while connecting communities and enhancing 

urban growth, has major negative effects on the environment. Roads and the development 

alongside them fragment the natural ecosystems and habitats they pass through. After times of 

natural disaster, such as hurricanes, species are not able to move to less impacted areas to find 

food sources.  This has been particularly devastating to native Puerto Rican species such as the 

Puerto Rican boa (Epicrates inornatus), which is now recognized as an endangered species.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As populations are continuing to grow and people are developing a preference for low 

density urban areas, deforestation is once again becoming a major problem for urbanizing areas. 

In Puerto Rico, both governmental and local planning boards responded to this growth. The 

Puerto Rico Planning Board, for example, created a policy which advocates compact community 

development instead of the urban sprawl that destroys natural systems. In fact, the Planning 

Board placed zoning restrictions on environmentally important lands in Luquillo to minimize the 

effects of development. However, according to Koop (1997, pp.2053-2054), not all zoning laws 

Figure 8: Road Development (Roper, 1999, p. 5) 
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are being adhered to, and development is continuing at a pace that is not sustainable for sensitive 

environments. 

While Luquillo consists of a more diverse ecosystem – both karst (semi-tropical moist 

forests) and wet tropical forests – than the karst region in Toa Baja, it is an important example to 

show the devastating effects of overdevelopment (Rivera, 1998, p.72). Uncontrolled urban 

sprawl effectively destroys natural ecosystems to an extent that they cannot recover.   

With so many complex economic and political issues to work through, conservation 

efforts can be very difficult.  Thankfully, much work has already been done in this area that our 

project and others can leverage.  In particular, our project evaluated a model put together by the 

US Forest Service known as the “Wildland-Urban Interface Assessment” (Macie, 2002, p.1). 

2.6 Wildland-Urban Interface 

In 1998, after a series of Florida wildfires, the United States Department of Agriculture 

Forest Service developed the Wildland-Urban Interface Assessment to analyze the effects of 

urbanization, land use patterns, and management of the environment in thirteen southern states.  

 

Figure 9: States of Interest for Wildland Urban Interface Assessment (Macie, 2002, p. 3) 

This interface exists on several different levels according to the configuration of the land. Classic 

wildland-urban interface is defined by areas of urban sprawl, or areas where development 

approaches public and private wilderness (Macie, 2002, p.2).  More specifically, the wildland-
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urban intermix describes areas that are experiencing a transition from agriculture and forest uses 

to urban land uses. Typically these areas are a combination of urban and rural settlement, with 

the boundaries of urban development encroaching on the rural areas. Isolated wildland-urban 

interface consists of remote structures surrounded by large areas of untouched land – commonly 

in the form of summer homes or ranches and farms.  As urban areas grow larger and closer 

together they create remnant forests surrounded by urban settlements, known as wildland-urban 

interface islands.  These areas often lack species diversity and are not suitable for development 

due to topographical unsuitability (Macie, 2002, p.3). 

 The Wildland-Urban Interface Assessment was also established to address the 

sociopolitical issues present with development.  Due to the different attitudes people have about 

the management of natural resources, conflicting values about natural land exist amongst 

opposing groups.  For example, while some people may value maintaining an area with natural 

water resources, others may value its developmental potential.  The interface also addresses the 

biological diversity of forested areas, and addresses possible changes in forest ecosystems and 

water quality that can result from increased urbanization. Lastly, for the southern United States, 

the interface was established to allow fire managers to identify and manage areas of development 

that are nearby areas prone to wildfire (Macie, 2002, p.5).  

 The main goals of the Forest Service’s Assessment were to examine factors causing 

change in the interface including land use planning, to explore their consequences on natural 

resources and forest management, and to identify research gaps and promote public awareness of 

interface issues.  
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2.6.1 Factors Driving Change in the Wildland-Urban Interface 

 As identified by the USDA, the main sources motivating change of the southern 

wildland-urban interface are population growth, social composition, shifts in the economy, rural 

land ownership, and individual lifestyles. The south is experiencing a net population rise of 6.3 

people per 1,000-population per year – increasing the population by approximately 600,000 

people per year (Macie, 2002, p.12). In addition, the levels of immigration and migration from 

other states to the south are greater than all other U.S. regions combined. This factor, along with 

a higher median age and life expectancy, affects forest ecosystems by increasing development of 

retirement communities and recreation facilities.   

 

Figure 10: Example of Wildland-Urban Interface Area (Macie, 2006) 

Consequently, between 1992 and 1997 nearly 16 million acres of rural land were 

converted to urban land uses.  Over the next twenty years the urban and rural populations in the 

United States are expected to grow 18.8% and 12.4% respectively thus expanding the wildland-

urban interface by increasing demands for development, timber harvesting, and recreation 

(Macie, 2002, pp.14-17).  Also, the development of major interstate highways is contributing to 

the expansion of the interface, as rural areas are becoming more accessible to urban populations.   
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 The changing economy in the south is another factor affecting change in the wildland-

urban interface. Between 1975 and 1995, farming employment dropped by 7% while agricultural 

service industries, construction, and retail services all increased. This shift to a service economy 

is linked directly to urban expansion as the demand for shopping malls and manufacturing plants 

increase (Macie, 2002, p. 19).  Also, the majority of southern rural land – approximately 432 

million acres – is corporately and privately owned. The status of rural ownership is important to 

the land’s future and the advancement of the wildland-urban interface.  Private ownership allows 

landowners to develop manufacturing and residential projects with greater ease resulting in 

greater fragmentation of the landscape.  Also, private landowners are facing property damage 

from public uses, rising property taxes, and increasing pressure to transfer property rights to 

encroaching developers (Macie, 2002, p.22).  These pressures have resulted in changing trends 

of forest management policy and preservation.   

Figure 11: Developmental Pressure in Wildland-Urban Interface (Macie, 2006) 

 

Another important factor affecting the change in the wildland-urban interface is the 

lifestyle of individuals within the interface. The knowledge gained by understanding the 

recreational activities and the choices people make helps to reveal the attitudes toward natural 
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resources and suggests appropriate programs for interface education and involvement.  The most 

popular recreational activities in the south, such as walking for pleasure, outdoor family 

gatherings, visiting nature centers, and sightseeing, are each drivers for rural settlement and 

development patterns (Macie, 2002, p.24) 

2.6.2 Land Use Policy and the Wildland-Urban Interface  

The Federal Government has taken several steps to encourage management and 

stewardship of forested lands within the United States. For example, landowners of forested land 

are subject to a ten percent investment tax-credit and up to a $10,000 annual tax write-off (up to 

8 years) for reforestation expenses. Also, landowners who sell natural resources can recover their 

initial investment through tax deductions (Macie, 2002, p.43).  However, tax deductions are not 

enough to effectively protect rural areas from being developed as the economic pressures are far 

greater than the government’s incentive programs.  The Wildland-Urban Interface Assessment 

notes the importance of identifying methods to reclaim abandoned urban areas and discourage 

the unnecessary development of untouched land.  It recommends educational programs to alert 

residents in the interface area (including local officials and city councils) of the economic 

conditions that will result from urbanization and programs to encourage policymakers to create 

land-use policies that minimize the tax burdens of holding undeveloped land.  

During focus group studies conducted in the southern United States, a majority of private 

landowners recognized the importance of environmental protection over property rights of 

individuals.  The public is becoming more aware of the effects that individual landowners can 

have on the welfare of rural areas and communities despite zoning ordinances (Macie, 2002, 

p.60).  Current zoning laws were not created with environmental protection in mind, but rather to 

protect private property values by restricting uses of land that decrease value or add cost to the 
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community. This system influences landowners to make decisions for their short term economic 

interest rather than for the good of the community. In comparison, the Wildland-Urban Interface 

Assessment provides recommendations that emphasize the long term significance of the 

environment. Geographical Information Systems (GIS) such as CITYgreen can be used to help 

map land-use plans that effectively integrate natural resources and development by projecting the 

impact of population growth.  Also, policies such as the Purchase of developmental rights, 

Conservation Easements, and Land Trusts, limit developmental options (Macie, 2002, p.63).  In 

order to find the most effective programs, the USDA recommends identifying the weaknesses in 

current land use policies and determining the public support and willingness to pay for land 

protection.  

The Wildland-Urban Interface Assessment is a valuable resource for conservation and 

management techniques for urbanizing areas in the southern United States but also presents 

broad themes and lessons that can be applied to other areas of the world – such as Puerto Rico.  

By understanding these issues, environmental agencies will be able to more effectively 

communicate the environmental significance with community members, planners, and 

developers to promote conservation. 

2.7 Government Regulations and Policies 

 In order to control the rate of development and conserve the natural ecosystems and 

functions of areas such as the Bosque del Plantío, it is necessary to create and implement 

management systems in coordination with governmental agencies and local communities.  

Governmental policies can have a large impact on the course of development and the impact 

development will have on the environment. 
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2.7.1 Puerto Rican Governmental Structure 

Puerto Rico is a commonwealth of the United States and organizes its government in a 

similar structure to the United States. There are three main branches: The Legislative, Judicial, 

and Executive. The Governor heads the executive branch, and there are six offices that operate 

under him. Among those are the Planning Board, the Regulations and Permits Administration, 

and the Environmental Quality Board, each of which are vital to Puerto Rico’s environmental 

status. With the Executive Reorganization Act of 1993, eight “umbrella” departments were 

created; one being the DNER. This government based organization considers proposals from 

communities in Puerto Rico in an effort to help them conserve land and natural resources within 

their communities (Business Registrar, 2006, p.1). For example, the community group from el 

Plantío obtained an injunction against an apartment complex construction to temporarily halt 

further development on the area. Also, a law presented by the Puerto Rican Senate, known as P. 

del S. 83, called for the protection of undeveloped parts of the Municipality of Toa Baja. (Puerto 

Rican Senate, 2005). The law protects all caves, wildlife and weather refuge, large rocks, hills, 

and other features of the community’s karst region. With the cooperation of the community of el 

Plantío, the DNER has the ability to preserve and coordinate the management of the area, as well 

as designate the use of its natural resources. This law will be helpful in maintaining the area, but 

non-autonomous municipalities (as discussed below) have limited control over the development 

of their land (Puerto Rican Senate, 2005). 

2.7.2 Municipality Power and the Puerto Rican Planning Board 

 Puerto Rico is organized into 78 municipalities, each of which is comprised of different 

communities, and has its own political standing and local flag (similar to individual states in 

America). 
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Figure 12: Municipalities of Puerto Rico (CCSU, 2006) 

In 1991, the Municipal Reform Act moved many of the decision making responsibilities from the 

central government to the municipalities. In particular, once a municipality gains autonomy it has 

the right to make its own land use plans. Furthermore, each municipality is allowed a 

Community Board of 50,000 representatives from that specific municipality for the purpose of 

self-government (Business Registrar, 2006, p.1). The municipality’s power is not absolute. Land 

use plans must be reviewed by the Central government’s Planning Board, which ensures that the 

municipality’s plans comply with environmental policy and coincide with its overall vision for 

the island (Junta de Planificación, 2003, p.1).  

 Since land use is becoming an issue in various non-autonomous municipalities, such as 

Toa Baja, those municipalities are now required to prepare a Land Use Plan under Chapter XIII 

of the Autonomous Municipalities Act (Law 81) (Business Registrar, 2006, p.1). Chapter XIII, 

called Territorial Ordinance, describes the rules and regulations autonomous municipalities have 

in order to maintain their territory. Each municipality must divide its land into three main 

categories: urban, urbanizable (can develop), or nonurbanizable (cannot develop). Areas that are 

classified nonurbanizable should be specifically protected to preserve their forests and natural 
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resources (Puerto Rican Senate, 1991). After the plan is reviewed by the Planning Board and the 

Governor, it is sent to the Permits and Regulations Administration for final approval.  

However, municipalities must undergo many steps to gain autonomy and the powers 

associated with that status. Because of the complexity of the process, most municipalities remain 

non-autonomous and face further challenges when fighting for conservation (Business Registrar, 

2006, p.1).  For example, a municipality without autonomy might not have the power or funding 

to reclassify valuable land for conservation. The community group in el Plantío faces this issue 

because they lack a source of income with which to acquire land. As an alternative, the 

municipality could offer to trade land zoned for development for protected land. Another 

problem for non-autonomous municipalities is a lack of local environmental management 

expertise. In these cases, the DNER may be able to work with the community groups to establish 

management programs tailored to the area (Rebecca Rivera-Torres, Director of Toa Baja 

Planning Board, March 21, 2006, Personal Communication). 

2.8 Community-Based Conservation 

While government agencies and policies play a major role in the prevention of 

deforestation, the conservation process is more effective with community involvement. In 

Rincón, for example, community members met to discuss methods for protecting their 

environment in the future (Surfrider, 2006, p.1). Issues of land use planning and management, as 

well as economic development were discussed in response to the rapid growth of the local 

economy. A community development workshop was conducted with the hosting foundation, 

Surfrider, as well as members of the DNER.  This workshop devised a system of management to 

protect community interests. With communities, such as Ríncon, taking the initiative to focus on 

their environmental future, a precedent is being set that could easily spread throughout other 
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communities of Puerto Rico. However, local communities often lack clear systems of community 

management to regulate the extent of development, and thus quickly lose control of expansion. 

In order to most effectively conserve natural resources, a management system can be developed 

through local community organizations with the help of governmental policy and regulation. 

2.8.1 Management Techniques 

Community-based conservation incorporates the cooperation and involvement of 

community members and governmental agencies to aid them in the creation and implementation 

of future plans affecting their development.  A community consists of a variety of people from 

different backgrounds, each with personal views, opinions, and agendas. Besides the individual 

households, the surrounding environment – forests, water, and animals – plays a key role in 

defining a community.  This lays the foundation for community-based conservation that “the 

coexistence of people and nature…is its central precept” (Western, 1994, p.8).  The main goal of 

community-based conservation is to utilize the connection between the local people and their 

surrounding ecosystem to benefit both nature and people. 

Community-based management was developed to help protect natural resources in a 

manner that benefits society.  Government bureaus and other organizations are continuously 

working to develop a system that prevents the environment from being overused and allows 

damaged ecosystems to recover. At times, community members are reluctant to trust 

governmental agencies when they propose regulatory policies for the community’s land. 

“Landowners traditionally react suspiciously to any (perceived or real) designs on their land by a 

government agency or a private organization. Such landowners may be more likely to take up a 

cause for conservation if the cause is place-based” (Babylon, 2003, p.7).  To reduce tension, 

government agencies and private organizations often work with affected residents to include 
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them in the planning, implementation, and maintenance for a particular environmental project. 

This cooperation is important to the agencies as well because it allows them to understand the 

community viewpoint prior to executing a plan for a threatened area.  “A cross-scale approach to 

conservation is necessary, addressing governance and ‘community’ at the various scales 

appropriate for the conservation problem in question” (Berkes, 2003, pp.635-636).  Together, 

government and non-governmental organizations can realize the potential impacts of various 

proposals and evaluate which would offer the greatest social, environmental, and economic 

benefits for the area.  

2.8.2 Effects of Community-Based Management 

 
Evidently, community-based management systems are valuable to limit the effects of 

deforestation within diverse ecosystems across the world. This form of conservation can also 

bring long term economic benefits. For example, villagers from a community in Bengal 

benefited from community-based management by both regulating the local forestry industry, and 

developing a supplemental form of income to serve as an “economic incentive” by working with 

the government (see Appendix M). Governmental agencies commonly offer such incentive 

programs to communities involved in the conservation of an area.  It is important that, 

“conservation organizations…illustrate that the achievement of a healthy environment often 

actually contributes to a robust economy” (Babylon, 2003, p.7). Effective conservation of land 

does not require the land to be completely closed for human usage, but limits the acceptable uses 

for the land.  This allows people to still benefit from the land as a source of income, while 

maintaining the environment for future generations and allowing them to benefit as well. In 

addition to money raised by exploiting natural resources, communities can also raise income by 

using land for recreational and educational purposes.  
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The ties between the community and the government are another benefit of community-

based conservation. The government and the community are able to work together to develop 

plans for an endangered area, each bringing forth different views and powers to the process.  By 

working with the government, community groups know what is expected of them and the legal 

issues involved in the land. Meanwhile, the government can gain local expertise and input to 

improve their decision and evaluate its impact on the community (Western, 1994, p.330).  

Although there are many positives to community-based conservation, there are some 

challenges associated with it.  In areas that resist governmental intervention, sometimes it is 

difficult to initially establish community-based conservation programs without incentives and 

compensation. 

Several case studies apparently assume that if a conservation activity is situated 
locally and involves local populations, then it is participatory. The presence of a 
national park or protected reserve administered by a central government entity 
almost inevitably means that participatory CBC will be highly constrained if not 
impossible and that strong monetary or other types of compensation will be 
required to offset losses in land or income (Western, 1994, p. 355). 
 

People are not always eager to become involved in this type of conservation.  Often local 

individuals concerned about their own finances view government and businesses as a threat to 

their personal welfare.  Also, another problem may arise; namely, that the government may 

overlook the community as a whole. In past instances, the government considered only selected 

individuals who have expressed interest in preserving local threatened land, rather than the 

interests of the entire community.  Without proper consideration of the attitudes of the entire 

community, some people may be overlooked and plans may be placed into action that do not 

reflect the area’s interest (Babylon, 2003, p.8).  Conflicting ideas for land usage between the 

government and community members is a major problem that often hinders progress of land 

conservation projects. (Western, 1994, p.429).   
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2.8.3 Community Efforts in Puerto Rico 

There are several successful community-based preservation efforts in Puerto Rico.  Their 

experiences helped us develop an effective preservation strategy and management plan for los 

Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío to use. 

 

2.8.3.1 Ciudadanos pro Bosque del San Patricio 

 
Within Puerto Rico, community-based management has been used in order to increase 

protection for natural ecosystems.  El Bosque del San Patricio is a forested area located near San 

Juan, in the northeast section of Puerto Rico.  It is home to a variety of exotic animals and unique 

plants native to the area.  After businesses expressed interest in developing the area for 

manufacturing purposes, los Ciudadanos pro Bosque San Patricio, a group of concerned 

community members, formed to protect the important natural habitat (Almeyda, 1998, Citizens 

pro San Patricio).  The area now offers educational and recreational opportunities including a 

system of hiking trails and a park.  They are currently developing a bird sanctuary to educate the 

community about the unique environment that surrounds them. The group has researched the 

native animals, plants, and the unique landscape to show its important role in the natural 

ecosystem.  The group worked with the Department of Natural and Environmental Resources 

(DNER) to develop a law that allows them to co-manage the land, thus providing them with 

more control over acceptable uses for the area. The success of this group has served as a model 

for other communities in Puerto Rico, including the Municipality of Toa Baja in their fight to 

protect el Bosque del Plantío.  
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2.8.3.2 Casa Pueblo 

Other important lessons can be learned from the experiences of the Casa Pueblo group.  

Casa Pueblo formed in response to a plan to begin open pit mining in the mountains of central 

Puerto Rico.  This group faced tremendous opposition from both the governmental and 

commercial sectors and still managed to both stop the mining effort and turn the area into a 

useful resource for the community, providing educational benefits in addition to its natural value 

as a source of clean water. 

 Casa Pueblo's approach was radically different from all previous preservation efforts in 

Puerto Rico. They fought for a system of forest management that gave the responsibility for 

maintaining and utilizing the forest to the community instead of the government.  This approach 

was difficult but ensured that the effort would faithfully serve the interests of the community.  

Casa Pueblo's experiences taught them the following lessons that are widely applicable 

(Gonzalez, 2006, p.27): 

1. Focus on human development, such as quality of life issues and community self-

reliance. 

 2. Highlight environmental services, like clean water, that the forest provides. 

 3. Concentrate on learning and personal growth. 

 4. Offer new economic opportunities. 

 5. Make it easy to become part of the process. 

 6. Prepare scrupulously, with academic and technical expertise. 

 7. Demonstrate public backing. 

 8. Have a trustworthy and effective governmental intermediary. 

 9. Give management agreements the time and flexibility to evolve. 
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10. Make effective use of limited resources, attracting volunteers by offering everyone an 

equal share in decision-making.  

 11. Continue to bring in new stakeholders to widen the circle of participation. These 

lessons will help other communities run successful preservation campaigns and management 

efforts of their own. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13: Casa Pueblo Community Group 

2.8.3.3 Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío 

The Karst forest, el Bosque del Plantío, consists of privately owned lots throughout the 

seven communities of Toa Baja. After two landowners expressed interest in developing their lots 

nearby the community of el Plantío, residents formed los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío to 

combat this developmental pressure and protect the area’s valuable environmental resources.  

The group approached the Planning Board of Toa Baja where they were assured the area would 

not be developed.  After a new mayor took office, the appointed planning board granted the 

landowners the right to pursue their developmental projects.  Through a legal hearing, an 

injunction was placed on the forest that ceased any development of the area for a maximum of 

eight years, during which time developmental alternatives could be presented to the Planning 

Board.  Looking for sources of funding to possibly purchase the land and develop practical 
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alternative uses, the community group approached the Department of Natural and Environmental 

Resources. At a market price of nearly $800,000 for one four acre lot of land, the direct purchase 

of the land is not feasible for the DNER.  However, with the resources of the DNER, the 

community is looking for another alternative that will guarantee the conservation of the area.  

Presently, the Municipality of Toa Baja is in the process of proposing a new land-use 

plan under which all land will be reclassified.  Under the Municipality’s proposed zoning plans, 

el Bosque del Plantío is classified as a protected area restricting all development.  Also, as part of 

the central government’s (Planning Board) zoning plan – 

which is also under review – the forest is marked to be 

conserved.  The support of the planning board is very 

important to help ensure protection into the future. The 

Municipality’s plan is in the fifth and final stage for 

approval and is now subject to public hearings.  These 

hearings, which will take place in June and September 

2006, allow the public to voice support or criticism for 

the proposals in an effort to help finalize the land-use 

plans for Toa Baja.  If able to preserve this area, the 

community of el Plantío would like to maintain the 

area to educate local students about the unique flora, 

species, and karst characteristics and the importance of preserving natural ecosystems. 

Figure 14: Los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío 
(Los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío, 2005) 
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3.0 Methodology 

The main goals of our project were to detail environmental and educational reasons to 

conserve el Bosque del Plantío, and – using the area as a model – develop an effective series of 

steps based on the USDA’s Wildland-Urban Interface Assessment that other areas in Puerto Rico 

can use to prevent undesired development.  In order to reach our goals, we met a series of 

objectives, including understanding the community members’ attitudes and goals for the area, 

identifying developmental pressures and environmental concerns, and evaluating the educational 

alternative uses for the area.  This chapter outlines the methods used to achieve our specific 

objectives in order to reach our goals.  

3.1 Identify Regional Plans, Goals, and Developmental Pressures 

 To identify the regional plans and goals for el Bosque del Plantío, as well as determine 

the developmental pressures the forest is facing, we held interviews with the community group 

from el Plantío and the Director of the Toa Baja Planning Board. These interviews revealed the 

attitudes of both the community group and the Planning Board towards the forest and its possible 

future uses. 

3.1.1 Interview los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío 

 We interviewed los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío to understand why the group is 

working to conserve el Bosque del Plantío. We were also able to determine what previous work 

had been completed by the group regarding the forest, and acquire contacts within the 

Municipality. The interview was conducted informally to allow for greater personal 

communication, encourage involvement from the whole group, and allow for open-ended 

responses. The questions were asked in an unbiased manner, solely to learn about the community 

group’s history, the work they have been doing, and what they would like to see the area used for 
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if the forest is preserved. We also identified the developers that are currently interested in the 

area. 

3.1.2 Interview Toa Baja Planning Board 

We conducted a personal interview with Rebecca Rivera Torres, the Toa Baja Planning 

Board Director, to determine the status of the proposed zoning plan for Bosque del Plantío, and 

learn more about the roles the government and municipalities play in deciding land usage. 

Questions regarding the Municipality and the forest were asked in an unbiased manner, so that 

we could gauge the Director’s true attitude towards the area. We acquired the proposed land-use 

plan for the Municipality of Toa Baja, and learned how it will affect el Bosque del Plantío if it is 

approved (See Appendix B). 

3.1.3 Interview the Human Resources Director of Toa Baja 

We met informally with Elías F. Sanchez-Sifonte, the Director of Human Resources in 

Toa Baja, both to show outside support for the agenda of los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío, 

and to determine whether or not the Mayor of the Municipality was in general agreement with 

the proposed land-use plan for Toa Baja. As a confidant and close partner with the Mayor, we 

decided that his answers would truthfully reflect the Mayor’s attitude towards the Municipality 

as well. If the Municipal government agreed with the community group, their goals for the area 

would be much easier to achieve (See Appendix C). 

3.2 Identify Environmental Concerns that Would Preclude Development 

It was important to identify the major environmental concerns that that can be used as an 

argument against development.  As described by Worcester Polytechnic Institute’s professor 

Roger Gottlieb, a professor of environmental philosophy and an established author, (personal 
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communication, February 7, 2006), areas that hold an important environmental purpose are much 

more likely to be conserved than areas that cannot make a strong environmental claim (see 

Appendix O).  To determine the functions el Bosque del Plantío serves, we reviewed previous 

academic research done on or in the forest, investigated the mogotes ourselves with the help of 

local experts, and analyzed the area's characteristics using GIS data from the Department of 

Natural and Environmental Resources.  

3.2.1 Review Previous Academic Work  

Graduate students from the University of Puerto Rico have completed research in the area 

to identify local endangered species and their role in the ecosystem. Also, some information 

regarding the connection of karst regions and natural aquifers was prepared during past studies of 

the area. Through our contact with Wanda Crespo, a graduate student working with los 

Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío, we were able to obtain the results of the community group’s 

investigations and use them to strengthen our own findings. 

3.2.2 Field Research Species Identification 

With the help of local community members and researchers from the DNER, we hiked 

through the mogotes to determine several important qualities of the land: 

1. What are the characteristics of the terrain? Is it suitable for hiking, building, or neither? 

2. What is the vegetation like? Is there fallen wood that could be used by the 

municipality? 

3. What unique geographic attractions, such as caves, exist in the area and where? 

4. What endangered species can we locate ourselves during a simple day-hike? 
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Throughout the hike we kept photographic documentation of our findings, logged species 

names in a notebook, and recorded GPS waypoints documenting both our path through the 

mogotes and the precise locations of important findings. 

3.2.3 GIS Analysis for Karst Characteristics and Aquifers 

With our field GPS data, we used GIS to analyze our findings.  Using data collected by 

the Department of Natural and Environmental Resources and the US Geological Survey, we 

plotted our findings on aerial and topographical maps of the area to show the proximity of 

endangered species and unique geographical features to proposed and current developments. 

While the ecosystems and specific endangered local species are a valuable argument for 

the conservation of the forest, it was also important to stress the environmental value the area 

offers to the community.  This argument was made by comparing the location of the el Plantío 

mogotes to existing GIS maps of the aquifer networks in northern Puerto Rico and local fresh 

groundwater well locations.  If we were able to demonstrate a link between el Bosque del Plantío 

and larger aquifer networks, this information would help defend the proposed zoning plan for the 

conservation of Bosque del Plantío. 

3.3 Identify Educational Value to Community 

Because the community group wanted to specifically maintain the mogotes as an 

educational center for the surrounding schools to visit, we investigated Casa Pueblo’s successful 

environmental education program to use as a possible model for a similar program in Toa Baja.  

We also worked with local school administrators and teachers to evaluate feasible educational 

topics and determine their level of interest in using el Bosque del Plantío’s resources for lessons 

and field trips. 
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3.3.1 Casa Pueblo’s Community Value 

 In order to understand how forest education could be implemented in schools, our group 

conducted a personal interview with a teacher from the educational center of Casa Pueblo, an 

established and successful community-based land preservation group.  Casa Pueblo has a 

collaborative program with fourth and fifth grade classes at the Adjuntas Middle School.  We 

also interviewed the director of the Adjuntas Middle School, Elín Cintrón along with an English 

teacher, Lillian Nieves.  Through these interviews, we determined the steps Casa Pueblo took to 

implement an educational program at that school.  We documented some of the educational 

services and opportunities that Casa Pueblo provides to the students at the Adjuntas Middle 

School.  We also asked questions about the attitude of the students and other teachers towards 

the program (See Appendix D).  The success stories of Casa Pueblo are a helpful reference for 

making suggestions to the el Plantío community group for educational programs in their specific 

area. 

3.3.2 Educator Interest Survey 

After learning about the effect that Casa Pueblo had on their community and deciding to 

use their methods as an example for el Plantío, we needed to see if local educators incorporated 

information regarding el Bosque del Plantío or environmental issues into their lesson plans or 

had a future interest in doing so.  We developed a survey for the teachers and administrators of 

schools within the Municipality that are close to el Plantío:  Pajáros, Macún, and Candelaria (See 

Appendix E).  We used this survey to find out what aspects of el Bosque del Plantío would be 

most applicable to the subjects taught at their schools.  

The survey was conducted at six different schools - five at elementary schools, and one at 

a junior high school. At each of the six schools, questionnaires were given to the director, 
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science teachers, and social studies teachers.  Our sampling frame included the fifth and sixth 

grade level teachers and directors at the elementary school and seventh grade at the junior high 

school because students at Casa Pueblo were most receptive at these age groups.  A total of 

twenty-eight questionnaires were distributed to the six schools.  

 

3.3.3 Educational Valuation Method  

Within each questionnaire, respondents were given options that they would like to see 

incorporated into the el Plantío educational program.  Each option consisted of a ranking system 

from 1 to 5 to allow the respondents to rank how interested they were in a particular topic.  These 

ranking results were analyzed by comparing all possible educational options using the contingent 

rating system (Riera and Penin, 1997).  Each option’s ranking was totaled and compared to the 

best possible score of 90 (maximum of 5 points x number of respondents [18]).  The option with 

the score closest to 90 was considered the best choice for the el Plantío educational program.  

3.4 Application of the Wildland-Urban Interface Assessment  

 Working with Edgardo González of the Department of Natural and Environmental 

Resources, we evaluated the United States Department of Agriculture’s Wildland-Urban 

Interface Assessment (WUI), to see ways that it could provide suitable conservation plans to 

communities in Puerto Rico.  Using our work at el Plantío and research about other Puerto Rican 

communities as case studies, we modified the Wildland-Urban Interface to apply to the unique 

environmental and societal issues present in Puerto Rico.  We identified sections of the plan that 

would be useful to implement in Puerto Rico and documented potential drawbacks and gaps that 

arose in the transition.  The following topics were addressed:  

1) Major themes and needs for the program 
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2) Population and demographic importance 

3) Economic issues 

4) Land-use policy  

5) Urban and social influences on forests 

6) Forest resource management and conservation 

The differences between Puerto Rico’s diverse ecosystem and the southern United States studied 

in the original WUI Assessment were considered to determine different management approaches.  

In addition, the differences in the laws and social attitude toward environmental conservation 

were also considered while modifying the Wildland-Urban Interface to become a useful model 

for the conservation of threatened land throughout Puerto Rico.  

3.5 Summary and Impact of Methods 

 Through these methods, we developed project recommendations that effectively 

addressed our goals and objectives for both los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío and the 

Department of Natural and Environmental Resources.  By evaluating the attitude of the regional 

inhabitants, particularly those of the community of el Plantío, identifying the developmental 

pressures and environmental concerns, and understanding the local regulations and policies we 

developed a solution that will help to conserve the forest for environmental and educational 

purposes to benefit future generations. Also, using our work as a case-study in the application of 

the Wildland-Urban Interface to Puerto Rico, the DNER will be able to provide guidelines and 

recommendations to other communities looking to protect natural resources from unwanted 

development. 
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4.0 Results and Analysis 

The results presented in this section provide the Department of Natural and 

Environmental Resources and los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío with information to 

support the community group’s conservation effort of el Bosque del Plantío and provide useful 

ideas for the forest’s future. Through research, interviews, and technical analysis, we determined 

the different goals of the community group and developmental pressures facing el Bosque del 

Plantío, generated data to reflect the environmental issues that would preclude development, and 

surveyed educators to determine the value of the karst forest for educational purposes. In 

addition to our results for los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío, we evaluated the Department 

of Agriculture’s Southern Wildland-Urban Interface Assessment to determine how the DNER 

could adapt it to Puerto Rico.  

4.1 Goals for the use of el Bosque del Plantío 

The regional goals for the use of el Bosque del Plantío were determined through a series 

of interviews. Group leaders of los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío, the director of the Toa 

Baja Planning Board, and the Municipality Human Resources Director provided us with their 

individual opinions. Through the interviews we gained multiple points of view on the mogotes of 

el Plantío and future uses for the forest.  

4.1.1 Los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío 

Los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío members want the mogotes surrounding their 

gated community to be fully conserved and protected for several reasons (See Appendix A). 

They expressed that the forest provides protection from dust and air pollution produced by 

neighboring industrial centers and helps regulate access to their community by outsiders. The 

group fought to cease all existing development that required the destruction of the mogotes and 
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is now fighting for the permanent protection of the land. This is important in order to maintain 

the biodiversity in the area, the habitats within the mogotes, and the overall appeal of the 

community of el Plantío. They would also like to renovate an existing abandoned house and offer 

it as an educational center for educators and schools to learn about the karst forests of the 

Municipality. Los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío want the ownership rights of the mogotes 

transferred from the private owner to either the community or an organization that can help 

manage and protect the area to benefit el Plantío and the surrounding communities. Currently, 

the el Plantío community group lacks a source of income and budget for purchasing and 

maintaining the area. They hope that through help from outside organizations, such as the 

DNER, they can obtain the funds needed to maintain the forest, and keep it from future 

development. For now, los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío members remain dedicated to 

fighting a hard battle in order to preserve the land. 

4.1.2 Planning Board 

The Municipality of Toa Baja Planning Board, headed by director Rebecca Rivera 

Torres, has proposed a land-use plan that designates the mogotes surrounding el Plantío as 

conservation areas, specifically called tierra especial protegido or specially protected land. 

However, the new zoning plan is still in progress – in the fifth and final stage of obtaining 

approval – and is subject to revision during public hearings in June and September 2006. If the 

plan is accepted and implemented, then no further commercial, residential, or industrial 

development will be allowed in the mogotes (See Appendix B). It would ensure that a permit for 

development will be prohibitively difficult if not outright impossible to obtain. The support of 

the Planning Board of Toa Baja is important to the conservation effort of los Ciudadanos pro 
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Bosque del Plantío, and if the new zoning plan is accepted and enforced, it will ensure the 

mogotes remain undeveloped.  

4.1.3 Human Resources Director of the Municipality of Toa Baja 

By interviewing Elias F. Sanchez-Sifonte, the Human Resources Director of Toa Baja, 

we learned about the Mayor of Toa Baja’s stance on preserving the land of the Municipality, and 

what power the Municipality has in governing and owning land (See Appendix C). As a 

confidant of the Mayor of Toa Baja, Sr. Sanchez-Sifonte stated that one of the Mayor’s main 

focuses is to protect the karst region. When he learned of the efforts of los Ciudadanos pro 

Bosque del Plantío, the Mayor took a stand alongside the community. Although for many years 

the Toa Baja area was neglected and there was over-development, the Municipal government has 

made efforts to preserve environmentally important lands in recent years. As an example, when 

the car dealership (see 4.2.2) began expansion – destroying sections of the mogotes in the 

process – the Mayor intervened and a cease and desist order was issued. The community group 

can take comfort in the fact that the Mayor presiding during the development of the land-use plan 

strongly supports the protection of the mogotes.  

However, having the support of the Mayor does not mean that los Ciudadanos pro 

Bosque del Plantío will see the mogotes protected immediately. The government of the 

Municipality does not have the power to step in and claim ownership of the land. The 33 acres of 

mogotes surrounding el Plantío belong to a single private landowner. The Mayor and the 

Planning Board are currently negotiating with this private landowner to grant him ownership of 

lands designated for development in exchange for the environmentally important mogotes – a 

tactic that would help to ensure the immediate preservation of the forests while the land-use plan 

is under review, and place the land in safer hands for the future. The Municipality also stated that 
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it does not intend to retain possession of the land, as that could potentially place it in jeopardy 

during future administrations.  The municipal government intends to entrust the land to a 

competent community-based conservation group.  

The Director also stated that before the government would provide community groups, 

such as los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío, with the resources and tools for implementing 

and managing programs (such as educational centers or hiking trails), the full commitment and 

support of the community must be apparent to the Mayor. For now, both the Municipality 

government and los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío want the mogotes to be preserved in 

their current state, and the preservation effort is moving forward.  

4.2 Developmental Pressures 

It was important to establish the developmental pressures threatening the mogotes so we 

could offer feasible recommendations for the future 

maintenance and use of the area. By interviews 

with the community group, los Ciudadanos pro 

Bosque del Plantío, and through personal field 

work, we were able to establish three present 

threats: an apartment complex, car dealership, and 

a cell phone tower (Figure 15 – Larger version in 

Appendix F). 

4.2.1 Apartments 

A private owner of the 33 acres of the mogotes surrounding el Plantío has requested to 

construct between 57 – 67 apartments, a 100 car parking lot, swimming pool, and other facilities 

on a 1.5 acre lot. When asked to sell his land, he asked for a significantly larger amount than his 

 
Figure 15 (Appendix F) Proposed Developments 

(DNER, 2006) 
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purchasing price (see Appendix B). The area he owns borders the mogotes, and any development 

would cause destruction of the land and important ecosystems. The development of the 

apartment complex would increase traffic through el Plantío and introduce a new demographic of 

residents, both of which the association members of el Plantío strongly oppose (see Appendix 

N). 

4.2.2 Car Dealership 

A car dealership located in Candelaria, on the opposite side of the mogotes and outside 

the gates of el Plantío, began excavating a significant portion of the mogotes to expand its 

capacity. The company destroyed more than their permit allowed, and they were forced to stop 

construction. This developed area upset community members of el Plantío because it has ruined 

that area’s karst formation, and many trees and plants were disturbed in the process.  

4.2.3 Cell Phone Tower 

A cell phone tower exists on the side of the mogotes closer to Candelaria. There is an 

access road from a main street leading to the tower, and it is adjacent to the destruction of the 

mogotes from the car dealership. The community group recognizes the street as a future access 

point to the mogotes, especially if it becomes an educational area, but the construction of the 

tower disturbed the surrounding land similar to the car dealership development. 

4.3 Environmental Findings 

This section provides the data we collected to identify environmental concerns that would 

preclude development of el Bosque del Plantío.  Our results indicated that there are sound 

scientific reasons to conserve the forest.  
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4.3.1 GIS Map of Area 

During our hike to identify the plant 

species and geographic features in the 

mogotes of el Plantío, we took GPS readings 

to record the route we took through the 

mogotes and the locations of important 

landmarks. These data were combined with 

satellite imagery from the DNER to form an 

overview map of Bosque del Plantío (Figure 16 / Appendix G).  This map clearly depicts the 

location of the Palo de Rosa seedlings and adult tree, the largest cave-like formation, and the area 

cleared for a cell phone tower.  The map also shows the location of seven fresh water wells in 

close proximity to the mogotes.  These wells draw upon clean groundwater provided by the karst 

formations of which Bosque del Plantío is a part.   

4.3.2 List of Species with Photos 

After mapping the points of interest in the mogotes using GIS, a catalog was compiled 

with the various forms of vegetation seen on our hike within the mogotes (See Appendix H).  

This catalog included pictures and scientific information of the various plants found on the hike.  

The most important plants discovered were the Palo de Rosa and the Palo de Cruz.  Palo de Rosa 

is an endangered species, while Palo de Cruz is endemic to Puerto Rico.  There were also two 

rare species seen within the forest, specifically the Nigua and the Negra lora.  Since we explored 

only this small section of the mogotes, there is a possibility that other endangered or threatened 

species remain to be discovered.   

 
Figure 16 (Appendix G): GIS Exploration Route and 

Fresh Water Wells Map (DNER, 2006) 
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The catalog that we compiled contained only about a third of the actual species in the 

area.  With the assistance of Victor Rodriguez, a research forester of the DNER, an expanded list 

of the plants that reside within this section of el Plantío mogotes was developed in order to give 

the community group information about the natural vegetation in the area (see Appendix I).  All 

of this information can be used to help the community group of el Plantío make their case 

stronger by providing specific information to the planning board about the flora and fauna of the 

mogotes.   

4.3.3 GIS Aquifer Map 

The GPS location of Bosque del Plantío 

was also overlain with aquifer data from the 

United States Geological Survey to determine 

what type of aquifer it is (Figure 17 / Appendix 

J).  As seen in the resulting aquifer map, Bosque 

del Plantío is classified as a “Fissured Aquifer 

(Including Karst and Volcanic Aquifers).”  

Large areas of this same type of formation have 

already been designated as protected areas all across the northern coast of Puerto Rico (as seen in 

the map).  This further affirms the value of this type of formation as a contributor to clean water.   

4.3.4 Proximity Analysis 

At the request of los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío, and with the help of the DNER, 

we performed a proximity analysis to determine the extent to which Bosque del Plantío 

contributes to clean air and water for communities outside el Plantío.  During this process several 

additional maps were created to show changes in the land area of the Toa Baja mogotes over the 

 
Figure 17 (Appendix J): Aquifers Map of Puerto Rico 

(with protected karst highlighted) (DNER, 2006) 
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last thirty years and their relative location to industrial, residential, and commercial areas, and 

areas prone to (or protected from) flooding.  In short, 

the proximity analysis showed that Bosque del 

Plantío is not large enough in land coverage area by 

itself to provide a benefit to Toa Baja as a whole.  

However, when combined with the larger karst 

mogotes found elsewhere in Toa Baja, the mogotes 

collectively provide a valuable service to Toa Baja by 

preventing flooding and contributing to cleaner air.  

The floodplains map shows a clear demarcation line between flood-prone and flood-safe areas 

running directly along the large range of mogotes (Figure 18 / Appendix K). 

4.3.5 Developmental Suitability 

Through a series of interviews and case studies, we determined the developmental 

suitability of karst regions – in particular the karst mogotes of el 

Bosque del Plantío.  The karst belt of Puerto Rico has 

experienced many developmental problems due to its instability 

and porous characteristics.  Sections of PR-10, a major highway 

that links Arecibo in the north and Ponce in the south, were 

developed over karst regions (Figure 19).  Through a study of 

PR-10 we determined that developing karst regions is unreliable, 

dangerous, and much more expensive to maintain over a period 

of time than developing on stable ground.  In a 1.7 mile stretch of 

highway construction through the Río Abajo State Forest, the 

 
 Figure 18 (Appendix K): Toa Baja Flood Zones 

(DNER, 2006) 

 
Figure 19: PR-10 Developmental 

problems 

(Puerto Rico Herald, 2004) 
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highway has experienced sudden collapses due to karst characteristics such as natural sinkholes 

and underground cavities of water.  In fact, a biological assessment completed by the U.S. 

Department of Transportation revealed that thirteen sinkholes exist along the highway over this 

stretch (DOT, 1994, p.9).  As a result, this stretch of the highway is constantly maintained and 

monitored to protect against a disastrous collapse that could harm civilians or close the highway.  

Due to the extra precautions and engineering efforts taken to maintain the highway, PR-10 is 

among the most expensive roadway projects in the history of Puerto Rico.  The final segment, 

from Utuado to Adjuntas is expected to cost over $100 million alone by its completion in 2007 

(Puerto Rico Herald, 2004). This case study shows the inherent instability of karst regions and 

demonstrates the unsuitability of such regions for developmental purposes.  

 To determine the developmental suitability of el Bosque del Plantío, we conducted a 

series of interviews with the community groups from el Plantío and a neighboring village, 

Macún. The community group from el Plantío revealed that minimal flooding occurs within their 

community due to the surrounding karst’s natural drainage system. To support their claim, we 

met with the community group from Macún, los Vecinos Unidos en pro de Macún. After the 

development of the PR-22 highway destroyed parts of the mogotes protecting Macún, the 

community experienced several negative environmental effects.  Representatives from their 

community group mentioned that the highway contributes to an increase in temperature and 

flooding in sections of the community.  Areas on the opposite side of the highway from Macún – 

former mogotes used by the community for farming and recreational purposes leveled for the 

highway construction – are now highly susceptible to flooding and not suitable for development.  

In comparison, there is little flooding in the other areas of Macún that are still protected by the 

karst forests of el Bosque del Plantío.  These results show that el Bosque del Plantío serves an 
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important natural function to its neighboring communities and that the forest is not suitable for 

development. 

4.4 Educational Benefit 

 In addition to serving important natural functions, el Bosque del Plantío can potentially 

offer educational and social benefits to surrounding communities. In order to identify the most 

feasible uses for the forest, we evaluated the efforts of Casa Pueblo in Adjuntas and surveyed 

local educators to determine what educational uses they would prefer. 

4.4.1 Casa Pueblo as a Case Study 

Casa Pueblo’s educational program was designed to educate students about the 

importance of preserving their forested area and provided us with a model that could be adapted 

to help el Plantío become involved in schools within the Toa Baja area.  First, Casa Pueblo 

worked with the University of Puerto Rico to develop an educational program for the 

neighboring Adjuntas elementary school.  Once the curriculum was developed, members of Casa 

Pueblo presented their proposal to the director of the Adjuntas school.  Their plan was to supply 

an additional classroom and teacher to work with 4th and 5th grade students on both managerial 

and scientific projects.  These grade levels were selected because students at that age are 

typically open to trying new programs and are capable of being given some responsibility.  The 

director reviewed the project and agreed to implement it into the Adjuntas curriculum.  Since 

then, students involved with the Casa Pueblo program have improved in both leadership skills 

and grades.   

The Casa Pueblo program provides the students with many activities to learn about the 

protected area and what it has to offer. Students tend to butterfly gardens, transplant trees, and 

learn about various management techniques to maintain the forested area.  They also learn about 
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what services the forest provides, such as cleaner air and water.  Field trips are made to both the 

forest and the University of Puerto Rico for students to work with the people of Casa Pueblo and 

professors in order to conduct experiments and collect data.  When Casa Pueblo hosts awareness 

events, students act as tour guides and help describe exhibits.  These types of programs were 

used as examples to give the people of el Plantío an idea of what types of activities they could 

offer at their site.   

All people involved in the Adjuntas program had very positive attitudes about the 

opportunities it provides to the students.  Different aspects of the Casa Pueblo class have even 

been incorporated into other subjects at the Adjuntas school.  Many children participate more 

and take more interest in school since the inclusion of the Casa Pueblo program in their 

education.  The community has been very happy to work with the people of Casa Pueblo and 

supports their children’s involvement in the program. Newspaper articles are used to inform the 

people within the school district of upcoming activities and to inform the community about ways 

that they can participate.  This type of information keeps the community actively involved in the 

program.  

4.4.2 Survey Results 

Replies were obtained from five out of the six schools in the el Bosque del Plantío area 

that we surveyed. We believe that the last school did not reply because there was no previous 

communication between the school and the el Plantío community group.  The raw data that were 

collected can be found in Appendix L.  These data were used to learn about what educational 

programs existed within the schools already and what future educational programs were of 

interest to the schools if el Plantío provided the schools with an educational center.  We received 

eighteen responses (out of twenty-eight original questionnaires) from directors, teachers and (to 
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our surprise) students.  Most of the teachers surveyed taught Science or Social Studies.  Each 

individual’s career length at their respective school ranged from three to thirty years.  This broad 

response gave us many perspectives on the topic.  An analysis of the data provided by the 

responses to the questionnaire found that in the opinion of the educators the average interest of 

students in the environment to be 3.9 on a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being “very interested”.  This 

indicates that there is a significant interest in the environment among the students.  At the same 

time, however, not many people were knowledgeable about the Los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del 

Plantío’s work to protect el Bosque del Plantío.   

After the educators were supplied with basic information about the area surrounding el 

Plantío and the efforts of the community group, there was a unanimous interest in learning more 

about the Bosque del Plantío preservation effort and about seeing a future educational center 

constructed in the area.  One fourth-to-sixth grade Science teacher surveyed mentioned that there 

is already a student organization that he/she works with in developing environmental protection 

plans. This teacher stated that this issue is personally important, and thinks some of the 

alternatives we have identified would provide excellent opportunities for students. 

A majority of the schools’ teachers and administrators showed a significant interest in 

incorporating a type of educational program within their own schools about el Plantío and would 

like to work with other schools as well in the process.  There has also been some previous work 

done between a few of the schools that surround el Plantío.  From the questionnaires we 

determined that the area schools do not participate in educational programs with each other, but 

they already collaborate on sports competitions between the schools. Although there is no 

existing academic link between the schools, the existing cooperation for sports programs 

suggests that further collaborative efforts – such as an environmental program – may be possible. 
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Some environmental studies, spanning fourth through ninth grade levels, are already 

established within these schools.  Teachers convey the importance of the environment through 

lectures, projects, movies, and experiments. While almost all students learn about the importance 

of the environment, a smaller number learn about ecosystems, environmental conservation, 

contamination of natural resources, and endangered species. The teachers mentioned that if a 

program were developed by el Plantío, they would be receptive to teaching the students about the 

endangered and endemic plant species of the area.  

4.4.3 Valuation of Responses 

Using the questionnaires collected, we compared each of the possible el Plantío 

educational options using the contingency ranking method.  The total possible score for each 

option was 90.  The total raw score for each option was summed and compared to the total 

possible score, then converted into percentage form.  These percentages represent the absolute 

interest level for a particular option. The flora and fauna exhibit was shown to have the highest 

interest at 97.8%. All the other options – except the hiking trail – appeared to have 

approximately the same high level of interest (Figure 20).  
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Figure 20: Percentage Ranking of Educational Options 

In the percentage analysis, no solid conclusions about what activity was most favorable 

could be drawn.  The hiking trail was the least favored option, although still holding about a two-

thirds favorability rating, but no single activity was ranked significantly higher than the others.  

To gain a better sense of the respondents’ opinions, we also compared the options to each other 

using a grouped chart (Figure 21).  In this chart, each option’s fives – or most interested – 

responses were counted and plotted.  For comparison, other scores were included as well.  This 

chart shows that the largest number of people were most interested in the flora and fauna exhibit.  

This distinguishes it as a clear choice for the first activity or facility to be implemented.  
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Comparison of Percentage Ranked for Education Options
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Figure 21: Comparison of Educational Options 

Our last question simply asked for additional suggestions.  One person suggested a virtual 

tour or video of what the mogotes had to offer (that would allow all visitors to see the area even 

if they are unable to hike into the mogotes).  Another person suggested that we include 

information about the naval base near the mogotes.  All of these data show the various interests 

that the schools have in different aspects and gives the community group ideas on what will draw 

educators to the area.  It provides them with a starting point for ideas to incorporate within the 

educational center, with only more ideas to come in the future. 

4.5 Wildland-Urban Interface Assessment 

 To provide the Department of Natural and Environmental Resources with a set of 

guidelines and recommendations for conserving forested areas threatened by development in 

Puerto Rico, we evaluated the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Southern Wildland-Urban 
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Interface Assessment.  We used information gathered from the conservation effort to preserve el 

Bosque del Plantío to support our analysis.  

4.5.1 Application to Puerto Rico 

We modified the Southern Wildland-Urban Interface Assessment to take into account the 

difference in social, economic, geographic and environmental backgrounds between the southern 

United States and Puerto Rico.  In order to provide the DNER with the most effective guidelines 

to promote environmental conservation throughout the island, we considered the unique 

characteristics of Puerto Rico including its social and ecological diversity, legal issues, and 

available resources learned through our research regarding el Plantío.  Also, we compared the 

assessment to the current forest conservation program of the Puerto Rico Forest Service. While 

the current program provides separate procedures for areas classified as either urban or rural, it 

does not effectively provide management tactics for the interface areas where forests overlap 

urban areas. 

4.5.1.1 Major themes and needs for the program 

The Wildland-Urban Interface Assessment developed four major themes relevant to the 

Southern United States. First, in order to successfully manage and conserve wildland-urban 

interface areas, one must realize that interface areas concern people. Secondly, public policy also 

plays a major role both in creating and solving problems. Third, interface problems are rarely 

one sided, but often are interdisciplinary and affect many different viewpoints. Lastly, the 

wildland-urban interface exists over different scales, and sometimes involves multiple 

landowners and jurisdictions.  

Puerto Rico’s wildland-urban interface areas are subject to very similar themes. 

Wildland-urban interface areas in Puerto Rico often border local communities that are 
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experiencing population and economic growth – such as the communities of Toa Baja 

surrounding el Bosque del Plantío, San Patricio, and Casa Pueblo. As a result, the population’s 

attitude toward the wildland-urban interface in Puerto Rico is still the underlying issue toward its 

conservation or expansion.  Puerto Rican public policy is also an important factor in creating and 

solving problems, as in the United States. New policies – such as Land Use Plans – passed by 

municipalities are often the subject of controversy among many opposing groups. In Toa Baja, 

for example, a large portion of Candelaria’s population is focused on industrial development, 

while communities such as el Plantío, Pajaros, and Macún favor community conservation efforts. 

The Wildland-Urban Interface Assessment also suggested major areas to research when 

addressing interface problems.  One must understand the human influences – including public 

policies and management systems – and threats to ecosystems in wildland-urban interface areas.  

Also, the assessment stressed that understanding and communicating public attitudes is important 

to solve problems effectively.  These research areas are just as important in Puerto Rico.  

4.5.1.2 Population and demographic trends 

The assessment identified population and demographic trends as an important factor 

affecting conservation and development efforts in the wildland-urban interface.  Changes in the 

population level and demographics in the South have altered people’s attitudes and priorities 

toward land-use (Macie, 2002, p.153). Puerto Rico is currently experiencing similar population 

growth trends.  Because of this, most of this section’s interpretations are still relevant, but the 

exact figures must be updated to reflect Puerto Rico’s population growth rates and changing 

demographics.   
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4.5.1.3 Economic issues 

The Wildland-Urban Interface Assessment addressed the importance of economic trends 

in the south. The development of new industries was identified as a catalyst for urbanization and 

deforestation.  Tax rates and incentives for landownership also affected the attitude toward 

conservation in the south.  The personal objectives of landowners – whether they are interested 

in making profit or maintaining land – was identified as a driving force for the status of an 

interface area. By determining what factors lead to economic and urban expansion in the 

municipalities of Puerto Rico, management of wildland-urban interface areas can be more 

effective.  In addition, Puerto Rico’s historic widespread deforestation to create agricultural land 

– and subsequent partial regrowth – should be taken into consideration.  

4.5.1.4 Land-use policy  

Public land-use policies were also identified as factors that affect natural resource 

management and conservation.  In the Wildland-Urban Interface Assessment, federal, state, and 

local land use policies have effects on the amount of land available for development.  While the 

Federal and State policies offer broad land-use provisions, the local governments use policies 

such as conservation easements, land trusts, transfer/purchase of development rights, or incentive 

zones to manage growth.  Puerto Rico is also subject to a similar land-use policy structure and 

the United States Federal environmental regulations apply to U.S. territories in the same way that 

they apply to states.  In addition, the Puerto Rican Central Planning Board creates land-use plans 

for the entire island by working with local municipalities’ land-use plans.  The individual 

municipalities also have planning boards that act in similar ways to town governments’ boards in 

the US, and use similar management tactics.  The programs used in Puerto Rico are not as 

extensive, as land trusts and conservation easements are rarely implemented.  A stronger 
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emphasis on the usefulness of conservation easements and trusts is needed to determine how they 

can be more widely used in Puerto Rico.  

Historically, Toa Baja was not autonomous and did not have the power to make its own 

zoning plans.  Without the use of this relatively straightforward mechanism to control land use, 

and a lack of public awareness of environmental issues, almost nothing was done to preserve 

valuable land.  However, now that Toa Baja is in the final stages of gaining autonomy and is 

drafting their own land-use plan, they are using their power to designate important areas as 

conservation zones.  Better information on what non-autonomous municipalities can do to 

encourage conservation may have helped to move the preservation process along years ago. 

4.5.1.5 Urban and social influences on forests 

The Wildland-Urban Interface Assessment provides a list of ecosystem goods and 

services that are affected by urbanization. Such goods included food products, plants, animals, 

tourism, and recreation, among others.  Some of the ecosystem services provided are the 

maintenance of hydrologic cycles, regulation of climate, the cleaning of water and air, and 

providing natural beauty and research opportunities.  El Plantío and its neighboring communities 

are examples of areas that would be negatively affected by development.  El Bosque del Plantío 

is a source of a wide variety of native plants and animals, and provides recreational uses to the 

surrounding communities. The forest’s natural beauty is also aesthetically pleasing and highly 

valued by the neighboring communities of el Plantío, Pajaros, and Macún, and serves as a visual 

barrier to nearby industrial centers. In addition, the forest provides natural protection to el Plantío 

by preventing access to the community by non-residents.   

Social influences, such as forest industry growth, political and regulatory influence, 

recreational activities, and community and landowner attitudes are also identified as causes of 
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forest reduction.  While the forest industry is not as strong in Puerto Rico, as demonstrated in 

Toa Baja, political and regulatory influence along with community and landowner attitudes 

toward land usage are still major factors in conservation and development.   

4.5.1.6 Forest management and conservation 

Several different areas for managing forests experiencing change are discussed in the 

assessment including: water resources, traditional forest products, fire, recreation, and wildlife. 

The assessment recommends educational programs for environmental managers to provide them 

with more effective methods for harnessing natural resources while maintaining the environment. 

Similarly, they recommend programs to increase the general public’s awareness about the effects 

an expanding urban area has on natural resources.  In Puerto Rico, there is also a lack of public 

awareness about the importance of protecting the environment.  In areas of Toa Baja, some of the 

natural functions of the karst regions were affected by development projects such as highways, 

factories, and housing development, causing poor air and water quality, and increased flooding. 

In addition, Puerto Rico lacks a defined watershed management policy. The absence of a clear 

water management strategy combined with increasing population density and land-use pressure 

has historically caused rampant watershed mismanagement in Puerto Rico.  Casa Pueblo was 

able to use the importance of managing forests for clean water to raise awareness of broader 

environmental issues.  Because of the historical success of this strategy in Puerto Rico, it 

deserves special mention in this section. 
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4.5.1.7 Wildland-Urban Interface Summary 

Existing WUI 

Assessment 

Section 

 

Southern United States 

 

Puerto Rico 

(El Plantío, Toa Baja) 

Population and 
Demographic 
Trends 

• Growing populations cause conflicts over land 
usage 

• Similar to the United States 
• Limited land area causes 

conflicts  
Economic Issues • Economic conditions determine need for 

industrialization/development 
• Making profit vs. preserving land causes conflict 

of interest 
 

• Economic motives of 
Municipality and land owners 
need to be identified 

• El Plantío has a mix of 
industrial, residential and rural 
land areas. 
 

Land-use Policy • Policies should minimize conflict 
• Long time residents/ Newcomers 
• Public and private land management needs 

• Governmental roles in land-use: 
• Federal and State – determine available land 
• Local government – manage growth 

• Use of conservation easements and land trusts 
 

• Puerto Rico: Planning board 
land-use plan 

• Municipalities work on specific 
land-use plan 

• Needs more emphasis on 
easements and land trusts 

• Toa Baja land-use plan currently 
being reassessed.  

 
Urban and Social 
Influences on 
Forests 

• Logging Industry, recreational uses, and landowner 
attitudes affect rate of development 

• Urban and social influences threaten forest’s 
natural functions including: hydrologic cycles, 
regulation of climate, the cleaning of water and air, 
and natural beauty and research opportunities 

• El Plantío provides natural 
protection, natural beauty, 
recreational uses, habitat to 
plants and animals, and 
educational opportunities. 

• Threatened by expanding 
bordering industries. 

Forest 
Management and 
Conservation 

• Federal programs for forest education 
� Educate environmental managers 
� Educate general public 

 

• Community groups and 
government need co-
management 

• More effective than federal 
efforts 

 

 

4.6 Summary 

 Overall, through interviews, hikes, visits to surrounding and distant communities, GIS 

analyses, and a small survey, we have amassed scientific, social, and anecdotal information 

relevant to the efforts of los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío.  In addition, this information 

provided us with the local experience necessary to evaluate the Wildland-Urban Interface in the 

context of Puerto Rico.  Our results have indicated that there are sound scientific and social 
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reasons to preserve el Bosque del Plantío, and that the municipal government both agrees with 

the views of los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío and is uniquely poised to classify the forest 

as a protected area.  Furthermore, local educators do in fact have an interest in using the area for 

educational purposes and have provided us with useful feedback regarding what they would like 

to see emphasized in any proposed educational use.  With this information in hand, we are now 

able to provide conclusions and recommendations for future work. 
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5.0 Conclusions and Recommendations 

 Our conclusions and recommendations are divided into two separate sections: one 

detailing environmental recommendations for Los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío, and one 

outlining our Wildland-Urban Interface recommendations for the Department of Natural and 

Environmental Resources. 

5.1 Community Recommendations 

 Using the information and results obtained through our work with Los Ciudadanos pro 

Bosque del Plantío we formed several conclusions and recommendations that will assist in the 

community group’s effort to conserve Bosque del Plantío and maintain it in the future.  This 

section contains our conclusions regarding the environmental significance of the forest, and 

recommendations for educational options, management strategies, and economic opportunities 

for the area. 

5.1.1 Environmental Conclusions & Recommendations 

 The results of our investigations indicate that the area surrounding El Bosque del Plantío 

is environmentally valuable for several reasons, including: its value as an aquifer, the presence of 

the endangered Palo de Rosa, and the flood-preventative drainage characteristics of the karst.  In 

the upcoming Land Use Plan hearings, the results section of this report and the associated 

appendices should be consulted to defend the proposed zoning plan from opposition.  In 

particular, the Toa Baja Flood Plain Assessment (Appendix K) and the Map of Freshwater Wells 

(Appendix G) provide a strong practical argument for the conservation of the mogotes. 

The proximity analysis did not show that Bosque del Plantío alone significantly affects 

the air quality of the surrounding area, however, the larger range of Toa Baja mogotes (of which 
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Bosque del Plantío is a part) indisputably provides a significant benefit to the municipality.  

Politically, it is wise to consider el Bosque del Plantío part of the larger range of mogotes. 

The plant species catalog is not an authoritative assessment of the area because it covered 

only a limited area, but the confirmed presence of Palo de Rosa is an important consideration in 

future management of the area.  The Department of Natural and Environmental Resources should 

be consulted regarding the proper care of the area immediately surrounding the Palo de Rosa 

seedlings, and department personnel should be brought in to thin the competing vegetation so 

that the seedlings have a better chance of long-term survival.  The plant species catalog should 

also be useful in the development of educational materials or lesson plans.  High-resolution 

versions of the vegetation photographs are included with this report and may be freely used for 

these purposes. 

5.1.2 Educational Incorporation 

Preserving the Bosque del Plantío is important for environmental reasons, but the area 

can also serve as an educational asset for local students. The forest – readily accessible to nearby 

schools – can provide historical, cultural and scientific information to enrich the students’ 

education.  After conducting our questionnaires, we found that some environmental work has 

already been done with students from the fifth and sixth grades, but none of it was specific to el 

Bosque del Plantío or karst mogotes.  The educators demonstrated an interest in using resources 

from el Bosque del Plantío – specifically a flora and fauna exhibit and hands-on experiments for 

students – in their environmental curriculum. Because of this, we recommend that an educational 

center be developed and operated by the people of el Plantío and surrounding communities. This 

center would provide students, educators, and residents the opportunity to learn about both the 
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forest ecosystems present within their municipality, and the processes required to conserve and 

maintain them.   

The center could include the following: 

• Photographs with detailed captions documenting local flora and fauna. 

• An area where students can learn how to plant and care for unique local species, 

such as the Palo de Rosa. 

• A virtual tour of the mogotes, in the form of a film that would allow visitors to see 

the vegetation of the forest without increasing foot traffic in the mogotes or 

disturbing endangered species.  It would also allow any visitor – such as young 

children, the elderly, or the disabled – to see more of the area without hiking 

through the difficult terrain. 

• A hands-on exhibit on karst regions that demonstrates their important 

characteristics. For example, a piece of porous karst rock could be included in the 

exhibit, with captions explaining the manner in which it prevents flooding and 

provides clean water. 

• An exhibit documenting the steps los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío took to 

protect the forest, and the detrimental effects development would have had on the 

area.  Casa Pueblo, for example, created a model of their mountain range with 

areas removed to show the negative effect mining would have had on the region. 

However, the establishment of such a center would be difficult without first incorporating 

el Bosque del Plantío into environmental lessons in the classroom.  Using existing lesson plans 

and ideas available from the US Fish and Wildlife Service, Casa Pueblo, and other organizations 

as a starting point, a number of classroom activities tailored to Bosque del Plantío could be 

developed.  The DNER has copies of a number of these lesson plan collections in printed form.  
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We recommend that los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío contact the DNER for more 

information and to review the potential plans themselves.   

5.1.3 Management Options 

We formed three recommendations to help los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío 

effectively maintain the mogotes surrounding the community of el Plantío.  They involve the 

government of Toa Baja, the Department of Natural and Environmental Resources, and the 

community group from Macún, respectively. If the community can demonstrate widespread 

support for a proposal, such as the establishment of an educational center, then the Toa Baja 

municipal government can provide some financial support for the project. The Toa Baja 

government expressed conditional interest in such a project, and therefore we encourage los 

Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío to determine specifically what portion of surrounding 

communities would support their plans. 

Secondly, the Department of Natural and Environmental Resources must have a role in 

the management of the Bosque del Plantío.  During our hike through the mogotes we 

encountered a large number of Palo de Rosa seedlings located within thick undergrowth.  The 

Department of Natural and Environmental Resources could help to carefully thin the 

undergrowth in the area to encourage the continued growth of the Palo de Rosa. Long term co-

management with the DNER would be beneficial to maintain the species. Specifically, we 

recommend developing a Palo de Rosa recovery nursery.  The DNER can provide resources 

needed to train members of the community as well as students from surrounding schools how to 

properly care for the species.  A Palo de Rosa recovery nursery would allow el Plantío to gain 

recognition as a community that successfully protected an endangered species.  This would be an 

accomplishment that the entire community and municipality could take pride in and could serve 
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as a symbol of their effort. The GIS files included with this report contain the GPS location of 

the endangered tree within the mogotes that the DNER will need to locate the species. 

Finally, we encourage the community group in el Plantío involve the surrounding 

communities – to an even greater extent – in their efforts to conserve and maintain the forest. 

The forest is beneficial not only to el Plantío, but to the surrounding communities in Toa Baja as 

well.  In Macún, los Vecinos Unidos en pro de Macún (a non-profit community organization that 

defends the interests of Macún) is also concerned about the future of the mogotes. They 

witnessed the consequences of deforestation when the PR-22 highway was constructed, and fear 

that flooding and similar problems would occur if the remaining mogotes were developed.  Los 

Vecinos Unidos en pro de Macún expressed that they are very willing to work with other 

communities to support the preservation of the mogotes and promote alternative uses.  Macún 

also shares a side of the forest with el Plantío, and by working together, there could be access to 

the mogotes for an educational center from a non-gated community, minimizing the security 

issues with which the community association of el Plantío is concerned. We recommend that los 

Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío meet with Macún leaders in the near future to discuss 

possibilities for an educational center.  

5.1.4 Economic Opportunities 

 Currently los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío are a non-funded organization, but there 

are options for raising funds for the construction of an educational center.  The forest 

surrounding el Plantío contains a wide variety of beautiful plants, animals and scenic vistas.  

Using photography from our hike and additional pictures (particularly close-ups of flowers or 

seedlings, animal species, and views from the top of the mogotes), several calendars could be 

designed with a different local photograph for each month. We believe that a calendar would be 
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an appropriate and creative way to display the beauty of the mogotes and its wildlife.  It could 

potentially draw more attention to the area, and provide a modest source of funding for los 

Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío’s efforts. 

 

5.2 Wildland-Urban Interface 

In addition to providing a strong argument for the conservation of el Bosque del Plantío 

in Toa Baja, we worked with the Department of Natural and Environmental Resources to address 

their particular needs. Through the data collected by working with the community of el Plantío 

and the case-studies of San Patricio and Casa Pueblo, we were able to analyze the United States 

Department of Agriculture’s Southern Wildland-Urban Interface Assessment and determine its 

relevance to Puerto Rico.  This section will present our conclusions and recommendations for 

ways to adapt the Assessment to Puerto Rico to allow it to be used in the future.  

5.2.1 Implementing the Wildland-Urban Interface Assessment in Puerto Rico 

After analyzing the Wildland-Urban Interface Assessment, we learned that much of the 

information provided is applicable to our case study of el Plantío and other areas of Puerto Rico.  

The population and demographic trends, economic issues, land-use policies, urban and social 

influences on wildland, and possible conservation management techniques must be addressed for 

each area being threatened by development. In the case of el Plantío in Toa Baja, these issues 

each played a major role in the conservation effort of the local community group. The wildland-

urban interface conflict in el Plantío also identified gaps in the assessment that must be added to 

provide Puerto Rico with a management system that government agencies such as the DNER can 

use to help other communities conserve land in the future.  
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5.2.2 Other Needs for the Wildland-Urban Interface 

While much of the Department of Agriculture’s Assessment is applicable to Puerto Rico, 

there were several sections that need modification or additions.  The ecological diversity of 

Puerto Rico is greater than the southern United States; therefore, it is important to recognize the 

sensitive environment when creating management policies and educational programs for the 

public. The interface assessment for the southern United States was initially established to 

provide methods to manage wildfire problems. In comparison, in Puerto Rico the focus of the 

wildland-urban interface rests on protecting the natural role and functions of the fragile and 

sensitive ecosystems.  

Despite prior use of co-management systems between communities and governmental 

organizations to protect forested land, Puerto Rico’s established co-management policy does not 

provide community groups with adequate information for the establishment of such systems.  In 

Puerto Rico, community based management is an effective method of conservation that can 

decrease the strain placed on the resources of environmental agencies.  The Wildland-Urban 

Interface Assessment should be adapted to emphasize the importance of co-management in 

Puerto Rico.  We recommend that the Department of Natural Resource and the Environment 

expand community-based conservation efforts by educating the public about the steps needed to 

implement a co-management program and the possible benefits it brings. The DNER must 

establish relations with communities being threatened by development, determine possible 

goals/compromises for the use of the land, recommend the establishment of an official 

community group to head the efforts, and train community members in group communication 

and analysis.  By working with el Plantío, we learned that within the community much confusion 

exists about the role municipalities have in implementing land-use plans and providing 

resources.  To develop an effective management system, the community members must be 
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educated about the roles municipalities and the DNER hold for developing land-use strategies. 

The results from our contact with the municipal government of Toa Baja provide a basic 

overview of these roles.  After this educational process is complete, community support for 

conservation efforts should increase and the DNER can train community members to properly 

manage their land with less government intervention.   

Furthermore, the extremely fast regrowth rates experienced in abandoned areas of Puerto 

Rico places a special emphasis on the reclamation of cleared land.  Abandoned areas in and 

around cities, including former military bases, can often be turned into valuable urban forests and 

serve the surrounding communities.  This was not addressed in the Southern United States 

Wildland-Urban Interface Assessment and a section specific to Puerto Rico’s tropical climate 

and plant species should be added.  

Through our analysis of the Southern Wildland-Urban Interface Assessment, we 

recommend that the DNER reorganize its current forest management system to include the 

themes of the Wildland-Urban Interface.  The important themes presented in the original 

assessment, in addition to our additional areas of recommendation specific to Puerto Rico, will 

provide the DNER with a comprehensive, organized conservation procedure for interface areas 

that were not addressed with the current rural and urban management systems.  

5.3 Summary 

 By following these recommendations and consulting the supporting results sections of 

our report, the community group should be well equipped for the remaining land-use hearings.  If 

everything continues as planned, the municipality will handle the transfer of land-ownership and 

the area will be protected.  At that point, with the support of the rest of El Plantío and the 

communities surrounding the mogotes, preparations for a local educational program and/or 
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center can commence.  Long-term management of the area can be accomplished through the 

negotiation of management agreements with the municipality of Toa Baja and the Department of 

Natural and Environmental Resources. 

 The Wildland-Urban Interface assessment already provides a good general overview of 

the issues involved in preserving interface areas and much of it applies to Puerto Rico.  It 

establishes a more thorough procedure for managing interface areas that were not addressed by 

the current forest management procedures.  With the addition of the sections previously 

discussed, it can serve as a valuable political tool and starting point for future conservation 

efforts. 

5.4 Possible Future Interactive Qualifying Projects 

Throughout the course of our project, we identified several important aspects that can be 

expanded into future projects including the following: 

• A Palo de Rosa recovery nursery in the mogotes of Toa Baja would include research into 

the lifecycle of the species to allow for more effective transplanting and the continued 

growth of the endangered plant.  The project would also assess the positive influence that 

the nursery would have on neighboring communities and the entire municipality, and 

would allow for community participation.  

• An educational program could be incorporated into the school systems surrounding the 

mogotes of Toa Baja.  This project could work to develop possible lesson plans to portray 

the significance of the unique ecosystems in the nearby karst forests.  The lesson plans 

must be evaluated to include reference to local flora and fauna species present in the 

mogotes.  

• Another project could be developed if there is support for the construction of an 

environmental educational center in Toa Baja.  This project could include researching 
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more important characteristics of the karst forests, and designing exhibits to highlight 

them most effectively – including a possible virtual tour of the forest. This center can be 

used to educate the general public about the importance of the mogotes, and can also be 

incorporated into the lesson plans of local schools.  An educational center will provide an 

important use for the forest to help ensure their survival into the future. 
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Appendix A: Interview Summary – Los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío 

On March 14, 2006, we visited el Plantío in the Municipality of Toa Baja. The interview 

was between our four team members, Edgardo González of the DNER, and eleven members of 

the community group. Wanda Crespo, our main contact within the community group, explained 

the goals of the group and the previous work that they have done prior to our arrival. She gave us 

a brief history of el Plantío community, stating that they were the first gated community in 

Puerto Rico. As a group they’ve made trips to the mogotes that surround them, and said they feel 

protected because the hills keep outsiders from entering the community. They provided us with a 

CD-ROM and printed copies of maps that showed the hydrology of the area and the location of 

the other communities. Wanda also explained the injunction that had been placed on an area 

where a private land owner hopes to build apartments. The proposed complex was for between 

57-67 apartments, a 100 car parking lot, pool, and other facilities. The group was very opposed 

to this construction, and Wanda gave us a copy of the legal injunction, P. del S. 83. We were told 

that in the same area where there is proposed construction, they would like to see an educational 

center for schools to come and visit, to get children involved in their effort.  

After hearing the community group’s concerns and goals for the area, we were asked to 

explain what our thoughts on the project were, and what we have done so far. Ian explained to 

them our visions of the project, the research we have done, and what we would like to see 

happen in the area and with the project. The group responded, and again stressed their wants to 

have something educational come out of the project. Times were set up for us to visit the area, 

drive around to the other surrounding communities of Macún, Pajaros, and Candelaria, and to go 

on a hike through the mogotes.  
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Appendix B: Interview Summary – Toa Baja Planning Board 

 
Questions: 

1) Could you explain the current land use plan being considered for Toa Baja? 
2) How solidified is the plan that is being worked on and how much is still up for debate? 
3) How will this affect el Plantío and other surrounding communities? 
4) How close is the process to being completed? 
5) What happens once it is re-zoned as a protected area? We have heard after the zoning 

process is complete the municipality has eight years to possibly purchase the land, could 
you explain this situation? 

6) What is the current zoning for the area and how much is protected? 
 
Summary:  

 

On March 22, 2006, we completed in interview with the Director of Planificación for the 

Municipality of Toa Baja, Rebecca Rivera Torres.  The main goals of the interview were to 

discuss the current zoning laws for Toa Baja and to review the new re-zoning plans for the area.   

 

Project Goals:  

 Brendan discussed the group’s current plans for the project.  He mentioned how currently 

we wanted to find out more information about the current land use plan along with the future 

plans for the area in order to help el Plantío use their area as a future educational center. 

 

Re-Zoning Plan: 

Mrs. Rivera-Torres explained that the area of Toa Baja was going through re-zoning.  

Currently, the area of the mogotes is not protected.  She explained how three public hearings 

were going to happen over the course of the next few months in order to discuss the new plans 

for Toa Baja.  The municipality has developed their own plan for the area to be reviewed by the 

central government.  This plan designates the mogotes surrounding el Plantío as a protected area.  

She also explained how the central government has its own zoning plan for the area.  This plan 
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actually includes more of the areas within Toa Baja to be protected as “green areas”.  

Specifically, the karst area of el Plantío is protected in both versions of the re-zoning plan.  It is 

labeled as suelo rustico especialmente protegido.  This will keep the land protected “forever”; 

however, she mentioned that in the past land-use plans have been changed when new 

government administrations take office. Since this area is protected in both plans, Mrs. Rivera-

Torres stated that it is very unlikely that the area would be categorized differently after the public 

hearings and not be protected.   

Current Landowners 

 Mrs. Rivera-Torres explained that the municipality is currently in conversation with the 

apartment developer.  They were discussing the price for the land in order to possibly find a way 

to buy the property from the landowner.  The municipality thought that the land would be 

approximately $700,000, yet the land owner is asking for $1 million.  The central government is 

also working with other land owners in order to exchange their land for another area within Toa 

Baja that can be developed.  This land interchange would allow the mogotes to also be protected 

and allow the land owners to still hold land elsewhere to develop.
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Appendix C: Interview Summary – Human Resources Director of Toa Baja 

Questions: 

1. Are you familiar with the community group Los Ciudadanos Pro Bosque del Plantío and 
their efforts? 

2. We have noticed that Toa Baja has beautiful mogotes and wetlands. Does Toa Baja pride 
itself on these? 

3. We also noticed that there is a karst belt within Toa Baja.  Does the natural topography of 
the Toa Baja attract people to the area? 

4. We visited a municipal park that is being developed in Caguas. Has Toa Baja thought 
about developing a park for the area?  

5. We have heard a lot of controversy about the land-use plan, both nationally and within 
the municipality of Toa Baja.  What land-uses do you want to see emphasized in Toa 
Baja?  

6. Mogotes and industrial areas co-exist within el Plantío.  This causes a conflict of interest 
between preservation and industrialization.  The community group would like to see the 
remaining mogotes used to educate students about the area’s environmental history and 
culture.  Would you support a land-use plan that preserves this area for educational use? 

 
Summary:  

 
On April 11, 2006, we hoped to meet with the Mayor of the Municipality of Toa Baja to 

learn more about municipal government, as well as what he thinks about the mogotes, and his 

view on the efforts of los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío. The Mayor was occupied at the 

time of the interview, so we met with a close colleague of his, the Director of Human Resources, 

Elías F. Sanchez-Sifonte. First, we questioned whether Toa Baja prides the natural beauty of the 

system of mogotes.  Mr. Sanchez-Sifonte explained that for many years, the mogotes were 

neglected, areas were developed that shouldn’t have been, and much of the land was overused. 

Since the Mayor took office, however, his main focus has been to protect the karstic region. He 

also said that the Mayor fought this issue before hand, when he was a Senator. In the past, saving 

the mogotes was not a main focus unless the communities that were close to the mogotes brought 

the matter to attention, such has el Plantío. The Mayor has gone public with his efforts, and 

issued a cease and desist on an area where a car dealership was clearing the mogotes. The 
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intervention of the Mayor shows his dedication to the community group’s efforts, because they 

were worried about the mogotes, and he took their concerns into consideration.  

 The Director later went to explain how the area can be designated protected under the 

Autonomous Municipalities Act, and that after a master plan created by the Land Use Plan 

Committee is passed, it will not be simple to develop on an area. We were curious as to what 

resources the Municipality has, and Mr. Sanchez-Sifonte said that the Municipality expresses full 

commitment to work with communities. As for now, the focus is to save the mogotes from 

further damage, and any other work with community groups, etc. will be handled only if there is 

uniform support within the community.  

 We were also able to gain information regarding the ownership issues regarding the 

mogotes surrounding el Plantío.  The Director disclosed that all 33 acres of land are owned by a 

single person, and the Municipality is in the process of trying to trade his land for land suitable 

for development. If the municipality succeeds on acquiring the land, they intend to give 

ownership rights to a trustworthy conservation-minded private organization to prevent future 

administrations from reclassifying the land for other purposes.  The Director, the Mayor, and the 

Municipality of Toa Baja, as a whole would like to see the land be protected from further 

development to ensure that the mogotes remain untouched.   
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Appendix D: Interview Summary – Casa Pueblo 

Questions: 

1.  How big is the Casa Pueblo School? 
2.  What grades are incorporated into the Casa Pueblo Program? 
3.  How did you come to work with the Casa Pueblo community group? 
4.  How did Casa Pueblo develop? 
5.  What are some of the activities that are done with the students? 
6.  How do the students find the program? 
7.  What subjects incorporate Casa Pueblo into their curriculum? 
 

Summary: 

On March 29, 2006, we visited Casa Pueblo in Ajuntas.  During our visit we were able to 

speak to a teacher of a Casa Pueblo Class, a teacher within the Ajuntas school, and the Director 

of the school that works with Casa Pueblo.  Each person was able to provide us with some 

information about the educational impact Casa Pueblo has had on the community. 

Interview 1: Glady Diaz - Teacher of Casa Pueblo Class  

 The teacher of the fifth grade Casa Pueblo class, Glady Diaz, works directly with Casa 

Pueblo and was not hired by the school district.  She explained to us the history of the 

educational system that Casa Pueblo has developed with the community’s school.  The program 

started as a pilot program with fourth grade students.  Originally, professors from University of 

Puerto Rico Mayaguez and the Department of Natural Resources worked with people from Casa 

Pueblo to develop an educational plan for the students.  This plan was then presented to the 

director of the school, Elín Cintrón, who approved to incorporate the importance of Casa Pueblo 

into the existing educational system.  The current system has now been in use for two years with 

fourth and fifth graders.  This program incorporates teaching the students about the history of 

Casa Pueblo along with management techniques of the area.  The fourth graders usually focus 

more on the history and basic knowledge about the area while the fifth graders focus on learning 
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ways to manage and protect the area.  The Casa Pueblo school consists of an auditorium, 

laboratory, class room and gallery for the students to use during their normal school hours.  The 

students also take field trips to Bosque del Pueblo to collect scientific data as well as visit the 

University of Puerto Rico to work with professors.   

 The teacher then gave us a tour of the facilities, and noted that before she became a 

teacher within the program she worked for Casa Pueblo giving tours.  She explained to us some 

of the hands-on activities the students can do while at school.  One project the students work on 

is transplanting different varieties of plants.  They are able to monitor the growth of these plants 

as well.  They also get to participate in the growth of butterflies.  They start watching the 

caterpillars grow and develop, care for the cocoons, and then once fully developed they transfer 

the butterflies to their butterfly garden, the newest attraction of Casa Pueblo.  All of these 

attributes allow the students to become more active in school and expand their traditional 

education. 

Interview 2: Elín Cintrón, Director of  Adjuntas School 

The director of the “Casa Pueblo” school gave us a better view of the process that took 

place between the community group and the school, which is adjacent to the main auditorium of 

Casa Pueblo.  The director of Casa Pueblo approached Mr. Cintrón about the idea to incorporate 

the students in the preservation and management plan.  He came with a full set of plans for the 

school director to review. The agreement was to be between Casa Pueblo and solely the 

collaborators of the school; the Central Government was to be in no way involved. Mr. Cintrón 

signed the contract with Casa Pueblo to show his full support and honor to collaborate with 

them.  Through this program, he explained how the students have not only gained more 

knowledge about Casa Pueblo but how the program affects them on a much larger scale. The 

students involved in the program had higher grades in all of their classes and have increased their 
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leadership skills as well.  The students find a joy and satisfaction from participating in the 

program and really look forward to attending the class.  The parents of these students also 

participate and encourage the Casa Pueblo educational program.  A newspaper is used to 

communicate the efforts of the students and Casa Pueblo as a whole, as well to make sure the 

community is aware of new activities Casa Pueblo can offer to them.   

The director explained how this program is strictly between the community group of 

Casa Pueblo and the school.  No government involvement was allowed.  He explained how 

incorporating any legal aspects to the program would cause more problems.  He is hoping to help 

Casa Pueblo expand their program to be able to accommodate the 326 students that attend the 

school.  He would even like the Casa Pueblo program expand to other local schools as well.    

Interview 3: Lillian Nieves, Social Studies and English Teacher 

 Mrs. Lillian Nieves gave us an “outsider” view on the Casa Pueblo program.  She is 

teacher at the Adjuntas school and works with the students who are involved in the Casa Pueblo 

program.  She feels that the Casa Pueblo program affects the students in a positive manner.  She 

has seen more of the students participate in class and has seen their grades improve.  She also 

said that the information from the Casa Pueblo class is often incorporated into the other classes 

the students are taking, such as Science and English.  Often times, she will give the students a 

reading that relates to some information they have learned in the Casa Pueblo class.  She 

appreciates the work of Casa Pueblo and encourages them to start to expand and incorporate 

more of the students into the program.
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Appendix E: Educator Interest Questionnaire  

Conservation Analysis of the Municipio de Toa Baja 
Educational Project Survey 

 
 

Hello, we are a student group from Massachusetts working on a project with the 

Department of Natural and Environmental Resources.  We are conducting a 

survey to find out more information regarding the educational system of Puerto 

Rico and the schools interest in incorporating environmental education programs.  

If you could please take a few minutes to fill out this survey, it would be greatly 

appreciated.  **All information will be kept confidential. 

 

Thanks. 

 

Ian Levesque 

Brendan McLaughlin 

Christina Mezzone 

Alissa Paquette 

 

 

 

Personal Information 

 
1. Are you a citizen of el Municipio de Toa Baja? 

 

Yes   No 
 
If yes, which community do you reside in? 

_________________________________ 

 

 

2. What school are you affiliated with? 

___________________________________ 

 

 

3. Are you a Director or Teacher? (please circle one): Director       

Teacher 

 

 

4. How long have you been a director/teacher?   

_____________________________ 

 

 

5. What subject(s) and grade(s) do you teach? 

 

 _________________________________________ 
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6. On a scale of 1 – 5, (1- No Interest, 5- High Interest), how would 

you rate your students interest in science and the environment? 

 
1   2  3  4  5 
 

7.  On a scale of 1-5, (1 – No Knowledge, 5- Most Knowledge), how 

much do you know about Los Ciudadanos Pro Bosque del Plantío 

and their effort to preserve the karst area? 
 

1  2  3  4  5 
 

Description of El Plantío 

 

 

 

The forest that encompasses el Plantío contains karst forest formations that offer various 
functions to the area of Toa Baja.  Karst forests are formed over a limestone base and have a 
composition similar to a coral reef structure that has risen and developed into mogotes.  Also, the 
porous composition of karst acts as a natural water drainage system forming large caverns over 
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time.  The unique characteristics of the area support a diverse ecosystem of plants and animals, 
including many endemic species and even the endangered  Palo de Rosa tree.   

 
Currently, the mogotes are in danger of being torn down and developed by private land 

owners.  One of the communities, el Plantío, would be greatly affected by this development.  
Due to this threat, the Ciudadanos Pro Bosque del Plantío formed to help preserve this natural 
area to maintain the important natural resources, functions, and beauty it offers to neighboring 
communities.  Their goal is to protect the forest and provide Toa Baja with an educational 
learning center.  They hope to provide the students of the communities with an area where they 
can expand their scientific knowledge and learn about the importance of nature to society. 
 

1. Now after reading about this information, would you be interested in learning 

more about the area and its environmental significance?  

 

Yes   No 
 
 

2. Are there any existing classes that incorporate information about environmental 

protection? 

 

Yes   No 
 

If Yes, please describe the lesson plan below: 

 

 

 

If No, would you be interested in incorporating lessons on the environment into 

your classroom? 

 
 Yes   No 
 

3. Does your school coordinate programs with other schools in the area? 

 
Yes   No 
 

If Yes, please list schools and describe programs below: 

 

 
If No, would you be interested in working with other schools? 

 
Yes   No 

 
4. If an educational trail and center were provided to schools by this area, would it 

be of interest to you/your school? 

 
Yes   No 
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5. Please rank the type of educational uses you would like to see incorporated into a 

future educational center of El Bosque del Plantío (1-No interest in incorporating 

into educational center,  5 –Very interested into incorporating into educational 

center) 

 
Hiking Trail     
 

1  2  3  4  5 
 
Endangered Flora and Fauna Exhibit 

 

   1  2  3  4  5 
 
Hands-On Experiments 

 
 1  2  3  4  5 
 
Tour Guide 

 

1  2  3  4  5 
 
 Historical Information Site 

 

1  2  3  4  5 
 
 Student Participation in Maintenance of Section of Land 

 

1  2  3  4  5 
 
 Please state other suggestions/ideas for the area in the space provided below:
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Appendix F: Proposed Development Areas 
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Appendix G: GIS Exploration Route and Fresh Water Wells Map 
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Appendix H: Photographic Flora Catalog 

 
Family Scientific Name 

Common 

Name 

Type of 

Growth 
Rarity 

Adiantoideae Adiantum 
Maidenhair 

fern 
Fern Common 

Araceae 
Philodendron 
giganteum 

Bejuco de 
calabazón 

Herbacious 
climbing 
plant 

Exotic/ 
Common in 
cultivation 

Bombaceae Ceiba pentandra Ceiba Tree Common 
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Boraginaceae 
Tournefortia 
filiflora 

Nigua Shrub 
Rare/critical 
element/good 
for wildlife 

Celastraceae 
Crossopetalum 
rhacoma 

Maidenberry/ 
Coral 

Shrub 
Native/ 

Occasional 

Compositaceae Emilia coccinea Clavelito 
Herbacious 
Growth 

Exotic 
//Common in 
open areas 

Compositae Bidens alba 
Margarita/ 
Shephard’s 
needle 

Herbacious 
growth 

Common 

Compositae Eupatorium Oreganillo Shrub Native 
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Euphorbiaceae 
Phyllanthus 
epiphyllanthus 

Bayoneta/ 
Box-wood 

Small Tree 
Common in 
limestone  

Euphorbiaceae 
Phyllanthus 
epiphyllanthus 

 Small Tree 
Common in 
limestone 

Fabaceae 
Rhynchosia 
reticulata 

Frijolillo Vine Common 
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Guttiferaceae 
Rheedia 

portoricensis 
Palo de Cruz Tree Endemic  

Guttiferaceae 
Rheedia 

portoricensis 
Palo de Cruz Small Tree 

Common/ende
mic to PR 

Guttiferaceae 
Mammea 
Americana 

Mamey apple Large Tree Common 

Guttiferaceae 
Calophyllum 
calaba 

Maria Large Tree Common 
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Icacinaceae 
Ottoschulzia 
rhodoxylon 
(seedling) 

Palo de Rosa Tree 
Endangered 
species 

Icacinaceae 
Ottoschulzia 
rhodoxylon 

Palo de Rosa 
Medium 
Tree 

Endangered 
Species 

Leguminosae/ 
Caesalpiniaceae

Hymenaea 
courbaril 

 Algarrobo/ 
West-Indian 
locust 

Tree 
Native/ 
Common 

Moraceae 
Pseudolmedia 

spuria 
Negra lora Large Tree 

Rare species in 
moist 

limestone hills 

Myrtacease Eugenia axilaris White Stopper Small Tree 
Common in 
dry limestone 
and forest 
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Orchidaceae 
(seed capsule) 
Oceoclades 
maculata 

African Orchid Orchid 
Exotic/ 
Common 

Orchidaceae 
Oceclades 
maculate 

African Orchid Orchid 
Exotic/ 
Common 

Orchidaceae 
Oeceoclades 
maculata 

African Orchid Orchid Common 
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Orchidaceae Vanilla poitaei Vanilla Orchid Orchid Common 

Polygonaceae 
Coccolba 
diversifolia 

Uvilla Tree 
Native/ 
Common 
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Polygonaceae 
Coccoloba 
diversifolia 

Uvilla Large Tree Limestone 

Rubiaceae 
Antirhea 

coriacea (fruit) 
Quina Tree Native 
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Rubiaceae Antirhea lucida Palo Iloron Small Tree 

Common in 
moist 

limestone 
forest 

Rutaceae 
Zanthoxyllum 
martinicensis 

Espino Rubial Tree Common 

Sapotaceae 
Manilkara 
bidentata 

Ausubo Tree Common 
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Zamiaceae 
Zamia 

amblyphyllidia 
Marunguey Cycad 

Common to 
mogotes and 
limestone 

Zamiaceae Cone
Zamia 

amblyphyllidia 
Maruguey Cycad 

Common in 
mogotes and 
limestone 
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Appendix I: Extended Flora Inventory 

 
Flora de los Mogotes Circundante a la Comunidad del Plantío en Toa Baja 

Familia Nombre Científico Nombre Común Habito Estatus 

     
Acanthaceae Oplonia spinosa  Espinosa Arbusto Nativo Poco Común 
Anacardiaceae Comocladia glabra Carrasco Arbusto Nativo Común 
Araceae Epipremnum pinnatum Bejuco de Agua Bejuco Exótico Naturalizado 
Araceae Syngonium 

podophyllum 
Malanga trepadora Bejuco Exótico Naturalizado 

Araceae Philodendrom 
giganteum 

 Rastrero/trepador Nativo 

Araceae Anthurium creantum Hoja de costado   Nativo  
Araliaceae Dendropanax arboreus Palo de Pollo Árbol Nativo Común 
Arecaceae Roystonea borinquena Palma Real Árbol Nativo Común 
Asteraceae Chromolaena odorata Christmas bush Arbusto Nativo 
Asteraceae Pluchea carolinensis Salvia Arbusto Nativo 
Bignonaceae Tabebuia heterophylla Roble Nativo Árbol Nativo Común 
Bombaceae Ochroma pyramidale Balsa Árbol Nativo Común 
Boraginaceae Tournefortia filiflora Nigua Arbusto Nativo Poco Común 
Bromeliaceae     
Bromeliaceae Pitcarina angustifolia Piña cortadora Bromelia 

terrestre 
Nativo 

Bromeliaceae Tillandsia recurvata Nido de Gungulen Bromelia epifita Nativo 
Bromeliaceae Tillandsia polystachya Piñon Bromelia epifita Nativo 
Burseraceae Bursera simaruba Almacigo Árbol Nativo Común 
Celastraceae Maytenus elongata Cuero de Sapo Árbol Endémico Raro 
Celastraceae Gyminda latifolia Coscorroncito Árbol Nativo Común 
Celastraceae Crossopetalum rhacoma Coral Arbusto Nativo Común 
Combretaceae Bucida buseras Ucar Árbol Nativo 
Compositaceae Bidens Alba Margarita Herbácea Común 
Compositaceae Emilia fosbergii Clavelito colorado Herbácea Común 
Euphorbiaceae Gymnanthes lucida Yaití Árbol Nativo Común 
Euphorbiaceae Phyllanthus 

epiphllanthus 
Bayoneta Arbusto Nativo 

Gesneriaceae Gesneria pedunculosa Árbol de Navidad Árbol Endémico Común 
Guttiferaceae Rheedia portoricensis Palo de Cruz Árbol Endémico 
Guttiferaceae Calophyllum calaba María  Árbol Nativo Común 
Guttiferaceae Mammea americana Mamey Árbol Nativo 
Icacinaceae Ottoschulzia 

rhodoxylon 
Palo de Rosa Árbol En Peligro de Extinción 

Laureaceae Licaria parvifolia Canelilla Árbol Nativo 
Malvaceae Urena lobata Cadillo Arbusto Exótico 
Meliaceae Trichillia pallida Caracolillo Árbol Nativo Común 
Mimosoideae Inga laurina Guama Árbol Nativo Común 
Moraceae Ficus citirfolia Jagüey blanco Árbol Nativo 
Moraceae Pseudolmedia spuria Negra Lora Árbol Nativo Poco Común 
Myrsinaceae Ardisia obovata Mameyuelo Árbol Nativo Común 
Myrtaceae Eugenia biflora Pitanguera Árbol Nativo Común 
Myrtaceae Eugenia axillaris Grajo Árbol Nativo  
Myrtaceae Eugenia monticola Birijí Árbol Nativo 

Nyctaginaceae Guapira fragans Corcho Árbol Nativo Común 
Oleaceae Linociera domingensis Hueso blanco Árbol Nativo Común 
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Orchidaceaea Bletia patula Flor de Pasmo Orquidia Nativo 
Orchidaceaea Oceoclades maculata Orquidia Africana Orquidia Exotico 
Polygonanceaea Coccoloba diversifolia Uvilla Árbol Nativo Común 
Rubiaceae Chiococca alba West Indian Snow 

Berries 
Arbol Nativo 

Rubiaceae Antirhea lucida Palo Llorón Árbol Nativo  
Rubiaceae Guettarda ovalifolia Cucubano Árbol Nativo Poco Común 
Rubiaceae Guettarda elliptica Cucubano Liso Árbol Nativo Común 
Rubiaceae Antirhea coriacea Quina Árbol Nativo Poco Común 
Rubiaceae Ixora ferrea Cafeillo Arbusto Nativo 
Rutaceae Zanthoxylum 

martinicense 
Espino Rubial Árbol Nativo Común 

Sapotaceae Sideroxylon 
foetidissimum 

Tortugo Amarrillo Árbol Nativo Nativo 

Smilaceae Smilax domingensis Bejuco de Membrillo Bejuco Nativo 
Sterculiaceae Melochia nodiflora Malva Colorada Arbusto Nativo 
Verbenaceae Citharexylon 

fruticosum 
Péndula Árbol Nativo Común 

Zamiaceae Zamia amblyphyllidia Marungeuy Cicada Nativo Localmente 
Común 
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Appendix J: GIS Aquifer Map 
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Appendix K: Toa Baja Flood Plain Map 
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Appendix M: Community-Based Management in Southwest Bengal 

The success of community-based management can be demonstrated throughout the 

world.  For example, Western (1994) describes the community-based conservation effort of the 

village of Chandana in Southwest Bengal.  The village developed an environmental management 

system that protected their once abused forest and allowed them to benefit from its natural 

resources. After obtaining ownership rights to sections of the land in the 1970’s, the inhabitants 

of the village started intensively logging the area, causing severe ecological problems.  Suffering 

from a low household income, the villagers depended on the forest’s logging industry as their 

main source of income and abused their rights.  Over-logging destroyed the natural water 

systems causing land to dry up and become useless, and limited the water supply to the village. 

With this problem only growing, intervention was necessary before forest destruction became 

irreversible.   

Forest Manager Jyoti Naik visited the village and warned the villagers if they kept 

abusing the forest, future generations would be left with no resources (Western, 1994, p. 58). 

After meeting as a community several times, the villagers developed a final plan that required 

each area of the forest to regulate and safeguard against over-logging through a community 

managed forest protection watch.  The Chandana Forest protection Committee set up an informal 

warning system which reported any intruders to the area, thus effectively regulating the logging 

industry.  As a result, there has been a positive long term economic impact on the community, 

and ecological systems have been able to recover.  “In villages near Chandana, after five years of 

protection, more than 214 species of flora and fauna were present in the forest. Of these, 189 

were utilized by local people” (Western, 1994, p.61).  Although the members of the community 

suffered an initial decrease in income, in the long run they guaranteed financial stability.  If the 

area had suffered complete destruction, the loss of the logging industry combined with the 
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negative environmental impacts would have left the community with no source of income.   

Also, the Bengalese government gave the villagers rights to nearby rice-land farms to provide 

them with a supplemental source of income to ease the blow caused by the decrease in logging. 

Overall, this system of community management greatly benefited both the population and the 

environment. 
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Appendix N:  Interview Summary - Asociación Recreativa Residentes el Plantío Inc. 

 

 On April 19, 2006, we met with ARREPI, an association that works to maintain the 

safety of the community of el Plantío. We wanted to meet with them to learn of how many 

households there are in the community, as well as some of the things the group does for el 

Plantío. We were told that there are roughly 700 families, around 2,000 residents, within the 

gates of el Plantío, a number the Association does not want to see increased too greatly. Like the 

members of los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío, the Association members were against the 

construction of the apartment complex within their community, stating it would bring too many 

more inhabitants. As a group, the Association members developed services to protect the 

community and its residents, such as the 24 hour guarded access control entrance and street 

patrol. They stated that there is a low monthly maintenance fee of $30 that the residents are 

asked to pay to upkeep these services, but their budget is small. The Association is headed by 

resident Lydia Gamancho, but no decisions can be made without the residents’ cooperation and 

support.  

 It is clear that the Association wants to see the mogotes protected to maintain the security 

of their gated community, but implementing anything new would take full commitment and 

agreement from all of el Plantío’s residents. This paralleled what we learned before with our 

interview at the Municipality, that working together will be the only way anything can happen 

within the mogotes that is aside from getting them protected.  
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Appendix O: Interview Summary – Professor Gottlieb 

The main goal of this interview with Professor Gottlieb – conducted at WPI on February 

7, 2006 – was to gain the knowledge of an experienced environmentalist in relation to our project 

needs. We entered the interview hoping to gain information about the most effective 

conservation methods and possible examples of such efforts. Also, we wanted to use Professor 

Gottlieb as a source for other contact information of local groups and agencies which could 

provide further detail on our project.  

1) Important Methods of Conservation: 

Professor Gottlieb discussed the most common methods for saving forested areas around the 

world: 

- Does the area represent a cultural significance to a community or group? 

- Does the area hold a specific environmental importance? 

- Does the area have an educational purpose, or offer a possible educational use? 

- Can the area be used for ecotourism purposes? 

- Are there any traditional uses/resources for local communities such as food, plants, and 

other natural things? 

If we can identify several of these possible uses for a threatened area, it is much easier to defend 

conservation over development. 

2) Possible contacts and sources of information: 

We began to discuss possible examples and contacts in the United States that we could contact 

for further information. 
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- Forest Service Employees for Environmental Ethics: Offers viewpoints on the importance 

of saving forests, and provides alternative uses that are ethical and useful for forest 

preservation. 

- Northern Forest Alliance: Focused on New England, particularly Maine. Involved with 

methods of sustainable management. 

- Forest Stewards Guild 

- Nature Conservatory: This group often buys plots of land to keep developers away 

legally. 

Professor Gottlieb noted that often local groups are powerless by themselves because they don’t 

have the resources to make an impact at a wider level. Making connections with large 

governmental/professional organizations is important for local groups because it provides them 

with professional opinions and resources. Therefore, he felt it would be important for us to get 

this professional knowledge in addition to solely the community group. 
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Appendix P: Sponsor Background Information 

Department of Natural and Environmental Resources 

 

The Department of Natural and Environmental Resources (DNER) is part of the 

government of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.  It plays an influential role in both the judicial 

and cultural activities of the island in order “to protect, to conserve and to administer the natural 

and environmental resources of the Country” (Department of Natural and Environmental 

Resources [DNER], 2003, Mission).  It uses both promotion and administration to inform the 

people of Puerto Rico about the importance of their surroundings.  It aims to help inhabitants of 

Puerto Rico to live in an environmentally conscious manner in order to create a happier and 

healthier environment. 

The DNER is comprised of three sectors: direction, programming and administration.  

The most influential group is the programming sector.  The Department relies on this group “to 

guarantee the development, planning, coordination, direction and supervision of the functions of 

the agency and the implementation of the public policy of development, protection and 

conservation of the natural, environmental and power resources.”(DNER, 2003, Structure)  The 

programming sector of the DNER includes, among others, the Body of Watchmen of Natural 

Resources, Information and Education on Protection of the Atmosphere, and the Reforestation 

and the Administration and Conservation of Living Resources.  The agency is responsible for 

dealing with wild life, forests, natural reserves, bodies of water, fishing, hunting, public 

properties, natural resources and the effects of development on each of these areas.  It is in 

charge of creating laws and regulations that sustain the development of the natural resources of 

Puerto Rico. 
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The DNER is a key player in the development of the forest area within Toa Baja.  This 

project deals with the fight to maintain the forest surrounded by the seven communities within 

the area.  Particularly, the importance the DNER places on forestation along with their ability to 

create regulations to protect the area, greatly influences the project.  By working with this 

agency, the project group will be able to obtain laws that have been established dealing with 

other forests within Puerto Rico as well as what laws they could implement if this area were not 

developed.  The DNER feels that forests truly improve the quality of life for people while 

maintaining the wildlife and ecosystems that reside within it.  They add character to the town, 

reduce contamination, act as a source of water absorption, reduce sunlight in order to save 

electricity, provide food and create a peaceful atmosphere for residents (DNER, 2003).  With this 

in mind, it is very clear to see that the destruction of a community forest will greatly affect the 

DNER. 

 

Los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío 

 Los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío consists of a group of concerned local citizens in 

the municipality of Toa Baja, the towns adjacent to the Bosque del Plantío. They formed in 

response to the increased pressure to develop the natural forest in the area.  The group has 

organized itself to protect the land enclosed by the seven communities, and has established 

several goals for the future. The community group hopes to gain the right to co-manage the land 

with the government and other environmentally geared groups (Los Ciudadanos, 2005).  

Already, they have gained the cooperation and support of various groups, including the 

Department of Natural and Environmental Resources.  With a focused group effort, they hope to 
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minimize commercial development in the area to protect the environment and well-being of the 

local communities.  

 Members of the municipality of Toa Baja have identified several problems that would 

arise if the Bosque del Plantío were to succumb to developers. The area offers educational 

opportunities for its citizens, is home to a variety of recognized endangered species, provides 

protection against flooding from storms, and holds other cultural significance, such as local flora 

and fauna. The group has identified several other functions of the forest, including controlling 

emission levels and toxic contamination, and regulating temperature. (Los Ciudadanos, 2005). 

Since these issues directly affect the citizens of the area, the community group has made it their 

mission to fight the developers in their quest for the land.  The group intends to develop 

recreational and educational activities for the area, and also create a system of co-management 

between the community and the government.  

Los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío is a privately funded, community based 

organization. Therefore, they have limited resources and need the support of government 

agencies such as the DNER for help in dealing with legal issues and costs. On May 26, 2005, the 

group officially registered with the State Department of Puerto Rico, to further broaden their 

outreach (Los Ciudadanos, 2005). 

 Los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío has grown as an organization over time. The 

group is now headed by an executive committee; offices including the Director, President, Vice 

President, Treasurer, Secretary, Sub-Secretary, and a Legal advisor. There are a total of thirteen 

active members on the main committee (Los Ciudadanos, 2005). The organization offers local 

knowledge and an understanding of the history of the Bosque del Plantío. It is trying to grow 

further with the help of the central and local government, private businesses, other communities, 

and scientific and educational institutions.  There has already been a large response by Puerto 
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Rican citizens to the mission of Los Ciudadanos pro Bosque del Plantío. Groups who have 

offered support include the Ciudadanos del Karso, Sociedad Omitologica de Puerto Rico, 

Ciudadanos Pro Bosque San Patrico, Casa Pueblo – Adjuntas, Fundacion Luis Munoz Marin, 

Comunidades del barrio Candelaria, and the University of Puerto Rico. Research studies have 

been completed by the University of Puerto Rico dealing with developing systems of co-

management and alternative uses for the area.
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Geutlemen: 

We submit herewith our Thirty-sixth Annual Report (for fiscal year 2009) as required of the Consultiug 
Eugiueers, URS Corporation, under the terms of Section 706 of Article VII of the Trust Agreement goveming the 
Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority's Power Revenue Bonds. 

This report includes changes set forth in an Amendment to the Authority's 2009-2010 Budget of Current 
Expenses and Capital Expenditures. The Amended Budget significantly affects the Authority's financial status 

. regarding Tmst Agreement Requirements. The Amendment was prepared by the Authority in Januruy 2010. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report is the 36thAnnual Report by the Consulting Engineers to the Trustee of the 1974 Trust 
Agreement. The report is based on the Consulting Engineer's inspections, interviews and review of rel
evant data pertaining to the operation of the Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority electric System dur
ing the Authority'S fiscal year 2009, ending June 30, 2009. 

The Authority'S economic performance in fiscal year 2009 was marked by decreasing energy sales in the 
three largest sectors as the recession in Puerto Rico deepened. Electric power sales in fiscal year 2009 
fell 5.5% from the previous year, establishing the second consecutive year of decline. Fiscal year 2009 
was the sixth consecutive year during which the rate of growth of the Authority'S electric power sales 
was lower than the preceding year. The Authority's Current Forecast predicts the rate of decline in 
energy sales will steadily improve over the next three fiscal years, with modest positive growth fore
casted for fiscal years 2013and 20l4. 

The decline in sales coupled with lower fuel costs in fiscal year 2009 resulted in electric sales revenues 
that were 8. 4% less than the previous year. Net Revenues, as defined by the Trust Agreement, were down 
7.6% in the same time frame. 

In January 2009 lng. Miguel A. Cordero Lopez was re-appointed as Executive Director of the Authority; 
he previously served as Executive Director from 1993 to 2000. Ing.Cordero is a professional electrical 
engineer with more than 30 years experience with the Authority. During his first tenure as Executive 
Director he initiated programs that reduced the Authority's dependence on fuel oil by 30%. In addition 
to his service with the Authority; lng. Cordero has served in management positions in many public sec
tor agencies and Authorities. 

A net additional 600 MW of new capacity went into service during fiscal year 2009. The Authority 
added 464 MW at the San Juan Steam Plant with the new combined-cycle Units 5 & 6; completion of 
these units was the culmination of an extended effort which began with the contentious repowering 
project that stalled early in construction and its subsequent revival by new vendors and contractors. 
Secondly the Authority replaced four 21 MW combustion turbines at the Mayaguez plant with eight 
more efficient, aero-derivative combustion turbines totaling 220 MW All the new combustion turbines 
placed in service in the past year are capable of firing natural gas as well as distillate oil, to support the 
Authority's plans for increased use of natural gas when it becomes available at the site. 

The major fire damage at the Palo Seco Steam Plant in December 2006 removed 602 MW of generating 
capacity from the Sanjuan area load center and reduced the generation operating reserve capacity below 
margins that the Authority typically has maintained. At the end of fiscal year 2009 three of the Palo Seco 
units were in service, with Unit 3 scheduled to return in fiscal year 2010. The extended period when 
the Palo Seco Steam Plant was below full capacity caused the Authority to defer some scheduled main
tenance on other steam plants. With the -return of the Palo Seco units and the added capacity from San 
Juan Units 5 & 6, the Authority'S schedule shows that for more than 50% of the days in fiscal years 2010 
and 2011 one of the four largest steam units will be in scheduled maintenance, three of these are for 
major overhauls. 

The Authority has identified loses of $363.2 million that resulted from the fires at the Palo Seco Steam 
Plant. By the end of fiscal year 2009 the Authority's insurance carriers had reimbursed the Authority a 
total of $301.3 million and another $28.1 million was being negotiated. 

URS Corporation 
One Canal Park 
Cambridge, MA 02141 
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Despite the extended outages of the Palo Seco units, the System continued to perform without major 
incidents, as the Authority redistributed its generation and that of the cogenerators; the transmission 
system operation was bnttressed by the 230kV eastern loop that had gone into service in fiscal year 
2006. In addition, there were no extraordinary events to challenge the system during fiscal year 2009. 

In January 2010 the Authority prepared an amended 2009-2010 Annual Budget to address higher fuel 
costs \han had been projected. The amended Annual Budget incorporated higher revenues resulting 
from the increased fuel costs and from an energy theft recovery initiative, lower projected operating 
expenses, and modifications to debt financing. The amended budget has aggressively targeted current 
expenses, less fuel and purchased power, with a 11% cut from the expenditures of the fiscal year 2009. 
In view of the significant revisions in the amended budget and their affect on the Authority's financial 
status regarding "Trust Agreement requirements, the Consulting Engineers have incorporated the 
amended budget in the discussions and evaluations within the Financial section and Appendices of this 
Annual Report. 

Expenditures on capital improvement program projects dropped 28.0%, or $186.6 million, from fiscal 
year 2008 to 2009 as San Juan Units 5 &: 6 and the combustion turbines at Mayagiiez were completed. 
The Authority has developed a lean capital expenditure plan for the next five years, with plans to reduce 
capital expenditures another $130 million in fiscal year 2010, a reduction of $50 million in fiscal year 
2011, no change in fiscal year 2012 and $50 million per annum increases in fiscal years 2013 and 2014. 

The Authority's fuel diversity program has been active for more than a decade, focusing on reducing its 
once almost complete dependence on fuel oil for generating power. A privately owned natural gas fired 
cogenerating plant has been in operation since 2000, followed two years later when a privately owned 
coal fired cogenerator went into service. During fiscal year 2009 these two plants produced 31% of the 
system power and demonstrated reliable operation. In fiscal year 2009 the Authority stopped work on 
a natural gas pipeline project to its 592 MW Aguirre Combined Cycle plant in response to community 
opposition. The Authority will turn over the unfinished project and material to the Aqueduct and Sewer 
Authority for construction of a water pipeline to benefit the island's southeast sector. At the end of fis
cal year 2009 the Authority was in discussions with the Commonwealth to recover its project costs. The 
Authority still plans to expand natural gas utilization by pursuing high efficiency natural gas fired gen
eration projects, including private project development. The current scope of the fuel diversity program 
encompasses more natural gas fired generation, renewables, and coal. 

The Authority'S total remittances to the Commonwealth for Contributions in Lieu of Taxes CCILT) and 
Other were $181.4 million in fiscal year 2009, or 29% of the Authority's net revenues for the fiscal year, 
using the 1974 Trust Agreement accounting. The Authority's fiscal year 2009 CILT remittances were less 
than their obligations for that fiscal year, consequently the unpaid balance will be paid over the next 
three years. CILT remittances for fiscal year 2009 included installment payments on unpaid CILT obli
gations from fiscal years 2007 and 2008. At the end of fiscal year 2009, the outstanding unpaid CILT 
balance totaled $97.9 million. In addition to CILT, which benefits the municipalities, the Authority also 
remitted $42.1 million to the Commonwealth for certain subsidies during the fiscal year and $8.9 mil
lion for the amortization of the outstanding line of credit used in the settlement of the municipalities 
lawsuit. 

During fiscal year 2009 the Authority increased its lines of credit for interim financing to $1,603.4 mil
lion from $1,307.4 million in 2008. Three changes accounted for the $296 million increase: a $96 mil
lion line of credit was established for interim financing of capital improvement program projects; a $225 
million dollar fuel line of credit was increased to $275 million; and the Authority initiated a $150 mil-
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lion line of credit with the Government Development Bank for covering collateral on its power revenue 
bonds that are based on interest basis swaps. At the end of fiscal year 2009, the Authority's outstanding 
debt on their lines of credit was $90.4 million, or 7.3%, lower than the previous year. The Authority is 
evaluating paying down a portion of their interim financing debt with some of the proceeds of the next 
long term financing which is contemplated in the amended annual budget for fiscal year 2010. 

The 1974 Trust Agreement obliges the Consulting Engineers to make specific assessments of the 
Authority's operations and make recommendations for funding of certain funds established under the 
Trust Agreement. These are discussed in depth in the report and summarized below: 

The Cousulting Engineers believes the Authority will receive sufficient revenues in fiscal year 2009 with 
the existing rates to cover current expenses, to make all required deposits in accordance with the 1974 
Agreement's dictates and to exceed its 120% debt service coverage requirement. The debt service cover
age was 145% in fiscal year 2009 and is forecasted to be 141% in fiscal year 2010 in accordance with 
the amended annual budget. 

In the opinion of the Consulting Engineers, the properties of the System are in good repair and sound 
operating condition. 

The Consulting Engineers reviewed and approved the Authority's Annual Budget of Current Expenses 
and Capital Expenditures for fiscal year 2010, which was adopted in June 2009. In addition, the 
Consulting Engineers has reviewed and approved the Authority's amended Annual Budget for 2010, 
which is scheduled to be adopted in February 2010. The budget for fiscal year 2010 includes the first 
year of the Authority's five year Capital Improvement Program. In fiscal year 2010 the Authority is pro
jected to make no internally generated contributions to capital expenditures. In fiscal year 2009 the 
Authority's internal funding of capital expenditures was $4.7 million or approximately 1% of total 
expenditures. The Consulting Engineers continues to recommend the Authority should pursue as 
aggressively as practicable an increase in the internal funding 

During fiscal year 2007 the Consulting Engineers approved the use of the Reserve Maintenance Fund 
as an interim source of funds for the recovery of the Palo Seco Steam Plant, with the stipulation that any 
moneys withdrawn should be replenished using the proceeds from the Authority's insurance coverage 
within a reasonable timeframe. Net withdrawals during fiscal year 2008 were $48.6 million, leaving the 
year-end balance of $569,000. During fiscal year 2009 the Authority applied $5 million to an inter-fund' 
loan for the benefit of the Reserve Maintenance Fund. The Consulting Engineers recommends the 
AuthOrity deposit $5 million to the Reserve Maintenance Fund during fiscal year 2010. 

At the end of fiscal year 2009, the Self-insurance Fund's balance was $62.6 million. During fiscal year 
2007 the Consulting Engineers approved the withdrawal of monies from the Seifinsurance Fund to 
cover uninsured losses associated with the Palo Seco Steam Plant fires. The Authority withdrew $25.4 
million from this fund and deposited $5 million during fiscal year 2008; in fiscal year 2009 the 
Authority deposited $10 million. Based on the current funding levels, the Consulting Engineers recom
mends the Authority deposit $10 million to the Self-insurance Fund during fiscal year 2010. 

URS Corporation 
One Canal Park 
Cambridge, MA 02141 
Tel: 617.621.0740 
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INTRODUCTION 

This is the Thirty-sixth Annual Report by the Puerto 
Rico Electric Power Authority's (Authority) 
Consulting Engineers, URS Washington Division 
(Consulting Engineers), filed to comply with the 
provisions of Section 706 of Article VII of the Trust 
Agreement, dated as ofJanuary 1, 1974, as amended 
and supplemented, between the Authority and U.S. 
Bank Trust National Association, the successor 
Trustee for the 1974 Trust Agreement. 

Act No. 83 of the Legislature of Puerto Rico, 
approved May 2, 1941, as amended, reenacted and 
supplemented (the "Authority Act"), created the 
Authority a body corporate and politic constituting 
a public corporation and governmental instrumen
tality of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. 
Hereinafter, we will refer to Act No. 83 of the 
Legislature of Puerto Rico, approved May 2, 1941, as 
amended,' reenacted and supplemented as the 
Authority Act. 

With the release of the 1947 Trust Indenture on June 
9, 1996, the 1974 Trust Agreement, dated as of 
January 1, 1974, as amended and supplemented, 
became' the sole document governing all of the 
Authority's long-term financings, with the exception 
of minor subordinated interim debt. Throughout 
this report we will refer to the 1974 Trust 
Agreement, dated as ofJanuary 1, 1974, as amended 
and supplemented, as the 1974 Agreement. 

Section 706 of the 1974 Agreement provides the 
following: 

It shall be the duty of the Consulting Engineers to 
prepare and file with the Authority and with the 
Trustee ,on Or before the 1st day of November in 
each year a report setting forth their recommenda
tions as to any necessary or advisable revisions of 
rates and charges and such other advices and rec
ommendations as they may deem desirable. 
After. .. the release of the 1947 Indenture, it shall be 
the duty of the Consulting Engineers to include in 
such report their recommendations as to the 
amount that should be deposited monthly during 
the ensuing fiscal year to the credit of the Reserve 
Maintenance Fund for the purposes set forth in 
Section 512 of this Agreement, deposited during the 
ensuing fiscal year to the credit of the Self-insur
ance Fund for the purposes set forth in Section 
512A of this Agreement, if any, and deposited dur
ing the ensuing fiscal year to the credit of the 

Capital Improvement Fund for the purposes set 
forth in Section 512B of this Agreement. 

The Authority further covenants that the 
Consulting Engineers shall at all times have free 
access to all properties of the System and every part 
thereof for the purposes of inspection and examina
tion, and that its books, records and accounts may 
be examined by the Consulting Engineers at all rea
sonable times. 

This Annual Report is based, in part, upon our 
knowledge of the Authority's operations gained over 
the more than 60 years that we (Consulting 
Engineers and its antecedent companies) have been 
retained as Consulting Engineers. We were initially 
retained in accordance with the provisions of 
Section 704 of Article VII of the Authorizing 
Resolution, dated January 1, 1944, and subsequently 
in accordance with Section 704 of Article VII of the 
1947 Trust Indenture from its inception until its 
release, a period of 53 years. We have also served as 
Consulting Engineers in accordance with Section 
706 of Article VII of the 1974 Agreement since its 
inception. 

Each year, in fulfilling our duties as Consulting 
Engineers, we visit and note the condition of all the 
steam production facilities a minimum of three 
times; all the remaining production facilities at least 
once each year; one-third of the more than 380 dis
tribution substations and transmission centers; and 
a representative cross-section of all additional prop
erty owned and operated by the Authority. We regu
larly review the Authority'S various reports and 
records, meet with the Authority'S management and 
staff to discuss present operations and future plans, 
and perform a number of analyses relying primarily 
on data and information provided by the Authority. 
We also participate in all regular bond issue financ
ings undertaken by the Authority by assisting in the 
preparation of the Official Statements, by providing 
several signed Engineers Certificates, and by partic
ipating in bond rating agency presentations. 
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The Authority's System supplies virtually all of the 
electricity cousumed in Puerto Rico and the smaller 
islands of Vieques and Culebra. The Authority gen
erates approximately 70% of the electricity itself and 
purchases the remaining from two cogenerators, 
EcoElectrica, L.P. located in the Municipality of 
Penuelas and AES-PR located in the Municipality of 
Guayama. During fiscal year 2009, which ended on 
June 30, 2009, the System served more than 
1,458,000 clients. 

The Commonwealth of Puerto Rico is the eastern
most of the islands comprising the Greater Antilles 
and is approximately llO miles in length and 35 
miles north to south. Central mountain ranges with 
peaks as high as 4,390 feet extend the length of the 
island from east to west. Coastal lowlands formed by 
the erosion of the central mountains extend inwards 
on the north coast for 8 to 12 miles and for 3 to 8 
miles in the south. The northern coastal lowlands 
are humid while those on the south side of the 
island are semi-arid. The island's population density 
is high; approximately 70% of the island's 3.9 mil
lion inhabitants are concentrated in five urban 
areas-San Juan, Caguas, Arecibo, Ponce, and 
Mayagiiez. Many of the remaining inhabitants popu
late the many small towns located in the remote 
mountainous interior. Taken together Puerto Rico's 
geography, climate, and the dispersion of its clients 
within the Commonwealth present the Authority 
with many challenges as it designs, builds, operates, 
and maintains its System. The Authority serves its 
clients in 26 districts through seven regional offices, 
each of which incorporates a technical office. 

Puerto Rico is in the path of many of the tropical 
storms and hurricanes that cross the Greater Antilles 
during the hurricane season, which runs from June 
through November. The Authority'S transmission 
and distribution systems, more than 90% of which 
are above ground, are particularly vulnerable to the 
high winds, torrential rains, and erosion that are 
associated with tropical storms and hurricanes. The 
last 'hurricane to drastically affect both the island's 
economy and the System, Hurricane Georges, struck 
the island on September 28, 1998. 

An electric power system is made up of production, 
transmission, distribution, communication and 
ancillary facilities, not all of which are physically 
connected, operated as a single integrated whole. 
The flow of electricity within the system is main
tained and controlled by a dispatch center. It is the 

responsibility of the dispatch center's operators to 
match the real-time supply of electricity with the 
simultaneous demand for it. In order to carry out 
their responsibilities the System's dispatchers are 
authorized to buy power to complement the 
System's own generation and to economically dis
patch it based on System requirements. 

The Authority's primary dispatch center, which is 
under the direction of the Director o( Generation, 
Transmission &: Distribution, is located at 
Monacillos, approximately seven miles south of 
metropolitan San Juan. A Supervisory Control and 
Data Acquisition (SCADA) system, an integral part 
of the dispatch center's control system, has the abil
ity to control total load flow on the island and can 
remotely control many of the Authority's substations 
and all of the large generating units. A secondary 
dispatch center is located in Ponce. Both centers are 
fully staffed during System emergencies, coordinat
ing all restoration efforts. 

The three major components of the System are the 
Production Plant, the Transmission system, and the 
Distribution system. They account for approxi
mately 81% of the $9.3 billion Plant-in-Service 
investment. Below is a brief description of each of 
these components. 

The production plant's generating capacity, to the 
nearest megawatt, is 4,903 MW comprised of 2,892 
MW of steam-electric capacity, 846 MW of combus
tion-turbinecapacity, 1,056 MW of combined-cycle 
capacity, 100 MWof hydroelectric capacity, and 9 
MW of diesel capacity The 2,892 MW of steam-elec
tric capacity consists of 14 units at four sites: Palo 
Seco-602 MW (four units) and San Juan-400 MW 
(four units), both on the north side of the island; 
Aguirre-900 MW (two units) and Costa Sur-990 
MW (four units), both on the south side of the 
island. The reduction in the capacity and number of 
units at Costa Sur reflects the removal from service 
at the end of fiscal year 2008 of its Units 1 &: 2 
which had a combined capacity of 100 MW The 
Authority's 1,056 MW of combined-cycle capacity is 
comprised of two units at the Aguirre complex with 
a capacity of 592 MW and two units located in the 
San Juan Station with a total capacity of 464 MW, 
which came into service during fiscal year 2009. The 
846 MW of combustion-turbine capacity consists of 
29 units at nine sites around the island, the three
unit 248 MW Cambalache Station being the largest. 
The 100 MW of hydroelectric capacity consists of 21 
units at II sites around the island, the 25 MW Yauco 
No.1 being the largest unit. The Authority has two 
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diesel generators each with 3 MW of capacity on 
standby reserve on the island of Vieques. On the 
island of Culebra four diesel· generators having a 
combined capacity of 2 MW provide standby 
reserve. The Authority has mobile a diesel unit capa
ble of generating 1 MW: 

During fIscal year 2009 ten units came into initial 
service and four simple cycle combustion turbines 
were retired; these changes are reflected in the data 
above. The two largest new units were San Juan 
Units 5 & 6 combined cycle units, each having a 
design capacity of 232 MW: At Mayaguez four 21 
MW combustion turbines were retired and removed 
from the site and replaced by eight aero-derivative 
simple cycle combustion turbines. The replacement 
combustion turbines increased the available capacity 
at the Mayaguez station from 84 MW to 220 MW: 

The Authority's Sabana Llana battery energy storage 
system was designed to provide up to 20 MW for 
power factor correction and reserve capacity, how
ever, the battery system has not been available for 
service since fiscal year 2006. 

To supplement its own capacity, the Authoriry pur
chases power from two cogenerators under the 
terms and conditions of Power Purchase Agreements 
(PPA's). The Authority is in the ninth year of a 22-
year PPA for 507 MW of gas-fired capacity from 
EcoEiectrica, L.P. The Authority is in the sixth year 
of a 25-year PPA for 454 MW of coal-fired capacity 
from AES-PR. The 961 MW of capacity provided by 
the cogenerators brings the total capacity available 
to the Authority to 5,864 MW: (See Appendix VII/, 
System Capability.) 

The Authority's transmission system is an intercon
nected network of 230, 115, and 38 kv power lines 
that carry electrical power from the production 
plants to various distribution centers from where it 
is distributed to clients for consumption. 

At the close of fiscal year 2009, the transmission sys
tem was comprised of 2,419 circuit miles of lines: 
364 circuit miles 0[230 kV lines, 691 circuit miles of 
115 kV lines, and 1,364 circuit miles of 38 kV lines. 
Included in the transmission system totals are 24.7 
miles of underground 115 kV cable, 59.8 miles of 
underground 38 kV cable and 54.7 miles of 38 kV 
submarine cable. The 30 transmission switchyards 
located at the power plants and the 48 transmission 
centers located throughout the System have a total 
transformer capacity of 18,423 MVA. The transmis
sion system inclndes 68 sectionalizer facilities with 
automatic air-break switches to protect the transmis
sion network. 

As oOune 30, 2009, the Authority'S distribution sys
tem consisted of approximately 31,156 circuit miles 
of distribution lines (with operating voltages rang
ing from 4.16 to 13.2 kV) and 333 substations (with 
a total installed capacity of 4,840 MVA). The distri
bution system has 1,842 circuit miles of under
ground lines. There are 795 privately owned 
substations (with a total installed capacity of 3,168 
MVA). The distribution system also includes 
approximately 1,458,000 client meters. 
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SYSTEM'S OPERATIONS 

PRODUCTION PLANT 

The Authority continues its commitment to an 
ongoing, long-term program to extend the life and 
to maintain the high level of availability of its pro
duction plant, i.e., generating units. The program 
consists of three components: formal operator train
ing, comprehensive preventative maintenance, and 
design modification. The formal operator training 
part of the program emphasizes safety, operating effi
ciency, and equipment integrity. The comprehensive 
preventative maintenance part of the program 
requires the Authority to remove all major generat
ing units from service for maintenance at regularly 
scheduled intervals to ensure their reliability. These 
intervals are referred to as "scheduled outages" in 
the text of this Annual Report. A residual life assess
ment of critical components is an integral part of the 
Authority's preventative maintenance practices. 

The design modification part of the program repre
sents the Authority's commitment to improve the 
operation of its generating 'units by installing 
redesigned, improved components, or by undertak
ing conversions. Examples of design modifications 
include original equipment manufacturer's, OEM, 
upgrades of the eight 50 MW combustion turbines 
and of their conversion to dual fuel firing capabil
ity, either natural gas or distillate. The control sys
tems in the Authority's sixteen 21 MW 
combustion-turbines are being upgraded as part of 
a broader ongoing capital program. The Authority 
also converted all of its "forced draft" thermal plant 
boilers to "balanced draft" operation. These modi
fications allow the equipment to be operated at 
design or increased capacity with greater opera
tional efficiency and reliability. 

Among the Authority's current projects are those 
that aim to increase the efficiency of its steam tur
bines by improving the performance of the associ
ated condenser. These projects have included: 
retubing condensers; replacing condenser vacuum 
equipment; replacing cooling water filtration sys
tems, and improving condenser backwash capabili
ties. The Authority has installed continuous 
condenser cleaning systems on several units; these 
vendor owned continuous condenser cleaning sys
tems are operated on a pay-for-performance basis. 
Turbine efficiency is also being improved through 
the installation of high efficiency seals, through tur
bine control upgrades, and through the installation 
of redesigned turbine blades. 

4 

We visit all the steam-electric production facilities a 
minimum of three times each year and all of the 
remaining production facilities at least once each year. 
We examine numerous operations reports and we reg
ularly meet with the Authority's management and 
staff to discuss present operations and future plans. 

In accordance with an agreement approved by the 
Secretary of the Puerto Rico Department of Labor, 
Puerto Rico's Jurisdictional Boiler Inspector has 
allowed the Authority to increase the interval 
between boiler certifications from 12 months, as 
normally required by Commonwealth law, to 18 
months. At the end of fiscal year· 2009 the 
Jurisdictional Boiler Inspector had certified all of the 
Authority's boilers within the previous 18 months. 

MAINTENANCE 

As is common in the electric utility industry, expen
ditures associated with some maintenance projects 
are capitalized rather than charged as a current 
maintenance expense. Occasionally the Authority 
installs capitalized components during a scheduled 
environmental outage. Significant production plant 
upgrades or design modifications are implemented 
during a major overhaul. The costs associated with 
these projects are capitalized and the replaced units 
of property are retired from service. Maintenance 
activities, routine and those performed during an 
outage, are charged against the plant'S maintenance 
budget. During scheduled outages the Authority 
performs non-destructive testing (NDT) examina
tions of representative critical components to estab
lish their condition and perform or schedule 
appropriate repair work. The scope of NDT exami
nations include boiler pressure parts, power piping, 
steam turbine components, electrical generators, 
transformers, and switchgear. 

The Authority schedules their fourteen steam-elec
tric generating )mits out of service for an environ
mental outage of two to four weeks duration at 
intervals of twelve to eighteen months. During an 
environmental outage the boiler and other compo
nents are cleaned to meet the requirements of the Air 
Compliance Preventative Maintenance Schedule 
contained in the Authority'S Consent Decree with the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The 
Authority may keep a unit in service up to an eight
een-month limit subject to the unit's compliance 
with the emissions criteria in the Consent Decree. 
Frequently the Authority will advance the start of an 
environmental outage to ensure that adequate capac
ity is available during a period of high demand or to 
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avoid having several units out of service concur
rently. The following paragraph describes some of the 
cleanings, inspections, and replacements that the 
Authority performs during an environmental outage. 

At the start of an environmental outage slag is 
removed from the boiler and the water walls are 
cleaned. The superheater, reheater, air heater, and 
economizer areas are washed and inspected, as are 
the exhaust gas ducts and the stack. Air heater com
ponents; seals, baskets, casing, and sector plates are 
inspected and replaced as necessary. Ductwork is 
repaired. Hoppers are emptied and cleaned, expan
sion joints are inspected for corrosion and leakage. 
Fuel handling equipment is inspected, repaired, and 
recalibrated as necessary. The forced and induced 
draft fans and the gas recirculation fan are cleaned, 
noise and vibration levels monitored, adjustments 
made and repairs completed. Motors for fans and 
main boiler pumps are cleaned and inspected. 
Dampers are inspected and adjusted. The windbox, 
burners, combustion air instrumentation, combus
tion controls, and soot blowers are inspected and 
damaged or worn components are either repaired or 
replaced. Monitors for opaCity, oxygen, and furnace 
pressure are cleaned, recalibrated, or as necessary 
replaced. Pumps, feedwater heaters, the deaerator, 
and associated valves are inspected. Lubricating oil 
systems are inspected. Power transformers are 
inspected and breakers tested and adjusted. If a pres
surized part of the boiler has been replaced the boiler 
part will be pressure tested before the unit returns to 
service. Life extension inspections and NDT activi
ties are completed on critical systems and compo
nents in preparation for future programmed outages. 

In the discussions regardiug the status of produc
tion units that follow, the narrative will note the 
duration of a unit's environmental outage and 
describe work completed during the outage, which 
is in addition to that routinely performed during an 
environmental outage. 

Thirteen of the Authority'S fourteen steam-electric 
generating units were in service during fiscal year 
2009. Palo Seco Unit 3 was not in service as the 
restoration from damages incurred during the 
December 2006 station fire was continuing at the 
end of fiscal year 2009. Twelve of the 13 steam-elec
tric generating units that were in service during fis
cal year 2009 underwent an environmental outage 
during the fiscal year. Four of the environmental 
outages were completed while the unit underwent a 
programmed major overhaul. During fiscal year 
2009 one of the 13 in-service steam-electric generat-

ing units was in service more than IS months 
between environmental outages. The maintenance 
interval was extended because of System operational 
considerations caused primarily by the unavailabil
ity of the capacity from the two large Palo Seco 
units. The Authority notified the EPA of the need to 
keep the unit in service prior to the month in which 
it went beyond the Consent Decree's IS-month 
interval. The unit was operated in an environmen
tally compliant manner during the extended period. 

With few exceptions the AuthOrity sequences sched
uled outages so that the large steam electric units are 
available for service from May through November, 
the months of maximum demand. This strategy 
seeks, to the extent possible, to maximize the avail
ability of the System's capacity while maintaining 
compliance with the Consent Decree with the EPA. 

Steam turbines are internally inspected every five-to
seven years. This work, which is typically scheduled 
for a period of three-to-five months duration, 
includes opening the high-, intermediate-, and/or 
low-pressure section of the steam turbin"e and disas
sembling, repairing, or replacing major components; 
the scope of work is more comprehensive than an 
"environmental outage". It is identified as a "major 
overhaul" in the descriptions of the status of produc
tion units that are discussed below. OccaSionally the 
scope of work performed during a major overhaul 
will cause the schedule to be extended beyond the 
three-to-five months required. to complete the tur
bine work. These events are detailed in the unit 
descriptions that follow. 

The Authority'S remaining production plant also 
includes both simple cycle and combined-cycle 
combustion-turbines, and a number of relatively 
small hydroelectric plants. 

The Authority schedules maintenance on its 39 
combustion-turbines (29 operated in simple cycle 
configuration and ten operated in combined-cycle 
configuration) based upon the number of "equiva
lent fired hours" of operation as specified in manu
facturers' manuals. The equivalent fired hours 
concept takes into account the wear and tear associ
ated with starting up the units as well as other oper
ating factors that reduce the actual number of hours 
that units can be run between inspections. Eighteen 
of the Authority'S simple cycle combustion-turbines 
are 21 MW Frame 5 machines, located at seven sites 
throughout the island. During the 1990's the 
Authority improved the performance of these com
bustion turbines by upgrading them to model "PA" 
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configuration. One of the benefits of the "PA" mod
ernization is that the interval between certain 
inspections increased the equivalent fired hours as 
follows: fuel nozzles of these units are inspected 
every 1,125 equivalent fired hours or 2,250 equiva
lent fired hours for units with air atomization; com
bustion section inspectio'ns are conducted every 
4,500 equivalent fired hours; and intermediate 
inspections are conducted every 9,000 equivalent 
fired hours. Compressor and power turbine sections 
are rebuilt during major overhauls, which are sched
uled every 18,000 equivalent fired hours. Beginning 
in 2004 the Authority began a program to replace 
certain components in each of the 21 MW combus
tion turbines. The program included the replace
ment of the ratchet and torque converter thereby 
improving starting reliability, the installation of a 
universal fuel system, turbine modifications, an 
upgrade of the turbine control system, and new dig
ital controls for the excitor. These upgrades have 
been completed on 13 of the 18 combustion tur
bines. The upgrades to the remaining combustion 
turbines are scheduled for completion in fiscal year 
2012. Vibration analysis, lubricating oil analysis, 
and other diagnostic tests are performed monthly. 

During fiscal year 2009 these units underwent pro
grammed maintenance inspections and, as described 
in the Other Combustion-Turbine Power section of 
this report, underwent substantial upgrade to 
improve their efficiency and reliability 

Eight new FT8 aero-derivative simple cycle combus
tion turbines went into service at the Authority's 
Mayaguez plant during fiscal year 2009. These eight 
combustion turbines comprise four units. The com
bustion turbines are connected in opposed pairs, 
between each pair is a 55 MW generator. The four 
units are capable of 220 MW; they replace the four 
21 MW combustion turbines that were previously 
sited at the Mayaguez plant. The new units will be 
inspected and maintained at the following intervals: 

"A" Inspection the sooner of every 1,000 hours 
or annually, during which borescope inspections 
are performed and preventative maintenance 
completed under the direction of a technical 
advisor. 

"B" Inspection performed every 12,500 hours is 
a hot section inspection of the combustors, the 
power turbine sections and the seals and bear
ings. The unit is disassembled and shipped to a 
shop for the inspection. 

"C" Inspection performed at 25,000 hours 
includes the inspection and refurbishment of the 
combustion turbine's intermediate case, the bear
ing compartments, pumps, in addition to the 
components inspected during a "B" inspection. 

"D" Inspection performed at 50,000 hours 
entails the shop inspection of all sections of the 
combustion turbine and the refurbishment or 
replacement of worn components. 

The three 82.5 MW Model GT llN combustion-tur
bines power blocks at the Cambalache Combustion
Turbine Station are inspected and maintained in 
accordance with the schedule below: 

Class "A" Inspection every 4,000 equivalent 
fired hours: the combustor, burners, and turbine 
blades are inspected; the duration of the inspec
tion is approximately 6 days. 

Class "B" Inspection every 8,000 equivalent fired 
hours: the instrumentation is recalibrated; the 
combustor, burners, and turbine blades are 
inspected; and the once-through steam genera
tor (OTSG) is washed; the duration of the work 
is approximately 6 days. 

Class "C" Inspection every 16,000 eqUivalent 
fired hours: the blades in the compressor section 
are replaced; the combustor is removed for 
inspection; the combustor liner is replaced; ther
mal tiles and holding rings are replaced; the tur
bine is opened; the first three rows of blades in 
the high-pressure section of the turbine are 
replaced; auxiliaries are inspected and repaired 
as necessary; the duration of the work is approx
imately 31 days. The removed combustor liner 
and turbine blades are refurbished for use during 
future outages. 

The Authority completed the upgrade of the last of 
the Frame 7 combustion turbines at the Aguirre 
Combineq Cycle Station to a modified Frame 7EA 
design during fiscal year 2007. The upgrade allowed 
the Authority to increase the number of equivalent 
fired hours a combustion turbine is in service 
between scheduled maintenance inspections to the 
hours cited below: 

Combustion inspections during which burner 
nozzles, check valves, filters, and associated 
instrumentation are inspected are scheduled 
every 5,300 equivalent fired hours. Prior to the 
design upgrade combustion inspections were 

( 
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performed at 4,000 equivalent fired hours inter
vals. Combustion outages take less than a week. 

Hot-gas-path inspections, during which the 
liner, the first stage turbine blades, rotor bear
ings, burners, etc., are inspected, are scheduled 
approximately every 15,900 equivalent fired 
hours. The turbine inspection ports are opened; 
turbine blades are replaced as dictated by the 
degree of blade corrosion. A hot-gas-path 
inspection is typically completed over an eight
week period. 

Major overhauls, during which the turbine and 
compressor are opened and blades in the first 
stage of the turbine are replaced, are scheduled 
after 31,800 equivalent fired hours. In addition, 
reduction gears and other turbine components 
and auxiliaries are inspected and repaired. Duct 
sections, baffles, the exhaust stack, the genera
tor, and other electrical equipment are also 
inspected and repaired. Filter media in the air 
intake system are also replaced at this time. A 
major overhaul is typically completed over a six
teen-week period. 

The steam turbines of the Aguirre combined-cycle 
plant are maintained in accordance with the same 
gUidelines as those followed for the 16 steam-elec
tric turbines. 

During October 2008 the Authority's two 232 MW 
combined-cycle units, San Juan Units 5 & 6, went 
into commercial service. Each unit is comprised of a 
single combustion turbine with a capacity of 165 
MW and a steam turbine with a capacity of 67 MW. 
The Authority has signed a long term service agree
ment, LTSA, with the combustion turbine vendor of 
approximately eight years duration during which 
the vendor will be responsible for the maintenance 
of the combustion turbine generator and the steam 
turbine generator. The Authority will be responsible 
for the maintenance of the combined:cycle plant's 
auxiliaries. Combustion turbine inspections will be 
performed on the basis of equivalent operating 
hours, EOH, as follows: 

8,000 EOH-Modified Combustion Inspection 
fuel nozzles, combustor baskets, transition pieces, 
turbine blades in rows I, 2, 3, and 4, and turbine 
vane and ring segments in rows 1 and 2 will be 
replaced. Inspections of the inlet, compressor, tur
bine, and exhaust sections of the combustion tur
bine are completed. 

16,000 EOH-Combustion Inspection fuel 
nozzles, combustor baskets,. transition pieces, 
turbine blades in rows I, 2, 3, and 4, and tur
bine vane and ring segments in rows 1 and 2 
will be inspected and replaced as necessary. 
Inspection of the inlet, compressor, turbine, 
and exhaust sections of the combustion turbine 
are performed. 

24,000 EOH-Major Inspection of the 
Combustion Turbine is completed with inspec
tion and replacement of blades in the compres
sor section and in the turbine section. 

Steam Turbine Generator inspections will be per
formed on the following frequencies: 

Steam Turbine Generator Valve Inspections will 
be performed every 18 months. The scope 
includes the cleaning, NDE, and adjustment of 
HP stop and control valves, reheat stop valves, 
and intercept valves. 

Major Inspections of the Steam Turbine 
Generator are performed every 50,000 EOH. 

The Authority has significantly reduced the duration 
of unscheduled outages of some of its large generat
ing units by maintaining an inventory of critical 
spare components. On a long-term basis this prac
tice has contributed to the improvement of both unit 
and System availability. Refer to the Spare 
Components section below for a listing of the major 
spare components. 

The hydroelectric generating units are inspected on 
an annual basis and opened every five years. 

Maintenance expenditures outlined below do not 
include the cost of the new capitalized units of prop
erty, and therefore they do not completely reflect the 
Authority'S total cost of maintaining its fixed assets. 
As shown in Appendix III, Detail of Operating and 
Maintenance Expenses, maintenance expenditures 
for the production plant for fiscal year 2009 totaled 
$117.3 million. Expenditures for fiscal years 2010 
through 2014 have been projected to be $122.5 mil
lion, $114.9 million, $114.7 million, $114.4 million 
and $114.2 million, respectively. 
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STATUS OF PRODUCTION UNITS 

The statuses of the Authority's production units are 
described in the following sections based on their con
dition as of the week of June 30, 2009. 

The table below provides a brief profile of each unit 
(capacity data, age, annual heat rate, and annual 
equivalent availability). The annualized heat rate is 
a measure of a unit's operating efficiency, which can 
be affected by its level of dispatch and other factors, 
such as capacity limitations caused by out of service 
equipment or sub-systems. Since heat rate is meas
ured in terms of required fuel heating value input to 
produce one kilowatt of power, better performance 
is indicated by a lower heat rate. 

Annual equivalent availability is defined as the per
centage of time a generating unit was available, at 
its rated capacity, for service in a rolling 12-month 

period. For this Annual Report, that period was the 
fiscal year ended June 30, 2009. The equivalent 
availability of the Authority-owned production 
plant for fiscal year 2009 was 71.4%. The two fac
tors that weighed most heavily on the 2009 equiva
lent availability factor were continuing difficulties 
related to the return to service of the large Palo Seco 
steam units and the introduction of San Juan Units 
5 & 6 which experienced routine and non-ron tine 
service interruptions during their first year of serv
ice. With those exceptions the Authority'S large 
steam units continued their recent performance by 
maintaining good reliability levels and achieving a 
better heat rate during fiscal year 2009 than in the 
prior fiscal year. 

A summary of annual performance data for each 
unit is presented on the table below: 

AUTHORITY'S PRODUCTION PLANT SUMMARY PERFORMANCE FISCAL YEAR 2009 
ANNUAL 

RATED AVAILABLE INITIAL HEAT EQUIVALENT 
CAPACITY CAPACITY OPERATION RATE AVAILABILITY 

Aguirre Unit 1 450 450 1971 10,330 80% 

Aguirre Unit 2 450 450 1971 10,186 93% 

Aguirre St~tion 10,284 87% 

Costa Sur Unit 1 Removed from service 4/30/08 50 1957 

Costa Sur Unit 2 Removed from service 4/30/08 50 1958 

Costa Sur Unit 3 85 85 1960 11,745 66% 

Costa-Sur Unit 4 85 85 1962 12,007 80% 

Costa Sur Unit 5 410 390 . 1969 10,664 80% 

Costa Sur Unit 6 410 0 1972 10,644 88% 

Costa ~ur Station 10,806 78% 

Palo Seco Unit 1 85 85 1959 10,872 88% 

Palo Seco Unit 2 85 85 1959 10,905 89% 

Palo Seco Unit 3 216 0 1967 0% 

Palo Seco Unit 4 216 120 1968 10,395 18% 

Palo Seco Station 10,819 31% 

San Juan Unit 7 100 100 1964 11;248 75% 

San Juan Unit 8 100 100 1964 11,469 88% 

San Juan Unit 9 100 100 1966 11,444 88% 

San Juan Unit 10 100 0 1965 11,639 32% 

San Juan Station 11,415 71% 

( 
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AUTHORITY'S PRODUCTION PLANT SUMMARY PERFORMANCE FISCAL YEAR 2009 continued 
ANNUAL 

RATED AVAILABLE INITIAL HEAT EQUIVALENT 
CAPACITY CAPACITY OPERATION RATE AVAILABILITY 

Aguirre Combined Cycle Unit 1 296 202 1976 61% 

Combustion Turbine 1-1 50 0 14,028 23% 

Combustion Turbine 1-2 50 50 15,596 25% 

Combustion Turbine 1-3 50 50 13,130 96% 

Combustion Turbine 1-4 50 50 12,396 64% 

Steam Turbine 1 96 52 80% 

Aguirre Combined Cycle Unit 2 296 150 1975 63% 

Combustion Turbine 2-1 50 50 12,897 94% 

Combustion Turbine 2-2 50 50 13,114 97% 

Combustion Turbine 2-3 50 50 12,915 92% 

Combustion Turbine 2-4 50 0 13,188 17% 

Steam Turbine 2 96 60 39% 

Aguirre Combined-Cycle Plant 11,568 62% 

San Juan Unit ~ 232 0 2009 8,394 31% 

San Juan Unit 6 232 225 2009 7,951 58% 

Cambalache a Power Blocks 

cap 1 82.5 82.5 1997 11,884 94% 

cap 2 82.5 82.5 1997 12,155 88% 

cap 3 82.5 82.5 1998 11,980 89% 

Cambalache as 11,995 90% 

frame 5 GT Power Blocks 

9 Blocks of 2 GT's 378 336 1971 -1973 14,411 85% 

Mayagiiez 

GTl 55 27.5 2009 10,206 90% 

GT 2 55 55 2009 10,097 98% 

GTl 55 55 2009 98% 

GT4 55 55 2009 97% 

ANNUAL ANNUAL 
SERVICE EQUIVALENT 
FACTOR AVAILABILITY 

Total for 21 Hydro Units 100 78.6 1929 -1953 23% 92% 

Total for 7 DG sets 9 9 1980 - 2006 0.70% 99% 
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Steam-Electric Production Plant 

Total Generating Capacity 2,892 MW 

The generating units within a steam-electric gener
ating station are identified by acronyms in the fol
lowing manner; Unit .No. 1 in the Aguirre Steam 
Plant is introduced as ASP Unit No.1; Unit No.3 at 
Costa Sur SteamPlant is CSSP Unit No.3, and so on. 
The narratives on the generating units in this section 
present information by paragraph in the following 
sequence: 

The first paragraph provides historical and annual
ized operational data and summarizes the types and 
number of outages the unit experienced during the 
fiscal year. In this paragraph and in the follOwing 
paragraphs turbine sections are identified in the fol
lowing manner; high-pressure (HP), intermediate
pressure (IP), and low-pressure (LP). 

The second paragraph describes the number and 
types of scheduled outages (major overhaul, envi
ronmental outage, or maintenance outage) the unit 
experienced during the fiscal year. The work per
formed during maintenance outages is described if 
the outage was longer than 24 hours. However, if a 
unit was scheduled out of service repeatedly for the 
same reason, the cause of the maintenance outages 
and their resolution will be noted regardless of the 
brevity of the outage. 

The third paragraph describes the number of times 
and the duration of forced outages and unit limita
tions the unit experienced during the fiscal year. The 
cause of the outage or limitation and the action(s) 
taken to return the unit to full service is described 
when the forced outage or limitation was of more 
than 24 hours duration. Repeated outages or limita
tions attributed to the same cause are noted, despite 
being of less than 24 hours duration. The Authority 
tracks unit limitations as "equivalent outage hours" 
(EOH), which are a measure of the hours the unit's 
output was restricted below full capacity; for exam
ple, operating for 24 hours while the unit output is 
limited to 50% is equivalent to 12 hours of outage 
for the unit at full capacity. 

The fourth paragraph notes the scheduled outages 
that are planned for fiscal year 2010 or beyond along 
with eqUipment and system replacements and 
upgrades that are included in the Capital 
Improvement Program. Capital expenditures for sta
tion services that impact a number of the station's 
units are described in the station's Unit 1 narrative. 

The date of the most recent and the scheduled start 
of the unit's next major overhaul are noted. 

Aguirre Steam Plant 

ASP Unit No.1 was on line, capable of full output. 
The unit's reliability was impacted by a number of 
events during the fiscal year. Aguirre Unit 1 returned 
to service on completion of a six-week extended 
environmental outage in December 2008. In addi
tion to that outage the unit was scheduled from serv
ice five times for maintenance; these maintenance 
outages kept the unit from service for ten days. This 
unit was forced from service on five occasions; these 
events kept it from service for approximately nine 
days. During the year the unit accrued a total of 248 
equivalent outage hours. At the end of the fiscal year 
this unit had generated an average of 322.8 MW and 
had a gross capacity factor of 59.6%. Unit 1 was in 
service 7,280 hours during the fiscal year. 

The Authority scheduled Unit 1 from service in early 
November at the start of a 43-day extended scope 
envirOIlInenlal outag~. In addition to the wOTk com
pleted during routine environmental outages the 
Authority also reconditioned the LP turbines, 
replaced 448 dissimilar metal welds in the super
heater, installed inspection viewing ports on 
switchgear, replaced a shaft on a forced draft fan, 

. adjusted the servos, and chemically cleaned the con-
denser. Two maintenance outages within a ten day 
period were needed to repair boiler tube leaks, these 
repairs were completed within seven days and the 
unit returned to service early in October. A leak at a 
turbine bearing was repaired during a' five day 
scheduled outage in January. In March a two day 
maintenance 'outage was needed for the repair of 
boiler tube leaks and in late March the Authority 
repaired an oil leak in a normal station service trans
former (NSST). 

Forced outages kept the unit from available status 
for approximately ten days during fiscal year 2009. 
The failure of excitor brushes caused the unit to trip 
twice. FollOWing one of these trips tubes in the 
superheater area broke, their repair :was completed 
over the following three days. An electrical problem 
at a forced draft, FD, fan forced the unit out of serv
ice in October. In November the Authority replaced 
parts of the turbine drive boiler feedwater pump and 
the repaired broken boiler tubes during a forced out
age. The unit's output was limited for the equivalent 
of ten days of generation at its rated capacity of 450 
MW Eight of the eqUivalent outage days accrued 

( 
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while the Authority completed weld repairs to the 
shaft of one of the unit's two FD fans. 

Unit 1 is scheduled to begin a major overhaul in 
January 2010. During the major overhaul waterwall 
sections will be replaced as will the windbox and 
boiler corners. A section of the superheater will be 
replaced. The condenser will be cleaned, the HP/IP 
turbine rotor will be replaced and the HP casing 
repaired. The generator and turbine drive boiler feed 
pump (BFP) will be cleaned and inspected. A motor 
on the start-up BFP will be replaced. Preventative 
maintenance will be performed on electric motors 
and transformers. Relays will be tested and reset. 
During fiscal year 2009 the Authority upgraded the 
fire detection and suppression systems at the station. 
When the last phase of the upgrade is completed in 
August 2009 the following systems will be opera
tional: a foam system in the tank farm area, a water 
spray system will proted boiler corners, air heaters, 
lube oil tanks, turbine bearings and couplings, an 
FM 200 system will protect personnel and equip
ment from fire in enclosed spaces like the DCS 
room, the excitor room, servers and communication 
rooms and the control room. Other capital expendi
tures were dedicated to the refurbishment of critical 
equipment and to the replacements that will be 
installed during the overhaul described above. 

Both Aguirre units are capable of regulating fre
quency between 230 and 430 MW. The Aguirre 
Steam plant had the lowest net heat rate and the 
lowest percent of auxiliary energy consumption of 
the four largest steam electric generating stations. 

ASP Unit No.2 was on line capable of full output. 
During fiscal year 2009 the unit's availability was 
impacted by a number of planned and unplanned 
events, the sum of which kept it from available sta
tus for a total of 26 days. This unit was in service 
more hours, 8,159, during the fiscal year than any of 
the Authority'S other steam electric' units. Eight 
scheduled maintenance outages kept the unit from 
available status for 21 days. The unit was forced 
from service six times, these forced outages kept it 
from available status for a total of six days. During 
fiscal year 2009 Unit 2 generated an average of 326.7 
MW, achieved a capacity factor of 74.2%, and was 
capable of regulating frequency. 

Unit 2 completed an environmental outage late in 
fiscal year 2008 and was not scheduled for an envi
ronmental outage during fiscal year 2009. The 
Authority' repaired boiler tube leaks during four 
maintenance outages, these repairs accounted for 

seven of the 21 days that the unit was unavailable 
while undergoing maintenance. During October the 
Authority scheduled the unit from service for 
approximately four days during which the air 
heaters were cleaned and repaired and the boiler 
back pass washed. Feedwater heaters were repaired 
during two maintenance outages; together these 
outages accounted for six of the maintenance outage 
days. Late in the fiscal year the unit was scheduled 
from service twice for maintenance. The main power 
transformer was inspected, and the transformer oil 
replaced during a four-day maintenance outage from 
which the unit returned to service in early June. 
During' the last of the maintenance outages the 
Authority repaired a flow control valve. 

The unit was forced from service six times, only two 
of the forced outages kept the unit from available 
status for as long as 24 hours. Quickly corrected 
problems with the turbine drive for boile.r feedwater 
pump caused two of the forced outages. Two other 
times the unit was forced from service but returned 
in less than 12 hours. In August an operator error 
tripped the unit; when the unit tripped several 
superheater welds failed, their repair kept the unit 
from service for two-days. In March the unit was 
forced from service by leaks in the superheater area 
and by oil leaks at several turbine bearings. Repairs 
were completed and the unit returned to service 
three days later. Three times during the fiscal year 
the unit's output was reduced by a forced de-rating. 
The capacity limitations imposed during the three 
periods totaled less than two eqUivalent outage days. 
The unit's output was limited to 300 MW while 
boiler water chemistry was adjusted. The unit's out
put was limited on two occasions while its air 
heaters were cleaned. 

Unit 2 is scheduled to begin an extended scope envi
ronmental outage in November 2009. The timing of 
the outage is in compliance with the Authority's 
Consent Decree with the EPA. In addition to the 
routine cleanings, inspections, and replacements 
that comprise an· environmental outage the 
Authority will also replace the LP turbine. In May 
2005 the unit returned to service on completion of a 
major overhaul. It is scheduled for another major 
overhaul in fiscal year 2012. The scope will include 
the replacement of the HP/IP turbines, the recondi
tioning of the turbine control valves, the inspection 
of the generator stator and the replacement of the 
generator rotor with a rotor being manufactured in 
Switzerland. Boiler sections will be replaced, the 
main steam and hot reheat lines will undergo non 
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destructive examination and repairs will be made as 
necessary, electrical equipment, transformers, relays, 
switchgear will be inspected, repaired and reset. The 
scope of the overhaul will be further defined during 
fiscal year 2010. 

Costa Sur Steam plant 

CSSP Unit No.1 and CSSP Unit No.2 (both nom
inally 50 MW) these two units, which entered serv
ice in the 1950s, were taken out of service in fiscal 
year 2004, more than four years ago. During fiscal 
year 2008 the Authority's stopped reporting on the 
availability of these two units. During fiscal year 
2009 the Authority initiated the process of obtaining 
the approvals needed to solicit bids for the decom
missioning of these units. 

CSSP Unit No.3 (nominal 85 MW) was unavailable 
for service while undergoing repairs; it was sched
uled to return to available status early in fiscal year 
2010. During fiscal year 2009 this unit was sched
uled from service three times, once for a pro
grammed environmental outage and twice for 
maintenance outages. Scheduled outages kept the 
unit from service for 42 days. The unit was forced 
from servic~ five times, these outages kept it from 
service for 77 days during the fiscal year. The unit's 
output was limited for the equivalent of five outage 
days and it was placed in reserve shutdown four 
times. Unit 3 generated an average of 64.5 MW, had 
a gross capacity factor of 41 %, and it was in service 
4,682 hours during fiscal yeaT 2009. 

In August the unit began an environmental outage 
with an extended scope from which it returned to 
service 40 days later in early October. During the 
outage the Authority replaced 200 condenser tubes, 
installed an upgrade to the burner management sys
tem, replaced twelve scanners, burner isolation val
ues, and replaced two low pressure feedwater 
heaters. Following the outage the unit was sched
uled from service for the repair of boiler tube leaks. 
These repairs were completed and the unit returned 
to service in less than two days. The other mainte
nance outage kept the unit from service for less 
than five hours. The unit was placed in reserve 
shutdown four times for a total of 52 days during 
the fiscal year. 

While the unit was forced from service five times, 
only three of the outages were of more than one 
day's duration. The first was a two-day outage 
needed to repair boiler tubes; the second forced out
age was caused by the failure of generator bushings 
and current transformers. The unit returned to avail-

able status in mid-March, 32 days after being forced 
out. In mid-May the failure of a generator bushing 
forced the unit from service for a second time. The 

. unit had not returned to available status at the end 
of the fiscal year 2009. Concurrent with the repair of 
the generator and the replacement of current trans
formers the Authority planned to complete the 
cleanings, inspections, and replacements that com
prise an environmental outage. This would enable 
them to comply with the Consent Decree require
ment without taking the unit from service a second 
time during fiscal year 2010. The unit's output was 
limited numerous times during the fiscal year while 
its condenser was being cleaned. A typical cleaning 
would limit the unit the equivalent of three operat - . 
ing hours. In January the unit was limited for 33 
equivalent outage hours while pump repairs were 
completed. In March the unit's output was limited 
for one day while one of its two boiler feedwater 
pumps was repaired. 

Unit 3 returned to available status on completion of 
its most recent major overhaul in January 2004 and 
is scheduled to begin its next major overhaul during 
fiscal year 2012. The capital improvement program 
includes a multi-year project to refurbish the tank 
farm dikes and the replacement of fuel oil piping 
from the tank farm to the station. The installation of 
an upgrade to the fire detection and suppression sys
tems was in progress. The upgrade included a deluge 
system for the main power transformers and a C02 
system for the breaker and switchgear rooms in the 
station both are scheduled for commissioning dur
ing fiscal year 2010. The burner management system 
upgrade installed in this unit will also be installed in 
Unit 4 during fiscal year 2010; this work is budgeted 
in the capital improvement program. 

CSSP Unit No. 4 (nominal 85 MW) was on line, 
capable of full output and capable of regulating fre
quency. The Authority scheduled the unit from serv
ice three times during fiscal year 2009. These 
scheduled outages, one environmental and two 
maintenance outages kept the unit from available 
status for 38 days. Five forced outages kept the unit 
from service for 29 days while repairs were com
pleted. The unit's output was limited the eqUivalent 
of seven operating days and the unit was put into 
reserve shutdown for a total of 77 days during the 
fiscal year. Unit 4 generated an average of 64 MW, 
had a gross capacity factor of 45%, and it was in 
service 5,229 hours during fiscal year 2009. 

Unit 4 began a 33-day environmental outage in late 
August. During the outage the Authority replaced 
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several of the unit's low pressure heaters and 
repaired the excitation system. Later in the fiscal 
year the unit was scheduled from service for main
tenance twice, initially in April for slightly more 
than one day for the repair of waterwallieaks and in 
May for almost four days for repairs to the econo
mizer section. The unit was placed in reserve shut
down four times for a total of 77 days during the 
fiscal year. 

Four of the five forced outages that took this unit 
from service were the result of tube failures in vari
ous sections of the boiler. Approximately 12 days 
were spent completing repairs in the economizer 
section and 17 days were spent, during two other 
forced outages, repairing boiler waterwall tube leaks. 
The cause of the fifth forced outage was qUickly 
repaired allowing the unit to return to service in a 
few hours. The unit's output was partially down 
rated several tirnes, together these down ratings 
equaled eight equivalent operating days. Five of 
these equivalent days accrued while repairs were 
being made to one of the unit's boiler feedwater 
pumps. The remainder accrued while condensers 
were being cleaned. 

Unit 4 is scheduled to begin an environmental out
age in November 2009 during which the Authority 
will install the upgrade to the burner management 
system. Unit 4 returned to service on completion of 
a major overhaul in February 2007 and is scheduled 
to undergo a major overhaul in 2014. 

CSSP Unit No. 5 (nominal 410 MW) was oi-tiine 
while limited to 390 MW due to high temperature 
differential at the air preheater. The Authority 
scheduled this unit from service eight times during 
the fiscal year. The unit was unavailable for 62 days 
during the year as it completed two scheduled envi
ronmental outages and six maintenance outages. 
Three forced outages kept the unit from service for 
an additional nine days. The unit's output was lim
ited a number of times during the fiscal year. These 
limitations were the equivalent of approximately 
three outage days. Unit 5 generated an average of 
298.7 MW, had a gross capacity factor of 59%, and 
was in service 7,064 hours during fiscal year 2009. 

The unit returned to service at the end of a 39 day 
environmental outage with an extended scope on 
the last day ofJuly. In·addition to the routine work 
performed during an environmental outage the 
Authority also replaced the motors on both boiler 
feedwater pumps, inspected and repaired turbine 
control valves, cleaned and repaired air heaters, 

installed temporary restraints on the main steam 
line, inspected station transformers, and cleaned the 
condenser. In May Unit 5 was scheduled out for' an 
environmental outage from which it returned to 
available status in 19 days. Four of the six mainte
nance outages, each approximately two days in 
duration, were scheduled for the repair of tube leaks 
in waterwalls. During March the Authority sched
uled a four day maintenance outage during which 
the' condenser was cleaned, the opacity monitors 
were replaced, and minor repairs made to the boiler's 
corners . . 

Dming September the failure and repair of tubes in 
the fuel heater forced the unit from service for six 
days. The repair of boiler tube leaks were completed 
during a three day forced outage in January. The unit 
tripped from service following the loss of power to 
the burner management system; power was restored 
and the unit returned to service in less than one day. 
The partial equivalent day outage limitations at dif
ferent .times during the fiscal year accrued while 
repairs were completed on a circulating water pump, 
air heaters, a check valve, and on fans. 

The unit returned from a major overhaul in July 
2002 and is scheduled to undergo a major overhaul 
in fiscal year 2011. The major expenditures for 
equipment are budgeted in the capital improvement 
program. During the overhaul the Authority· will 
replace feedwater heaters, retube the condenser, 
replace waterwall panels and boiler corners, replace 
the HP/IP rotor and refurbish the LP turbine rotor, 
rewind the generator stator, repair the main steam 
line, and replace the auxiliary cooling tower. High 
efficiency seals will be installed in the turbine dur
ing the overhaul. Switchgear will be replaced and the 
unit's main distributed control system (DCS) will be 
upgraded, a Mark VI control system will be installed 
and LP heater No.3 will be retubed. 

CSSP Unit No.6 (nominal 410 MW) was unavail
able for service having just begun a major overhaul. 
The unit was scheduled from service one other time 
and that was for a Consent Decree mandated envi
ronmental outage. Other outages included two 
forced outages that kept the unit from available sta
tus for eight days; the eqUivalent of five outage days 
accrued while the unit was limited for a number of 
different reasons. This unit experienced a number of 
partial down ratings and several forced down ratings 
and accrued five and a half equivalent outage days. 
Unit 6 generated an average of 313 MW, had a gross 
capacity factor of 68%, and during fiscal year 2009 it 
was in service 7,816 hours. 
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During a two-week environmental outage in October 
the Authority performed NDT of critical lines and 
equipment in preparation for the start of a major 
overhaul in June 2009. The Authority also installed 
temporary restraints on the main steam line control 
valve chest, which is scheduled for major modifica
tion during the unit's overhaul. The unit returned 
fram its most recent major overhaul in June 2000. In 
mid-June 2009 the unit came out of service at the 

. start of a major overhaul which is scheduled for com
pletion in October 2009. The combined budget allo
cations for the major overhaul of Costa Sur Unit 6 
constitute the largest of the projects funded for Costa 
Sur in fiscal year 2010. The scope of the overhaul 
includes asbestos abatement, the replacement of 
waterwall sections, the installation of new burners, 
the replacement· of several feedwater heaters, the 
retubing of the condenser, the replacement of the HP/ 
IP and LP turbine rotors, the installation of high effi
ciency seals in the HP/lP turbine, the rewinding of 
the generator stator, the modification of the main 
steam line and the supports thereon. The DCS will be 
upgraded, switchgear replaced, relief valves tested 
and recalibrated,· the auxiliary cooling tower 
replaced, turbine control and stop valves cleaned, 
inspected and repaired as necessary Mechanical 
equipment and electrical motors will be inspected; 
transformers will be inspected and tested. Air heaters 
will be refurbished with new baskets and seals. 

The first of the two forced outages was a two-day 
outage in November· during which the Authority 
repaired tube leaks in the reheat section and the sec
ond, during January 2009, was a six day outage for 
the repair of tube leaks in the boiler. Problems with 
the boiler's burners and with low condenser vacuum 
were the two principal reasons that this unit accrued 
a total of five equivalent outage days during fiscal 
year 2009. 

Palo Seco Steam Plant 

PSSP Unit No.1 (nominal 85 MW) was on line and 
capable of full output. During fiscal year 2009 this 
unit was scheduled from service five times, once for 
a program outage of 21 days duration and four 
times for maintenance. Unscheduled forced outages 
took the unit from service seven times. Forced out
ages kept the unit from available status for the 
equivalent of five days. The unit's output was lim
ited for less than the equivalent of one day. The unit 
was in service for a total of 7,763 hours during the 
fiscal year; it generated an average of 73.8 MW 
while in service and had a gross capacity factor of 
77% for fiscal year 2009. 

From mid-July into early August the Authority 
scheduled this unit from service to rebalance its tur
bine rotor and to perform other incidental repair and 
replacement work. Unit 1 was also scheduled from 
service twice during August for maintenance. These 
au tages combined to keep the unit from available 
status for five days, initially for valve repairs and 
then for the repair of boiler tubes. In September the 
unit was scheduled out for approximately two days 
for turbine rebalancing and additional boiler repairs. 
In March the repair of hydrogen leaks in the genera
tor cooling system were completed during an eight 
day maintenance outage. 

During the second half of the fiscal year the unit was 
forced from service three times by condenser tube 
leaks. The unit lost a total of approximately three 
days while the Authority identified the leaking tubes 
and plugged them. The boiler tripped due to low 
water level twice and returned to service in a few 
hours each time. The unit was forced from service in 
February when the loss of a circulating water pump 
caused degradation of the condenser vacuum; the 
pump was repaired and the unit returned to avail
able status in less than a day. The fifth forced outage 
caused the unit to be out of service for only a few 
hours. The 16 equivalent outage hours that this unit 
recorded were accrued while the unit was turned 
down for condenser repairs and cleanings. 

The following describes modifications to facility sys
tems, and capital improvements that were not unit 
specific: the four Palo Seco units have been con
nected to the 115 kV GIS substation, the installation 
of the FM 200 fire suppression system was com
pleted and the Authority implemented a program of 
thermographic inspection of switchgear and other 
major electrical equipment. The installation of a 
foam system to extinguish fires in the tank farm area 
and the construction of a deluge system to protect 
the main power transformers was continuing at the 
end of the fiscal year. During fiscal year 2010 the 
power supply to the station's fire pumps will be 
revamped so that energy needed to power the fire 
suppression equipment is provided from a source 
other than a unit within Palo Seco Station. During 
fiscal year 2009 Fire Department Inspectors 
inspected the station, equipment, and reviewed 
training records of station personnel. Unit 1 
returned to available status in April 2008 on comple
tion of a major rebuild following a December 2006 
fire event. It will undergo an environmental outage 
during fiscal year 2010. 
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PSSP Unit No.2 (nominal 85 MW) was online and 
capable of full output at the end of the fiscal year. 
Unit 2 was scheduled from service three times, twice 
for programmed outages and once for maintenance. 
This unit was unavailable for service a total of 38 
days while scheduled work was completed. The unit 
was forced from service four times and returned to 
available status in a matter of hours after each inci
dent. There were four events that led to an accrual of 
67 equivalent outage hours during the fiscal year. 
The unit was in service for a total of 7,849 hours 
during the fiscal year; the most of any of the station's 
units. It generated an average of 73.4 MW while in 
service and had a gross capacity factor of 77% for fis
cal year 2009. 

The unit returned to available status on completion 
of a 31 day environmental outage in December. In 
addition to the routine cleanings, inspections, 
replacements, and adjustments that are completed 
during an environmental outage the unit was con
nected to the 115 kV GIS substation that was com
pleted early in the fiscal year. During May the repair 
of hydrogen leaks in the generator cooling system 
accounted for the balance of the fiscal year's sched
uled outage hours. 

Each of the four forced outages reported during the 
fiscal year was caused by a failure in a different part 
of the unit. The repair of a leaking 'COndenser tube 
forced the unit from service for 12 hours, the 
longest period that this unit was unavailable due to 
a forced outage during the fiscal year. Equivalent 
outage hours totaling approximately three days 
accrued while the Authority cleaned the unit's con
denser. Following heavy rain storms, mud precipi
tates from the water passing through the condenser, 
coating tubes and causing condenser vacuum to 
degrade. On several occasions the unit was limited 
while the Authority found and plugged leaking con
denser tubes. 

Unit 2 is scheduled to begin a major overhaul late in 
fiscal year 2010. During the overhaul the Authority 
will replace boiler sections, replace the HP/IP turbine 
rotor, replace the existing seals in the HP/IP sections 
with high efficiency seals that will increase the tur
bines efficiency, the LP turbine will be reconditioned, 
and the condenser will be retubed. The generator's 
rotor will be rewound. This work will keep the unit 
from available status for approximately four months. 
In 2002 this unit returned to available status on com
pletion of its previous major overhaul. 

PSSP Unit No.3 (nominal 216 MW) was forced from 
service by a fire on December 30 2006; its repair was 
continuing at the end of fiscal year 2009. Unit 3 had 
been scheduled to begin a major overhaul in 
February 2007. After evaluating the extent of the 
damage sustained by each of the of the Palo Seco 
units during the fires the Authority determined that 
this unit would be the last of the four units to return 
to service. The work originally planned for comple
tion during the overhaul was incorporated into the 
repair schedule. At the start of fiscal year 2009 the 
restoration of this unit was 60% complete; it was 
scheduled to return to service early in calendar year 
2009. The completion of work in the turbine gener
ator area was on the critical path setting the unit's 
returu to service. At the start of the fiscal year the 
HP/IP turbine rotor and the generator rotor were in 
mainland shops being refurbished; the replacement 
LP turbine rotor was in protected storage at the sta
tion; and boiler work was continuing. In addition 
work was continuing on control valves, instrumenta
tion and control wiring, and on the distributed con
trol system and the burner management system. The 
completion date slipped due to the late return of tur
bine generator components to Puerto Rico and sub
seqnently the correction of turbine seal problems. In 

. mid-March the Authority accepted the unit and con
tinued instrument calibration, the chemical cleaning 
of the boiler, the completion of work on the polish
ing system, and the commissioning of switchgear. 
During the last month of the fiscal year the Authority 
continued to correct turbine vibration problems and 
to repair leaks in the generators hydrogen cooling 
system. On completion of these repairs this unit was 
expected to return to available status early in fiscal 
year 2010. The Authority has scheduled Unit 3 for a 
major overhaul in fiscal year 2016. 

PSSP Unit No.4 (nominal 216 MW) was in service 
with its output limited to 120 MW due to problems 
regulating the pressure in the boiler. This unit 
returned to available status during the second week 
of January on completion of repairs following the 
December 2006 station fires. Concurrent with the 
replacements and repairs made necessary by the fire 
the Authority also overhauled critical equipment 
and installed system upgrades. Following its initial 
return to available status in January, the unit was 
available for service only 64 days through the end of 
fiscal year 2009. All but three of the outage days 
that followed the return to service in January 
accrued as the result of forced outages. The unit was 
in service for a total of 1,533 hours during the fis
cal year; it generated an average of 162.5 MW while 
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in service and had a gross capacity factor of 13% for 
fiscal year 2009. 

During this unit's restoration its boiler waterwall 
sections, the boiler bottom, and burners were 
replaced, switchgear and load centers were 
replaced, the HP and IP turbine rotors were refur
bished in a mainland shop, the LP turbine rotors 
were refurbished at the station. High efficiency seals 
were installed in the turbine. The generator was 
inspected, its rotor was sent to a shop to be 
rewedged. A new burner management system and 
new control systems for the boiler and the turbine 
generator were installed. Cable tray and control 
wiring was replaced, critical steam lines were 
inspected and repaired as necessary. Motors, fans, 
transformers, condenser valves, and pumps were 
cleaned, inspected, and maintained prior to the unit 
returning to available status in January. In May the 
unit was scheduled from service for the repair of 
boiler tube leaks. That maintenance outage was the 
only scheduled outage for the unit during fiscal 
year 2009; the repairs were completed in less than 
three days. 

One day after its January return to service the unit 
was forced out for 27 days while its lube oil system 
was repaired and work was completed on its polish
ers. The day after returning from that outage it was 
forced out by leaks in the hot reheat section of the 
boiler. Following a second forced outage caused by 
tube failures in the hot reheat section the Authority 
replaced 256 dissimilar metal welds in that section. 
Concurrent with those replacements the Authority 
relined and refurbished the lube oil tank to prevent 
contamination of the unit's lubricating oil. The unit 
returned to service at the end of March and contin
ued in service until experiencing three brief, partial 
day forced outages in mid-April. After several trips 
caused by high turbine vibration the Authority 
replaced the thrust bearing and returned the unit to 
available status within eight days. During May the 
unit was forced from service six times, only one of 
these outages lasted more than one day; during that 
outage boiler tubes were repaired. In June the unit 
was forced from service twice but returned to avail
able status within hours each time. 

Unit 4 is scheduled for an environmental outage in 
January 2010. 

Sanjuan Steam Plant 

Units 1,2,3, &: 4 have been retired from service for 
more than three decades. 
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SJSP Unit 5 (nominal 232 MW) is a combined cycle 
unit comprised of a combustion turbine with a 
design capacity of 165 MWand a steam turbine with 
a design capacity of 67 MW. This unit was connected 
to the System on October 20, 2008. The Authority 
accepted the unit on October 22, 2009. Following 
acceptance the unit was available for service 1,924 
hours and in service 1,294 during fiscal year 2009. 
When in service its combustion turbine. generated 
an average of 142.6 MW. For fiscal year 2009 the 
combustion turbine achieved a gross capacity factor 
of 17.1%. Similar performance data were recorded 
for the unit's steam turbine, 1,793 available hours, 
1,148 service hours, an average generation of 46.6 
MW and a gross capacity factor of 13.0%. 

Unit 5 was in service 544 hours during November, 
the first full month following its acceptance; this 
total represents almost half of the service hours this 
unit would accrue during fiscal year 2009. Over the 
balance of the fiscal year the unit was scheduled 
from service for maintenance five times and forced 
from service seven times. The seventh forced outage 
occurred in mid-March when a blade in the LP sec
tion of the steam turbine failed causing damage to 
condenser tubes. The unit was designed without a 
steam bypass system that would allow the operation 
of the combustion turbine when the steam turbine 
was unavailable for service. The loss of the steam 
turbine effectively also forced the combustion tur
bine from service. At the end of fiscal year the 
Authority had repaired the steam turbine condenser 
and had scheduled the completion of steam turbine 
repairs for mid-September. It was evaluating steam 
turbine modifications that would enable the com
bustion turbine to be placed in service before steam 
turbine repairs were completed. 

The Authority has a long term multi-year service 
agreement with the combustion turbine vendor, 
Mitsubishi, to perform the inspections of the com
bustion turbine generators and the steam turbine 
generators that comprise San Juan Units 5 &: 6. The 
Authority is responsible for the inspection and 
maintenance of auxiliary e.quipment in these units. 
A discussion of the frequency of the contracted 
inspections and their scope is found in the 
Maintenance section above. 

SJSP Unit 6 (nominal 232 MW) is a combined cycle 
unit comprised of a combustion turbine with a 
design capacity of 165 MW and a steam turbine with 
a design capacity of 67 MW. On June 30, 2009 the 
unit was in service, regulating frequency, and capa
ble of generating 225 MW. This unit was connected 
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to the System on October 20, 2008. The Authority 
accepted the unit on October 22, 2009. Following 
acceptance the unit was available for service 3,759 
hours and in service 3,674 during fiscal year 2009. 
When in service its combustion turbine generated 
an average of 145.2 MW. For fiscal year 2009 the 
combustion turbine achieved a gross capacity factor 
of 54.0%. Similar performance data were recorded 
for the unit's steam turbine, 3,350 available hours, 
3,260 service hours, an average generation of 49.1 
MW and a gross capacity factor of 42.4%. 

During fiscal year 2009 Unit 6 was scheduled from 
service five times,· once for a modified combustion 
inspection and four times for maintenance. These 
scheduled outages kept the unit from available sta
tus for 56 days. The unit's initial combustion 
inspection was completed in 39 days, following the 
return to service it was scheduled from service 
twice for the replacement of compressor section fil
ters. The unit was scheduled out for four days in 
February for maintenance during which miscella
neous repairs and adjustments were made in prepa
ration for a performance test. The Authority 
replaced instrumentation during a one-day mainte
nance outage in May. The unit was unavailable for 
service a total of 29 days as a result of the more than 
15 forced outage events that the unit experienced 
during eight months of the fiscal year that followed 
its acceptance by the Authority. The unit's output 
was limited an additional 18 eqUivalent days by 
miscellaneous problems with the steam turbine that 
made it unavailable for service. Many of the outages 
occurred during the months immediately following 
its commercial operation. Seventy percent of the 
service hours that this unit accrued during the fis
cal year occurred during the last four months of the 
fiscal year. 

SJSP Unit 7 (nominal 100 MW) was online capable 
of full output and capable of regulating frequency 
from 70 MW to 90 MW. The Authority was over
hauling this unit at the start of the fiscal year. 
Following its return to available status in early 
August it was scheduled from service six additional 
times for maintenance, these outages kept the unit 
from available status for a total of 15 days. Forced 
outages, 14 in all, kept Unit 7 from available status 
for 43 days during the fiscal year. Equipment failure 
limited the unit's output for less than two eqUivalent 
outage days. During the 6,536 hours that Unit 7 was 
in service it generated an average of 82.3 MW and 
had a gross capacity factor of 61 %. 

This unit began a major overhaul in December of fis
cal year 2008 and returned to available status in 
August. During the overhaul the condenser was 
cleaned and inspected; defective tubes were replaced 
or plugged. Waterwall sections on three sides of the 
boiler were replaced; sections of the FD air duct 
were replaced. The HPIIP turbines were refurbished 
in a mainland shop. The generator was opened, 
cleaned, and inspected. Both boiler feed water 
pumps were replaced and a new superheater section 
was installed. Welds on the main steam, hot and 
cold reheat lines and on the deaerator underwent 
non-destructive testing and repair as necessary. 
Electrical switch gear breakers were replaced. The 
boiler control system was upgraded. Both air pre
heaters were replaced. The overhaul was scheduled 
for completion in five months, however, delilYS in 
the completion of the refurbishment of the HPIIP 
turbine rotor, air preheater rotor alignment issues, 
and the reassignment of personnel to outages on 
larger units combined to add several months to the 
overhaurs schedule. FollOwing its return to service it 
was scheduled out for two days for the removal of 
the strainers installed during the overhaul to protect 
the lead and intercept valves. In December it was 
scheduled out for nine days for the repair of a valve 
in service to a high pressure heater. During a sched
uled maintenance outage in January the Authority 
repaired an oil leak at a servo-actuator. During a 
three day maintenance outage in February the 
Authority replaced condenser strainer components. 
It was scheduled from service in April for a con
denser cleaning and during May for two days while 
waterwallleaks were repaired. 

Two forced outages accounted for 40 of the 43 days 
that this unit was unavailable after being forced from 
service. The first of these was a 26 day outage in 
August that occurred as the unit was being returned 
to service follOwing its overhaul. During the outage 
the Authority repaired the normal station service 
transformer (NSST) buss and repaired generator seal 
leaks. At the end of October the unit was forced 
from service following the failure of a circulating 
water pump; the pump was replaced allowing the 
unit to return to available status in mid-November. 
The electrical or mechanical failures that caused the 
dozen other forced outages were fixed quickly 
enabling the unit to return to available status each 
time in less than eight hours. The repair of a boiler 
feed water pump limited the units output for slightly 
more than one equivalent outage day. 
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The capital projects budgeted for San Juan Station 
will focus on the refurbishment and replacement 
equipment and on the upgrades of systems that will 
be installed during the overhaul of the other San 
Juan units. The Authority has awarded a contract for 
the design and installation of an upgrade to the sta
tion's fire suppression system that will provide pro
tection for transformers and turbine generators, 
completion is scheduled during fiscal year 2010. 
The Authority began construction of a 115 kV gas
insulated switchgear (GIS) substation in fiscal year 
2009. The GIS substation will be part of the 115 kV 
underground loop in the San Juan area; completion 
of the substation is scheduled for fiscal year 20ll. 
The Authority installed a line to carry wastewater 
from the station- to a water treatment plant. Unit 7 is 
scheduled for an environmental outage during fiscal 
year 2010. 

SJSP Unit 8 (nominal 100 MW) was online and 
capable of full output. Seven scheduled outages kept 
this unit from available status for 38 days during the 
fiscal year. Six of the outages were for maintenance 
and the other was an environmental outage required 
by the Consent Decree with the EPA. Ten forced out
ages kept Unit 8 from service for a total of almost 
five days. The unit was put into reserve shutdown 
for approximately seven days. During the 7,583 
hours that Unit 8 was in servic:~ it generated an aver
age of 86.4 MW and had a gross capacity factor of 
75%, the highest capacity factor achieved by the San 
Juan units and the second highest of the Authority'S 

. steam-electric generating units. 

During a 30 day environmental outage the Authority 
also repaired the generator's hydrogen cooler, 
repaired air in leakage at the condenser, repaired flue 
gas duct leaks and completed non-destructive exam
ination of the deaerator and main steam and hot 
reheat lines in preparation for the unit's major over
haul in fiscal year 2010. The unit returned to avail
able status in laie September. During a two day 
maintenance outage in November the Authority 
cleaned the condenser and made a number of other 
minor repairs. In March a servo-valve was replaced 
during a three day maintenance outage. During 
April the Authority cleaned the unit's condenser and 
repaired tube leaks and returned the unit to available 
status in less than two days. The unit was scheduled 
from service for two days in June while the 
Authority replaced nine of the boiler's burners. 

The need to repair condenser seals and to plug leak
ing condenser tubes accounted for two of the ten 
forced outages slightly more than two of the forced 

outage days. The balance of the forced outages was 
very brief and the Authority returned the unit to 
available status in a matter of hours. Two of the 
forced outages were caused by electrical problems at 
the NSST. The causes of the other forced outages 
were each unique and following their repair or 
adjustment did not recur during the fiscal year. 

Unit 8 returned to available status on completion of 
a major overhaul in September 2002. It is scheduled 
to begin a major overhaul during fiscal year 2010. 
During the overhaul the Authority will refurbish all 
turbine sections, clean and repair turbine control 
valves, and inspect the generator, rewind the gener
ator rotor. They ",ill replace sections of the exhaust 
gas duct, rebuild the air preheaters, replace the pri
mary and secondary superheat and reheat sections. 
The condenser will be retubed and boiler waterwall 
sections will be replaced. Auxiliary equipment, 
transformers, motors, and switchgear will be 
inspected and replaced or repaired as necessary The 
overhaul is scheduled over a five month period. 

SJSP Unit No. 9 (nominal 100 MW) was online 
capable of full output and of regulating frequency 
from 70 MW to 90 MW In addition to the ten days 
that the Authority put this unit into reserve shut
down it was also unavailable for service an addi
tional 39 days while undergoing scheduled 
inspections and repairs. One of the scheduled out
ages was an environmental outage; the other six 
were maintenance activities. In addition the unit 
was forced from service five times; the forced out
ages kept it from available status an additional three 
days. The unit was in service 7,520 hours during 
fiscal year 2009; its average generation of 85.3 MW 
produced a gross capacity factor of 73%. 

The Consent Decree mandated environmental out
age was completed in 26 days; during the outage the 
Authority also repaired the unit's two air preheaters, 
repaired a boiler feedwater pump, repaired leaks in 
the generator's cooling system, and cleaned the 
unit's condenser. The unit returned to available sta
tus in mid-April. In early July the Authority 
repaired a boiler feedwater pump during a six day 
maintenance outage. In August repairs to tubes in 
the superheater and waterwalls were completed 
during a two day scheduled outage. The unit was 
scheduled out for several more days in October 
while the Authority cleaned the condenser and 
completed other repairs. Repairs made during the 
three other maintenance ou tages were completed 
on waterwall tubes, a turbine inlet valve, and on a 
deaerator steam line. 
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Approximately half of the forced outage hours this 
unit accrued during the fiscal year followed a failure 
in the secondary superheater that was repaired in 
less than two days. Three of the other forced out
ages were caused by a faulty low boiler level alarm 
and the last of the forced outages was a turbine pro
tection trip during March from which the unit 
returned to available status in a fraction of a day. 
This unit was placed in reserve shutdown at the 
beginning of January for ten days. There were no 
equivalent outage hours accrued by this unit during 
fiscal year 2009. 

In August 2003 this unit returned to service on 
completion of its last major overhaul. Its next pro
grammed overhaul is scheduled to begin du'ring the 
first half of fiscal year 2011. During fiscal year 2010 
procurements budgeted in the capital improvement 
fund will be made in preparation for the unit's over
haul. During the overhaul the generator's stator will 
be rewound, the HP/IP and LP turbine sections will 
be refurbished. A superheater section and waterwall 
sections and a low pressure feedwater heater will be 
replaced. Transformers and electrical equipment 
will be inspected and repaired as necessary. 

SJSP Unit No. 10 (nominal 100 MW) began a major 
overhaul in early February, it is scheduled to return 
to available status in August. Before beginning the 
overhaul the Authority had scheduled the unit from 
service four times. Eight outage days accrued during 
these four maintenance outages. The unit was forced 
from service seven times and accrued a total of 66 
forced outage days while the Authority completed 
repairs following the outages. The unit accrued 750 
equivalent outage hours during the fiscal year and 
was placed in reserve shutdown for a total of 70 
days. The unit was in service 1,874 hours during fis
cal year 2009; its average generation of 85.8MW 
produced a gross capacity factor of 18%. 

The scope of the overhaul includes retubing the con
denser, refurbishing all turbine sections and the 
installation of high efficiency seals and a vortex sys
tem in the turbine, control valves will be cleaned 
and adjusted, the generator will be cleaned and 
inspected. Waterwall sections, the superheat and 
reheat sections are being replaced. New burners are 
being installed and air preheater baskets replaced. 
Both boiler feedwater pumps are being replaced and 
a new condensate tank installed. The Authority will 
clean, inspect, and repair auxiliary equipment, 
transformers, motors and switchgear. Cable tray is 
being replaced. The schedule has been extended in 
part due to the reassignment of San Juan mainte-

nance personnel to outages on larger units elsewhere 
in the System. During July the Authority scheduled 
the unit from service for the first of the four mainte
nance outages, it returned to available status on 
completion of repairs to the secondary superheat 
section. Two maintenance outages were dedicated to 
condenser cleaning and repairs. These outages 
accounted for six of the eight days that the unit was 
unavailable while maintenance was performed. 

The longest forced outage kept the unit from avail
able status for 36 days for repairs following an LP 
turbine blade failure. The unit was forced from serv
ice' for 24 days while condenser tubes were plugged 
and other repairs were completed. Earlier in the fis
cal year the unit was forced from service for two 
days while repairs to the unit's excitor and con
denser were completed. Condenser section failures 
forced the unit from service three additional times 
during fiscal year 2009. The unit was limited for the 
equivalent of 31 outage days while the Authority 
completed condenser repairs and cleanings with the 
unit in service. The Authority placed Unit 10 in 
reserve shutdown twice during the fiscal year for a 
total of 70 days. 

Unit 10 had been in service almost eight years before 
the start of the major overhaul in progress at the end 
of the fiscal year. The budgeted capital projects for 
this unit are described in the scope of the major 
overhaul described above. 

Combined-Cycle Plant 

Total Generating Capacity 7,056 MW 

The combined-cycle units installed at San Juan 
Units 5 & 6 added 464 MW capacity to the System. 
The status of these units is discussed with the other 
Sanjuan units above. 

Aguirre Combined-Cycle Plant 

The combined-cycle plant is comprised of two units. 
Each unit consists of four combustion-turbines 
(CTs), each rated at 50 MW, with individual heat 
recovery steam generators (HRSGs), i.e., boilers, 
powering a single 96 MW steam turbine-generator 
(ST). This configuration yields a unit capacity of 296 
MW and a total plant capacity of 592 MW These 
units are primarily used as cycling units. For fiscal 
year 2009 the Aguirre Combined Cycle. plant 
recorded a net capacity factor of 8.7% while generat
ing 2.1 % of the System's net generation. The station's 
net generation for fiscal year 2009 was only 26.4% of 
its net generation during fiscal year 2008. 
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In tlie following discussion the CTs and steam tur
bine-generators at this plant are identified by Unit 
and number and with respect to CTs by order within 
the unit, i.e. the second CT in Unit No. 1 is num
bered CT 1-2 and the steam turbine-generator in 
Unit 2 is identified as ST-2. 

At the end of the fiscal year, both of the station's 
steam turbine-generators and six of the eight CTs 
were available for service. During fiscal year 2009 
the Authority completed a major overhaul of ST-2. 
Its previous overhaul was completed in February 
2001. The Authority has scheduled the overhaul of 
ST-l during fiscal year 2011. During fiscal year 2009 
there were two significant conditions-leaking 
exhaust dampers and high cooling water tempera
tures-that limited the capacity of both steam tur
bine-generators. 

A large part of the limitation was attributed to the 
inability of the CTs, when operated in combined 
cycle service, to supply steam at the steam turbine
generator's design conditions. The hot exhaust gases 
leaving the turbine pass through an exhaust duct in 
which there is a diverter or· damper. This damper, 
much like a gate, directs the hot exhaust gases to 
atmosphere if the unit is being operated in simple 
cycle mode. When operating in combined cycle 
mode the damper is repositioned to divert the CT's 
hot exhaust gases to the HRSG where the steam is 
generated that drives the unit's steam turbine-gener
ator. The original dampers, when positioned for 
combined cycle service, did not seal well enough to 
prevent the leakage of some of the hot gases to 
atmosphere. These exhaust gas losses limited the 
HRSG's ability to generate steam at design pressure 
for delivery to the steam turbine-generator causing 
the steam turbine's generation to be less than design. 
As part of the capital improvement program the 
Authority is replacing the dampers in the eight CTs. 
The replacement diverters are of a different design 
and have been installed in five of the CTs that are 
available for service. They have demonstrated better 
sealing ability and have improved the steam generat
ing capacity of the HRSGs. At the end of fiscal year 
2009 replacement diverters were being installed in 
CT 1-1 and CT 2-4 both of which are scheduled to 
return to available status in fiscal year 2010. When 
CT 1-1 and 2-4 return to available status all eight of 
the CTs will have the capability of being fired by 
either distillate or natural gas. The Authority has 
scheduled the installation of a replacement diverter 
in CT 2-2 in fiscal year 2010; CT 2-2 is the last of the 
eight CTs to have the replacement diverter installed 

and marks the completion of a replacement program 
thatbegan in fiscal year 2004. 

In addition to the losses attributed to poorly sealing 
diverters, the two steam turbine- generators are also 
limited by inefficient condensing operations. The 
high temperature of the cooling water in the closed 
loop cooling system is a major factor limiting the 
efficiency of the condensers. 

At the end of fiscal year 2009 the Authority had 
completed the upgrade of the combustion system on 
all eight of the station's CTs. The upgrade brings the 
CTs to a modified Frame 7EA design, which gives 
the CT the capability of operating at a higher com
bustion temperature, thereby improving its effi
ciency. Additionally the fired hours between 
combustion inspections, formerly required every 
4,000 eqUivalent fired hours (EFH), is increased 
32.5% to every 5,300 EFH. This increase in EFH is 
likely to increase the interval between combustion 
inspections by six or more months. The replacement 
of the air inlet filter houses a.nd filter media is being 
performed concurrent with the CT's upgrade. The 
7EA upgrade, the replacement of inlet air filter 
houses, the replacement of HRSG soot blowers, the 
replacement of diverters, and auxiliary equipment 
were budgeted in the capital improvement program. 
An upgrade of the DCS has been completed in both 
units. Other capital projects include the purchase of 
condenser tubes for installation during the overhaul 
of ST-l in fiscal year 2011, the continuation of the 
multi-year soot blower replacement project, the 
replacement of motor operated valves, and the pur
chase of compouents for the overhaul of ST-l, the 
replacement of an overhead crane, and scheduled 
combustion turbine inspections. 

ACCP Unit No. 1 was available for service and capa
ble of generating 202 MW One of this unit's four 
combustion turbines, CT 1-1, was unavailable for 
service. While the CT was undergOing a major inspec
tion no steam was being produced· in its HRSG. The 
loss of that steam, coupled with poor condenser vac
uum and cooling tower limitations, lowered the 
steam turbine generator's capacity to 52 MW 

CT 1-1 was unavailable for service while undergoing 
a major inspection which was in its eighth month at. 
the end of the fiscal year. The inspection began in 
November; this CT is scheduled to return to avail
able status during the first quarter of fiscal year 
2010. During the inspection its generator rotor was 
rewound, its exhaust diverter was replaced, a new 
filter house installed, exhaust ducting repaired and 
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dual fuel capability installed. The Authority sched
uled CT 1-1 from service seven times for mainte
nance for a total of 51 hours during the fiscal year. 
The longest of the maintenance outages was 15 
hours the amount of time the Authority needed to 
repair an exhaust gas leak. Another exhaust gas leak 
was repaired during an 8-hour maintenance outage 
in October. The compressor section was washed 
during several brief maintenance outages. This CT 
was forced from service onJuly 14 by a ground fault 
in its generator rotor. The rotor was replaced and the 
CT returned to available status 44 days later. CT 1-1 
was forced from service five additional times for a 
total of less than 22 forced outage hours. Twice the 
CT was forced out by electrical problems with the 
generator leading to the replacement of the terminal 
block and a relay. During fiscal year 2009 CT 1-1 
was in service 876 hours or 43.3% of the 2,022 
hours it was available. 

CT 1-2 was available for service and capable of gen
erating 50 MW It began a major inspection in mid
January follOWing the failure of a stationary blade in 
the 2nd row of the compressor section. The turbine 
rotor and generator rotor were refurbished in main
land shops. The refurbishment of the turbine rotor 
was completed early in fiscal year 2009 and the rotor 
was installed in CT 1-4 which had experienced a 
similar compressor section blade failure late in fiscal 
year 2008. The refurbished rotor from CT 1-4 was 
subsequently installed in CT 1-2. By switching 
rotors CT 1-4 was able to return to available status 
sooner than otherwise would have been possible and 
the switch did not delay the return of CT 1-2 to 
available status. A new exhaust diverter and filter 
house were installed; the exhaust plenum was mod
ified during the inspection. The package giving the 
CT the capability of burning natural gas was 
installed prior to the CT's return to available status 
in March 2009. The start of the major inspection was 
delayed for two months and accounts in part for the 
extended period that this CT was unavailable for 
service. A week after its return the Authority 
inspected the fuel bypass valve during a nine-hour 
maintenance outage. The CT was forced from serv
ice three times for a total of 58 forced outage hours. 
ContinUing problems with the fuel bypass valve, 
ultimately leading to its replacement, were the cause 
of two of these forced outages and accounted for 49 
of the forced outage hours. During fiscal year 2009 
the unit was in service 66 hours, or 3% of the hours 
that it was available for service. 

CT 1-3 was available for service and capable of gen
erating 50 MW CT 1-3 was scheduled from service 
for a 10-day combustion inspection in December. 
On eight occasions the Authority scheduled this CT 
from service for maintenance; these outages kept it 
from available status for fewer than three days. Two 
maintenance outages were scheduled for the repair 
of oil leaks in the accessory box. The repairs were 
quickly completed and the CT returned to available 
status in less than one day. The CT was forced from 
service four times, the longest of which was the 
result of a System event, following the replacement 
of a damaged control card the CT returned to avail
able status in less than ten hours. During fiscal year 
2009 the unit was in .service 2,638 hours, or 31.2% 
of the hours that it was available for service. 

CT 1-4 was available for service and capable of gen
erating 50 MW This CT was forced from service in 
June 2008 by the failure of a stationary blade in its 
compressor section. Four months prior to the blade 
failure the CT had undergone an inspection of its 
hot gas path during which blades were inspected 
and some replaced. The blade that failed inJune had 
been in service fewer than 25,000 hours. The com
pressor section rotor was shipped to a mainland 
shop for repair; compressor section blades of a dif
ferent manufacturer with a different coating were 
installed. While the mainland repairs were in 
progress the Authority installed the refurbished 
compressor rotor from CT 1-2 in CT 1-4. Following 
reassembly, CT 1-4 returned to available status at the 
end of October. The CT was forced from service for 
six days during April by a failure at the feed to the 
CT's normal transformer. Maintenance outages were 
scheduled four times during the fiscal year none of 
the four kept the CT from available status for as 
much as ten hours and no two of the scheduled 
maintenance outages were for the inspection or 
repair of the same equipment. During fiscal year 
2009 CT 1-4 wasin service 383 hours or 6.7% of the 
5,659 hours it was available. 

ST-l was available for service and in economy shut
down on June 30, 2009. Its output was limited to 52 
MW, due to the conditions noted above. It is sched
uled for a major inspection during fiscal year 2011. 
During fiscal year 2009 the Authority scheduled ST-
1 from service for maintenance in early February fol
lowing a failure in the unit's condenser cooling water 
piping. The repair of the cooling water line was 
completed in early April and ST-1 returned to avail
able status. Earlier in the fiscal year the steam tur
bine generator had been scheduled from service for 
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maintenance three other times for a total of almost 
five days. Repairs to the unit's main power trans
former (MPT) accounted for four of the mainte
nance outage days. There were two forced outages 
during the fiscal year, in October a failure in the 
cooling tower's motor control center, MCC, trans
former forced the unit out for one day and while 
repairs to that transformer were being completed the 
steam turbine generator accrued almost all of the 
nine eqUivalent outage days that it accrued during 
the fiscal year. In fiscal year 2009 the unit was in 
service 2,509 hours, or 42% of its available hours. 

ACCP Unit No.2 was available for service and capa
ble of generating 210 MW. Three of the unit's four 
CTs, each capable of generating 50 MW; were avail
able at the end of the fiscal year. The unit's steam 
turbine-generator was available for service and capa
ble of generating 60 MW. Its output was limited as 
the Authority was performing a major inspection of 
one of the unit's four CTs. 

CT 2-1 was available for service and capable of gen
erating at design capacity: During November the 
Authority completed a combustion inspection of CT 
2-1 and returned it to available status in nine days. 
The combustion inspection was the first for pro
grammed inspection of this CT following its return 
to available status on completion of a major. inspec
tion in March 2007, twenty months previously. The 
CT was scheduled from service for maintenance five 
times, these scheduled outages kept the CT from 
available status for a total of almost seven-days. In 
January the CT was scheduled from service for pre
ventative maintenance of the MPT for CT 2-1 &: 2-
2. During May the Authority scheduled the CT from 
service for two days while they repaired a control 
module. The three other maintenance outages were 
each less than 12 hours in duration and were sched
uled to address different maintenance issues. The 
forced outage following a trip to protect the MPT 
servicing CT 2-3 &: CT 2-4 was the only forced out
age for this CT during the fiscal year. CT 2-1 was in 
service 1,625 hours or 19.5% of the hours it was 
available for service during the fiscal year 2009. 

CT 2-2 was available for service and capable of gen
erating at design capacity: CT 2-2 returned to service 
on completion of the installation of the dual fuel 
package in May 2008. There were no scheduled 
inspections for this CT during fiscal year 2009. 
During the first half of fiscal year 2010 it is sched
uled to come out of available status for three months 
for the installation of a new exhaust diverter, a new 
air intake filter house, and for the refurbishment of 

the exhaust gas plenum. CT 2-2 is the last of the 
eight CTs to have these components installed. 
During fiscal year 2009 this CT was scheduled from 
available status for a total of eight days. In January' 
the CT was scheduled from service for three days as 
preventative maintenance to· its MPT was com
pleted. During May the Authority scheduled the CT 
from service for three days for the repair of a control 
module. The six other maintenance outages were 
each less than 12 hours in duration and were sched
uled to address different maintenance issues. The 
CT was forced from service once when a relay pro
tecting the MPT tripped, the relay was reset and the 
CT returned to available status within two-hours. 
CT 2-2 was in service 1,087 hours during the fiscal 

. year or 12.7% ofthe 8,572 hours that it was available 
during fiscal year 2009. 

CT 2-3 was available for service and capable of gen
erating 50 MW. During July it returned to available 
status on completion of a major inspection during 
which a new exhaust diverter, a replacement filter 
house, exhaust duct refurbishments, and an over
haul of the combustion turbine were completed. The 
refurbishment of the generator's rotor in a mainland 
shop extended the outage into fiscal year 2009. The 
Authority also installed the components giving the 
CT dual fuel firing capability. Following its return it 
was scheduled out for maintenance ten times; two of 
these outages kept the CT from available status for 
more than a day, the inspections and repairs made in 
each of the other maintenance outages were com
pleted in less than 12 hours enabling the CT to 
quickly return to available status. In October the 
unit was unavailable for five days while the 
Authority replaced a compressor. The repair of a 
control module kept this CT and the other CTs in 
Unit 2 from service for two days during May. The CT 
was forced from service nine-times. In September 
the breaker protecting the MPT for CT 2-3 &: 2-4 
failed. The breaker was replaced. After the comple
tion of inspections and tests of the MPT and protec
tive devices, the CT returned to available status. The 
causes of the remaining forced outages were quickly 
resolved; none kept the CT from available status for 
as long as ten hours. CT 2-3 was in service 1,229 
hours, which was 15% of its available hours. 

CT 2-4 was unavailable for seT-vice at the end of fis
cal year 2009 while undergoing a major inspection. 
This CT was scheduled from service for a major 
inspection during the first week of September. It is 
scheduled to return to available status early in fiscal 
year 2010. During fiscal year 2009 this CT did not 

( 
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accrue any maintenance or forced outage hours. The 
blades in this CT's compressor section had not failed 
but were manufactured and coated to the same spec
ification as those that had failed in CT 1-1 and CT 1-
4. Rather than risk the failure of a blade with the CT 
in service the Authority decided to replace the com
pressor section blades' during the major inspection 
blade. During the outage the Authority overhauled 
the combustion turbine; the turbine rotor and com
pressor rotor were sent to mainland shops for refur-. 
bishment. After starting the inspection the Authority 
suspended work on CT 2-4 for three months in 
order to focus on the completion of major inspec
tions on CT 1-1 and CT 1-4. In April work resumed 
on CT 2-4 as the Authroity completed the. replace
ment of the exhaust diverter, the filter house, and of 
repairs to the exhaust gas plenum. The installation 
of the components providing dual fuel firing capa
bility .is scheduled for completion during the first 
quarter of fiscal year 2010. CT 2-4 was in service 
719 hours, which was 47.2% of its available hours 
during fiscal year 2009. 

ST-2 was available for service and capable of gener
ating 60 MW ST-2 began a major inspection in April 
2008 from which it was scheduled to return in late 
August. During the inspection the generator rotor 
and the turbine's HP and LP rotor were sent to the 
mainland for cleaning, inspection and refurbish
ment. Replacement blades were installed in the HP 
and LP turbines, journals and bearings were 
machined and the rotor balanced. New bearings and 
generator casing seals were manufactured. 
Condenser tubes were hydroblasted; a vacuum 
pump was replaced; work on the main cooling tower 
and other mechanical components was completed. 
ST,2 returned to available status at the end of 
October. Three weeks after returning to available 
status ST-2 was forced from service by a failure in a 
condenser cooling water piping. Before returning 
the steam turbine generator to service in late 
February the Authority replaced 90' of the large 
diameter conCrete protected fiber reinforced pipe. 
The unit was scheduled from service for four days in 
May while the Authority replaced a unit control 
module and completed repairs to electrical eqUip
ment in the switchyard. ST-2 was in service 250 
hours, which was 7.3% of its available hours during 
fiscal year 2009. 

Combustion-Turbine Power 

Total Generating Capacity 846 MW 

Cambalache Combustion-Turbine Power Blocks 

These units were designed to provide rapid response 
spinning reserve, which helps to ensure System sta
bility. in the event of the unanticipated loss of a large 
generating unit and thereby improve the reliability 
of service to the Authority's clients. To provide this 
reserve the Authority typically dispatches at least 
one of the units at 60% of capacity. Following the 
loss of the Palo Seco Steam Plant's generation the 
Authority typically dispatched two of the Cambalache 
units in base load and held the third in ready reserve. 
During fiscal year 2009 all three CTs had high avail
ability factors, however, the high cost of distillate fuel, 
the additional lower cost steam generating capacity 
made available with the return to service of the Palo 
Seco units, and the reduced demand on the System, 
all combined to limit the service hours for each of the 
CTs during the past fiscal year. The plant's air permit 
allows 780 unit starts per year, the eqUivalent of five 
starts p~r unit per week. During fiscal year 2009 there 
were 301 unit starts. 

During fiscal year 2008 the Authority decided to 
defer the conversion of the Cambalache plant to 
combined cycle. The Authority withdrew the appli
cation for a PSD and other permits that had been 
submitted to regulatory authorities for the combined 
cycle conversion. The proposal to upgrade the com
bustion turbines from model GTl1N1 to GTl1NM 
technology will be reevaluated during fiscal year 
2010. The upgrade will increase the power output of 
each CT by approximately 16 MW and will necessi
tate the reissu~nce of certain environmental permits. 

During fiscal year 2009 Authority personnel com
pleted planned inspections on each of the combus
tion-turbines. The Authority has entered into a 
technical services contract with the station's original 
equipment supplier that remains in effect through 
2011. It obligates the supplier to provide a technical 
advisor on a full-time basis at the station and to pro
vide the replacement parts needed in the hot gas path 
during class C inspections of the combustion tur
bine. Refer to the Maintenance section for a descrip
tion of the scope of a class C inspection. The 
Authority'S employees are responsible for the instal
lation of the replacement parts. The service agree
ment also covers the proviSion of additional technical 
assistance as required for scheduled maintenance. 
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Since initial operation each of the Cambalache units 
has experienced at least one compressor section 
blade failure. Blade failure analyses conclnded that 
the corrosive effects of airborne contaminants 
caused the failures. The Authority has taken steps to 
reduce the intake of airborne contaminants into the 
compressor section and they implemented a pro
gram of online compressor section washings per
formed on ·each shift and off line compressor section 
washings performed at two-week intervals. 
Additionally the original eqnipment manufacturer, 
OEM, tested a number of different sacrificial coat
ings to determine which coating would provide up 
to lOO,OOO hours of protective service to the blade. 
Following analysis the OEM, recommended a blade 
coating which has since been applied to the blades 
in the first ten rows of the compressor section. The 
coated replacement blades are installed on a rotor in 
the OEM's mainland shop and shipped to Puerto 
Rico for installation during a class C inspection. The 
last of the three CTs to receive a rotor with coated 
blades did so during a class C inspection early in fis
cal year 2009. All compressor section cleanings are 
now done with the unit off line. 

The station's air permit established the maximum 
firing rate of distillate fuel oil at lO4 gallons per 
minute (gpm) per unit. Adherence to this fuel oil 
consumption rate impacts the capacity of these 
units. The amount of the limitation is subject to 
ambient air temperature. Higher air temperatures 
decrease a unit's power output while cooler temper
atures, only rarely experienced in Puerto· Rico, 
increase power output. 

The work described in this paragraph was budgeted 
in the CIP and completed during fiscal year 2009. 
The Authority performed a class C inspection of unit 
3 and the installation of a replacement once through 
steam generators (OTSG) in the CT. The replace
ment of the OTSGs will improve the CTs response to 
load changes. During fiscal year 2009 the Authority 
completed the installation of a new turbine genera
tor control system, P-400, with its installation dur
ing Unit 3's class C inspection. The P-400 control 
system is capable of controlling the demineralized 
water plant and balance of plant (BOP) systems. 
During fiscal year 2009 the Authority purchased 
replacement tube bundles for the station's air fan 
heat exchangers. The tube bundles will be installed 
during upcoming scheduled inspections. The 
upgrade of the fire detection and suppression system 
in the administration building and control room was 
in progress at the end of the fiscal year. 
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please refer to the Maintenance section above for a 
full description of what constitutes a class "A", "B", 
and "C" inspection referred to in this section. 

CCTP Unit No.1 was available for service and capa
ble of generating 82.5 MW on June 30, 2009. During 
fiscal year 2009 the unit was scheduled out of serv
ice six times for a total of 16 days; one of these out
ages was for a. class B inspection and the other five 
were maintenance outages. There were also ten 
forced outages, which kept the unit from available 
status for a total of almost four days. 

During October the Authority completed a six-day 
class B inspection of this unit. In December the unit 
was scheduled from service for eight days while 
insulators on the line transmitting power from the 
transformer to the switchyard were replaced. During 
the other maintenance outages the Authority sealed 
a gas leak at a turbine flange, washed the compres-· 
sor section, and scheduled the unit out twice for the 
repair of a pressure switch on the main power trans
former. These last two repairs were completed in less 

. than 12 hours. . 

On three occasions the unit was forced from service 
by gas leaks at a turbine flange. Each time the 
Authority was able to reseal the flange and return the 
unit to available status in less than one day. Electrical 
trips accounted for three forced outages during 
September. The three repairs that followed were 
completed in a total of less than two days. During 
June the unit was forced from service by a leak in the 
lube oil system. The failures that caused the two 
other forced outages were repaired in less than five 
hours and the unit returned to available status. 

For the second consecutive year Unit 1 had the best 
heat rate of the three Cambalache units. This CT's 
next class A inspection is scheduled for Deceniber 
2009 and its next class C inspection is scheduled 
during fiscal year 2011. For fiscal year 2009 this CT 
had an availability factor of 94%. Unit 1 had 105 
starts, was in service 2,183 hours, generated an aver
age of 63.7 MW, and had a gross capacity factor of 
19% for the fiscal year. 

CCTP Unit No.2 was available for service and capa
ble of full output on Jnne 30, 2009. During fiscal 
year 2009 the unit was schednled out of service 
seven times for a total of nine days: once for a sched
uled inspection and six times for maintenance. 
There were two forced outages, which kept the unit 
from available status for a total of 37 days. 

( 
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The scheduled inspection, a class A inspection, was 
completed in two days during July. Three mainte
nance outages were scheduled in the first half of the 
fiscal year, these maintenance' outages kept the unit 
from available status for slightly more than one day. 
Two of the outages were for the repair of a fuel valve, 
during the third the Authority repaired a pnmp. In 
April the unit was unavailable for service for approx
imately three days while a fuel oil leak was corrected. 
The AuthOrity scheduled the CT from available sta
tus twice during June, each time the maintenance 
was completed in less than two days. The Authority 
performed maintenance on the unit's opacity moni
tors and completed inspection and repair of the lube 
oil system during the second of the outages. 

This model combustion turbine has five stages in the 
turbine section. In September a third stage blade 
failed, damaging the blades and vanes in stages 
three, four, and five. The damaged sections of the 
turbine were replaced and the CT returned to avail
able status 37 days after being forced out. The blade 
that failed had been in service approximately 4,000 
hours. The OEM conducted an initial analysis of the 
failed blade and found no evidence of foreign object 
damage. The report concluded that the failure was 
the result of the unit being cycled. The Authority 
disputed this finding. At the end of the fiscal year 
the OEM had reimbursed the Authority for part of 
the cost of the repair. The Authority is pursuing 
additional payment from the OEM. In January the 
CT was forced from service for several hours by a 
fault in the 230 kV line to the switchyard. 

Unit 2 is scheduled for a class B inspection early in 
fiscal year 2010. It returned from a class C inspec
tion in November 2007. For fiscal year 2009 this CT 
had an availability factor of 88%; it had 92 starts, 
and was in service for 1,678 hours. It generated an 
average of 63.5 MW when in service. Unit 2 had a 
gross capacity factor of 15% for the fiscal year. 

CCTP Unit No.3 was available for service and capa
ble of full output on June 30, 2009. During fiscal 
year 2D09 the unit was scheduled out of service 
eight times for a total of approximately 49 days: 
twice for planned outages and six times for mainte
nance outages. There were six very brief forced out
ages, which kept the unit from available status for a 
total of less than 24 hours. 

The CT returned to available status on completion of 
a 43-day programmed class C inspection in mid 
August. In addition to the normal scope of work in a 
class C inspection the Authority replaced the OTSG 

and installed the P-400 control system, the P-400 
had previously been installed in the other two units. 
The air filtering system was replaced with a static fil
tering system installed in an air intake house 
designed with rain hoods and a mist eliminator. The 
compressor was washed with the unit off line during 
November and returned to available status the same 
day. Routine maintenance, completed in less than 24 
hours was performed during four of the maintenance 
outages. An inspection of the continuous emission 
monitoring system, CEMS, was made in June and 
kept the unit from available status for less than three 
hours. The only maintenance outage that kept the 
unit from available status for more than 24 hours 
involved the repair of the unit's static frequency con
verter. The unit returned to available status 36 hours 
following the start of the maintenance outage. 

The unit was forced from service six times and 
accrued a total of 23 forced outage hours as a result 
of these events. The causes of forced outages, four 
during June, were each different and each was 
quickly remedied. 

Unit 3 is scheduled for a class A inspection early in 
August 2009. For all of fiscal year 2009 this CT had 
an availability factor of 87%; had 104 starts, and was 
in service for 1,248 hours. It generated an average of 
68.4 MW when in service. Unit 3 had a gross capac
ity factor of 12% for the fiscal year. 

Other Combustion-Turbine Power 

The Authority has nine Combustion-Turbine Power 
Blocks, each with two simple cycle machines. In the 
discussion that follows, combustion turbine and gas 
turbine as synonymous and they will be identified as 
GT, in accordance with the Authority's convention. 
The eighteen gas turbine units are located at seven 
sites and have an aggregate capacity of 378 MW; the 
GTs went into service between 1971 and 1973. They 
are distillate-fired Frame 5 gas turbines, each capa
ble of generating 21 MW. During fiscal year 2009 the 
Authority also brought eight new combustion tur
bines into service at Mayaguez. These aero-deriva
tive units provide the Authority 220 MW of capacity 
at Mayaguez and a System total of 598 MW of sim
ple cycle combustion turbines. For fiscal year 2009 
the GTs had a combined equivalent availability of 
88%. The net generation of the GTs during' fiscal 
year 2009 was 31% of the prior fiscal year's net gen
eration with the decline due to the return to service 
of several of the Palo Seco steam electric generating 
units, the relatively high cost of distillate fuel, and 
lower system demand. During fiscal year 2009, the 
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eight combustion turbines at Mayaguez accounted 
for 26% of the net generation of all GTs. Their gen
eration was almost matched by the six GTs at Palo 
Seco; combined these two GT sites accounted for 
more than half of the gas turbine's generation during 
the fiscal year. Twenty-two of these units were avail
able for service at the end of the fiscal year. 

The Authority continues its program of replacing 
the fire suppression systems at each of its GT sites 
with C02 systems. The CO2 systems provide. fire 
suppression capability in each of the GT's compart
ments. At the end of fiscal year 2009 these systems 
had been installed at Palo Seco, Costa Sur, Aguirre, 
and Jobos GT sites. The combustion turbines at 
Mayaguez are protected by a similar system. The 
Authority will complete the installation C02 fire 
suppression at the three remaining GT sites in fiscal 
year 2011. Engineers in this division have been 
trained to perform thermographic inspections of 
electrical systems and do so at regular intervals. 

The eight aero-derivative gas turbines that entered 
service during fiscal year 2009 are capable of gener
ating 220 MW These units replace four of the Frame 
5 GTs that went into service at Mayaguez in 1972. 
The new units have a heat rate approximately 30% 
lower than the average heat rate of the older Frame 
5 GTs. 

Scheduled inspections were performed on II of the 
Authority's 22 GTs during the fiscal year. The serv
ice hours of many of the gas turbines were lower 
during fiscal year 2009 than during fiscal year 2008. 
As the GTs accrued fewer service hours the months 
between scheduled inspections increased. The fol
lowing paragraphs describe what was completed 
during. several of the more extensive inspections 
conducted during the fiscal year. Also discussed is 
the status of gas turbines that were not available for 
service at the end of the fiscal year. 

Yabucoa's GT 1-1 returned to service in August on 
completion of a major inspection of six months 
duration. During the inspection the Authority 
replaced the turbine compressor section and the 
generator's rotor. A Mark Vi control system and a 
universal fuel system were installed. The ratchet and 
torque converter and clutch were replaced as was 
the exhaust plenum. The air inlet house was refur
bished. Compartment doors were replaced and the 
unit was painted before returning to available status. 

Daguao GT 1-1 was unavailable and undergoing an 
intermediate inspection from November until June. 
During the inspection the Authority installed a Mark 

VI control system and replaced the ratchet, torque 
converter, and clutch. The site's diesel motor was 
inspected and routine maintenance completed. The 
generator was opened, the rotor removed cleaned and 
inspected. The excitor was inspected and the voltage 
regulator was replaced. Combustors were inspected; 
before returning to service the unit was painted. 

Jobos GT 1-2 was scheduled to return to service in 
August on completion of a major inspection that 

. began in late March 2009. Before returning to serv
ice the generator rotor will bereplaced, the stator 
cleaned and inspected, and a Mark vi turbine con
trol system will be installed. The voltage regulator 
will be replaced as will the ratchet and torque con
verter. A universal fuel system will be installed and 
the starter motor will be rebuilt. 

With the connection of Palo Seco 3-1 & 3-2 to the 
ll5 kv GIS substation, all three of the Palo Seco GT 
power blocks were connected to the newly con
structed substation. 

At the end of fiscal year 2009 two of the Mayaguez 
units were unavailable as particulate had been found 
in the lubricating oil. The units came out of service 
in late June and their return was pending at the end 
of the fiscal year. Jobos 1-1 was also unavailable after 
being forced from service in early June. The 
Authority was replacing switchgear and had sched
uled its return to available status during the first 
week of fiscal year 2010. 

Hydro Production Plant 

Total Generating Capacity 700 MW 

The Au thority has 21 hydroelectric generating units 
at eleven locations. They have an aggregate capacity 
of 100 MW The Authority reported that for fiscal 
year 2009 the hydroelectric generating units had an 
aggregate eqUivalent availability of 92%, generated 
170,331 MWh or 39% more than they generated 
during the previous fiscal year and had an annual
ized service factor of 23%. On June 30, 2009 the 
hydroelectric system was capable of generating 79 
MW The status of the units that were unavailable or 
limited on that date is described below. Briefly, at the 
end of fiscal year 2009 two units, each at a different 
location we.re unavailable for service. During fiscal 
year 2010 the Authority will begin a three year pro
gram of upgrading the fire suppression systems at 
hydroelectric stations. During fiscal year 2010 the 
Authority is scheduled to award a contract for the 
installation of fire suppression systems at the Dos 
Bocas Station. Specifications and bid packages will 
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be prepared for the supply and installation of fire 
suppression systems for the Rio Blanco, Toro Negro, 
Garzas and Yauco hydroelectric units during fiscal 
years 2011 and 2012. Other multi-year capital proj
ects include the replacement of conuol systems, 
breakers, and the replacement of the penstock valve 
at Garzas. More than 13,000 hours were expended 
during the fiscal year completing scheduled inspec
tions and maintenance on the 21 units during the 
fiscal year. A representative description of the repairs 
and replacements completed following scheduled 
and unscheduled outages follows: 

Yauco 2-1 was in testing onJune 30, 2009 following 
completion of repairs to its commutator. The 4.5 
MW unit was forced from service in mid-December; 
the date for its return to available status was 
extended several times. Yauco 1 with a design capa
bility of 25 MW is the Authority's largest hydroelec
tric unit; its output was limited throughout the fiscal 
year, however, due to damage to its nozzles, other 
mechanical components, and reduced water flow 
due to obstructions in its tunnels. The replacement 
of nozzles and other components will be a part of 
the unit's overhaul. Before the overhaul can begin 
the Authority must complete a bypass piping system 
that would enable water to flow around the station 
to consumers in the valley below Yauco 1. The 
Authority plans to complete the installation of the 
bypass system during fiscal year 2010. On June 30, 
2009 Yauco 1 was capable of generating 12 MW 

The 3.6 MW of capacity at Caonillas Unit 2-1 con
tinues to be unavailable due to the sedimentation in 
Lake Vivi. The unit has not been available since 
September 1998 when Hurricane Georges struck 
Puerto Rico. 

There are five generators in the two Toro Negro 
hydroelectric stations; they have a combined capac
ity of 10.5 MW Unit 2-1 with a 2 MW capacity was 
unavailable for service for three months while break
ers were changed and the generator repaired. 

Garzas Unit 2-1 with 5 MW of capacity was unavail
able for service from mid October until mid 
December while control cables were replaced and for 
four months starting in Februaty while penstock 
repairs were completed. Units 1-1 and 1-2 were forced 
from service for penstock repairs during May 2009. 

Dos Bocas Unit 1-3 with 5.0 MW of capacity 
returned to available status on completion of a two 
month-long scheduled inspection during which the 
Authority replaced the unit's excitation system and 
completed other repairs. 

Diesel Generators 

The diesel generators installed by the Authority on 
the islands of Vieques and Culebra provide backup 
power in the event of interruption of the power 
delivered by submarine cables to these islands. At 
the end of the fiscal year the seven diesel generators 
were available for service. During fiscal year 2009 
the four diesel generators on Culebra, with a com
bined capacity of approximately 2.0 MW, generated 
67 MWh. These four diesel generators were in serv
ice a total of 319 hours. On Vieques the Authority's 
two 3 MW diesel generators and single 1 MW diesel 
generator were in service a total of 121 hours during 
the fiscal year and generated a total of 120 MWh. 

FUELS 

Since March 2007 the Authority has been burning a 
residual fuel oil with a sulfur content not exceeding 
0.5% by weight in all of its large steam elecuic gen
erating stations. In that month the large steam elec
tric generating stations at Aguirre and Costa Sur 
went from hurning a fuel with 0.75% sulfur content 
to a residual fuel oil not exceeding 0.5% sulfur by 
weight. Four years earlier in compliance with an 
agreement with the' EPA the Authority began burning 
this residual fuel oil with low sulfur content at its 
steam electric generating stations at San Juan and 
Palo Seco on the north coast of Puerto Rico. 
FollOwing the switch to the low sulfur fuel, the two 
stations on the south side of the island discontinued 
the use of fuel additives. Also all new contracts for 
the purchase of the distillate fuel oil that is burned in 
the Authority's simple and combined cycle units will 
specify that the sulfur content not exceed 0.05% by 
weight, to realize better pricing and supply options. 

The Authority's current practice for fuel procure
ment has been to solicit bids for the supply of fuel 
on the basis of a one-year contract with the option 
of extending the contract for an additional year. 
Extension of the contract for the option year is dis
cretionary for either party to the contract. If one 
party elects not to exercise the option year provision 
that party must notify the other party to the contract 
four months prior to the end of the first year. This 
provides either party the time to pursue contracts 
elsewhere. The Authority's experience is that the 
parties agree to extend the contract through the 
option year approximately 80% of the time. 

In January 2009 the Authority awarded a contract 
for the supply of the residual fuel oil for the Aguirre 
Steam Plant. In February 2009 the Authority took 
delivery of residual fuel oil per this contract. The 
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second year, an option year, if exercised would 
extend this supply contract through January 201l. 
At the end of the fiscal year the Authority had 
requested bids for the supply of residual fuel oil for 
the Costa Sur Steam plant. The contract was sched
uled for award during July 2009. The residual fuel 
for Palo Seco and Sanjuan Steam Plants is supplied 
per a single contract that was awarded in April 2008. 
This contract was extended through its option year; 
it will be put out for rebid in March 2010. 

The Authority's contract for the supply of distillate 
fuel oil for the Sanjuan Units 5 &: 6 was awarded in 
February 2009. This contract, if extended through 
an option year would terminate in fiscal year 201l. 
The Sanjuan units burn a distillate with sulfur con
tent of not more than 0.05% by weight. 

The contract for the supply of distillate for the 
Cambalache units has been extended through the 
June 2009. The distillate supplied under the expir
ing contract contained not more than 0.15% sulfur 
by weight. The supply contract being bid at the end 
of fiscal year 2009 speCified a distillate with a sulfur 
content not exceeding 0.05% by weight. This con
tract would also cover the supply of distillate for the 
units at the Aguirre Combined Cycle plant. 

The contract the Authority awarded in May 2008 for 
the supply of distillate with sulfur content not to 
exceed 0.05% has been extended through April 
2010. This distillate will be burned in the Authority's 
eighteen Frame 5 combustion turbines each having 
a 21 MW capacity and in the four 55 MW aero
derivative simple cycle combustion turbine units 
which entered service at Mayagiiez during fiscal year 
2009. The.55 MW aero-derivative units replace four 
Frame 5 combustion turbines that were taken out of 
service at the end of fiscal year 2008. 

BATTERY ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM 

The 20 MW Battery Energy Storage System, BESS, at 
Sabana Llana was commissioned in August 2004. 
The plant consists of two units designated 1A and 
lB. More than 3,000 batteries powered each unit. 
The plant was designed to provide ready reserve 
capacity in response to a System disturbance and 
power factor correction when needed. Early in fiscal 
year 2006 one of the units was forced from service 
by a fire. Following the fife the Authority deter
mined there were a number of design issues that 
would prevent the batteries from providing safe and 
reliable service. The Brazilian manufacturer of the 
batteries disputes the Authority's position and has 
been unwilling to replace the batteries. The 

Authority and the manufacturer have been unable to 
reach a settlement. The Authority has filed suit; at 
the end of fiscal year 2009 the case continued in the 
discovery stage. 

SPARE COMPONENTS 

To reduce the unscheduled outages of various units, 
the Authority has purchased a number of critical 
spare components (see the following list). Using 
snch spare components during an emergency outage 
can greatly expedite the unit's return to service. 
Once the damaged component is repaired, it 
becomes the spare. This practice has Significantly 
reduced the downtime of some of the Authority'S 
large units thereby helping to maintain both unit 
and System availability. The following is a list of 
major spare components: 

" HPIIP and LP turbine rotors for Aguirre Unit 
Nos. 1 &: 2 

" HPIIP and LP turbine .rotors for Costa Sur 
Unit Nos. 5 &: 6 

" Motors for FD, lD, &: GRF for Costa Sur Units 
Nos. 5 &: 6 and AgUirre Unit Nos.1 &: 2 

" Power transformer adaptable to Costa Sur 
Units Nos. 5 &: 6 and Aguirre Unit Nos.1 &: 2 

" Emergency station service transformer for 
Aguirre Steam Station 

" Generator rotor for Aguirre Unit Nos. 1 &: 2 

" LP turbine rotor for Palo Seco Unit Nos. 3 &: 4 

II Generator rotor for Palo Seco Unit Nos. 1 &: 2 

• Power transformer for Palo Seco Unit Nos. 
3&:4 

Ii CT generator for the Aguirre Combined
Cycle plant 

" CT turbine rotor for the Aguirre Combined
Cycle Plant 

II Power transformer for Aguirre Combined 
Cycle Station 

" Two generator rotors for the 21 gas turbines 

• Compressor rotor assembly for a 21 MW gas 
turbine 

" Service transformer for Sanjuan Station Units 

II Replacement motors for all large pumps 

" Replacement rotors for FD, lD, &: GRF fans 

" Large pumps and vacuum eqUipment for 
combined cycle &: steam-electric units 

,. Burners, soot blowers, air heater components 
for steam-electric units 

( 
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PRODUCTION PLANT CAPITAL 
EXPENDITURES 

Production plant capital expenditures in millions of 
dollars are forecasted to be $128.0, $104.0, $90.3, 
$115.0, and $161.5 in fiscal years 2010 through 
2014 respectively. Actual production capital expen
ditures in fiscal year 2009 amounted to $246.6 mil
lion as shown in Appendix VI, Capital Expenditures. 
Details by Budget Item Number for fiscal years 2010 
through 2014 are shown in Appendix X, Details of 
Capital Improvement Program. 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
The Environmental Protection and Quality 
Assurance Division is responsible for assisting the 
Authority's operating Directorates to comply with all 
applicable Federal and Commonwealth environ
mental laws and regulations. The Environmental 
Protection Division's responsibilities include the 
development of comprehensive programs to achieve 
the Authority's environmental performance goals. 
They have primary responsibility for obtaining the 
permits required to add Authority owned capacity to 

. the System or to modify existing capacity. These 
responsibilities include defining the measures neces
sary to remain in compliance with new regulatory 
requirements and responding to alleged instances of 
noncompliance cited by federal or local environ
mental agencies. 

During fiscal year 2009 the Authority performed 
environmental protection or environmental remedi
ation projects at each of its major generating sta
tions. Environmental projects were budgeted at 
$11.9 million and actual 2009 expenditures totaled 
slightly more at $12.2 million. The Authority's five
year Capital Improvement Program (CIP) for fiscal 
year 2010 through 2014 identifies environmental 
projects valued at $78.9 million. During fiscal year 
2010 these projects are budgeted at $10.3 million. 

In February 1992 the EPA conducted a multimedia 
inspection of the Authority's four steam electric 
power plants (Aguirre, Costa Sur, Palo Seco, and San 
Juan) and the Monacillos Transmission Center. In 

. December ·1992, the EPA identified several instances 
of noncompliance related to air emissions, water dis
charges, and to the Spill Prevention Control and 
Countermeasure (SPCC) compliance program at the 
Authority's four major steam electric generating sta
tions and at the Monacillos Transmission Center. 
These findings led in March 1999 to an agreement 
between the agencies of the federal government and 
the Authority, which became the basis for the court 

approved Consent Decree which is still in effect, 
although subsequently revised and amended. The 
Authority agreed that starting in March 2003 the 
residual fuel oil burned in the steam electric gener
ating stations at Palo Seco and Sanjuan on the north 
coast of the island would have a sulfur content not 
exceeding 0.5% by weight. Since March 2007 the 
Authority has been burning a fuel oil with a sulfur 
content not exceeding 0.5% by weight at its south 
coast steam electric generating stations at Aguirre 
and Costa Sur. For more discussion on this refer to 
the Fuels section of System's Operations. During fis
cal year 2007 the Authority completed projects to 
reduce NOx emissions at steam electric generating 
stations at Palo Seco, Aguirre, and Costa Sur. As a 
condition of receiving certain permits the units at 
San Juan Station had previously been modified to 
reduce NOx emissions. The Authority and the EPA 
monitor compliance with the lower NOx emissions 
requirements. 

The Authority has selected environmental consult
ants to assist them on air emission compliance 
strategies and projects, as well as compliance issues 
arising under sections 316 (a) &: (b) of the Clean 
Water Act. The largest of the multi-year environ
mental projects budgeted in the ClP are related to 
the Clean Water Act's Section 316 and entail the 
refurbishment of the cooling water intake system at 
the Costa Sur steam electric generating station and 
the rerouting of that station's cooling water, thermal 
effluent, discharge system. Work associated with 
these two projects is budgeted through fiscal year 
2014 at $8 million and $37.5 million respectively. 
The Authority prepared a Detailed Engineering and 
Environmental Review (DEER) of several options 
for reducing the temperature of Costa Sur's thermal 
effluent. Following review the EPA approved a plan 
for an offshore submerged discharge of the station's 
thermal effluent. Additional impact studies are being 
prepared for submission to the US Corps of 
Engineers. Construction of the replacement thermal 
effluent discharge system at the Costa Sur Steam 
Plant will continue beyond fiscal year 2014 and is 
estimated to cost approximately $60 million . 

To comply with the Puerto Rico Environmental 
Quality Board's Underground Injection Control reg
ulations the Authority has completed the closure of 
septic systems at steam electric generating stations 
at Aguirre, Sanjuan, and Palo Seco. Sanitary systems 
at these stations have been connected to the Puerto 
Rico Aqueduct and Sewer Authority'S treatment sys
tems. During fiscal year 20lO the Authority will 
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complete the tie-ins to the sanitary sewer systems at 
the Costa Sur Steam plant. Costa Sur is the last of 
the major stations at which septic system tie-ins 
remain to be completed. Remediation of closed sep
tic systems will continue during fiscal year 2010. 

The Authority maintains an asbestos abatement pro
gram through which it is reducing exposures to 
asbestos containing materials through encapsuliza
tion and removal. 

In 2003 the EPA approved the Authority's plan to 
achieve compliance with the Spill Prevention 
Control and Countermeasures (SPCC), provisions of 
the Oil pollution Control Act of 1990. Throughfiscal 
year 2012 the Authority has budgeted $8.8 million 
for the inspection, testing, and repair of fuel oil 
tanks, the refurbishment of tank dikes and the instal
lation of secondary containment around fuel oil 
tanks; these projects have been ongoing since 2004 at 
electric generating stations. This budget allocates 
funds for contamination control projects at the 
Authority's hydroelectric and combustion turbine 
plants and for the replacement of a distillate line to 
the Palo Seco generating station. More than half of 
the Authority's substations contain quantities of oil 
in transformers and other electrical equipment that 
trigger the inspections and control measures man
dated by these standards. The Authority has bud
geted $5.1 million through fiscal year 2012 for SPCC 
compliance projects at substations and transmission 
centers. The Authority will meet with the EPA during 
fiscal year 2010 to discuss the schedule for the com
pletion of Facility Response Plans (FRP), and for the 
inspection and modification of these facilities. 

As of March 2009 the Authority reported achieving 
compliance in excess of 99% with its in-stack opac
ity requirements and with its Air Quality 
Compliance Program and also achieving the same 
high level of compliance with Clean Water Act reg
ulations. At the end of fiscal year 2009 none of the 
Authority's generating stations was on probation 
with the EPA. 

COGENERATORS 
The Authority has entered into long-term Power 
Purchase Agreements (PPAs) with the owners of two 
cogeneration plants in Puerto Rico. These plants, 
one fueled by natural gas (vaporized LNG) and the 
other by coal, bring fuel diversity to the island's gen
eration mix. The Authority's PPAs with the cogener
ators establish the method for calculating the cost of 
the fuel component of the cogenerators' energy 
charge for a twelve-month period at the start of each 

calendar year. The plants incorporate emission con
trol technologies enabling them to comply with 
stringent environmental standards; both plants are 
highly efficient. The Authority controls the dispatch 
of the cogenerators' power. During fiscal year 2009 
the cogenerators accounted for 30.6% of the 
System's net generation. During fiscal year 2008 the 
cogenerators had generated 31.8% of the System's 
net generation. (For further discussion of these 
power producers see the Capacity Planning section.) 

The Authority is treating its purchased power costs 
as an operating expense in its various financial 
schedules and it is recovering them from its clients 
utilizing a purchased power charge similar to 'its fuel 
charge. As previously noted, both of these charges 
are combined and appear on the client's bill as the 
adjustment charge. The Authority's purchased 
power costs, as shown in Appendix III, Detail of 
Operating and Maintenance Expenses, for fiscal year 
2009 totaled $671.8 million; in fiscal year 2008 the 
total was $661.1 million. For fiscal years 2010 
through 2014 the Authority projects purchased 
power costs in millions of dollars to be, $711. T, 
$716.0, $734.8, $755.9, and $727.6, respectively. 

In the following narratives a scheduled outage will 
be noted regardless of duration and unscheduled 
outages or limitations of a unit's output of one or 
more days duration will be noted. Also an event that 
removed more than one of a plant's units from the 
system is noted below regardless of duration. 

EcoElectrica, L.P. 

On March 21, 2000, the Authority began bnying 507 
MW of power from EcoElectrica, L.P. in accordance 
with a 22-year PPA. The plant consists of two com
bustion-turbines (CTs) each with a heat recovery 
steam generator (HRSG), i.e., boiler, combining to 
power a single steam turbine-generator,STG. Each 
of the CTs is capable of generating 167 MW; the 
steam turbine-genera'tor is capable of generating 173 
MW The plant's waste heat is used in a desaliniza
tion plant capable of producing 2 million gallons of 
fresh water a day. The water is for its own use and 
for sale to the Puerto Rico Aqueduct and Sewer 
Authority. The EcoElectrica, L.P. complex also 
includes an LNG unloading dock, an LNG storage 
tank, an LNG vaporizer, and associated facilities. 

For fiscal year 2009 EcoElectrica achieved an equiv
alent availability of 89.6%, significantly below the 
eqUivalent availability of 93.9% achieved during fis
cal year 2008, but only slightly below the fiscal year 
2009 target of 90%. Due to the number and exten-
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sive scope of the maintenance inspections scheduled 
for the EcoElectrica units during fiscal year 2009 the 
Authority lowered the target equivalent availability 

. from 93% to 90% for the current fiscal year. A provi
sion allowing for this reduction is contained in the 
PPA. The plant had a capacity factor of 75.9% while 
generating 9.8% less energy in fiscal year 2009 than 
in the prior fiscal year. Each of the plant's three units 
was in service and capable of full output onJune 30, 
2009. CT 1 was unavailable for service a total of 42 
days during the fiscal year, the major inspection of 
the combustion turbine-generator that began in 
February accounted for 36 of the 42 days. This CT 
was forced from service for repairs seven times dur
ing the fiscal year. Two of these one-day outages 
were for the repair of a turbine bearing and the third 
was for the installation of blinds to isolate the CT 
from the steam turbine-generator. High turbine 
vibration in CT 1 forced from it from service for a 
day and a half during April. In January an operator 
error led to a boiler feed pump being shutdown, 
tripping the unit and causing the Authority to shed 
load. Service was restored to affected clients within 
-15 minutes. 

CT 2 was unavailable for service for 25 days during 
fiscal year 2009. In January the CT was scheduled 
from service for a 12-day combustion inspection that 
was extended an additional ten days for the replace
ment of blades in the turbine and compressor section. 
Shortly after returning to available status CT 2 was 
scheduled from service for maintenance and returued 
to available status two days later. CT 2 was forced 
from service twice during the fiscal year and returned 
to service in less than four hours after each trip. CT 2 
was generating 270 MW when the second .of these 
trips occurred forcing the Authority to shed load. The 
Authority was able to restore service to affected 
clients within 25 minutes; EcoElectrica returned the 
unit to available status in less than two hours. 

EcoElectrica's steam turbine-generator capacity was 
limited during the 67 days during fiscal year 2009 
that one of CTs with which it was combined was 
unavailable for service. When a CT tripped so too 
did the STG. Additionally the STG was scheduled 
from service for 29 days for a major inspection. 
During the inspection blades in the HP and IP sec
tions of the turbine were replaced. Turbine seals 
were replaced. The generator was cleaned and 
inspected, and nozzles were sandblasted. The STG 
returned to available status in early March. The STG 
was forced from service three times, once following 
the failure of a system controlling the handling of 

LN G, another time during April by the loss of the 
instrument air system, and the third time by a mal
function in a relay protecting the generator. When 
this last event occurred the Authority shed load but 
returned power to all of the affected clients within 
18 minutes. The STG returned to available sta.tus 
after each of these trips in less than one day. 

The Authority had forecast that EcoElectrica would 
generate 14.4% of the System's energy during fiscal 
year 2009. For fiscal year 2009 EcoElectrica provided 
15.1% of the System's energy. The Authority forecasts 
that EcoElectrica, L.P. will generate 15.8% 'of the 
energy sold by the Authority during fiscal year 2010. 

AES-PR 

AES-PR's coal-fired steam-electric cogeneration sta
tion began commercial operation in November 2002. 
The owners of the facility have entered into a PPA 
with the AuthOrity to provide 454 MW of power for 
a period of 25 years. The station is comprised of two 
circulating fluidized bed steam generators employing 
clean coal burning technology and two steam tur
bine-generators each capable of generating 227 MW 
During fiscal year 2009 AES-PR accounted for 15.7% 
of the energy sold by the Authority. Although this 
was more than the 14.6% of the System's net genera
tion that the Authority had forecast that AES-PR 
would provide, its net generation during fiscal year 
2009 was 7.5% less than in fiscal year 2008. For the 
remaining years of the PPAS term, the plant has a tar
get equivalent availability of 90%, a target it has 
achieved in prior years. During fiscal year 2009 AES 
completed major overhauls of both units and 
achieved an equivalent availability of 88.2%. The 
plant realized a capacity factor of 82.7%. Three times 
during the first half of fiscal year 2009 the station's 
capacity was limited as coal fuel became too wet to 
maintain the stations capacity. While limitations due 
to heavy rains lasted six days they accrued less than 
two equivalent outage days for the station. 

Unit 1- at the end of fiscal year 2009 this unit was 
online and capable of generating 227 MW During 
fiscal year 2009 there were two scheduled and three 
forced outages. These outages kept the unit from 
available status for a total of 55 days, additionally 
the unit's capacity was limited on six occasions, 
however, the limitations were relatively small and 
brief, totaling less than one equivalent outage day. In 
November the unit came out of service for 15 days 
while scheduled maintenance "';as performed. In late 
June Unit 1 returned to service on completion of a 
25-day major overhaul during which the precipita-
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tor's collector plates were replaced, boiler and refrac
tory repairs were completed. In September a compo
nent within the UPS failed and the unit tripped 
while generating 254 MW; the trip caused the 
Authority to shed load. Power was restored to 
affected clients within six minutes and the unit 
returned to service six hours later. In April tube fail
ures in the fluidized bed heat exchanger (FBHE) 
forced the unit from service. Fifteen tubes in the 
FBHE were repaired and the unit returned to service 
approximately nine days later. In May the unit was 
again forced from service while broken tubes in a 
finishing heat exchanger were repaired during a five
day outage. 

Unit 2 - was in service and capable of generating 
227 MW on June 30,2009. The unit was undergo
ing a scheduled outage for the overhaul of the unit 
at the start of the fiscal year. It returned to available 
status in mid-July on completion of its only sched
uled outage. The unit was unavailable for service for 
39 days in fiscal year 2009; 35 of these days were 
caused by eight forced outages. The Authority had to 
shed load at the onset of three of the eight forced 
outages. The longest that any of Authority's clients 
were without service following oue of these trips 
was nine minutes. The unies output was limited 
three times, each time for a different reason; the sum 
of the equivalent outage hours associated with these 
limitations was less than one day. 

During the major overhaul from which the unit 
returned to service early in fiscal year 2009 AES-PR 
completed the replacement of the collector plates in 
the unit's precipitator, cleaned and inspected the 
boiler, repaired refractory, completed maintenance 
on electrical equipment, mechanical components, . 
and fuel and ash handling and conveying systems. 
The unit was forced from service for five days dur
ing November for the repair of broken tubes in the 
FBHE. In February the unit was forced from service 
by opacity issues. During the outage the ID fans con
trol system was reset and a malfunctioning turbine 
valve was cleaned and repaired. These repairs kept 
Unit 2 from available status for eight days. During 
an eight-day forced outage in March, seventeen 
tubes in a high-pressure feedwater heat exchanger 
were repaired. In mid-April the unit tripped from 
service following the failure of the fluidizing air 
blower. The unit tripped following the failure of the 
ash control valve forcing the Authority to shed load. 
The unit returned to service approximately 35 hours 
later follOWing completion of repairs. The three 
other forced outages were caused by failures in 
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instruments that monitored the secondary air fan 
and the generator; replacements were installed and 
each time the unit returned to service in three or 
fewer hours. 

TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION 
SYSTEMS 

The Authority's transmission and distribution sys
tems is comprised of an island-wide network of 
power lines, switchyards, substations and electrical 
equipment that carry the electrical power from the 
production plants to serve the Authority's clients. 

On an annual basis the Consulting Engineer's per
sonnel visit and note the condition of approximately 
one-third of the Authority's 333 distribution substa
tions and 45 transmission centers (TCs). In order to 
observe a representative sample, we select substa
tions from among the 78 municipalities in the 26 
districts served by the Authority. The scope of the 
inspections include a representative portion of the 
Authority's 230/115 kV transmission lines. 

TRANSMISSION 

The Authority's transmission system consists of high 
voltage power lines, switchyards and electrical 
equipment that carry the electrical power from the 
production plants to the dispersed substations, both 
the Authority's and privately owned substations, 

. which serve the System load. The backbone of the 
transmission system is the 230/115 kV network that 
moves bulk power. The balance of the transmission 
system is the 38 kV lines and equipment that serve 
the whole island and also provide the submarine 
service to the islands of Vieques and Culebra. For 
reference when reading this seCtion, a map of the 
Authority's 230 kVand1l5 kV transmission systems 
precedes the Appendices. The map shows the exist
ing transmission system with the planned modifica
tions to the systems through fiscal year 2014. 

230 kV System 

The existing 230 kV system is comprised of 364 cir
cuit miles of transmission lines that encircle and sec
tionalize the island. The 230 kV system has two 
north-south corridors which divide the system into 
three principal loops-the western loop, the central 
loop and the eastern loop. Each north-south trans
mission line originates at a major production facility 
in the south and carries power to the load centers in 
the north. 

The central loop has been in operation' for many 
years. It was the first 230 kV transmission line to tie 
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the generating plants located on the island's south 
coast to the load concentrated in the San Juan met
ropolitan area via the Aguas Buenas TC south of the 
city. A paraUel230 kV line in the center of the island 
connects the Costa Sur and EcoElectrica production 
units in the south with the Manati TC located 
between San Juan and the Cambalache combustion 
turbine station on the north coast. The central loop 
is joined by east -west transmission lines connecting 
the Costa Sur units with the Aguirre plants in the 
south and a line on the north side of the island con
necting Manati to Aguas Buenas via Bayamon. 

The western loop connects the Costa Sur and 
EcoElectrica production units in the south with the 
Mayaguez switchyard and production units, on the 
west coast of the island, and from there to the north
ern cities of Aguadilla, Hatilio, and Arecibb. The 
western loop was completed in fiscal year 2002 fol
lowing the construction of the segment connecting 
Mayaguez and the Cambalache TC. The loop 
increased the transmission system's capacity and 
reliability and improved the quality of electric serv
ice in the north-western municipalities. 

The most recent expansion to the transmission sys
tem was the eastern loop that went into service dur
ing fiscal year 2006. The eastern loop was installed 
to support the load growth in the northeastern area 
of the island, complete the encirclement of the 
island by the 230 kv system, and improve the trans
mission system reliability and capacity by increasing 
the available transmission lines to move electrical 
power from the complex of generating plants in the 
south to major load centers in the north. The east
ern loop runs from the large power production units 
in the southern plain at the Aguirre units in Salinas 
and the AES plant in Guayama to the eastern part of 
the island through Yabucoa and Rio Blanco and ter
minating in Sabana Llana, southeast of the San Juan 
metropolitan area. Large sections of the new 230 kV 
eastern transmission line run along existing 115 k V 
rights-of-way. The project required the relocation of 
16 miles of existing 115 kv lines between Rio Blanco 
and Quebrada Negrito. The scope of the eastern loop 
project also included the expansion of the 230 kv 
facilities at the Sabana Llana and Yabucoa TCs. 

The Authority is presently installing two new proj
ects to expand the 230 kv transmission system 
These projects will improve the capacity and relia
bility of the transmission system, particularly in 
moving power from the generating plants in the 
south to the load centers in the north and enhancing 
voltage stability at the load centers. During most of 

fiscal year 2009 the Authority imposed operational 
constraints on the transmission system because all 
the Palo Seco units and the new Sanjuan Units 5 &: 
6 were not in full and reliable operation. 
Consequently new work adjacent to critical existing 
lines was deferred or rescheduled to periods of low 
demand, however, some work along new rights of 
way proceeded. . 

The first priority 230 kV transmission line project for 
the Authority will connect the Costa Sur Stearn Plant 
and the EcoElectrica, L.P. Cogeneration Plant, both 
of which are on the south side of the island, with the 
Cambalache combustion-turbine station near 
Arecibo, which is on the north side of the island. The 
total length of the line will be 38 miles, however, 
more than half of its length consists of upgrading 
existing 115 kV line to 230 kV, which will accelerate 
the construction schedule of the 230 kV line. The 
115.kV line will be subsequently reestablished, as 
discussed below. The Authority plans to complete the 
230 kV project in four years, beginning in fiscal year 
2010. The Authority's current CIP shows spending 
on this project in the fiscal years of 2010 through 
2013 will be $3.2 million, $8 million, $8 million, and 
$6 million, respectively. Presently, the line is sched
uled for completion in fiscal year 20l3. 

The second priority 230 kv transmission line proj
ect is a new 50 mile long line being constructed 
between the Costa Sur Steam Plant in Guayanilla 
and the Aguas Buenas TC, located near the Sanjuan 
urban area load center. Construction of the line 
began in fiscal year 2003 and is scheduled to be 
completed in fiscal year 2015 at an estimated cost of 
$99 million. The expenditures for this project dur
ing fiscal year 2009 were $19.0 million, bringing the 
project to approximately 60% completion. 
Expenditures are estimated to be $8 million in fiscal 
year 2010, plus an additional $20.5 million through 
fiscal year 2014. 

During fiscal year 2009 the Authority continued 
engineering and procurement for a new 230/115 kv 
transmission center in Ponce; construction is sched
uled to start in fiscal year 2010. The project is fore
casted to cost $6.0 million and has a target 
completion during fiscal year 2011. The new 450 
MVA transmission center will be located in an exist
ing 115/38 kV transmission center along the high 
capacity transmission line corridor east of the Costa 
Sur production units; this location will enhance the 
reliability and operational flexibility in the high volt
age system for moving bulk power from the large 
generating units on the south side of the island. The 
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Authority plans to start work on the next new 
230/115 kv transmission center in Mora, located in 
the northwest portion of the island, during fiscal 
year 2014. 

115 kV System 

The 115 kV system is comprised of 691 circuit miles 
of transmission lines that encircle and cross the inte
rior of the island. The 115 kV system was the .first 
high voltage transmission system put into operation 
on the island to improve the efficiency and reliabil
ity of the distribution of bulk power. The 115 kv 
lines and substations serve all the major load centers 
on the island. Many of the 115 kV transmission line 
corridors were subsequently used as rights of way 
for the 230 kV system lines as that system grew. 

In its plans for the long term expansion and 
improvements to the 115 kV system, the Authority 
has prioritized a number of new and rehabilitation 
projects for 115 kV transmission lines, transmission 
centers and other components of the system. Given 
the scope, complexity, and cost of these projects, 
their execution typically spans many years between 
initial work and placement into service. 

In fiscal year 2009 the Authority completed con
struction of a new $18.4 million 115 kV line project 
that provides an inter-connection between the trans
mission center atJuncos, which is presently fed from 
Humacao TC to its south, and the existing transmis
sion line to its north that connects transmission cen
ters at Rio Blanco and Monacillos. The Authority 
plans to start construction on two new 115 kV lines 
in fiscal year 2012. The first line is scheduled for 
completion in fiscal year 2014 and will feed the new, 
planned 115/38 kV Bairoa TC, north of Caguas. The 
next new line is scheduled for completion in fiscal 
year 2016 and will provide a second feed to the Hato 
Tejas 115138 kV TC that.is under construction; the 
line will run from the Palo Seco plants to the Hato 
Tejas TC in Bayamon. 

The Authority's two priority projects for 115 kV 
transmission line work in fiscal year 2010 involve 
improvements to existing transmission lines. During 
fiscal years 2010 and 2011 the Authority has bud
geted $18 million to upgrade an existing 115 kV 
transmission line between Caguas and Cayey to sup
port the operation of the new transmission center 
under construction at Las Cruces, which is dis
cussed below. The second project is the replacement 
of an existing 115 kv line between the Costa Sur 
plant and the Dos Boscas TC, .located south of 
Arecibo. The initial phase of the work is the installa-

tion of the new 230 kV line discussed above, which 
is located along most of the same right of way. The 
replacement 115 kV line will be located in the exist
ing right of way, but will have greater capacity; this 
project is scheduled to be in operation in fiscal year 
2016. 

In addition to the GIS substation in construction in 
the 115 kV Sanjuan urban loop discussed below, the 
Authority currently has identified eight priority 
projects associated with new or expansions to exist
ing 115/38 kV transmission centers. The Authority 
has four projects for the construction of new 115/38 
kV transmission centers and four projects to expand 
the capacity of existing transmission centers. Each 
of these transmission centers is close to an area of 
high or growing load, where it is necessary to rein
force the 38 kV system capaciry and reliability by 
providing for additional operational contingencies 
in supporting the 38 kV system in those areas. 

In fiscal year 2008 work began on a new 115138 kV 
transmission center to be located in Hato Tejas,.in 
the region of Bayam6n. Work on the second new 
transmission center began late in fiscal year 2009. 
This transmission center will be in Las Cruces, 
located in Cidra south of Caguas. Both projects are 
targeted for completion in fiscal year 2011. The third 
new transmission center will be in Venezuela, near 
Rio Piedras in San Juan. The project work is sched
uled to start in fiscal year 2011 and be completed in 
fiscal year 2014. The fourth new transmission center 
project will be in Bairoa, part of Caguas. This proj
ect is scheduled to start in fiscal year 2012 and be 
completed in fiscal year 2014. All four projects are 
rated at 150 MVA. 

The Authority is presently working on two projects 
to increase the capacity of existing 115/38 kV trans
mission centers by extending the switchyard and 
installing a second 150 MVA transformer. These 
projects are at the Victoria TC, in Aguadilla, and the 
Canovanas TC, in the Carolina region; both are 
scheduled for operation in fiscal year 2010. 

Concurrent with the new 450 MVA 230/115 kV 
Ponce TC project discussed above, the Authority 
will expand the capacity of the existing 115/38 kV 
Ponce TC by 150 MVA; construction is scheduled 
to start in fiscal year 2010 and be completed ·the 
following year. In fiscal year 2012· the Authority 
plans to begin installation of a second 150 MVA 
transformer at its Maunabo TC near the southeast 
corner of the island; completion is scheduled for 
the following year. 
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To protect the integrity of the transmission system in 
the San Juan urban area during and following 
extreme weather events, the Au thority is installing 
four new 115 kv substations and a 30-mile under
ground loop of 115 kV transmission cables that will 
link the major components of its System in the met
ropolitan area. As shown on the 115 kv under
ground system map, the system can be fed through 
any of the four existing transmission centers and 
two steam plants which are interconnected by the 
new transmission loop. The principal function of the 
underground cable is to provide a robust measure of 
redundancy so that the Authority will be able to 
maintain continuity of service in San Juan's central 
business district, perhaps at partial load, in the event 
overhead lines are lost during a hurricane or other 
disaster. In addition, the cable will be available for 
back up service to the Authority's existing overhead 
transmission lines under normal circumstances. The 
scope of this project was prompted by the devasta
tion caused by Hurricane Georges in fiscal year 
1999. The Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA) reimbursed the Authurity a tutal of $73 mil
lion of the project's cost of $195.8 million for the 
underground cable and ductbank scope of work. 

The 115 kV underground work was installed in four 
major phases between fiscal years 2002 and 2008. 
All the underground 115 kV cable was fabricated 

SAN JUAN liS KV UNDERGROUND SYSTEM 
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using cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE) cable. 
While the XLPE cable was more expensive than 
cable insulated by oil or other chemical compounds 
it eliminated the possibility of environmental con
tamination if such compounds were to leak into the 
surrounding terrain. 

The Authority incorporated provisions in the com
pleted work for a future extension of the 115 kV 
underground system from the Isla Grande substation 
to the Covadonga substation in Old San Juan. This 
underground cable could provide increased load flow 
under normal and emergency conditions to the gov
ernment buildings located in the Old San Juan area. 
The Covadonga 38 kv gas insulated switchgear dis
tribution substation was constructed in a dedicated 
building that indudes space for future 115kv equip
ment fed by an under ground duct bank. 

The 115 kv underground system includes four new 
substations incorporating gas-insulated switchgear 
(GIS), providing for compact and enclosed substa
tions. The first two new substations at Isla Grande 
and Martin Pefta have been in service since fiscal 
year 2008. These substations were designed to sup
port existing and anticipate.d load growth in their 
respective areas. The third and fourth substations 
are located at the San Juan and Palo Seco Steam 
plants. These GIS switchyards will replace the old, 

existing switchyards that have been in opera
tion since the plants went online in the late 
1950's and 1960's. In conjunction with the 
115 kV underground cable project, a new GIS 
switchyard will be constructed at each site for 
the terminations of the new 115 kV cable. 

The new Sanjuan Steam Plant GIS switchyard 
has been designed to accommodate ,850 MW, 
the existing units as well as the additional 
capacity of Units 5 and 6, which were placed 
in operation during fiscal year 2009. The 
switchyard GIS equipment has been pur
chased for this project and delivered to the 
island, but the original substation construc
tion design was found to be too expensive. 
The Authority subsequently revised the scope 
of the San Juan Steam Plant GIS project to 
reduce the project cost. The revised project is 
budgeted at $62.5 million. Construction 
began in the third quarter of fiscal year 2009, 
with operation targeted for fiscal year 2013. 
In order to support initial operation of the 
new Units 5 and 6, the Authority installed a 
new, compact switchyard dedicated for Units 
5 &: 6; this switchyard is electrically tied into 
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the existing overhead 115 kV and 38 kV transmis
sion systems. 

The Palo Seco Steam Plant 115 kv GIS substation 
project completed construction in fiscal year 2009 at 
a cost of $65.7 million. Construction for this project 
began in fiscal year 2006, but subsequently the 
schedule for initial operation was revised to support 
the return to service of Palo Seco Units 3 & 4. The 
Palo Seco steam plant units suffered extensive dam
age to the electrical and control system during two 
fires in December 2006, and were already scheduled 
for major overhaul work. In view of the large scope 
of electrical work involved with the restoration of 
the Palo Seco units and the congested site, the 
Authority chose to realign construction work on the 
GIS project to coordinate with the repair and 
restoration work being performed on the steam 
plant units at the station. Operation of the GIS sub
station project coincided with the return to service 
of Palo Seco Unit 4 during fiscal year 2009, with 
Unit 3 scheduled shortly thereafter. Palo Seco Units 
1 & 2 returned to service during fiscal year 2008 
using a new 38 kV GIS substation adjacent to the 
new 115 kv GIS substation. 

38 kV System 

More than half of the Authority'S transmission sys
tem circuit miles operate at 38 kY, which is consid
ered its "sub-transmission" level. While most of the 
sub-transmission system is near load centers, it is 
also the primary transmission system to some of the 
island's most inaccessible interior regions. 

The 38 kV system feqls two thirds of the Authority'S 
distribution substation capacity and almost all of the 
private ,substations on the island. Given that the 38 
kV system is an essential component in the 
Authority'S transmission network, for many years 
the Authority has been pursuing a system wide reha
bilitation program to upgrade the reliability and 
capacity of the 38 kV system. In addition, the 
Authority continues to invest in new 38 kV system 
lines, switchyards and expansions. 

The scope of the rehabilitation work includes replac
ing old conductors with new, replacing aging 
wooden poles with steel poles and upgrading the 
system for forecasted local load growth. In some 
areas, certain sections of the rehabilitated 38 kV 
lines have been installed along new rights of way to 
facilitate the present work as well as future mainte
nance. 

In fiscal year 2009 the Authority expended $17.0 
million on 26 projects of 38 kV rehabilitation work; 
the five largest projects constituted approximately 
70% of the total expenditures. These projects are 
located throughout the island and reflect the extent 
of the 38 kV system. The Authority has budgeted 
$21.3 million and plans to work on 40 rehabilitation 
projects in the 38 kV system during fiscal year 2010. 
The largest project in 2010, however, accounts for 
approximately one-quarter of the fiscal year's 38 kV 
rehabilitation budget. This project involves upgrad
ing the 38 kV lines in the north-western area of the 
island that are served by the Victoria TC, which 
increased its transformer capacity and the new addi
tional generation at the Mayaguez plant. 

The Authority expended $1.8 million during fiscal 
year 2009 on new aerial 38 kv lines, which is simi
lar to the budget for fiscal year 2010 for these expan
sions. There were 14 active projects during fiscal 
year 2009; the Au thority's budget has funds for 
seven projects in fiscal year 2010. 

The 38 kV system also includes more than 50 miles 
of underground cable in mostly urban areas. In 
response to civic and business leaders requests, the 
Authority is expanding the scope of the under
ground cable in urban and industrial areas. During 
fiscal year 2009 the Authority expended $1.6 mil
lion on new and expansion underground 38 kV proj
ects. The largest underground project in fiscal year 
2009 was the new underground line between two 
key substations in the Guaynabo district, in San 
Juan. The underground line connecting the Caparra 
and Cachete sectionalizers in Guaynabo is the high
est priority underground 38 kV line and is scheduled 
to be completed in fiscal year 2011 at a total cost of 
$7.6 million .. Work continued during fiscal year 
2009 on an underground line from the Sabana Llana 
TC feeding an eXisting ~ubstation located approxi
mately two miles'away in the urban area of Carolina; 
the project is scheduled for completion in fiscal year 
2010. The third project is the underground feeders 
in the new Parque Tecnol6gico Las Americas 
(Technology Park of America) southwest of Arecibo; 
approximately one half of the cost of the 38 kV work 
is being underwritten by the public and private proj
ect developers. The Authority plans on expending 
$7.0 million on this project during the coming fiscal 
year and an additional $3.0 million in the following 
two fiscal years. 

The submarine cables feeding the islands of Vieques 
and Culebra are part of the 38 kV system. Recent 
severe erosion of the beach on Vieques where the 
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submarine cable makes landfall has forced the 
Authority to extend the cable and relocate the termi
nation structure. This is a priority project for the 
Authority that is budgeted at $1.5 million and is 
scheduled for completion in fiscal year 2010. 

During fiscal year 2009 the Authority expended $2.0 
million on continuing work on a new 38 kV GIS 
substation at the Parque Tecnologico Las Americas. 
As discussed above the substation will support a 
new industrial complex now under development. 
The Authority has budgeted $3.7 million to com
plete this project in fiscal year 2010. 

In fiscal year 2009 the Authority expended $1.3 and 
$1.6 million respectively on two new, ongoing 38 kV 
sectionalizer projects. The first sectionalizer is in 
Aguadilla and the second is part of the expansion of 
the substation at Factor, discussed below. Both are 
scheduled for completion in fiscal year 2010. 

Transmission Plant Capital Improvements 

The transmission plant funding forecasts in the 
Authority'S current CIP address a wide range of 
improvements covering the entire transmission sys
tem. Transmission capital expenditures in fiscal year 
2009 amounted to $91.5 million. The Authority is 
planning to spend $117.2 million on capital 
improvements to its transmission system in fiscal 
year 2010: $79.8 million for expansion projects and 
$37.4 million for rehabilitation projects. The 
Authority plans to spend $469.1 million on its trans
mission system over the next five fiscal years. Details 
of these expenditures are discussed in the Capital 
Improvement Program section and are itemized in 
Appendix X, Details of Capital Improvement Program 
and summarized in Appendix VI, . Capital 
Expenditures. 

DISTRIBUTION 

The Distribution System is the final link between the 
Authority'S production plants and Transmission 
System and its clients, with the exception of the 
small number of commercial and industrial clients 
who purchase power at the transmission level. The 
Distribution System includes Authority owned sub
stations that reduce the power from transmission 
voltage to the level at which it is locally distributed. 
The lines, poles, transformers, and appurtenances of 
the Authority'S distribution system are installed 
along both city streets and country roads as well as 
along the Authority'S rights-of-way. Service drops 
from the distribution lines and meters complete the 
connection to clients' premises. 

Selected 13.2 kV Projects 

The Authority has a long-standing program in place 
to upgrade its primary distribution level to 13.2 kV. 
The higher voltage is a cost effective method that 
enables the existing conductors to carry more load, 
while updating older distribution equipment such as 
transformers, switches, capacitors and reclosers. In 
addition, operating at 13.2 kV reduces line losses 
and allows for longer circuits runs, thereby provid
ing more flexibility in making system interconnec
tions. 

The Authority makes on-going investments in new 
distribution substations to support new and increas
ing load, such as in areas with increasing residential 
construction, and to improve system performance. 

. The Authority has standardized on two sizes of per
manent substations based on the transmission sys
tem supply voltage. This standardization expedites 
the engineering, procurement, and construction 
cycle, increases flexibility in potentially utilizing 
equipment as spares, and provides a cost effective 
installed capacity margin for load growth. In situa
tions where the Authority needs additional substa
tion capacity on an interim basis or with short lead 
times, the Authority installs temporary substations 
that are standardized unitized metal clad equipment, 
which can be relocated as required. 

During fiscal year 2009 the Authority placed into 
service a new 13.2 kV substation at Mora In Isabela. 
Work continued on a second new 13.2 kV substa
tion at Factor in Arecibo which is scheduled to be 
completed early in fiscal year 2010; the scope of 
work includes a new 38 kV sectionalizer which will 
be placed in service concurrently with the substa
tion. The Authority plans to begin work on four new 
permanent 13.2 kV distribution substations in fiscal 
year 2010. The first project is a new substation at 
Yabucoa in the Caguas region that is scheduled for 
completion in fiscal year 2011. The following year 
the Authority plans to complete the new substations 
at Rio Bayamon II and Hato Tejas both in the 
Bayamon region and Santa Isabel in the Ponce 
region. In fiscal year 2013 the Authority plans to 
complete one new substation, with three more 
scheduled for completion in fiscal year 2014. The 
total amount budgeted for the construction of these 
substations is $37.4 million for the five years 
through fiscal year 2014. 

In addition to expansions and new distribution sub
stations, during fiscal year 2010 the Authority plans 
to replace the transformer in the Buen Pastor substa-
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tion in the San Juan region to increase the capacity 
from 22.4 MVA to 44 MVA. 

The Authority owns 18 portable distribution substa
tions that enable them to perform substation main
tenance with minimal or no interruption of service, 
to speed recovery after a substation failure, and for 
enhanced operation during line clearance con
straints. The portable equipment ranges in size from 
1.5 MVA to 45 MVA at 38 kV and 115 kV, and 
includes two capacitor banks at 38 kv 18 MVAR. 

In compliance with a settlement with the municipal
ity of Ponce, the Authority is improving the distribu
tion system in the historic district of Ponce. The 
project involves upgrading the existing overhead 
4.16 kv system to a 13.2 kV underground distribu
tion system. The underground work in the historic 
district is being coordinated with the telephone 
company and the water and sewer utility who are 
also . concurrently ·relocating buried utilities in the 
same district. The scope of the entire project will be 
executed in four sequential phases to minimize dis
ruptions to·the neighborhoods and local traffic. The 
first phase of the work was completed and placed in 
service in fiscal year 2007 at a total cost of $21.1 mil
lion, of which $12 million was born by the 
Authority. The second phase of the work is budgeted 
at $18 million, with $10 million being the responsi
bility of the Authority. This phase began work in fis
cal year 2008 and completion is scheduled in fiscal 
year 2010. Design for the third phase began last fis
cal year, construction is scheduled to start early in 
fiscal year 2010, with completion in fiscal year 2012. 
Work on the fourth phase is targeted to begin fol
lowing completion of the third; the final phase is tar
geted for completion in fiscal year 2012. The total 
cost for all the work is estimated to be $56 million, 
with the Authority'S portion costing approximately 
$33 million. 

Distribution Plant Capital Improvements 

The Authority'S capital expenditures on the distribu
tion system amounted to $105.0 million in fiscal 
year 2009. The Authority is planning to spend $75.3 
million on capital improvements for its distribution 
system in fiscal year 2010: $17.0 million for expan
sion projects, $58.3 million for rehabilitation proj
ects and other distribution expenses, such as remote 
automated meters, line transformers, breakers, sec
tionalizers, and reclosers. The remote automated 
client meters discussed below have been a long term 
capital commitment by the Authority and they 
account for 19% of the Distribution CIP budget for 

fiscal year 2010. The Authority plans to spend $397 
million on its distribution system capital improve
ments over the next five fiscal years. 

AUTOMATED SYSTEMS 

The Authority uses an integrated computerized system 
that provides information management tools to 
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of its operation. 
and maintenance of the transmission and distribution 
systems .. The Authority's data management system 
integrates a Work Management System, a Geographic 
Information System and an Outage Management 
System into an Integrated Resource Management 
System that is known by its Spanish acronym of AIRe 
(Administracion Integrada de Recursos). 

The AIRe system is structured to maintain its data" 
bases as well as interface with existing computerized 
systems in other Authority divisions such as finance, 
human resources, and payroll. Some of the benefits 
of the AIRe system are: improved client service; 
reduced O&M expenses; improved emergency 
response; better planning; improved and consistent 
engineering/design and estimating practices; 
archived maintenance records; and, real-time system 
status reporting. 

To develop and implement the AIRe system the 
Authority worked with leading suppliers of asset 
management system software. The expenditures on 
the contract for the lead software development were 
$30.2 million through initial installation. Since then 
the Authority has established maintenance contracts 
with the firms involved in the AIRe system to pro
vide continuity and upgrades. The total cost of the 
maintenance contracts has averaged less than $1 
million per year. 

The Work Management System (WMS) component 
of the AIRe system has been in service in all of the 
Authority'S districts since ·2001. During fiscal year 
2009 the Authority began implementing a major 
upgrade to the software system, scheduled to be 
completed in two years. Concurrently the WMS will 
include the integration of the GIS, discussed below. 
The WMS tracks the progress of all construction and 
maintenance work from start to completion in real 
time. The functions of the system include estimat
ing, engineering, scheduling, required approvals, the 
generation of bills of material of approved equip
ment in accordance· with Authority standard 
designs, and the accumulation of labor and material 
costs for each project. Engineers using mobile lap
top computers with Authority design standards can 
start local project work in the field. When the proj-
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ect is completed the system provides for incorporat
ing any differences between the design and as-built 
installation and updates both the Authority's exist
ing inventories and its Continuing Property Record 
(CPR), which is a detailed list of the Authority's 
Plant -in-Service. 

The Geographical Information System (GIS) compo
nent of the AIRe system is a comprehensive geospa
tial model of the entire transmission and 
distribution systems including an inventory of all 
components. The GIS database is designed to inter
face with the WMS and the Outage Management 
System, as well as providing an engineering tool for 
modifications, new work and circuit analyses. 
Completing the GIS was a major task since the 
Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates of 
every pole on the island had to be plotted and all the 
associated equipment physically inventoried. The 
Authority has recently expanded the scope of the 
GIS to include validating the location of client 
meters to improve the precision of the Outage 
Management System discussed below. The Authority 
estimates the client meter validation activity will be 
completed in fiscal year 2011. The GPS coordinate 
data are utilized with a one-meter resolution satellite 
map database of the entire Commonwealth that was 
developed by a Puerto Rican interagency govern
mental group. 

The Outage Management System (OMS) component 
of the AIRe system has been in island-wide opera
tion since the end of fiscal year 2008. The OMS is 
designed to improve the Authority's recovery efforts 
follOwing a hurricane or tropical storm by generat
ing: a damage assessment report based on data 
received from various system transponders and the 
Customer Information System; a complete inventory 
of equipment needing replacement; maps of all areas 
affected by the outage(s); and, an up-to-the-minute 
report of the System's status. When the restoration 
work is underway, the AIRe system monitors and 
records all of the labor and material costs. The 
installation of replaced equipment will then be used 
to update the Authority's CPR. 

In conjunction with the OMS system the Authority 
expanded the use of an Automatic Vehicle Location 
(AVL) system to approximately 120 repair vehicles 
during the past fiscal year. The AVL system is capa
ble of providing the real-time location of any 
Authority vehicle fitted with the GPS receiver and 
communication link to the Authority's local dispatch 
center. Vehicle location information has been useful 
for the local dispatch in redUcing travel time to 

problems and routing assistance to work crews if 
required. The AVL also enhances the safety of the 
crews by providing their location whenever it may 
be needed, such as during wide area power restora
tion work. The initial experience with the AVL sys
tem has been favorable and the Authority is 
evaluating deployment in all emergency vehicles. 

In addition to the AIRe system, in fiscal year 2000 
the Authority began the island-wide installation of 
an Automated Meter Reading (AMR) system. When 
it is fully installed, the AMR will enable the 
Authority to remotely status all residential client 
meters, in addition to all other clients served at 13.2 
kV and below. The target cost for the AMR system is 
approximately $200 million for the initial installa
tion at all deSignated clients. The program consists 
of installing new design digital meters for all new 
clients as well as actively replacing old and defective 
meters. As ofJune 30, 2009, automated meters had 
been installed in approximately 90 percent of the 
target total of more than 1.4 million meters. The 
AMR system digital meters are significantly more 
accurate than the analog meters they replaced. The 
system being installed utilizes a proprietary technol
ogy, which communicates between meters and 
remote controllers by superimposing a frequency 
modulated signal on the Authority's existing distri
bution lines between the client meter and the 
Authority's substation. Because it uses the electric 
power wires, this technology's performance is not 
impaired by the island's varied terrain. 

Communication between the AMR system central 
processor and the individual installed meters is 
through dedicated transformers and communication 
equipment installed in the substation serving the 
associated client's meter. The processed signals from 
the AMR substation equipment are routed to the cen
tral processor via the Authority'S existing fiberoptic 
or microwave systems. The project calls for the 
installation of AMR communication equipment at all 
the Authority's substations throughout the island by 
the end of fiscal year 2011. As of the end of fiscal year 
2009, the Authority had installed this AMR equip
ment at more than 94% of its substations. 

The Authority'S early experience with the AMR 
meters exposed weaknesses in the meter's resistance 
to tampering. In response the Authority toughened 
its meter specifications and began thermally spot 
sealing the digital meter's plastic case to deter tam
pering, or at the very least leave evidence of tamper
ing if the meter were inspected. In addition, the 
Authority formed a multi-discipline technical group 
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to identify features to enhance the tamper resistance 
of the AMR meters. Although the Authority now 
buys meters with the most robust anti-tampering 
specifications commercially available, even the 
newest meters have proven susceptible to tampering 
with powerful magnets. In the second half of fiscal 
year 2009 the Authority significautly increased its 
theft detection and prevention program. Amongst 
other detection techniques, the program utilizes the 
comparison of local/temporary meters on the distri
bution lines versus the aggregate of the individual 
served meters, a comparison of a client's present 
electricity usage versus historical data, and a toll free 
hot line for anonymous reporting of suspect electric
ity theft. Based on experience in fiscal year 2009, the 
Authority anticipates the theft recovery program will 
generate considerable additional revenues and help 
deter further theft. As discussed in the Legal Affairs 
section the Authority has established legally binding 
administrative processes to recover contested 
billings for theft from responsible clients. 

Although they are not among the AMR system fea
tures now being installed, the AMR has the capacity 
to incorporate at a later date the ability for the 
Authority to Simultaneously monitor and control the 
performance of key components of its distribution 
system. By controlling such devices from a central 
location, the Authority would be able to enhance its 
capability to control load flow, manage restoration of 
service from an outage, and improve operational 
power factor. If added, this type of control could 
reduce operating costs, improve client satisfaction, 
and facilitate Demand~Side Management & Energy 
Conservation (DSM·& ECl programs by allowing the 
utility to control its clients' energy use. The AMR sys
tem can also be expanded to provide real time elec
trical power consumption data to support analyses of 
operational performance and time based pricing 
structures that may be evaluated in the future. 

Now that the Authority has completed the installa
tion of the Work Management System in each district 
and implemented the interface with the Customer 
Information System, Customer Services operators 
can now switch between their billing system and the 
Work Management System while speaking with 
clients. During emergencies, all the commercial 
offices located across the island are integrated into 
the Work Management System, allowing trouble 
orders to be immediately generated electronically. 

The implementation of these automated systems has 
allowed the Authority to consolidate many of its 
Customer Service centers. The new consolidated 

offices improve operational efficiency and are a way 
to improve client satisfaction since the new service 
centers are staffed 24 hours a day seven days a week. 

MAINTENANCE· 

The Authority generally maintains its transmission 
and distribution equipment using a time-based sys
tem. In some cases the maintenance intervals have 
been modified to meet the challenging tropical envi
ronment or relevant operating experience. As an 
example of routine periodic inspections, the 
Authority performs infrared inspections of all substa
tions and sWitchyards twice· a year. The infrared 
inspections are used to identify "hotspots" which are 
faulty connections that are overheating and are likely 
candidates for failure. In addition to performing elec
trical and mechanical testing, the equipment is 
painted on a periodic basis to help prevent corrosion. 

The Authority'S inspection and maintenance pro
gram for high voltage electrical equipment is based 
on the criticality of the equipment's service, with the 
scope and frequency of the inspections and mainte
nance guided by the manufacturer's standard recom
mendations. Main power and transmission 
transformers are inspected on a two year cycle, 
while substation transformers follow a four year 
interval. The Authority takes oil samples annually 
from all high voltage transformers in an effort to 
identify internal deterioration. before it leads to fail
ure. The Authority'S oil analysis program relies on a 
recognized industry consultant's recommendations, 
coupled with its own operating and maintenance 
experience, to perform more frequent monitoring or 
eventually repair. As many major transformers 
approach their design service life this program has 
become increasingly important in maintaining the 
system operating reliability. 

The inspection and testing frequency for other high 
voltage equipment in the maintenance program 
include: gas circuit breakers-six years; oil circuit and 
vacuum circuit breakers-four years; and protective 
relays-no more than three years for calibration and 
testing, with relays protecting major equipment such 
as transmission transformers tested more frequently 
based on when the equipment is out of service. 

Recently the Authority'S transmission towers have 
been subject to sporadic vandalism and the theft of 
aluminum structural bracing members for their 
scrap metal value. On one occasion removal of these 
components precipitated a transmission tower col
lapse, transmission line damage and subsequent loss 
of service in the surrounding area. While police 
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apprehended the thieves involved in the tower col
lapse, the Authority has increased inspections of all 
transmission towers using both the helicopter 
patrols and inspections from the ground. Any defi
ciencies identified in these inspections are repaired 
on a priority basis. 

Transmission system maintenance expenses, shown 
in Appendix /11, Detail of Operating Expenses, totaled 
$33.0 million in fiscal year 2009. For fiscal years 
20lO through 2014 the Authority has forecasted 
expenditures in millions of dollars of $34.5, $30.9, 
$30.9, $30.8, and $30.7, respectively. Among these 
expenditures are funding for tower maintenance, 
tree trimming, insulator replacement, helicopter 
patrolling of transmission lines, and right of way 
management. The costs associated with the trans
mission system portion of substation maintenance 
are also included in these budgeted expenditures. 

Distribution system maintenance expenses, also 
shown in Appendix 11/, Detail of Operating Expenses, 
totaled $67.3 million in fiscal year 2009. The budget 
for fiscal year 2010 includes $70.3 million for distri
bution system maintenance expense. For fiscal years 
2011 through 2014 the Authority has forecasted 
expenditures in millions of dollars of $66.3, $66.1, 
$66.0, and $65.9, respectively. These expenditures 
include distribution system related expenditures 
similar to those described under transmission sys
tem maintenance expenses. 

The Consulting Engineers believe the planned 
expenditures for maintaining the Transmission and 
Distribution Systems are adequate. 

TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION 
SYSTEMS RELIABILITY 

The principal guideline in the operation of a utility 
electric system is to continuously balance the real 
time demand for electricity (the load) and the simul
taneous production of power while maintaining reg
ulation of the system's voltage and frequency. The 
electric system is designed to meet this requirement 
across a wide range of operating conditions, which 
include loss. of an operating transmission line or 
other key system component. Analyses of these 
design conditions establish the required redundan
cies in the system and operating criteria. Consistent 
with industry practice, the Authority has designed 
the entire transmission system to maintain continu
ous operation with at least one contingency event 
(loss of an operating component) and two contin
gencies for critical lines that move power from the 
central production plants. 

Reliability Indices 

Reliability standards have been in place within the 
North American electric utility industry for many 
decades. Following recent wide spread power losses 
in America, such as the Northeast blackout in August 
2003, the electric power industry and its regulators 
have reaffirmed the importance of reliable service to 
support the balance of the economy. This was rein
forced in the Energy Policy Act of 2005, which called 
for mandatory reliability standards for the interstate 
bulk power systems. The Authority'S experience is 
consistent with the industry in that while the notori
ous blackouts are caused by the transmission sys
tems, most interruptions to client service are caused 
by problems in the local distribution system. 

Two industry criteria generally accepted for measur
ing an electric system's reliability of service to its 
clients are the following: 

System Average Interruption Duration Index 
(SAIDI) - The average duration of sustaiued service 
interruptions per client occurring during the pre
ceding twelve-month period. It is the average time a 
typical client was without power over a rolling 
twelve-month period. The average is determined by 
dividing the sum of the durations of all sustained 
client interruptions by the total number of clients 
served. The Authority reports its SAIDI duration sta
tistics in hours. 

System Average Interruption Frequency Index 
(SAIFI) - The average frequency of sustained inter
ruptions per client occurring during the preceding 
twelve-month period. It is calculated by dividing the 
total number of sustained client interruptions by the 
total number of clients served. 

SAIDI and SAIFI indices take into account only sus
tained outages; they do not reflect momentary inter
ruptions or voltage irregularities, which can affect 
sensitive electronic equipment. For both SAIDI and 
SAIFI, lower index values indicate better client serv
ice, i.e. shorter and fewer service interruptions. 

Throughout the electric power industry the general 
procedure for calculating reliability indices has been 
implemented by most utilities with their own spe
cific adjustments to reflect their service conditions. 
The Authority'S SAIDI and SAIFI data include only 
outages longer than fifteen (15) minutes and 
exclude major events, such as the effects of tropical 
storrnslhurricanes and disruptions from multiple 
contingencies. 
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The graphs above show the Authority's SAID I and 
SAIFl data over the 30 month period ending on June 
30, 2009 to provide some perspective on the short 
term trend of these indices. Starting in January 2007 
and again in January 2008, the Authority lowered its 
goals for both SAIDI and SAIFl to reflect the 
Authority's objectives in continuing to improve 
client service. The SAIDI goal for calendar year 2007 
was 40% less than previously, while the SAIFI goal 
was one-third less than previously. The SAIDI goal 
for calendar year 2008 was lowered an additional 
33% and the concurrent SAIFI goal was cut in half. 
These new performance targets coincided with the 
Authority's reinvigorated tree trimming and vegeta
tion control programs that specifically address a 
major cause of service interruptions. The scope of 
the Authority's program includes both transmission 
and distribution lines, as well as public education of 

appropriate plantings located under overhead power 
lines. The Authority had previously lowered its reli
ability goals in January 2002. 

The Authoritys current SAID! and SAIFI goals are only 
40% and 33%, respectively, of what they were in calen
dar year 2006. These lower goals are more challenging 
to achieve and maintain, consequently the margin 
between the goals and actual performance has shrunk. 

The average total duration of a client's sustained inter
ruptions during the past fiscal year, as shown above in 
the Authoritys 12,month rolling average of SAIDI, 
was conSistently below the Authority's current goals 
and tended to remain in a relatively narrow range. 
This past fiscal year, however, may have marked the 
end of a nearly steady decrease in SAID! statistics over 
the preceding six years during which the average 
interruption duration dropped by two-thirds. 
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During fiscal year 2009 the twelve-month rolling 
average of the number of sustained outages per 
client was stable and below the Authority's SAIFI 
goals for the year. In the eight years following fiscal 
year 2001, the frequency of service interruptions 
measured by SAIFI statistics peaked in the second 
quarter of fiscal year 2005. The SAIFI values in the 
past fiscal year were approximately one-fourth those 
in fiscal year 2005. Similar to the SAIDI statistics 
discussed above, fiscal year 2009 may have marked 
the end of the almost constant decrease in the fre
quency of interruption over the last four years. 

As the Authority reduces the outages caused by trees 
and vegetation, one key to further improving the 
Authority's reliability performance will be the iden
tification of the cause of service interruptions. The 
potential integration of the Customer Information 
System, AIRe and Automated Meter Reading sys
tems may allow more detailed analysis of reliability 
data. In addition, it would be possible to acquire 
data on an individual client's actual experience 
rather than relying on composite averages. 

GENERAL FACILITIES 

The budget for capital improvements for the General 
Plant encompasses General Land and Buildings and 
Equipment. The budget for General Plant capital 
improvements during fiscal year 2009 amounted to 
$71.0 million; actual expenditures during the past 
fiscal year were $37.5 million. The largest reductions 
in capital expenditures during fiscal year 2009, com
pared to the budget, were in expenditures for land 
and rights of way; information technology equip
ment and systems for client services and other mis
cellaneous equipment. As shown on Appendix X 
Details of Capital Jmprovement Program, the expen
ditures for General plant for fiscal years 2010 
through 2014 are forecasted to be $24.2 million, 
$35.2 million, $44.0 million, $59.6 million, and 
$45.5 million, respectively 

The extensions and improvements planned for fiscal 
year 2010 include $7.8 million for General Land and 
Buildings. Expenditures within this category are for 
the acquisition of transmission rights of way, . land 
for planned expansions, improvements to the 
Authority's warehouses, workshops, offices, build
ings, and grounds. The budgets for new technical 
buildings and warehouses in the Capital 
Improvement Program have been deferred until fis
cal years 2012 and 2013 respectively 

The total expenditures for Equipment in fiscal year 
2009 were $15.2 million, in comparison to a budget 

of $26.4 million. For fiscal year 2010 the total 
EqUipment budget is $16.4 million; this is comprised 
of four budget subgroups, as follows: The Computer 
Equipment budget for fiscal year 2010 is $5.4 mil
lion-$3.1 million is allocated to the Customer 
Service systems and $1.2 million for improvements 
to the fiberoptic system. The Transportation 
Equipment budget is for repairs or improvements to 
the Authority's aircraft and purchase and replacement 
of the Authority's vehicles; the budget for fiscal year 
2010 is $6.6 million. The Communication 
Equipment budget is $970,000 for fiscal year 2010. 
The last EqUipment subgroup is Other Equipment, 
which has a budget of $3.5 million for fiscal year 
2010. The scope of this subgroup spans a wide range 
of equipment including specialized power quality 
monitoring equipment, vehicle repairs tools, small 
construction tools and miscellaneous tools used for 
the installation of distribution lines. 

CONDITION OF THE 
SYSTEM'S PROPERTIES 

The Consulting Engineers visited and noted the 
condition of each of the Authority's steam-electric 
generating facilities three or more times during fis
cal year 2009 and also visited the other production 
facilities at least once during the fiscal year. In addi
tion, we also visited and noted the condition of 
approximately one-third of the Authority's more 
than three hundred and seventy transmission cen
ters and distribution substations. In the course of 
these visits we observed other property in the pro
duction, transmission, distribution, and general 
plain functional groups. 

In co~junction with our field activities, we have. 
reviewed various maintenance reports of the AuthOlity; 
specific maintenance activities, and the planned 
actions for the next fiscal year. We have also reviewed 
reports submitted by manufacturers' representatives. 

In the opinion of the Consulting Engineers, the 
properties of the System are in good repair and 
sound operating condition. The Consulting 
Engineer notes that Palo Seco Steam Plant Units 1 &: 
2 returned· to service in fiscal year 2008 following a 
serious fire in December 2006. Palo Seco Unit 4 
returned to service during fiscal year 2009, however 
it developed performance issues following its return 
to service and its output was limited at the end of fis
cal year 2009. Unit 3 was scheduled to return to 
service early in fiscal year 2010. 
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CURRENT FORECAST 
During the last third of every fiscal year the Authority 
develops a forecast entitled Presupuesto de Ingresos 
(Revenue Budget) that contains detailed short-to
intermediate-term projections of energy sales rev
enues, number of clients, fuel prices based on Energy 
Information Agency (EIA) projections; the forecast 
also includes long-term generation and long-term 
peak demand. This annual report references the 
Authority's forecast dated April 2009 as the "Current 
Forecast." The remainder of this section will describe 
t!i.e results of these forecasts and the methodologies 
used in their preparation. 

The preparation of the Current Forecast is timed so 
that its projections may be used. to develop short-term 
(1-2 years), intermediate-term (3-5 years) and long
term projections (6 years and beyond) of various 
financial and operational parameters. The short-term 
financial projection is used for the Authority's Annual 
Budget of Current Expenses (Annual Budget) for the 
ensuing fiscal year that begins onJuly 1st. The inter
mediate-term revenue projection is utilized to estab
lish the Authority's needs for capital improvements 
and the projected sales revenues, which are used to 
evaluate its ability to meet the necessary covenants of 
its Trust Agreement regarding forecast revenue to pro
jected debt coverage. The long-term projection of 
peak demand and available capacity through 2030 is 
used to plan for the addition of generating capacity in 
the future. (See Capacity Planning.) 

Since the Current Forecast was prepared before the 
end of the fiscal year, it was based on actual kWh sales 
from July 2008 through February 2009. Energy sales 
for the balance of fiscal year 2009 were estimated by 
service class based on extrapolations of kWh sales for 
the three-year period of 2006 to 2008 and year-to-date 
data in fiscal year 2009. Generation requirements are 
derived from sales projections, adjusted to reflect sys
tem operaiing losses. The forecast methodology 
reduces data to a daily basis to allow adjustment for 
leap years. 

The short~term and intermediate-term forecastS proj
ect estimated sales, revenues, number of clients, gen
eration, and maximu.m demand on a monthly basis 
for the remainder of fiscal year 2009 and for all of fis
cal year 2010 and on an annual basis thereafter 
throllgh fiscal year 2014. Projections of fuel costs are 
also provided through fiscal year 2014. The long
range forecast projects annual generation (in GWh) 
and peak demand (in MW) is projected through fiscal 
year 2030. 
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The projected revenues in the Current Forecast are 
derived from the forecast energy sales by classifica
tion using existing base rates and the appropriate 
adjustment charges for the cost of purchased power 
and fuel. The revenue projections also take into 
account the residential subsidies but do not include 
the industrial and hotel subsidies. The Authority'S 
forecasted revenues and payment obligations are dis
cussed in the Financial section. 

In the preparation of the Current Forecast the 
Authority typically reviews analyses of the Puerto 
Rico economy that are prepared each year by three 
independent economic consultants. The three con
sultants are Econometrica, Inc. (ECO); the Inter
American University - IRS Global Insight (IAU-GI); 
and the Commonwealth of Puerto RicO's Planning 
Board (Planning Board). The Authority uses the eco
nomic indicators projected by these economic con
sultants in these analyses in the preparation of its 
Current Forecast. In view of the uncertainties in the 
economic forecasts, the Authority generally uses the 
least optimistic five-year intermediate term energy 
sales projections for financial planning purposes and 
the most expansive projections for long-range capac
ity and operational planning. This year, however, the 
Authority selected the Planning Board projections 
because they were the least expansive for the budget 
year 2009-10 and effectively match the least expen
sive projections for the following two fiscal years. 
(See Econometric Factors section below.) 

For the last two decades the short-term energy sales 
projections in the Authority'S Current Forecasts have 
typically been conservatively close to actual perform
ance; these were during a period of almost continu
ous electric sales growth only interrupted by the 
impact of hurricanes. Since fiscal year 2006, how
ever, short-term consumption forecasts have under

·stated the actual decline in consumption. To improve 
the accuracy of their projections, last year the 
Authority revised· the modeling of residential and 
industrial class consumption to rellect the clients' 
sensitivity to the price of electricity. 

Although the least expansive forecast was used to proj
ect the electric energy consumption in each of service 
class for fiscal year 2009, electric sales were actually 
5.5% less than the previous year, compared to a pro
jected decline of l.3%. Additional discussion of fiscal 
year 2009 performance can be found in the Short-to
Intermediate Term Energy Sales Forecast section. 
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ECONOMY OF PUERTO RICO 

Since the present depressed state of the economy of 
Puerto Rico is unprecedented in recent decades, eco
nomic forecasting for the island is currently difficult 
and more uncertain. The demand for electric energy 
in Puerto Rico has historically tracked the island's 
evolving economy and its attendant economic devel
opment. Puerto Rico's economy has evolved from 
primarily an agriculture economy in the early 1900s 
to one dominated by manufacturing in the 1940s 
through the 1970s and, fi':'ally, moving to a mixed 
economy largely comprised of the manufacturing 
and service sectors over "the past three decades. 

The Planning Board is the official Commonwealth 
agency that collects and reports the principal macro
economic indicators utilized in the Current 
Forecast, which are the Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP), and the Gross National Product (GNP), of 
the Puerto Rico economy. The Planning Board's 
macroeconomic indicators depicted in the Current 
Forecast for fiscal year 2006 and 2007 were revised 
and fiscal year 2008 is preliminary. As measured by " 
the GNP the Puerto Rican economy was robust in 
the three fiscal years ending in 2005, subsequently 
the economy grew marginally by 0.5% in fiscal year 
2006 and contracted by 1.9% in fiscal year 2007 and 

. 2.5% in fiscal year 2008. The Planning Board's pre
liminary estimate for the GNP is that it contracted 
by 3.4% during fiscal year 2009. For fiscal year 2010 
the Planning Board initially projected a contraction 

in the GNP of 2.0%, however, with the implementa
tion of the Federal Economic Stimulus plan and eco
nomic measures, such as the Employment 
Reduction Plan and the Economic Stimulus Plan, to 
be implemented by the Commonwealth 
Government of Puerto Rico, the Planning Board 
revised its projection that the GNP would grow mar
ginally by 0.1% in fiscal year 2010, 0.9% in 2011 and 
1.0% in 2012. The chart below reflects the earlier 
Planning Board projections that were utilized in the 
Current Forecast. 

The following chart shows the projections of the 
Gross National Product for Puerto Rico by the 
Authority'S three economic consultants for fiscal 
years 2009 through 2014. 

ECONOMETRIC FACTORS 

The Current Forecast is based on econometric mod
els, which attempt to correlate the future consump
tion of electricity with recent consumption data, 
industrial class power costs and selected economic 
indicators. This year, as in most years, the Authority 
used three economic consultants to provide fore
casts of these macroeconomic indicators. As men
tioned earlier, the three consultants were 
Econometrica, Inc. (ECa); the Inter-American 
University-Global Insight (IAU-GI); and the 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico's Planning Board 
(Planning Board). 

To establish the sales forecasts in the Current 
Forecast for the base fiscal year of 2009, the 
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Authority's model used actual data through 
February 2009 and estimated data for the balance of 
the fiscal year based on correlations with year-to
date data and extrapolation of data from the prior 
three years. 

The projected energy sales by client classification 
data were developed using historical data since 1983 
and selected economic indicators to March 2009. 
These macroeconomic indicators are: 

• Gross Domestic Product (GDP), nsed in part to 
forecast residential and commercial kWh sales. 

• Gross National Product (GNP) used as a fac-
tor in forecasting industrial kwh sales. 

In developing the' Current Forecast the Authority 
uniformly employs the economic indicators from 
each economic consultant. The resulting power sales 
over the five-year intermediate term forecast period 
are summarized below (CAGR is the compound 
annual growth rate): 

PROJECTIONS OF TOTAL GWH SALES 

Fiscal Percent Percent Planning Percent 
Year ECO Change IAU-GI Change Board Change 

2008 19,601.6 19,601.6 19,601.6 

2009 18,S74.3 -S.24% 18,S74.3 -S.24% 18,S74.3 -S.24% 

2010 18,087.2 -2.62% 18,11S.1 -2.47% 17,929.0 -3.47% 

2011 17,729.2 -1.98% 17,938.8 -0.97% 17,739.2 -1.06% 

2012 17,612.7 -0.66% 17,908.7 -0.17% 17,667.1 -0.41% 

2013 17,468.3 -0.82% 18,036.1 0.71% 17,700.S 0.19% 

2014 17,314.1 -0.88% 18,279.7 1.3S% 17,826.8 0.71% 

S-year CAGR -1.40% -0.32% -0.81% 

Generally the Authority would have used the ECO 
projections in its Current Forecast since these pro
duced the lowest growth rate, negative 1.40%, in 
total energy sales over the future five year period 
2010-2014. This year, however, the Planning Board's 
forecast was used because it was least expansive in 
total energy sales for the 2010 budget year with neg
ative 3.47%. In addition, the sales projections based 
on the Planning Board were within 0.05% and 0.3% 
of projections based on ECO for fiscal years 2011 
and 2012 respectively. 

For reference, the Planning Board used the follOwing 
assumptions while developing its economic forecast 
dated April 2009 over the forecast period: 
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The U.s. Economy 

l. Contraction of the U.S. economy of -l.4% in 
2009 and a marginal growth rate of 0.5% 
in 2010. 

2. The average price of petroleum in fiscal year 
2009 was $65.33 per barrel and $47.25 per 
barrel in 2010. 

3. A reduction of 43.3% and 14.4% in interest 
rates for fiscal years 2009 and 2010 
respectively. 

The Puerto Rico Economy 

An additional $385 million in Federal transfers 
for 2010. 

CONSUMPTION OF ELECTRICITY 

Over the twenty years from the mid-1980's through 
2006, the annualized rate of growth in the consump
tion of electricity in Puerto Rico was generally 
.greater than that of the u.s. mainland. Interruptions 
in this pattern were principally caused by major 
weather events. The event with the greatest impact 
occurred in 1998 when Hurricane Georges devas
tated the island, causing severe damage to the 
Authority's system and a dramatic, short-term cur
tailment in power sales. By fiscal year 2000, how
ever, the annual growth rate in the Authority's 
energy sales rebounded back to a robust 6.8%. The 
growth rates for energy sales in fiscal years 2001, 
2002, and 2003, were moderate at 3.2%, 2.2% and 
4.0% respectively. For fiscal years 2004 through 
2007 the decline in the annualized growth rate for 
el)ergy sales continued with marginal growth rates 
of l.9%, l.2%, 0.6% and 0.3%, respectively. For fis
cal years 2008 and 2009 energy sales declined 
sharply resulting with negative growth rates of 5.2% 
and 5.5%, respectively 

The five-year power sales projection in the Current 
Forecast shows continued annual declines of 3.5%, 
l.l%, 0.4%, for fiscal years 2010 through 2012, 
respectively and incremental positive growth of 0.2% 
and 0.7% in fiscal years 2013 and 2014, respectively. 
As shown on the comparative chart below, Electric 
Retail Sales-All Sectors US &: PR, the rate of growth 
in electric sales have gradually decreased over the 
past five years in Puerto Rico as it has on the u.s. 
mainland. Looking forward, energy sales in Puerto 
Rico are projected to rebound and reach positive 
growth in fiscal years 2013 and 2014. U.S. energy 
sales dropped S.2% in calendar year 2008, are fore
cast to contract for a second consecutive year in 2009 
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and then grow marginally in the calendar years 2011-
2014. The data for the u.s. are derived from two EIA 
sources. The first EIA source is' the Short-Term 
Energy Outlook, which is published on a monthly 
basis and is therefore current, was referenced for the 
historic data and the forecast for the calendar years 
2009 and 2010. The EIA:s Annual Energy Outlook 
was the source for the forecast data in calendar years 
2010 through 2014. Data for 2010 were taken from 
the August 2009 Short-Term Energy Outlook, which 
reflected scaled back energy sales projections in com
parison to the projections for 2011 and later, which 
were taken from the Annual Energy Outlook pre
pared in December 2008. 

DEMAND AND 
ENERGY FORECAST 

GENERATION FORECAST 
The total net generation for fiscal year 2009, including 
purchased power and hydro-power, was 21,763 GWh, 
which was a 5.4% decline from the amount generated 
in the previous year. Over the five-year period from fis
cal year 2004 through 2009, the compound annual 
growth rate (CAGR) in net generation was negative 
1.1%. The Current Forecast of electric generation over 
the next five fiscal years, through 2014, has a CAGR of 
negative 0.8%. The long-term generation forecast for 
the next ten years through fiscal year 2024 project 
small but steady annual increases with a CAGR of 
0.7% in that ten year period. 

The Current Forecast develops generation data using 
the gross generation of the Authority'S plants plus the 
amount of purchased power, which is the net output 
of the twO cogenerators. As discussed above the gen
eration projection in the Current Forecast was based 
on actual generation data through February 2009, 
preliminary generation data for March, and a projec
tion for the balance of the fiscal year. The annual 

Electric Retail Sales - All Sectors US & PR 
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generation for fiscal year 2009 in the Current 
Forecast predicted a decline of 5.4% compared to 
2008, which closely matched the observed decline in 
net generation for the same period. The annual gen
eration for the forecast period was determined utiliz
ing a system efficiency that was the System's 
12-month system average to February 2009, based 
on the sales and generation data methodology in the 
Current Forecast. 

PEAK DEMAND FORECAST 
Consistent with the Authority's conservative 
approach to expansion of generation capacity the 
Current Forecast used the projections of IAU-GI for 
the development of the peak demand forecast 
because it was the most expansive of the three eco
nomic consultants forecasts. 

For the third consecutive year the System did not 
reach a new peak demand. The current historic sys
tem peak of 3,685 MW was established in September 
2005, in fiscal year 2006. From fiscal years 2004 to 
2009 the five-year CAGR in actual peak demand con
tracted by 0.9%. The peak demand for fiscal year 
2009 was 3,351 MW which was 5.5% less that the 
peak demand reached during fiscal year 2008 and 
9.1 % less than the historic system peak demand. 

The Current Forecast utilized a system load factor of 
78.19% to project peak demand for the duration of 
the generation forecast to fiscal year 2030. The system 
load factor is the ratio of the average demand in kilo
watts supplied during a deSignated period, in this case 
the 12 months through February 2009, to the peak or 
maximum demand also measured in kilowatts. 

The most expansive model in the Current Forecast 
predicts that the 3,685 MW peak demand established 
during fiscal year 2006 will not be exceeded over the 
twenty-one year duration of the forecast. The fore
cast peak demand projects a 0.6% contraction in the 
CAGR during the five-year period from fiscal year 
2009 through 2014 and 0.1% over the ten years from 
fiscal year 2009 through 2019. For comparison, the 
2008 peak demand forecast showed a 0.9% CAGR for 
the five-year period through fiscal year 2013 and 
0.8% for the ten-year period through fiscal year 2018. 

Since 1993 the Authority has included explicit 
recognition of the potential effects of its DSM is! EC 
programs in its peak demand forecasts. These pro
grams are discussed below. 

The Peak Demand Forecast Comparison graph below 
shows the degree in which the peak demand forecast 
has changed over the last several years. 

DEMAND-SIDE MANAGEMENT AND 
ENERGY CONSERVATION PROGRAMS 
Electric utilities offer programs to encourage clients 
to modify their levels and patterns of electric con
sumption. The implementation of such programs, 
known collectively as Demand-Side Managemeut is! 
Energy Conservation (DSM is! EC), achieve two 
objectives; energy efficiency and load management. 
DSM initiatives such as load management programs 
are designed to achieve load shifting from peak 
hours to non-peak periods. Energy efficiency meas
ures reduce the energy consumption of end-use 
devices and systems by promoting high-efficiency 
equipment and energy-efficient building design. 
Successful DSM is! EC programs promote energy 
efficiency and achieve cost -effectiveness for utilities 
and clients thereby delaying the need for new capac
ity. DSM is! EC programs help to conserve fossil fuel 
resources, reduce air pollution, and lower a utility's 
need for capital and its carrying costs. 

As part of its Load Management Program the 
Authority promotes: Time-of-Use (TaU) rates to 

improve or smooth out its load curve; the purchase 
of energy-efficient motors and air conditioners; and 
the use of more efficient lighting. TaU rates offer 
economic incentives to Industrial and Commercial 
clients who modify their patterns of energy con
sumption, i.e., adding load to off peak hours and 
reducing load during peak hours. (For more infor
mation on TaU rates see the Rates section.) The 
Authority, with a limited staff, also offers clients 
advice on power factor improvement that benefits 
both the client and the Authority: 

As part of its energy conservation program, the 
Commonwealth government promoted in 
September 2008 an energy efficiency program that 
offered a $5 discount coupon for the purchase of 
four or more compact fluorescent light bulbs. The 
coupons were inserted into approximately 1.3 mil
lion residential electric bills during the monthly 
billing cycle starting on September 8, 2008 and were 
valid until the end of the calendar year. The 
Department of Consumer Affairs froze the price of 
the light bulbs as of August 15, 2008. The coupons 
could be redeemed at many authorized retailers 
through out the island. The estimated cost of this 
program was $6.6 million. 

The Authority, as it has for the past several years, 
projects that the savings from its DSM is! EC pro
gram will lower peak demand by 1 MW per year. Its 
load reduction program might be even greater if the 
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optional energy management system (EMS) compo
nent were added to the automated meter reading 
system that is being installed throughout the system. 
Employing the EMS would allow the Authority to 
control clients' equipment, such as air conditioners, 
for periods when load management is desirable. The 
Authority continues to analyze the potential for load 
control among its small commercial clients. 

CAPACITY PLANNING 

The Authority periodically updates its Capacity 
Expansion Plan (CEP) as part of its efforts to ensure its 
ability to meet expected long term electric load 
growth, to provide reliable, cost-effective electric serv
ice to its clients, and to reduce its dependence on fuel 
oil. The CEP is updated using system-planning soft
ware that is widely accepted throughout the electric 
utility industry. The software employs multiple factors 
to determine the least cost system operation and 
expansion over the forecast period. Amongst other 
inputs, the computer simulation accounts for the 
unique cost and operational attributes of each existing 
and potential new production unit in the System. In 
addition, the model reflects that the Authority has no 
neighboring utilities with which to interconnect, that 
each of its large units supply a relatively high percent 
of the system load and that its load is fairly constant 
throughout the year. These last three characteristics 
significantly increase the reserve generating capacity 
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that the Authority must maintain in order to be able to 
provide reliable service to its clients. 

The Consulting Engineers regularly reviews the 
Authority's capacity planning and believes that the 
Authority's Capacity Expansion plan discussed in this 
section provides a reasonable basis for its capacity 
planning at this time. 

OVERVIEW 
AVAILABILITY 

The Authority has directed ~onsiderable resources 
over almost two decades towards improving the 
availability of its electric production' plant. With 
these significant capital expenditures, the Authority 
has been able to extend the life of its generating facil
ities, reduce the need for extended scheduled out
ages, and lower the frequency of forced outages, 
thereby increasing the percentage of time its generat
ing units are available for service. During the last 
decade the Authority's total System annual produc
tion plant availability increased from being consis
tendy in the range of 80% up to 2003, to more than 
84% by the end of calendar year 2005, and as high as 
88% in December 2006. 

On December 29 and 30, 2006, the Palo Seco Steam 
Plant was forced out of service as the result of two 
separate fires. The extended loss of the 602 MW 

steam plant from the islands load center severely 
tested electric production plant reserve capacity and 
the transmission system ability to move large quanti
ties of power from the large generating units in the 
south to the load centers on the northern side of the 
island. Total system availability dropped from 88% 
just prior to the fires to' 71 % at the close of the fiscal 
year 2009. Restoration of the first two units at Palo 
Seco placed 170 MW back into the System; Unit 2 
returned to service in November 2007 and Unit 1 
returned in April 2008. The two larger 216 MW units 
required extensive overhaul with Unit 4 returning to 
service in March 2009, and Unit 3 scheduled for 
return in the first quarter of fiscal year 2010. The 
Authority anticipates recovery to previously demon
strated high levels of availability by fiscal year 2013, 
following completion of the scheduled major over
hauls of certain larger steam units. As discussed in 
the System's Operations section some of these major 
overhauls were deferred pending restoration of the 
Palo Seco Steam Plant units. 

The Authority's overall production plant equivalent 
ayailability for the three-year period ending June 30, 
2009 is shown with performance by the three major 
kinds of generation-steam, combustion turbine, 
and combined cycle. 

Authority's Electric Production Plant Equivalent Availability 
(12.Month Rolling Average) 
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NEW CAPACITY 
During fiscal year 2009 the Authority accepted for 
commercial operation two combined cycle units at 
the San Juan Steam plant and eight combustion tur
bines at the Mayagllez facility. 

The San Juan project, San Juan Units 5 &: 6 went 
commercial in October 2008, and adds 464 MW of 
efficient combined-cycle capacity to the Authority's 
System. The addition is comprised of two combined
cycle units each consisting of one combustion-tur
bine rated at 165 MW with a heat recovery steam 
generator (HRSG) feeding a single 67 MW steam tur
bine-generator. The new combined cycle units are 
currently the most efficient of the Authority's pro
duction units. 

The Mayagllez combustion turbine project replaced 
four older less efficient 21 MW combustion turbines 
with eight 27.5 MW dual fuel aero-derivative com
bustion turbines making four 55 MW units; each 
unit is comprised of two combustion turbines driv
ing one generator. The first two units started opera
tion in the third quarter of fiscal year 2009, operation 
of the last two units was accepted in the fourth quar
ter of the past fiscal year. The replacement combus
tion turbines incorporate newer technology that 
significantly improves the overall efficiency of the 
facility and adds 136 MW of new capacity. 

Both the San Juan and Mayag11ez units will initially 
operate on distillate fuel, with the provision for 
switching to natural gas when gas becomes available 
at the facility. 

PURCHASED POWER 
In parallel with the internal program to improve pro
duction plant performance, the Authority entered 
into long-term purchased power agreements with the 
owners of two privately owned and operated cogen
enition facilities. These new plants were selected to 
aid the Authority in providing for electric load 
growth, reduce the island's dependence on fuel oil, 
and continue to improve the System reliability. 

In accordance with a 22-year power purchase agree
ment (PPA) that commenced on March 21, 2000, the 
Authority began .purchasing 507 MW of power pro
duced by EcoElectrica, L.P.'s gas-fired combined
cycle cogeneration facility. The PPA outlines capacity 
and energy charges to be paid by the Authority based 
on the performance and electrical output of the facil
ity. A principal condition of the agreement is a pro
gressive reduction in the monthly capacity charge, 
paid by the Authority, subject to the facility meeting 

a minimum 93% availability on a 12-month rolling 
average. EcoElectrica's target availability for fiscal 
year 2009 was reduced to 90% because of scheduled 
maintenance work; the actual availability was 89.6% 
for the period. The target availability during fiscal 
year 2010 will return to 93%. 

The Authority has also entered into an agreement 
with AES-PR to purchase 454 MW of power from its 
coal-fired steam-electric plant. The plant, which con
sists of two identical fluidized-bed boilers and two 
steam turbines, uses clean-burning coal technology. 
The facility commenced commercial operation ou 
November 29,2002. The 25-year PPA with AES-PR is 
similar to EcoElectrica, L.P.'s. The minimum guaran
teed availability for AES-PR is 90%, slightly lower 
thau EcoElectrica, L.P.'s, but typical of coal-fired elec
tric generating plants. Actual availability for the 12 
months ended June 30, 2009 was 88.2%. 

These PPAS have allowed the AuthOrity to reduce its 
dependency on fuel oil, mitigate the economic risk of 
its electric system operation, and to schedule the 
retirement of some of its older, less efficient generat
ing units. For further discussion on EcoElectrica and 
AES-PR, refer to the Cogenerators in the System's 
Operations section. 

Prior to the Authority purchaSing power from the 
cogenerators, nearly 99% of the energy sold by the 
Authority was produced by its oil-fired units. During 
the current period of depressed energy sales, it is esti
mated that up to 37% of the Authority'S annual 
energy sales could be derived from fuels other than 
oil, when both the EcoElectrica, L.P. and AES-PR 
plants are operating at base load. In fiscal year 2009 
actual cogenerator generation was 30.6% of the sys
tem total. Subject to dispatch and actual availability; 
the combined generation of EcoElectrica, L.P. and 
AES-PR is forecasted to be 31.8% of the total System 
generation in fiscal year 2010. 

Other benefits of the cogeneration contracts include 
fixing the cost of fuel used to generate electricity for 
each year of the contract at the beginning of such 
year. Annually, the fuel portion of the energy charge 
per kWh is set based on actual fuel-related energy 
charges for the preceding year, adjusted using infla
tion and other indices. The fixed nature of the fuel 
cost reduces short-term variations in the Authority's 
energy costs by bringing purchased power costs out 
of step with price changes in other components of 
the Authority'S fuel mix. The fixed fuel costs also 
affords the Authority the opportunity to better dis
patch its electric production plant. 
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FUTURE CAPACITY PLANNING 
The Authority's current capacity expansion plan is 
based on the Authority's most recent Current 
Forecast dated April 2009. As discussed in the 
Demand and Energy Forecast section, the Current 
Forecast shows declining peak demand through fis
cal year 2013 with only modest annual increases 
afterwards. The previous system peak of 3,685 MW, 
established in fiscal year 2006, is not currently fore
casted be exceeded until beyond the horizon of the 
Authority's capacity planning. 

The reduction in forecasted peak demand allows the 
Authority to focus on reducing and stabilizing future 
electric power costs by decreasing its dependence on 
oil while improving the overall efficiency of its elec
tric production plant. The first step in this process is 
to expand the use of natural gas for electric genera
tion by utilizing it in modem efficient generating 
units. The price structure of LNG also tends to pro
vide stable electric energy prices in comparison to 
oil. The Authority plans to initially utilize the excess 
storage capacity at the existing LNG facility located 
in Guayanilla at the EcoElectrica cogeneration plant. 

The first project to use the available gas at 
EcoElectrica was intended to be the two existing 296 
MW combined cycle units at the AgUirre plant, 
which were converted to dual fuel capability. The 
pipeline project from Guayanilla to Aguirre was can
celed in April 2009, however, in response to com
munity opposition to the pipeline. 

The Authority is currently evaluating the utilization 
of the surplus gas storage at EcoElectrica for a new 
combined cycle facility to be located at the Costa Sur 
Steam plant. The combination of modem combined 
cycle efficiencies and the reduction in equivalent gas 
pricing over distillate could provide electric energy 

savings of more than 35% over any of the Authority'S 
existing oil-fired generating units based on current 
forecasts of fuel pricing. 

The Authority'S strategic plan is to expand the use of 
gas for electric generation across the island. As gas 
becomes available, the next candidate for gas firing 
will be the San Juan Units 5 &: 6, which have dual 
firing capability and are currently the most efficient 
Authority owned generating units. 

To further reduce its dependence on oil, the 
Authority is studying the construction of a new coal
fired plant at a former refinery in Guayama, on the 
island's southeast coast. The Authority is also study
ing the possible conversion of one or more of its 
steam generating units to coat firing. The conversion 
would require the construction of a new boiler to 
maintain steam cycle capacity and efficiency. 

As stated above, the gas and coal fueled projects 
described are not required for load growth, and as 
such, are not presently included in the Capacity 
Expansion Plan while the Authority considers the 
economics of ownership and long term power pur
chase agreements. 

The first six years of the current CEP are excerpted 
in the Capacity Expansion Plan table. Details of 
existing generating capacity of the System and the 
anticipated changes through fiscal year 2014 are 
shown in Appendix VIII, System Capability. 

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES 
The Authority's policy is to review all valid proposals 
submitted by developers· for power projects on the 
island. The basic economic criterion used to evaluate 
these proposals is that the cost of the power must be 
at or below the Authority'S avoided cost for that 
power, which is the cost the Authority would incur if 
it were to build and operate the new capacity itself. 

CAPACITY EXPANSION PLAN 
(In MW) 

Fiscal Peak System Installed 
Year Peak DSM Demand Less Capacity New Reserve Reserve 

Ending Demand1 Savings DSM End of Year Capacity Retirements Margin Margin% 

2009 3,351 0 3,351 5,864 684 84 2,513 75% 

2010 3,224 3,223 5,864 0 0 2,641 82% 

2011 3,192 2 3,190 5,864 0 0 2,674 84% 

2012 3,178 3 3,175 5,864 0 0 2,689 85% 

2013 3,210 4 3,206 5,864 0 0 2,573 80% 

2014 3,253 5 3,248 5,779 0 85 2,531 78% 

1 2009 Actual; 2010-2014 Based on IAU-GI projections in the Current Forecast dated April 2009. 
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At the end of fiscal year 2009 there were no firm 
alternative energy sources in the Authority's CEP 
because of uncertain project viability and timing. 

To promote the use of renewable resources for the 
production of electric energy and further expand its 
energy diversification, the Authority created two 
subsidiaries to facilitate its participation in alterna
tive power projects. The first wholly owned sub
sidiary is PREPA Oil & Gas, which was established 
to provide a mechanism for the Authority to partic
ipate in gas infrastructure projects or arranging fuel 
supplies for private power generators. The other 
new subsidiary is PREPA Renewables. This sub
sidiary was formed for the Authority to assist in 
funding renewable energy projects or to establish a 
joint venture with developers of renewable energy 
projects. Both subsidiaries currently hold no assets. 

The Authority has entered into Power Purchase 
Agreements (PPA) with developers to purchase elec
tric energy from three different wind energy projects 
and a waste-to-energy project. The wind projects, 
while not yet permitted, are 39 MW, 40 MW and 50 
MW each. The largest 50 MW farm is to be located 
in Guayanilla on the southern side of the island. 

The PPA with the waste-to-energy project is for 50 
MW This project is still in the permitting stage. 
Discussions related to a second waste-to-energy proj
ect continued during the past fiscal year, with no con
clusion. While these facilities could help solve the 
waste disposal problems on the island, these projects 
have historically been uneconomic on the island and 
none are presently in operation. 

To encourage more efficient and renewable on-site 
generation technologies such as photovoltaic panels, 
the Commonwealth legislature enacted the Economic 
Incentives Act in 2008 that sets out the basis under 
which the Authority would buy the excess power self
generated by a client. The scope of the Economic 
Incentives Act is discussed the Financial section. At 
this time the energy from distributed generation 
sources are not included in the CEP. 

FUEL MIX 
For information on the types of fuel used in the 
Authority'S various generating units see the Fuels 
section under System's Operations. 

The Authority purchases all its fuel oil under one
year contracts that include an option for a second 
year. These contracts are structured to reflect physi
cal clearing prices, and avoid speculation in the mar
ket. In addition, the pricing structures of the two 

cogenerators are based in part on annual indices to 
provide stable pricing for purchased power. These 
strategies, however, do not isolate the Authority 
from changes in energy costs that have been occur
ring over the last few years; all production related 
fuel expenses are currently recovered through the 
fuel component of the adjustment charge. 

The total projected use of each type of fuel is based 
on generation required to meet the demand forecasts 
developed in the Current Forecast. The Authority 
utilizes an economiC dispatch simulation of all gen
erating sources in the System to determine the low
est cost generation plan.' The dispatch simulation 
takes into account the heat rate, operational charac
teristics and fuel costs specifically for each plant. As 
discussed in the Current Forecast section, this infor
mation was developed for the remaining months of 
fiscal year 2009 and summarized annually for the 
five-year intermediate-term forecast. The actual 
annual results of generation, fuel use and costs for 
fiscal year 2009 and those forecasted over the five
year period are presented in Appendix IV, Annual 
Generation, Fuel Consumption, and Fuel Costs for 
Thermal Stations. 

Although the data in the chart below is based on 
mainland facilities, the chart shows the volatility 
from July 2007 to June 2009 in the price of most fos
sil fuels used at electric generating plants as reported 
to the Energy Information Administration's (EIA) , 
the reporting arm for the Department of Energy. It 
should be noted that the natural gas data in the chart 
reflect pipeline gas, while the only natural gas avail
able in Puerto Rico is liquefied natural gas (LNG), 
which has a different pricing basis. 

FUEL OIL 

The Authority's average cost of fuel oil, including 
transportation and fuel-handling costs in fiscal year 
2009 was $76,23 per barreL The total costs of fuel 
for fiscal year 2009 and the five-year forecast period 
are shown in Appendix III, Detail of Operating and 
Maintenance Expenses. 

The Authority'S projected cost of fuel per barrel 
including handling charges for fiscal year 2010 is 
$65.99 and is forecasted to be $80.38, $94.04, 
$100.22, and $104.40 in 2011 through 2014, respec
tively. As discussed in the Annual Budget section, 
these fuel costs were utilized in the Authority'S 
amended Annual Budget that was developed in 
January 2010. The forecasted prices of fuel are based 
on EIA indices for the types of fuel oil the Authority 
burns adjusted for the AuthOrity'S location and inci-
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dental charges. The composite barrel cost is based 
specifically on the mix the Authority has forecast to 
be utilized in the generating units. For its short-term 
projection the Authority used the EIAS Short-term 

Energy Outlook dated August 2009. For its intermedi
ate-term projections the EIAS Preliminary· Animal 

Energy Outlook 2009 dated December 2008 was used. 

These projected fuel costs were used to develop the 
annual costs of fuel and the fuel adjustment rev
enues in the Authority's Current Forecast (See 
Appendix I, Intermediate-Term -Financial Planning 

Forecast). 

The Authority's oil fired units generated 69.8% of the 
System total energy in fiscal year 2009. Its total fuel 
oil storage capacity is 4.7 million barrels, including 
rented storage. This maximum capacity would be 
sufficient for the Authority to operate more than 50 
days; however, the Authority typically maintains a 30 
day inventory of fuel oil. It is worthwhile to note that 
the Authority has never had to curtail electric service 
from fuel oil shortages or from problems delivering 
fuel to its generating facilities. 
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NATURAL GAS AND COAL 

Natural Gas 

In March 2000 the Authority entered into a 22-year 
coiuract with EcoElectrica, L.P. to purchase all the 
power produced by the first natural gas fired facility 
on the island. In fiscal year 2009, EcoElectrica,L.P. 
represented 8.6% of the System's capacity and pro
vided 15.1% of the Authority'S dispatchable energy: 
For fiscal year 2010 the energy provided to the 
Authority'S system is forecast to be 15.8% of the total. 

As discussed above, part of the Authority'S long-term 
fuel strategy has been to increase the use of natural 
gas in new and selected existing units. While the 
excess liquefied natural gas (LNG) storage capacity 
at the EcoElectrica facility could be sufficient to sup
ply a nominal 500 MW gas-fired combined cycle 
plant; any subsequent increased utilization of gas 
will require new LNG infrastructure for handling, 
storage, and gasification. 

To establish the forecast cost of LNG, exclusive of 
EcoElectrica, the Authority uses the EIAS projected 
price for imported LNG and applies an adjustment 
factor for transportation costs and re-gasification 
costs in Puerto Rico. 
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Coal Fueled AES-PR 

The AES-PR plant began commercial operation in 
November 2002. The plant uses fluidized bed boil
ers, which are considered a clean coal-burning tech
nology The Authority has entered into a 25-year PPA 
to purchase all the power produced by the facility. 
Although AES-PR comprises 7.7% of the System's 
capacity, this co-generator also provided 15.5% of 
the Authority's dispatchable energy during fiscal 
year 2009. It is anticipated that the plant will pro
vide 16% of the system's total generation in fiscal 
year 2010. 

To establish the forecast cost of energy from the 
AES-PR coal plant, AES provides the Authority with 
the annual forecast costs from its supplier. 

ENERGY SALES FORECAST 

The Authority's annual Current Forecast contains 
detailed projections of short-to-intermediate-term 
sales and revenues. The methodology and results of 
the Current Forecast are discussed in the Current 
Forecast section above. As is usually the case, this 
year three economic consultant's projections of the 
economy of Puerto Rico were examined in the 
Current Forecast. The consultants forecast two key 
macroeconomic indicators Gross Domestic product 
and Gross National Product, which are used with 
o.ther variables to project the intermediate-term 
electric sales and revenues. 

To account for the uncertainty inherent in economic 
forecasting the Authority generally chooses the least 
optimistic economic consultant's projections over 
the intermediate five-year period for its financial 
forecast. In this year's Current Forecast an exception 
was made to utilize the least expansive for the first 
two years of the forecast period, as discussed in the 
Current Forecast section. 

SHORT-TO-INTERMEDIATE TERM 
ENERGY SALES FORECAST 
As discussed in the Current Forecast section, the 
growth rate in the Authority's total kWh sales has 
been steadily slowing over the last several years and 
actually contracted over the past two years. The 
actual total kWh sales in fiscal year 2009 decreased 
5.5% from the previous year and the three largest 
sectors experienced a decline as they did in fiscal 
year 2008 when total kWh sales experienced a 
dectease of 5.2%. The projection from last year's 
Current Forecast was a 1.3% decrease in energy sales 
for fiscal year 2009. 

As shown in the table below, total sales for fiscal year 
2010 are projected to decrease by 3.5%. The annual 
decrease in total energy sales is projected to con
tinue to fiscal year 2012 and increase marginally 
during the final two years of the five-year forecast. 
The Current Forecast projects annual kwh sales for 
fiscal years 2011 through 2014 to be -1.1%, -0.4%, 
0.2%, and 0.7%, respectively. 

Last year's Current Forecast projected that energy 
sales would decrease at a CAGR of 0.3% over the five
year period ending in fiscal year 2013. This year's 
Current Forecast for fiscal years 2009 through 2014 
projects an annual decrease of 0.8% over the five-year 
period. 'For comparative purposes the EIA projects 
that the CAGR for U.S. mainland electric sales for the 
five calendar years ending in 2014 will be 1.6%. 
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The projected energy sales through fiscal year 2014, 
taken from the Authority's Current Forecast, are 
summarized in Appendix I, Intermediate-Term 
Financial Planning Forecast. 

The table below, Short-term Energy Sales Forecast, 
shows actual kilowatt-hour sales and percent change 
from the prior year by major client classifications for 
fiscal years 2008 and 2009. It also shows the pro
jected kilowatt-hour sales and percent change from 
the prior year by major .client classifications for fis
cal years 2009 and 2010 taken from the Authority's 
Current Forecast. 

SHORT-TERM ENERGY SALES FORECAST 
(GWh) 

FY 2008 
Actual! 

FY 2009 FY 2010 
4(09 Actual' 4(09 

Estimate ForecastZ 

Annual/ncrease (Decrease) (6.7%) (6.1%) (5.8%) .(4.9%) 

Annual/ncrease (Decrease) (1.9%) (2.1%) (2.8%) (2.0%) 

Annual/ncrease (Decrease) (9.5%) (10.4%) (12.1%) (5.0%) 

Annual Increase (Decrease) (6.2%) 0.9% 0.9% 0.0% 

Annual/ncrease(Decrease) (5.2%) (5.2%) (5.5%) (3.5%) 

1. As reported in the Authority's Preliminary June 2009 Governing 
Board Report. 

2. Percentage is calculated on forecast sales for fiscal year 2009 
3. Other Sales are comprised of Agricultural, Other Public Authorities, 

and Public lighting. 

The kWh sales statistics for the u.s. cited in the fol
lowing discussions are taken from EIA reports: 
Annual Energy Outlook 2009 with Projections to 2030 
dated March 2009, and Short-tenn Energy Outlook
August 2009. The U.S. 2008 calendar year energy 
sales are preliminary and 2009 are estimated. 

RESIDENTIAL KWH SALES 

Fiscal year 2009 marks the forth consecutive year 
that there has been a decline in residential energy 
sales. During fiscal year 2009 residential energy sales 
were 6,367.6 GWh or 5.8% less than fiscal year 2008, 
which in turn had experienced residential energy 
sales that were 6.7% below the previous year. The 
continuing economic recession and the increased 
cost of living has played a large part in the decline in 
energy sales to this sector. In the Authority's Current 

Forecast, residential kwh sales for fiscal year 2010 
are estimated to decrease by 4.9%. 

Actual residential kWh sales for the five-year period 
ended june 30, 2009 decreased at a CAGR of 2.8%. 
The Current Forecast projects the residential sector 
consnmption to decrease at a CAGR of 2.5% through 
fiscal year 2014. 

The average number of residential clients the 
Authority served during fiscal year 2009 was 
l,324,752-an increase of 0.8% from the previons 
year. In the past five-year period the nnmber of resi
dential clients increased at a CAGR of 0.6%. For fis
cal year 2010 the number of residential cnstomers is 
projected to increase by 0.2% and the forecasted 
CAGR five-year period ending in 2014 in the number 
of residential clients is forecast to increase by 0.2%. 

In fiscal year 2009 the average annual electric con
snmption per residential client was 4,806.6 kWh, 
which was 6.8% less than the previous fiscal year; 
this continued a trend of decreased consumption 
over the last six years. In fiscal year 2010 the aver
age residential energy consumption is forecast to 
decrease by 5.0%, with a slowly improving negative 
trend continuing throughout the five-year period. 
The past five year CAGR of average residential cone 
sumption contracted by 3.4%. The future five-year 
CAGR in average residential consumption is forecast 
to be negative 2.7%. 

ElA data for recent performance of the U.S. electric 
sales are preliminary: These data show that U.S. res
idential energy sales decreased 1.2% in calendar year 
2008 and are estimated to increase by 0.3% in calen
dar year 2009. The preliminary five-year CAGR in 
U.S. residential kWh sales for calendar years 2004 
through 2009 is 1.3%. The projected five-year com
pound growth rate in U.S. residential kWh sales for 
calendar years 2009 through 2014 is 0.3%. 

According to EIA statistics, the average electric con
sumption of the Authority's residential clients is 
approximately 46% of the average electric consump
tion of residential clients of the u.s. South Atlantic 
Census Division. 

COMMERCIAL KWH SALES 

Commercial kWh sales declined for the second con
secutive year in fiscal year 2009, with a decrease of 
2.8% from the previous fiscal year. In fiscal year 
2008 commercial kWh sales. decreased 1. 9% from 
those of the previous fiscal year. The Current 
Forecast projects that commercial power sales will 
decrease by 2.0% in fiscal year 2010. 

( 

( 
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Change in kWh Sales and Average Consumption 
Residential Sector 

_ Energy Sales 

--+- Average Consumption 
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Fiscal Year 
Actual -----------~»~ Estimate Forecast ------------------:.--

Change in kWh Sales and Average Consumption 
Commercial Sector 

_ Energy Sales 

--+- Average Consumption 

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Fiscal Year 
Actual ------------l>~ Estimate Forecast ------------------..-

The five-year CAGR of commercial sales from 2004 
through 2009 was 0.2%, however, the Current 
Forecast projects a future five-year CAGR from 2009 
through 2014 of 0.5%. This year's Current Forecast 
contrasts with last year's forecast which projected a 
0.1 % contraction in the CAGR in commercial energy 
sales over the five-year period ending 2013. 

from the previous fiscal year. The CAGR in the com
mercial client base for the five years through fiscal 
year 2009 was 0.3%. In fiscal year 2010 the average 
number of commercial clients is projected to 
increase by 0.1 % and uniformly continue that rate of 
expansion for the future five years through 2014. 

The average annual consumption per commercial 
client during fiscal year 2009 was 65,627 kwh for a 
decrease of 2.4% from the previous year. The 

The average number of commercial clients during 
fiscal year 2009 was 129,492, a decrease of 0.4% 
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Authority's actual five-year CAGR in consumption 
per commercial client through the end of fiscal year 
2009 was negligible. For fiscal year 2010 the average 
kWh consumption per commercial client is pro
jected to decrease by 2.1%. The Current Forecast 
projects a CAGR of 0.4% in electric consumption 
per commercial client over the next five fiscal years. 

Based on preliminary EIA data, u.s. commercial 
kWh sales grew 0.6% in calendar year 2008 and are 
estimated to decrease by 1.1 % in calendar year 2009. 
The preliminary five-year CAGR in U.S. commercial 
kWh sales for calendar years 2004 through 2009 is 
1. 7%. The projected five-year CAGR in U.s. com
mercial kWh sales for calendar years 2009 through 
2014 is 2.1%. 

According to EIA statistics, the average kWh con
sumption of the Authority's commercial clients is 
approximately 74% of commercial clients of the 
South Atlantic Census Division of the u.s. 
INDUSTRIAL KWH SALES 

Industrial kWh sales for the fi.'ical year 2009 decreased 
12.1 % compared to the previous year during which 
industrial kWh sales decreased 9.5%. Actual industrial 
kWh sales for the five-year period ending in fiscal year 
2009 decreased at a CAGR of 4.2%. 

The Current Forecast projects that in fiscal year 
2010 industrial energy sales will decrease by 5.0% 
followed by marginal annual contractions of less 
than 1.0% to 2013 and a 0.2% increase in 2014. This 
sector is forecasted to contract at a CAGR of 1.3% 
for the five-year period through fiscal year 2014. 

During fiscal year 2009 the Authority reclassified 
612 government industrial clients from the indus
trial General Service at Secondary Voltage tariff to 
the corresponding commercial tariff, to lower these 
clients' rates. The transfer of these clients from the 
industrial to commercial base reduced the size of the 
industrial sector by more than 40%. At the end of 
fiscal year 2009 the Authority served 898 industrial 
clients. The average annual consumption of those 
clients at the end of fiscal 2009 was 3,662.1 MWh. 
The Current Forecast projects the number of indus
trial clients to decrease by approximately 34 clients 
per year over the next five years. The average con
sumption per Industrial client is omitted form the 
graph below for fiscal years 2009 and 2010 because 
of the reclassification. 

The CAGR for the future five-year period ending in 
2014 in energy use per client is projected at 2.9%. 

Preliminary EIA data show total industrial U.s. kWh 
sales decreased 2.8% in calendar year 2008 and are 
projected to decrease by 10.3% in calendar year 
2009. The preliminary five-year. CAGR in U.S. 
industrial kWh sales for calendar years 2004 
through 2009 is negative 2.9%. The projected CAGR 
in U.S. industrial kWh sales for calendar years 2009 
through 2014 is 2.7%. 

According to EIA statistics, the average kWh con
sumption of the Authority's industrial clients is 
approximately 100% more than those of the South 
Atlantic Census Division of the U.S. 

Change in Energy Sales and Average Consumption 
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OTHER CLASSES KWH SALES 

The sum of the kWh sales in fiscal year 2009 to 
clients in the public lighting, agricultural and other 
public agency classes, known as the "Other" sector, 
represented less than 2% of the Authority'S total 
energy sales. In 2009 the group's kWh sales were 
0.9% more than for the previous year. In fiscal year 
2008 the Other sector posted a decrease in kWh 
sales of 6.2%. The Authority'S Current Forecast proj
ects virtually no change in kWh sales to this group 
throughout the forecast period. 

The number of clients in this group is projected to 
remain unchanged during the forecast period. 

TOTAL KWH SALES 

Total energy sales in fiscal year 2009 declined for the 
second consecutive year, with sales of 18,515.8 
GWh, a decrease of 5.5% from those of the previous 
fiscal year. In fiscal year 2008 the total kWh sales 
decreased 5.2% over those of 2007. Actual total kWh 
sales for the five-year period ended June 30, 2009, 
decreased at a CAGR of 1.8%. In the Current 
Forecast total kWh sales are expected to decrease by 
3.5% for fiscal year 2010 and to decrease at a CAGR 
of 0.8% per year over the five-year period ending in 
fiscal year 2014; this contrasts with the 0.3% growth 
in total kWh sales projected in last year's forecast for 

. the five-year period ending in fiscal year 2013. 

The average number of clients that the Authority 
served during fiscal year 2009 increased 0.7% from 
the previous fiscal year to 1,458,636. Over the five
year period ending in 2009 the CAGR in the number 
of clients was 0.5%. The total number of clients is 
projected to grow by 0.2% in fiscal year 2010. The 
total number of clients is projected to increase at a 
CAGR of 0.2% per year through the next five years 
of the forecast period ending in 2014. 

The average electric consumption of the Authority'S 
clients in fiscal year 2009 was 12,694 kWh, a 
decrease of 6.2% from the previous year. Over the 
past five-year period the CAGR was negative 2.3%. 
The Current Forecast projects the average consump
tion of the Authority'S clients will continue to 
decrease in fiscal year 2010 by 3.7%, and the five
year CAGR is projected to decrease by 1.0% annu
ally through fiscal year 2014. 

The preliminary data for total u.s. kWh sales show 
a decrease of 0.9% in calendar year 2008. For calen
dar year 2009 total kWh sales in the u.s. are esti
mated to contract by 2.9%. The CAGR for the u.s. 
preliminary total kWh sales during the five-year 
period between calendar years 2004 and 2009 is 
0.3% and is projected to be 1.6% for the five-year 
period ending in 2014. 

Fiscal Year 
Actual - , ------- --> Estimate Forecast -------:.-----------~ 
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RATES 
Section 706 of the 1974 Agreement charges the 
Consulting Engineers to prepare each year a report 
setting,forth their recommendations as to any neces
sary or advisable revisions of rates and charges. 

Section 502 of the 1974 Agreement details the 
Authority's responsibilities with respect to rates as 
follows: 

T1te Authority further covenants that it will at all 
times fix, charge and collect reasonable rates and 
charges for the use of the services and facilities Jur
nished by the System and that from time to time, 
and as often as it shall appear necessary, it will 
adjust such rates and charges so that the Revenues 
will at all times be sufficient 

(B) after the outstanding 1947 Indenture Bonds have 
been paid or provision has been made for their payment 
and the release of the 1947 Indenture: 

(a) to pay the Current Expenses of the System, and 

(b) to provide an amount at least equal to one hun
dred twenty per centum (120%) of the aggre
gate Principal and Interest Requirements for 
the next fiscal year on account of all the bonds 
then outstanding under this Agreement, 
reduced by any amount deposited to the credit 
of the Bond Service Account from the proceeds 
of bonds to pay interest to accrue thereon in 
such fiscal year. 

The revenues generated by the Authority'S various 
rate schedules provide the moneys necessary for it to 
meet all of its obligations as detailed in the 1974 
Agreement. Among its obligations are: paying the 
current expenses of the System; financing future 
growth by issuing Power Revenue Bonds; making 
deposits to specified funds; maintaining a minimum 
specified debt service ratio; and paying 
Contributions in Lieu of Taxes. 

Typically, the client's bill consists of the appropriate 
base rate and an adjustment charge. The base rate 
encompasses current expenses, i.e. operation and 
maintenance (0 & M) expenses (excluding the cost 
of fuel and purchased power), monies for funding 
requirements, Contributions in Lieu of Taxes associ
ated with base rate revenue, depreciation and amor
tization, insurance, and debt service. The base rate 
has three components-a demand charge, a cus
tomer charge, and an energy charge, except for 
clients that receive electric service at secondary volt
age. The base rate for clients served at secondary 

voltage is comprised of a customer charge and an 
energy-related charge. The adjustment charge has 
two components: the charge for purchased fuel and 
the charge for purchased power. (For a discussion of 
these charges see Adjustment Charge below.) 

RATE SCHEDULES 
CLASSIFICATIONS AND REVENUES 

In order to serve different segments of its clientele, 
the Authority provides electric service in six client 
classifications. Ranking these classes in their order 
of revenue generated during fiscal year 2009, they 
are: Commercial, Residential, Industrial, Public 
Lighting, Public Authorities, and Agricultural. Three 
of these claSSifications-Commercial, Residential, 
and Industrial-represented 98.0% of the kilowatt
hour sales and contributed 97.2% of the Authority's 
revenues from the sale of electricity. The remaining 
three classifications-Public Lighting, Other Public 
Authorities, and Agricultural - collectively repre
sented the balances of the Authority'S kilowatt-hour 
sales and revenue from the sale of electricity. 

Four rate schedules apply to the large majority of the 
Authority'S client base. These four rate schedules 
are: GRS (General Residential Service), GSS 
(General Service at Secondary voltage), GSP 
(General Service at Primary voltage), and GST 
(General Service at Transmission voltage). These 
four rate schedules serve the majority of the 
Authority'S clients because they were designed for 
wide applicability and they have few; if any, load 
characteristic requirements. To broaden their usage, 
the GSS, GSp, and GST rate schedules are available 
to both commercial and industrial clients. During 
fiscal year 2009 the core four rates accounted for 
86.8% of the Authority'S kilowatt-hour sales and 
87.9% of its revenues from the sale of electricity. 

The following table shows the major contribution of 
these four rate schedules to the Authority'S electric 
sale and its total revenue. In each of the largest three 
classification there is dominant rate schedule. For 
example, although three rate schedules apply to the 
Residential classification, the GRS rate schedule 
serves 86.0% of the Residential clients and accounts 
for 91.1% of the Residential class revenue. Within 
the Commercial classification nine rate schedules 
apply, however, the GSP rate schedule, which serves 
7.8% of the Commercial clients, accounts for 53.4% 
of the Commercial class revenue. The rate schedule 
that generates the second most revenue in the 
Commercial classification is the GSS rate that serves 
91.8% of the Commercial clients and accounts for 

( 

( 

( 
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30.3% of the Commercial class revenue. While thir
teen rate schedules apply to the Industrial classifica
tion, the GST rate schedule which serves 28.6% of 
the Industrial clients, accounts for 51.3% of the 
Industrial class revenue. 

SUMMARY OF CORE RATE SCHEDULES 
ALL ClASSES 

Per Cent of Per Cent Price Range 
Total MWH Sold ofTotal Revenue cents/kWh 

General Residential 
Service 31.0% 31.4% 21.85 

General Service 
Secondary Voltage 12.7% 14.5% 24.64" 27.51 

General Service 
Primary Voltage 25.6% 26.6% 22.36 " 23.03 

General Service 
Transmission Voltage 17.6% 15.4% 18.80" 18.84 

In February 2006 the Authority prepared a new Rate 
Schedule booklet to include the Special Industrial 
Incentive Rates previously approved. The current rate 
schedules are comprised of more than 80 subcate
gories to accommodate various service levels and load 
profiles. As shown on the Rates Table, the Authority 
presently serves all clients under 39 of the subcate
gories. Seven of the rate schedules are common to 
both the commercial and the industrial classifications. 

As shown on the Rates Table, the average revenue 
for all power sold by the Authority was 21.53 
centslkWh during fiscal year 2009. The lowest aver
age cost among the four popular rate schedules was 
18.80 cents/kWh for GST -Industrial, with the high
est average cost being 27.51 cents/kWh for 
GSS-Industrial. 

The Authority'S ten largest industrial clients (25.0% 
of the classification's consumption) paid an average 
of 17.47 centslkWh during fiscal year 2009. This 
was 4.8% less than the industrial class average. 

The Rates Table below shows all the rate schedules in 
use during fiscal year 2009 by the Authority's clients, 
with the average number of clients, total annual sales· 
and average pricing for each rate schedule. 

PRICE COMPARISONS 

The Authority'S average price per kilowatt-hour 
varies Significantly among its client classifications. 
The Public Lighting class paid the highest average 
cost of 34.78 centsikWh while the Industrial class 
paid the lowest average cost of 18.31 cents/kWh. 
These price variations are attributable to the differ
ences in the cost of providing public service and 

socioeconomic objectives of the Commonwealth 
government and the Authority. 

The average prices in centslkWh for the Authority, 
Hawaii, and the U.S. are shown in the following 
table for the year ended June 30,2009. The data for 
the State of Hawaii are provided because its geo
graphical characteristics and fuel mix are similar to 
Puerto Rico's. The U.S. Department of Energy
Energy Information Administration (ElA) data were 
used as a reference to derive the pricing for the State 
of Hawaii and the U.S. The U.S. data are comprised 
of all fifty states and Washington D. C. 

2009 AVERAGE PRICE COMPARISON 
(Cents/kWh) 

Residential 

Commercial 

Industrial 

All Classes 

Authority 

21.58 

22.32 

18.31 

21.53 

ADJUSTMENT CHARGE 

Hawaii 

24.06 

21.38 

17.73 

20.90 

U.S. 

11.47 

10.15 

6.93 

9.86 

Prior to October 1999 the Authority's electric service 
rates consisted primarily of a base charge and a fuel 
adjustment charge. During that period, the base 
charge was comprised of the client and energy 
charges, and in most cases the demand charge. The 
energy charge included a fuel charge of $2.00 per 
barrel. The fuel adjustment charge recovered the 
Authority's fuel oil costs in excess of the $2.00 in the 
base charge. The fuel adjustment clause also recov
ered all other fuel-related costs. 

The Authority revised the fuel adjustment clause in 
November 1999 to recover the cost of purchasing 
power from EcoElectrica, a cogeneration plant, dur
ing its test and start-up period. On March 28, 2000, 
following the required public hearing, a permanent 
revision of the Authority'S rate structure was 
approved that incorporated a purchased power 
charge in the electric service rates to recover its cost 
of purchased power from the EcoElectrica plant. 
Since then the purchased power charge has been 
applicable for purchases from both cogenerators
EcoElectrica and, subsequently, AES-PR. The rate 
structure revision also removed the $2.00 per barrel 
fuel charge from the base charge and included all 
fuel related charges in the newly defined adjustment 
charge. The fuel charge and the purchased power 
charge, both of which became effective June 5, 2000, 
are collectively shown on the client's bill as the 
adjustment charge. 
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RATES TABLE 
Average 
Number 

of Clients 

Total Total Average 
Rate Schedule MWh Revenue Cost 

($000) 1 Cents/kWh' 

103,104 (RH-3) 41,004 

109,110 (LRS) 145,044 

111,112 (GRS) 1,138,704 

Total Residential Class 1,324,752 

060 Telephone Booth 

070-080 Cable TV 

59 

3 

082 Security Cameras 133 

211 (GSS) 118,857 

212 (GSP) 10,118 

213 (GST) 321 

282 (SBS-P) 0 

283 (SBS-T) 0 

862 

Total Commercial Class 129,492 

150,962 27,797 

485,418 94;478 

5,731,181 1,252,068 

6,367,561 1,374,344 

11 

12,747 

3 

3,054 

2S6 66 

2,330,512 574,299 

4,527,901 1,012,550 

1,616,749 

8,943 

(7,426) 

304,675 

2,048 

(1,432) 

8,426 1,758 

8,498,118.1,897,022 

311 (GSS) 

312 (GSP) 

313 (GST) 

333 (LIS) 

343 (PPBB) 

363 (TOU-T) 

215 16,108 4,432 

47,804 

308,521 

23,106 

2,128 

393 (SBS-T-TOU) 

603 (SR-GST) 

613 (SR-GST) 

633 (SR-TOU-T) 

643 (SR-TOU-T) 

379 207,540 

257 1,641,045 

2 

2 

10 

13 

12 

3 

181,043 

1,425 

356,902 

37,332 

257,949 

323,261 

10,304 

95,047 

64,550 

8,062 

43,301 

54,360 

1,667 

15,502 

18.41 

19.46 

21.85 

21.58 

25.60 

23.95 

26.00 

24.64 

22.36 

18.84 

22.90 

19.29 

20.87 

22.32 

27.51 

23.03 

18.80 

12.76 

149.33 

18.09 

21.59 

16.79 

16.82 

16.18 

16.31 

The Authority invoiced $2,914.2 million through 
the adjustment charge in fiscal year 2009: $2,161.6 
million for fuel and $752.6 million for purchased 
power. The adjustment charge constituted 73.1% of 
the Authority's $3,986.2 million electric revenue. 

SUBSIDIES AND CREDITS 

In accordance with various Commonwealth laws and 
regulations, the Authority provides subsidies to low 
consumption residential clients, energy conserving 
hotels, charitable organizations, agricultural clients, 
low-income clients with life sustaining eqUipment and 
small water companies distributing potable water. 

653 (SR-TOU-T) 

673 (SR-LlS) 

963 (TOU-T) 3 

Average 
Rate Schedule Number 

of Clients 

Total Industrial Class 898 

Public Lighting 

2-41 (Non Meter P/L) 

72 (PLG Bus Shelter) 

73 (PLG Police) 

414 (LP-13) 

421 (PLG) 

422 (PLG) 

423 (PLG) 

162 

3 

5 

10 

78 

85 

632 

424 (PLG) 1,195 

050-056 (Dusk to Dawn)' 

Total Public lighting 

Agricultural 

711 (GAS) 

Total Agricultural 

Public Authorities 

2,168 

1,322 

1,322 

513 (GST-Public Authority) 4 

Total Public Authorities 4 

Totat' Other Classifications 3,494 

Total . 1,458,636 

102,782 

22,013 

35,847 

17,419 

4,492 

6,640 

16.95 

20.41 

18.52 

Total Total Average 
MWh Revenue Cost 

($000) 1 Cents/kWh' 

3,288,597 601,985 18.31 

238,256 87,562 

798 

33 

4,140 

1,633 

1,570 

4,567 

19,520 

3,172 

273,691 

30,523 

30,523 

57,285 

57,285 

361,499 

177 

6 

1,049 

383 

322 

998 

4,006 

681 

95,183 

6,912 

6,912 

10,735 

10,735 

112,830 

18,515,715 3,986,1111 

36.75 

22.13 

18.32 

25.33 

23.45 

20.53 

21.85 

20.52 

21.46 

34.78 

22.65 

22.65 

18.74 

18.74 

31.21 

21.53 

1 Includes the Adjustment Charge. 
2 Calculated differences are due to rounding. 
l Includes the residential fuel subsidy. 
, Includes Public Lighting, Agricultural and Public Authorities classes. 

The Authority's subsidies benefited 494,099 clients 
in fiscal year 2009, which is approximately 34% of 
its client base. The total value to the Authority for 
the benefits credited to these clients during fiscal 
year 2009 was $ 78. 7 million. In fiscal year 2008, 
approximately 33% of the Authority's clients bene
fited from $70.7 million in subsidies. Funds for 
these subsidies were drawn from the Set Aside mon
eys discussed in the Contributions in Ueu of Taxes 
and Set Aside section in the Financial section. 

RESIDENTIAL FUEL SUBSIDY 

Under provisions of Act No. 106 of the Legislature of 
Puerto Rico, approved on June 28, 1974, the 

( 

( 

( 
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Commonwealth began to subsidize the fuel adjust
ment charge (now the fuel charge, a component of the 
adjustment charge). In 1991 the subsidy qualification 
criteria were made more restrictive, to focus the sub
sidy on those clients truly in need. The new criteria 
are still in place and apply to the Authority's residen
tial clients who consume up to 425 kilowatt-hours of 
electricity monthly or 850 kilowatt-hours bimonthly 
and meet the following criteria: those on the 
"Lifeline" residential rate (LRS) , the government
adminiStered public housing rate (RH-3) , full-time 
students, the handicapped, and those 65 years of age 
or older. Additionally, all fuel subsidy recipients must 
be permanent residents of the Commonwealth of 
Puerto Rico and may receive the subsidy on only one 
dwelling. The subsidy is provided in the form of a 
credit against the recipients electric bill. As of the end 
of fiscal year 2009, there were 300,000 clients or 23% 
of the total residential classification who qualified for 
subsidization. The purchased power component of 
the adjustment charge is not snbsidized. 

During fiscal year 2009 the total residential fuel sub
sidy was $30.6 million; during the previous fiscal year 
this subsidy totaled $24.3 million. The 
Commonwealth's contribution to the fuel charge sub
sidy program is deducted from the electric energy 
sales set aside. (See Contributions in Lieu of Taxes and 
Other section). 

Until the end of fiscal year 1992, the subsidy was paid 
by the Commonwealth and was recorded as a recdv
able by the AuthOrity On June 30, 1991, the 
Commonwealth owed the Authority $94.9 million on 
account of the fuel charge subsidy program. In 
October 1991, the Authority and the Commonwealth 
entered into a non-interest bearing, fifteen-year pay
ment plan for payment of this past due amount. In 
June 2004, the Legislature of the Commonwealth of 
Puerto Rico superseded the 1991 agreement with a 
revised agreement containing an eight-year payment 
schedule that totaled $55.7 million. This amount 
includes an allocation for past due Commonwealth 
government account receivables and the unpaid bal
ance of the fuel adjustment subSidy. As of the end of 
fiscal year 2009 the balance owed by the 
Commonwealth was $18.9 million. 

The Authority pays the entire fuel subsidy for all res
idential rate classifications until the price of oil 
reaches $18.00 per barrel. Once the price of oil 
exceeds $18.00 per barrel, the Commonwealth pays 
(by means of the electric energy sales set aside) the 
incremental price until it reaches $30.00 per barrel. 
This subsidy amount can not exceedmore than $100 

million per year. The client pays the incremental 
amount over $30.00. For the other recipients of the 
residential fuel subsidy, the Commonwealth pays 
(once again, by means of the electric energy sales set' 
aside) the entire subsidy up to $30.00 per barrel. The 
Authority'S monthly average cost of fuel in fiscal year 
2009 ranged from a low of $ 50.15 per barrel in March 
2009 to a high of $128.29 per barrel inJuly 2008; the 
average fuel cost for the fiscal year 2009 was $ 76.23 
per barrel. 

The residential fuel subsidy applies to the fuel adjust
ment charge for service at secondary voltage. The 
subSidy for qualifying residential clients is a sliding 
scale percentage that corresponds to their monthly 
consumption level. As shown on the table below, the 
subSidy percentage decreases as monthly consump
tion increases. The subsidy is not cumulative through 
the incremental blocks of consumption; for example, 
a client with a monthly consumption of 325 kWh 
would receive a 55% subsidy of the fuel adjustment 
charge. There is no subSidy if the monthly consump
tion exceeds 425 kWh. 

Monthly % of Total Fuel 
Consumption Component 

(kWh) Subsidized 

0-100 90 

101-200 75 

201-300 65 

301-400 55 

401-425 * 
Over 425 0 

'For the first 400 kWh of consumption, 55% of the fuel charge will be 
subsidized; over 400 kWh the client will be charged 1 00% of the fuel 
charge for each additional kilowatt-hour up to 25 kWh. 

RESIDENTIAL RATE SUBSIDY 

The Authority serves its residential clients using three 
rates-GRS, LRS (Lifeline), and RH-3 (Public 
Housing), In fiscal year 2009, 86% of its residential 
clients were served using the GRS rate_ The remaining 
residential clients were served using the LRS and RH-
3 rates that are reserved for those who qualify as low
income; these rates have lower customer ,and energy 
charge components as compared to the GRS Rate. 

During fiscal year 2009 the Authority served an 
average of 186,048 residential clients under the LRS 
and RH-3 rates, which provided a total subsidy of 
$18.3 million. 
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HOTEL SUBSIDY PROGRAM 

Under Act No. 101 of July 9, 1985, the Authority 
started providing an 11% discount on its monthly 
electric bills to hotels that are certified by the Puerto 
Rico Tourism Company. This subsidy is designed to 
help conserve energy and promote tourism. In order 
to qualify for this discount the hotels are obligated 
to: develop programs for conserving and using 
energy more efficiently; submit evidence annually to 
the Commonwealth's Energy Affairs Administration, 
which administers the program, showing that they 
are implementing their programs; and remain cur
rent in paying their electric bills. Small hotels are 
only required to demonstrate compliance every five 
years. If a participating hotel does not pay its bill 
within 60 days, the hotel can be dropped from the 
program. 

Act No. 266 of November 16, 2002, amended several' 
articles of Act No. 101. The most notable change 
was the reduction in the number of rooms required 
to qualify for the discount from fifteen to only two. 
This subsidy, like the residential fuel subsidy, takes 
the form of a credit on the client's bill. During fiscal 
year 2009, an average of 185 establishments bene
fited from the $6.5 million in hotel subsidies. 

CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS SUBSIDY 

This subsidy applies to charitable organizations, 
such as churches, which provide religious services to 
the community at no charge. The subSidy enables 
any qualifying charitable organization to use the 
GRS rate (average cost of 21.85 cents/kWh for 2009) 
in place of the other applicable commercial rates 
(24.64 cents/kWh for GSS or 22.36 for GSP). The 
usage of GRS rate over GSS rate saved 2.79 
centslkWh in fiscal year 2009; GRS rate over GSP 
rate saved only 0.51 cents/kWh. 

The Authority subsidized $3.5 million to serve an 
average of 2,963 charitable organizations in fiscal 
year 2009. 

LIFE PRESERVATION SUBSIDY 

The Life Preservation subsidy is available to qualify
ing low-income clients who require electrically pow
ered essential medical equipment. The subsidy 
provides full credit for the electrical consumption of 
the medical device, based on the certification of 
need and hours of operation established by a physi
cian from the Department of Health of Puerto Rico. 

This subsidy served an average of 3,572 clients and 
amounted to $3.6 million in fiscal year 2009. 

AGRICULTURAL SUBSIDY 

The Agricultural service rate (GAS) is available to 
farmers, animal breeders and rural irrigation water 
suppliers. This rate is available for the clients whose 
load is up to 50 kVA. If the Authority did not provide 
the GAS rate to these clients they would be served 
under the more expensive GSS rate. The average 
price differential between the GSS and GAS rates was 
2.27 centslkWh using the Rate Schedule booklet. 

This subsidy served an average of 1,322 clients and 
amounted to $613 thousand in fiscal year 2009. 

RURAL ELECTRIFICATION AND 
IRRIGATION SUBSIDY 

The Authority originally was tonstituted as the 
Puerto Rico Water Resource Authority which gener
ated power from hydro-electric facilities. It included 
dams and infrastructure that also provided most of 
the island's water. The Authority still maintains 
jurisdiction over all dams on the island, however the 
Puerto Rico Aqueducts and Sewers Authority 
(PRASA) is the current public agency that is respon
sible for the water system on the island. 

As part of its legacy responsibilities the Authority 
provides certain technical and maintenance services 
for dams that supply PRASA and some irrigation 
users. During fiscal year 2009 the Authority valued 
the cost of providing these beneficial services at $5.0 
million in uncompensated expenses. 

OTHER SUBSIDIES &: CREDITS 

In 2004 a subsidy was established for cooperative 
water companies that provide potable water to rural 
communities which were either not served or inade
quately served by PRASA. In order to qualify for the 
subsidy, the rural water company must be registered 
with the Commonwealth, its operation must meet 
Commonwealth health standards and the water 
quality must comply with US EPA criteria. During 
fiscal year 2009 an average of nine rural water com
panies took advantage of this subsidy and received a 
benefit of approximately $4,500. 

Since July 1, 2007, the Authority has allowed a 10% 
credit on its residential clients' basic rate charge for 
those clients who are current in their payments and 
pay the Authority directly from their personal bank 
account. Approximately 4,250 residential clients 
took advantage of this credit and saved $156,950 
during fiscal year 2009. 

The Authority provides a 10% credit for power, up 
to a maximum of $40 per month, to small commer-

( 
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cial clients with less than seven employees on the 
weekly payroll. This credit applies for up to three 
years. In fiscal year 2009 the credit provided a total 
benefit of $3,204 to two dozen clients. 

The manufacturing industrial credit is provided to 
all new manufacturing industry clients and to the 
clients who expand their business operation. During 
fiscal year 2009, the Authority provided its manufac
turing industry users a credit of $10.2 million; a 
credit of $ 7.0 million was provided during the previ
ous fiscal year. This credit is discussed below ·in 
Special Rates. 

SELECTED RATES 
Over the last decade the Authority has developed a 
number of specialized rates to address certain pric
ing and operational issues for some of its large com
mercial and industrial clients. By design,· these rates 
have limited applications and are almost exclusively 
available to clients purchasing power at the trans
mission level. 

SPECIAL RATES 

In order to promote an increase in industrial devel
opment in Puerto Rico, the Authority instituted five 
new special rates. These special rates offer a discount 
for new industries and expansion of existing indus
trials on or after February 12, 2002. New industrial 
clients receive a discount of approximately II % on 
their total electric bill. Also, existing industrial 
clients that expand their operations receive a dis
count of approximately II % on the demand, energy, 
and adjustment charges associated with its expan
sion. Public hearings regarding these rates were held 
in December 2002. These rates were available for five 
years effective July 30, 2003. While these rates 
expired on July 30, 200S, they are available to exist
ing users to complete the balance of their five year 
term. The Authority has identified savings to indus
try from these rates of $10.2 million during the 
course of the fiscal year ending June 30, 2009. The 
five special rates are designated as follows: 

• General Service at Transmission Voltage
Special (SR-GST) 

• Time of Use Rate at Transmission Voltage
Special (SR-TOU-T) 

• Large Industrial Service ll5 kV-Special 
(SR-LIS) . 

• Standby Service at Transmission Voltage
Special (SR-SBS) and 

• Time of Use Rate-Cool Storage Air 
Conditioning Systems-Special (SR-TOU-C) 

Three of these rates-SR-GST, SR-TOU-T, and SR
LIS-were used during fiscal year 2009, while only 
SR-GST and SR-LIS were used in the previous two 
years by eligible clients. The SR-GST rate was used 
by 25 clients with a combined average cost of 16.S0 
cents/kWh. The SR-TOU-T Rate served five clients at 
a combined average cost of 16.62 centslkWh; the SR
LIS Rate, with an average cost of 20.41 centslkWh, 
was used by one client for part of the year. 

LARGE INDUSTRIAL SERVICE RATE 

In September 1997, the Authority adopted the Large 
Industrial Service (LIS) rate in order to encourage 
large industrial clients to remain part of its client 
base. To be eligible for this rate clients must meet the 
following criteria: receive service at ll5 kV; have a 
demand of 12,000 kW or greater; a minimum load 
factor of SO%; and an average monthly power factor 
of 95% or more. The Authority served only two 
clients for the past two fiscal years 200S and 2009 
using the LIS Rate. The average cost per kWh for 
this rate was 12.76 centslkWh in fiscal year 2009, 
making it the lowest among all the existing rates 
offered by the Authority. Its average cost was 17.07 
centslkWh in fiscal year 200S. 

TIME-OF-USE RATES 

Time-of-Use (TaU) rates are a component of the 
Authority'S Demand-Side Management (DSM) pro
gram. (For a discussion on the DSM program refer 
to Demand-Side Management and Energy 
Conservation Programs in the Demand and Energy 
Forecast section.) These rates are designed to 
encourage shifting consumption from on-peak 
hours to off-peak hours when the total system 
demand is otherwise lower. The Authority offers 
several TaU rates for commercial and industrial 
clients. Currently these rates are only offered to the 
Authority's commercial and industrial clients. 

On May 2S, 1996, the Authority's Governing Board 
adopted Resolution Number 2160, which approved 
revised load requirements, thereby increasing the 
number of clients eligible for TaU rates. As of June 
30, 2009, a total of 19 clients were served under 
these rates, resulting in $ll3.S million in revenues, 
approximately 19% of the total for the industrial 
classification. Ten clients were served using the 
TOU-T (time of use at transmission voltage) rate at 
an average cost of IS.09centsIkWh. The SBS-T-TaU 
(time of use at standby service at transmission volt
age) rate served only one client at an average cost of 
2l.59 centslkWh in fiscal year 2009. 
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Five clients were served under SR-TOU-T (Special 
time of use rate at transmission voltage) rate. The 
SR-TOU-T Rates are available under Special Rates to 
manufacturing clients who are either new or have 
added to their electric load during the past fiscal 
year. The combined average cost for these three SR
TOU-T rates serving these five clients was 16.62 
cents/kWh for fiscal year 2009 . 

The last TOU rate utilized in fiscal year 2009 was the 
TOU-T rate, which applies to industrial clients who 
have a load demand of 1,000 KVA to 3,000 KVA. 
During fiscal year 2009 this TOU-T rate served three 
clients with an average cost of 18.52 cents/kWh. 

Another available TOU rate is the Cool Storage Air 
Conditioning Systems (TOU-NC) commercial rate. 
Although this rate has been in existence for almost 
two decades, it has attracted few clients and the last 
one changed to a conventional rate effective the 
beginning of the past fiscal year. 

POWER PRODUCERS AT BUS BAR RATE 

On March 28, 2000, the Authority's Governing 
Board, under Resolution Number 2812 approved the 
Power Producers at Bus Bar (PPBB) rate. This rate, . 
which became effective June 5, 2000, is only avail
able to large power producers who are connected at 
230 kV and have a power purchase agreement with 
the Authority for all its electrical output. In addition, 
the power producer must have at least an 85% equiv
alent availability. Under this rate a power producer 
can purchase power from the Authority for startup, 
scheduled maintenance, and for backup power. 

Presently, only EcoEleCtrica arid AES-PR qualify for 
this rate. The black-start energy requirements for 
these two power producers are 12.0 MW and 38.7 
MW, respectively. 

The Authority generated $2.1 million in revenues 
from the sale of 1,425 MWh of power from the two 
cogenerators in fiscal year 2009. 

STANDBY SERVICE RATE 

The Standby Service Rate (SBS) is applicable to. indus
trial or commercial clients who generate power for 
their own use and not for resale. This rate schedule 
provides four levels of service: supplementary. auxil
iary. maintenance, and interruptible power. When the 
client's generator is unable to generate enough power 
needed to satisfy its load, whether because of a limi-

tation or a scheduled or forced outage, then the client 
starts to receive its needed power automatically from 
the Authority. The demand, customer, and energy
related costs for this rate are the same as those in the 
corresponding service class that would apply, namely 
GSp, GST, TOUeP, or TOU-T rates. 

The only standby rate in use at the end of fiscal year 
2009 was for one industrial client utilizing the SBS
T-TOU rate. This was discussed above in Time-af-

. Use Rates abave. The average cast of the SBS rate 
serving the industrial client was 21.59 cents/kWh. 
The Autharity derived $8.1 million in revenue from 
the sale af 37,332 MWh from this rate. 

SECURITY CAMERAS RATE 

As part af an increased public safety program, secu
rity camera surveillance systems and wireless 
telecommunicatian equipment have been installed 
on the Authority'S poles and structures. 

The Authority instituted a temporary rate for 
unmetered small load servic~ (USSL) in July 2007 
and subsequently added this new rate in its rate 
structure in January 2008. The rate is applicable to. 
all security cameras and communication equipment 
installed on the Authority'S electric poles through
out the entire island of Puerto Rico. Before installa
tian of these security devices, the client is required 
to provide all equipment spe.cifications to the 
Authority's Director of Generation, Transmission 
and Distribution. The electric consumption for each 
installed security camera may nat 'exceed 200 kWh 
per month. 

During fiscal year 2009 an average of 133 clients 
used this rate and paid an average cost of 26.00 cents 
per kwh. 

COST OF SERVICE 
A cost of service study is an analytical tool that 
determines the proper allocation of capital invest
ment and expenses associated with providing elec
tric power. The results of the studies are used when 
designing various rate schedules. 

In fiscal year 2008 the Authority performed a cost of 
service study based on fiscal year 2007 data. The 
study employed methodologies that are commanly 
accepted in the electric utility industry. 

The revenues, expenses and surplus or deficiency 
data from the most recent cost of service study for 
major rate schedules and classes of service are sum
marized below: 

( 

( 

( 
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2008 COST OF SERVICE RESULTS 
BASED ON 2007 DATA 

($ millions) 

Collected Cost to Recovered Cost 
Rate Schedule/Class Revenues Serve Percentage 

Residential 1,299.5 1,487.6 87.4 

Commercial 1,701.8 1,609.5 105.7 

Industrial 644.0 568.9 113.2 

Other Classes 103.8 124.9 83.1 

It should be noted that the results of a Cost of 
Service study are not the only criteria used to design 
rates. The Authority uses other important criteria 
including socioeconomic, energy conservation, and 
load management objectives. 

CONSULTING ENGINEERS 
RECOMMENDATION 

The 1974 Agreement stipulates that after payment of 
all current expenses, the remaining net revenue 
must equal or exceed 120 per centum of outstanding 
debt service. The C.onsulting Engineers monitors on 
an ongoing basis that the Authority's rate schedules 
will generate sufficient revenues to pay its current 
expenses and have adequate debt service coverage. 
The Authority's debt service coverage ratio for fiscal 
year 2009 was 1.45. The debt service coverage for 
fiscal year 2010 is forecasted to be l41 % based on 
the Authority's amended Annual Budget discussed in 
the Financial section. 

The Consulting Engineers has reviewed the 
Authority's rate schedules and other pertinent data 
and believes that the Authority will receive sufficient 
revenues in fiscal year 2010 to cover current 
expenses, to make all required deposits in accor
dance with the 1974 Agreement's dictates, and to 
exceed its 120% debt service coverage requirement. 
Refer to Net Revenues in the Financial section for 
further discussion of debt service coverage. 

FINANCIAL 

ANNUAL BUDGET 

The Annual Budget, prepared in conformance with 
Section 504 of the Trust Agreement, consists of four 
statements and two exhibits. The four Statements are: 
a pro forma income statement for the ensuing fiscal 
year; a projection of capital expenditures also for the 
ensuing fiscal year; a summary of capital expenditures 
and the sources of construction funds to support the 
expenditures; and a schedule of funds to be provided 
by the Government Development Bank for Puerto 
Rico (GDB). The two exhibits are a five-year projec
tion of debt service and Contractual Obligations and 
Contributions in Lieu of Taxes and Other. 

In April 2009 an amendment to the 2008-09 Annual 
Budget of Current Expenses and Capital 
Expenditures was developed; it revised items ,such as 
the projected energy sales, fuel consumption and 
costs, purchased power costs, and projected net rev
enues. The amended Annual Budget was adopted by 
the Governing Board on April 21, 2009. The 
amended Annual Budget is the budget which applies 
in this Annual Report when reference is made to the 
2008-09 Annual Budget. 

The Proposed Annual Budget of Current Expenses 
and Capital Expenditures - Fiscal Year 2P09-2010 
was approved in May 2009 by the Consulting 
Engineers prior to the Governing Board's adoption 
in June 2009. 

In July 2009 the Authority revised its Capital 
Improvement Program for fiscal years 20 II and 2012 
by decreasing the total budget from $350 million for 
each year to $300 million and increasing the budget 
for fiscal year 2014 from $350 million to $400 mil
lion; the Governing Board adopted the revised 
Capitaf Improvement Program onJuly 21, 2009. 

In January 2010 the Authority prepared an amended 
2009-2010 Annual Budget to address higher fuel 
costs than had been projected. The amended Annual 
Budget incorporated higher revenues resulting from 
the increased fuel costs and from an energy theft 
recovery initiative, lower projected operating 
expenses, and modifications to debt financing. In 
view of the significant revisions in the amended 
budget and their affect on the Authority'S financial 
status regarding Trust Agreement requirements, the 
Consulting Engineers have incorporated the 
amended budget in the discussions and evaluations 
within the Financial section and Appendices of this 
Annual Report. 
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REVENUES 
Total revenues for fiscal year 2010 are forecasted to 
be $3,604,632,000 compared to the actual revenues 
in fiscal year 2009 of $4,007,267,000, a decline of 
10%. The Authority's revenues for fiscal year 2009 
include more than $8,400,000 for billings of power 
lost to theft as a result of a significant new initiative 
to recover these losses. Beginning in fiscal year 2010 
the Authority has adjusted the forecasted total rev
enues from electricity to reflect recovery of sales lost 
to theft. This additional revenue is forecasted to be 
$16,955,000 in fiscal year 2010 and $50,000,000 per 
year for fiscal years 2011 through 2014. For fiscal 
years 2011 through 2014 total revenues are fore
casted to be $3,944,854,000, $4,298,742,000, 
$4,470,276,000, and $4,597,297,000 respectively. 
Appendix II, Income Statement, presents the 
Authority's income statements (including interest 
income) for fiscal years 2009 through 2014. 

As shown on Appendix I, Intermediate-Term Revenue 
Planning Forecast, base revenues from sales of elec
tricity for fiscal year 2009, excluding fuel and pur
chased power included in the adjustment clause, 
were $1,071,966,000 and are forecasted to be 
$1,041,657,000 for fiscal year 2010 or a decrease of 
2.8%. The projections for fiscal years 2011 through 
2014 are $1,033,043,000-a decrease of 0.8%, 
$1,031,436,000 -a decrease of 0.2%, $1,035,536,000 
-an increase of 0.4%, and $1,044,806,000-an 
increase of 0.9%, respectively. 

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 
The Authority's accounts receivable balance for fis
cal year 2009 was $1,028.9 million or approximately 
3.1 % less than the previous year. Of the $1,028.9 
million balance, $471.4 million applied to govern
ment clients, an increase of 31.9% over the previous 
fiscal year, and $557.5 million applied to general 
clients, which is a decrease of 20.8% from the previ
ous fiscal year. 

The Auditor's Report for fiscal year 2009 shows the 
allowance for uncollectible accounts increased to 
$163.6 million in the past fiscal year; this was an 
increase of $19.8 million or 14% over the previous year. 

At the end of fiscal year 2009 the following five gov
ernment agencies accounted for approximately 48% 
of the total government amounts owed to the 
Authority: 

Client 

Department of Education 

Aqueducts and Sewer Authority (MA) 

Public Building Authority 

Port Authority 

Medical Services Administration 

AIR Balance 

$66.3 million 

$63.3 million 

$58.5 million 

$33.2 million 

$14.0 million 

The Authority has made a concerted effort to collect 
overdue accounts from general clients. The actions 
taken include meeting with political groups, discon
necting electrical service, referring clients to collec
tion and credit rating agencies, and setting up a 
payment schedule. 

COMPARISON OF BUDGETED EXPENSES TO ACTUAL EXPENSES FY 2009 AND FY 2010 PROJECTIONS 
(in thousands) 

2009 2009 2009 2010 Change from 
Current Expenses Amended Actual Difference Amended Previous 

Budget Budget Year 

Fuel Cost $ 1,848,270 $ 1,919,789 $ 71,519 $ 1,529,493 $ (390,296) 

Purchased Power 670,914 671,849 935 711,701 39,852 

Other Expenses 59,674 62,271 2,597 57,119 (5,152) 

Transmission &: Distribution 140,215 162,334 22,119 146,601 (15,733) 

Maintenance 246,879 225,107 (21,772) 237,727 12,620 

Customer Acing & Coliection 11-3,202 111,126 (2,076) 112,674 1,548 

Administrative &: General 201,410 222,477 21,067 142,428 (80,049) 

Interest Charges 3,476 2,819 (657) 3,998 1,179 

Total $ 3,284,040 $ 3,377,772 $ 93,732 $ 2,941,741 $ (436,031) 

( 

( 
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EXPENSES 
The Authority's budget for Current Expenses for fis
cal year 2009 and the amounts actually expended, as 
well as those budgeted for fiscal year 2010 are 
shown below. 

In fiscal year 2009 the Authority's current expenses 
were 3% or $93.7 million more than that budgeted. 
Extracting fuel and purchased power the remaining cur
rent expenses were also 3% more than that budgeted. 

Current expenses less fuel oil, purchase power and 
interest charges are projected to decrease 11 % in fis
cal year 2010 as compared to actual expenses in fis
cal year 2009; a reduction of 2% is forecasted in 
fiscal year 2011, with 0.2% annual decreases for fis
cal years 2012 through 2014. The largest contribu
tion to the reduction of current expenses less fuel 
oil, purchased power and interest between fiscal 
years 2009 and 2010 is the $80.0 million drop in 
administrative and general costs. This significant 
savings is based principally on two factors: more 
than 60% of the savings reflect the difference in the 
budgeted costs for retirees under a new health care 
plan, while most of the balance is attributed to sav
ings associated with employees taking early retire
ment during fiscal year 2010. 

OPERATING AND 
MAINTENANCE EXPENSES 
In fiscal year 2009, total Operating and Maintenance 
(O&M) expenses were $3,377,772,000 and for fiscal 
years 2010 through 2014 are forecasted to be 
$2,941,741,000, $3,205,620,000, $3,520,599,000, 
$3,668,155,000 and $3,771,444,000. Appendix 11/, 
Detail of Operating and Maintenance Expenses, 
shows O&M expenses by category for fiscal years 
2009 through 2014. 

The cost of fuel oil is the largest component of O&M 
expenses. During fiscal year 2009 approximately 
69% of the System's energy was generated by the 
Authority's oil-fired plants, with a total fuel cost of 
$1,920 million; this constituted 57% of the total 
O&M expenses for the year. The fuel prices fore
casted in the Authority's amended budget, coupled 
with the forecasted decline in energy sales, result in 
the projected total cost of fuel decreasing substan
tially in fiscal year 2010, then rebounding the fol
lowing year and increasing each year to 2014. The 
actual average cost of fuel in fiscal year 2009 and the 
forecasted costs during fiscal years 2010 through 
2014 are discussed in the Fuel Mix section above. In 
addition, Appendix. IV, Annual Generation, Fuel 

Consumption, and Fuel Costs for Thermal Stations, 
shows the cost of fuel and the generating efficiency 
(kWh generated per barrel) for each major generat
ing facility. Actual data are shown for fiscal year 
2009 and forecast data through 2014. 

The ratio of O&M expenses to Total Operating 
Revenues in fiscal year 2009 was 84.3%. In fiscal 
years 2010 through 2014 it is projected to be 81.6%, 
81.3%,81.9%,82.1% and 82.0%, respectively. 

DEPRECIATION EXPENSE 
Appendix IX, Depreciation Expense, shows the actual 
depretiation accrual for fiscal year 2009 as 
$304,468,833. The estimates for the ensuing five fis
cal years are $343,245,000, $352,245,000, 
$361,245,00, $370,245,000, and $379,245,000, 
respectively. Depreciation Expense is excluded from 
statements required for Trust Agreement purposes. 

The Consulting Engineers completed a comprehen
sive depreciation review of the Authority's Plant-in
Service in May 2000. The overall result was 
three-tenths of 1% increase in the Authority's com
posite annual depreciation accrual rate (expense). 

The review confirmed statistically that the produc
tion plant's average service life is increasing. It also 
showed that net negative salvage (cost of removal 
less salvage) of retired capital equipment was esca
lating due to increased labor costs and the costs 
associated with the removal of hazardous materials. 
This increased cost of removal component con
tributes to an increase in the annual composite 
depreciation accrual rate. 

The Authority's Governing Board reviewed and 
accepted the study's results and in fiscal year 2001 
the Authority implemented the recommended 
depreciation accrual rates. 

Data is presently being collected to update the depre
ciation requirements as of the end of fiscal year 2009. 

NET REVENUES 
Net Revenues, as defined under the Trust Agreement, 
are shown in Appendix II, Income Statement, as 
Balance to Revenue Fund. For fiscal year 2010 the Net 
Revenues are forecast to be $662,891,000 compared 
to $629,496,000 in fiscal year 2009. For fiscal years 
2011 through 2014 net revenues are forecasted to be 
$739,234,000, $778,143,000, $802,121,000 and 
$825,853,000, respectively. 

Based on the amounts shown in Appendix 1/, Income 
Statement, the ratio of Net Revenues to Principal and 
Interest Requirements (Debt Service Coverage) was 
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1.45 in fiscal year 2009. The Debt Service Coverage 
is projected to be 1.41, 1.61, 1.58, 1.49 and 1.44 for 
fiscal years 2010 through 2014, respectively. The 
Debt Service Coverage graph shows the five-year his
tmy and the five-year projection of the ratio of Net 
Revenues to Principal and Interest Requirements. 

The Authority's total revenues include the 
Commonwealth Government's estimated annual fuel 
charge subsidy payments to the Authority. which are 
deducted from the electric energy sales set aside. (See 
Contributions in Lieu of Taxes and Set Aside section 
below). In fiscal year 2009 the Commonwealth's fuel 
charge subsidy amounted to $30,579,000. The sub
sidy is forecasted to be $21,297,000, $20,445,000, 
$19,957,000, $19,518,000, and $19,554,000, respec
tively, in fiscal years 2010 through 2014. 

The forecasted net revenues for the next five years 
are sufficient to meet the 1974 Trust Agreement's 
coverage requirement for the outstanding Power 
Revenue Bonds as well as those expected to be issued 
in the interim. (See Appendix II, Income Statement.) 

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE 
COMMONWEALTH 
CONTRIBUTIONS IN LIEU OF TAXES 
AND OTHER 

The Authority. in accordance with the Authority Act, 
as originally enacted, was required to set aside annu
ally from its Net Revenues an amount equal to 6% of 
its annual gross electric energy sales, computed on 
the basis of an annual average fuel piice capped at 
$30 per barrel, to be paid to the island's municipali-

ties as contributions in lieu of taxes (CILT). The 
Authority was also required to set aside annually 
from its Net Revenues an additional amount equal to 
50,(, of its annual gross electric energy sales, com
puted on the basis of an annual average fuel price 
capped at $30 per barrel, to be paid to the 
Commonwealth government as contributions in lieu 
of taxes. These combined contributions in lieu of 
taxes, amounting to 11% of the Authority's annual 
gross electric energy sales, were to be paid from the 
Au thority's Net Revenues after certain defined 
expenditures and subject to compliance with its 
obligations under both the now defeased 1947 Trust 
Indenture and the existing 1974 Agreement. The 
contributions in lieu of taxes for distribution to the 
municipalities. were and are paid to the 
Commonwealth's Secretary of the Treasury. 

Prior to 1981 the Authority was not required to 
increase its rates and charges to make the CILT pay
ments to the island's municipalities or to fund the 
electric energy sales set aside. However, with the 
change in the law at the time of the 1981 rate 
increase, the Authority became legally obligated to 
make the CILT payments to the municipalities and 
fund the electric energy sales set aside based upon 
the availability of Net Revenues. If the Net Revenues 
in any year were not sufficient to cover both the 
CILT and the electric energy sales set aside, the 
amounts were reduced to the amount available, and. 
any remaining balance did not carry forward as a lia
bility in future years 
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In 1991 the Commonwealth government and the 
Authority reached an agreement whereby the 
Commonwealth government would forego its 5% 
contributions in lieu of taxes. The Authority would 
use those moneys, now known as the "electric 
energy sales set aside" as follows: One-fifth of the set 
aside is to be applied to cover the cost of the 
Commonwealth government's residential fuel charge 
subsidy program subsequent to June 30, 1991 (see 
the following discussion). If any balance remains, it 
is to be used to reduce the amount owed by the 
Commonwealth to the Authority on account of such 
subsidy as ofJune 30, 1991. Another one-fifth of the 
set aside must be paid to the Commonwealth gov
ernment's Secretary of the Treasury for distribution 
to the municipalities, thereby increasing the CILT 
due the municipalities from 6 to 7%. The remaining 
three-fifths of the set aside is to be used for any law
ful purpose of the Authority: 

In May 1998, the Municipality of Ponce filed a com
plaint seeking paymeiu from the Authority for the 
full amount of the contributions in lieu of taxes and 
electric energy sales set aside for prior fiscal years. 
The island's other 77 municipalities subsequently 
joined the suit. The complaint challenged the 
Authority'S disposition of Net Revenues in making 
deposits to certain funds under both the 1947 Trust 
Indenture and the 1974 Agreement for the purposes 
of paying the costs of capital improvements. The 
municipalities sought retroactive payment of the 
amount by which their share of the contributions in 
lieu of taxes and electric energy sales set aside had 
been reduced by such application. 

The Authority settled this litigation with the munic
ipalities by offering a monetary payment of $68 mil
lion and $57 million for electric infrastructure 
projects, for a total of $125 million. 

In 2004 legislation was enacted that revised the for
mula for computing contributions in lieu of taxes 
and set aside. The amended legislation requires that 
11 % of the Authority's gross electric energy sales be 
distributed to fund all goveniment rate subsidies pro
grams, to pay contributions in lieu of taxes to the 
municipalities, to finance the Authority'S Capital 
Improvement Program and for other legal purposes. 
The amendment changed the calculation of contribu
tion in lieu of taxes payable to the municipalities in 
that it will be the greatest of the following amounts: 
1-twenty-percent of the Authority'S Adjusted Net 
Revenues (Net Revenues, as defined in the 1974 
Agreement), less the cost of government rate subsi
dies; 2-the cost collectively of the actual annual 

electric power consumption of the municipalities; or 
3-the prior five-year moving average of the contri
butions in lieu of taxes paid to the municipalities col
lectively. If the Authority does not have sufficient 
funds available in any year to pay the contributions 
in lieu of taxes then the difference will be accrued 
and carried forward for a maximum of three years. 

The law permits the Authority to reduce the CILT 
payments / remittances to municipalities by the bal
ance of the accounts receivable due the Authority for 
electric service provided to municipalities. The 
Authority'S CILT obligation for fiscal year 2009 was 
$187.7 million, which was the value of the electric 
power consumed by the municipalities during the 
fiscal year. During fiscal year 2009 the Authority was 
credited with remitting $113.0 million in payments 
and services. The difference of $74.7 million will be 
carried forward for payment by the Authority over a 
maximum of three fiscal years. In fiscal year 2009 
the Authority also made annual installments of 
$11.4 million and $5.9 million towards the unpaid 
CILT balances from flscal years 2007 and 2008, 
respectively. At the end of fiscal year 2009, the 
unpaid CILT balance totaled $97.9 million. 

The amount of $181.4 million for Contributions in 
Lieu of Taxes and Other shown on Appendix II, 
Income Statement, includes $42.1 million for the 
hotel subsidy, the residential fuel subsidy, and the 
rural electrification and irrigation subsidy, which are 
discussed in the Rates section, and a payment of 
$8.9 million to amortize the outstanding line of 
credit used in the settlement of the municipalities 
lawsuit. 

ECONOMIC INCENTIVES ACT 

To spur economic development the Commonwealth 
Government enacted the Economic Incentives for 
the Development of Puerto Rico Act (Economic 
Incentives Act) in May 2008. The Economic 
Incentive Act is scheduled to be in effe~t for ten 
years starting on July 1, 2008. 

In comparison to the Tax Incentives Act of 1998, 
which expired at the end of fiscal year 2008, the 
Economic Incentive Act expands the scope of busi
nesses eligible for tax exemptions and credits. The 
three sections of the Economic Incentive Act that 
may most effect the Authority are the Energy 
Investment Credit, the Energy Cost Credit, and 
Wheeling. The tax credits in the Economic Incentive 
Act are based on the preferential income tax on 
Industrial Development Income. 
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The Energy Investment Credit section establishes a 
one-time tax credit of fifty percent for investments 
by eligible businesses in systems and equipment for 
generating electrical energy and for investments 
which· improve efficiency. The energy generation 
may be for self consumption or for commercial 
resale. The amount of the tax credit for new self gen
erated capacity is limited to 25% of the eligible firm's 
income tax. The tax credit for commercial genera
tion is limited to $8 million per eligible business and 
$20 million per year in the aggregate. 

The Energy Cost Credit allows eligible businesses to 
receive a credit of 3% of the cost of their industrial 
energy consumption against income tax. Additional 
credits are available based on the number of employ
ees and payroll cost up to a total maximum credit of 
10% of the payments made to the Authority for 
energy consumed in the operation of the eligible busi
ness. The maximum credit will be reduced 1% per 
year between 2013 and 2017. The aggregate amount 
for this tax credit is capped at $75 million per fiscal 
year and $600 million through fiscal year 2018. 

Under the Wheeling provision, in 2010 the 
Authority will establish the technical criteria and 
tariffs that will apply to qualifying generators for 
moving their power-wheeling-on the Authority's 
system to the generator's clierits or for the Authority 
to purchase the generator's power for general distri
bution to the Authority's clients. The Economic 
Incentive Act establishes a new administrative entity, 
the Energy Matters Office, whose duties include 
overseeing the implementation of the wheeling pro
vision. The Energy Matters Office will have the 
power to assign an arbitrator to establish rates 
between the Authority and a qualifying generator if 

. there is a disagreement between the two parties. 

Funding for the tax credits established by the 
Economic Incentive Act will be drawn from the 
Commonwealth's General Fund and partially from 
payments by the Authority. The Authority'S pay
ments will be based on reductions in operating 
costs, improved efficiencies, revenues from wheeling 
and lower costs in purchased power. The Authority's 
payments may not in any way be subsidized or 
passed through to its clients and the Authority is 
prohibited from reducing its number of employees 
or payroll. The tax credit will end if the Authority's 
average retail cost of power is 10 cents/kwh for two 
consecutive years. 

The Authority incurred no costs during fiscal year 
.2009 attributable to the Economic Incentive Act, 

however, it estimates costs in fiscal year 2010 will be 
$3.2 million and total $44.0 million in the five years 
ending in fiscal year 2014. 

FINANCING 

LONG-TERM CAPITAL FINANCING 

The Government Development Bank for Puerto Rico 
(GDB) is the primary fiscal agent for the 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and is responsible for 
overseeing and maintaining the Commonwealth's 
overall creditworthiness. In this capacity it coordi
nates all bond issues and lines of credit for the 
Authority as well as other agencies of the common
wealth government and municipal governments. The 
GDB also sets the timing of all bond sales. 

The Authority'S actual and forecasted capital expen
ditures for fiscal years 2009 through 2014 are sum
marized by category in Appendix VI, Capital 
Expenditures. Appendix X, Details of Capital 
Improvement Program, provides a breakdown by 
Budget Item Number of the expenditures .shown in 
Appendix VI. The Authority'S sources of funds and 
anticipated financing needs for fiscal years 2010 
through 2014, as well as those realized in fiscal year 
2009, are presented in Appendix VII, Sources of Funds 
for Capital Expenditures. 

The U.s. Department of Agriculture's Rural Utilities 
Service (RUS), which replaced the Rural 
Electrification Administration (REA) in a 1994 reor
ganization, oversees various programs of both the 
defunct REA and the Rural Developmen t 
Administration. One of the REAS programs provided 
low interest financing for rural electrification proj
ects. Over the years, the Authority took advantage of 
this opportunity to develop portions of its System. 
As part of the Series KK and Series MM refunding, 
the Authority refinanced all of the outstanding REA 
Power Revenue Bonds except for the Series I issue 
with a face value of $26.6 million. 

As of June 30, 2009, the Authority had 
$6,030,691,000 in Power Revenue Bonds outstand
ing, including REA bonds. (See Appendix V, Debt 
Service Coverage Under the 1974 Trust Agreement.) 

The debt service coverage for all bonds outstanding 
under the 1974 Agreement as oUune 30, 2009 was 
145%, exceeding the 1974 Trust Agreement's 120% 
requirement. 

( 

( 
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INTERIM FINANCING 

Lines of Credit & Notes Payable 

As of the end of fiscal year 2009 the Authority had ten 
lines of credit; seven for construction financing and 
three for fuel financing and working capital. There are 
also two term loans that are financed through a large 
commercial bank. 

Two of the financings relate to the settled litigation 
with the municipalities of Puerto Rico. One is a $64.2 
million term loan: to fund payments made under the 
settlement agreement regarding litigation with the 
municipalities. As of June 30, 2009 the balance was 
$48.1 million, of which $39.1 million is considered 
long-term, There are five years remairiing on this note. 
The other is a $57 million credit line for infrastruc
ture improvements which matures on June 30,2010. 

There are two lines of credit with commercial banks 
for fuel financing that had their terms extended by 
one year during fiscal year 2009; one with a limit of 

$200 million which matures on June 30, 2010, the 
other has a credit limit of $275 million, previously 
$225 million, and expires on June 30,2010. 

In June 2003 the Authority and GDB entered into an 
agreement for a $ 200 million credit line to be used for 
interim financing of the Capital Improvement 
Program. InJune 2006 this $200 million credit line was 
refinanced with a bridge loan between the Authority 
and a large commercial bank. During the present fiscal 
year the term of the credit line had been extended by 
13 months and expires on July 31,2010. As oUune 30, 
2009 the credit line had been exhausted. 

During fiscal year 2009 the Authority established an 
additional line of credit to be used for interim financ
ing of the Capital Improvement Program; its limit is 
$96 million of which $48 million was available at the 
end of the year. 

There are two $100 million lines of credit related to 
the restoration of the Palo Seco Power Plant. One is 

LINES OF CREDIT - TERM LOANS AS OF JUNE 30, 2009 
(in thousands) 

Purpose 

Construction~lnterim Financing CIP 

2 Infrastructure Muni Settlement 

3 Isabela Irrigation System 

4 Capital Improvement Program 

6 Emergency LiquidityJ 

7 Palo Seco Restoration & Extra Expenses 

8 . Palo Seco Restoration & Extra Expenses 

Subtotal 

Operational Financing· Fuel 

2 Fuel Financing 

3 Interest Basis Swap Collateral 

Subtotal 

Total 

Munils Settlement Agreement1 

2 Commonwealth Debt, Residential Fuel Sub.2 

Total 

Outstanding Credit Lines & Term Loans 

1) $39,058 considered long-term 

2) $16,363 considered long-term 

3) $48,000 considered long term 

$ 200,000 

57,000 

25,J54 

400,000 

96,000 

100,000 

100,000 

$ 978,354 

$ 200,000 

275,000 

150,000 

$ 625,000 

$ 1,603,354 

$ 64,208 

41,585 

$ 200,000 

56,961 

6,104 

250,000 

48,000 

50,000 

50,000 

$ 661,065 

$ 199,892 

275,000 

11,622 

$ 486,514 

$ 1,147,579 

$ 

$ 

48,058 

21,741 

69,799 

$ 1,217,378 
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with a commercial bank and the other with the GDB. 
The credit line with the GDB was extended by one 
year during fiscal year 2009 and will expire onjune 
30, 2010. The credit line with the commercial bank 
matures· on December 18, 2009. At the end of fiscal 
year 2009 there were no monies available under 
these lines of credit. 

During fiscal year 2007 the Authority established a 
$400 million credit line with a commercial bank for 
interim financing for its Capital Improvement 
Program. As of june 30, 2009, $150 million was 
available under this credit line. 

There is a credit line for the Authority'S restoration 
of the Isabela Dam of approximately $25.4 million. 
As ofjune 30,2009, approximately $6.1 million had 
been withdrawn. The Authority expects to be reim
bursed for any monies spent under this credit line 
from the Commonwealth government. 

In December 2004, the Authority sold $55.7 million 
of the Commonwealth Government's accounts 
receivable to a commercial bank for a discounted 
amount of $41.6 million. The notes. yield an interest 
from 2.6% to 4.4%. The Authority is responsible to 
service the note; however the Commonwealth will 
make annual payments to the Authority for the total 
amount due, therefore making the transaction a pass
through. The outstanding balance as of june 30, 
2009 was $21. 7 million of which $16.3 is considered 
long-term. This note corresponds to appropriations 
that were intended to pay part of the accumulated 
debt of various government agencies with the 
Authority and the outstanding balance of certain 
subsidies as of December 31,2006. This note is con
sidered extra-constitutional debt of the 
Commonwealth and the Legislature has assigned 1% 
of the proceeds from the sales and use tax towards 
the $6.3 million annual payment. 

During fiscal year 2009 the Authority initiated a 
$150 million line of credit with the GBD for cover
ing collateral on its power revenue bonds that are 
based on interest basis swaps. This line of credit 
expires on December 31, 2009. As of june 30,2009 
$11.6 million has been withdrawn. 

In summary, as of the end of fiscal year 2009 the 
Authority had credit lines totaling $1,603.4 million, 
of which $1,147.6 million had been withdrawn, and 
term loans with a remaining balance of $69.8 mil
lion for a total balance of $1,217.4 million. 

The Authority is evaluating paying down a portion 
of their interim financing debt with some of the pro-

ceeds of the next long term financing which is con
templated in the amended annual budget for fiscal 
year 2010. 

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 
The fiscal year 2010 Capital Improvement Program 
(ClP) projects a five-year period of expenditures for 
extensions and improvements to the System. An 
overview of the scope of these projects for fiscal year 
2010 is provided below and is summarized by func
tional group in Appendix VI, Capital Expenditures. 
An expanded presentation of the tIP is in Appendix 
X, Details of Capital Improvement Program, which 
lists the extensions and improvements by Budget 
Item Number (BIN) through fiscal year 2014. 

The Authority develops the ClP on the basis of sup
porting its objectives of providing dependable elec
tric power service to the island of Puerto Rico at the 
lowest cost, consistent with applicable environmen
tal and social obligations .. 

The total capital expenditures in fiscal year 2008 
established an historically high level principally 
because of the costs associated with the construction 
of the Authority's two newest production plant proj
ects, San juan Units 5&:6 and the new combustion 
turbines at Mayagiiez. The budget for fiscal year 
2009 was established at $446.0 million, which was 
33% less than the previous year's actual expendi
tures, in large measure because of the scheduled 
completion of these projects. The combined cycle 
San juan Units 5&:6 entered service during the sec
ond quarter of fiscal year 2009. The eight new com
bustion turbines at Mayagiiez were in service by the 
end of the fiscal year. 

Actual capital expenditures during fiscal year 2009 
were $480.2 million, or 7.7% above the budget. 
Fiscal year 2009 marked the first year of planned 
significant reductions in the capital improvement 
program expenditures over the next four years. The 
ClPs in million of dollars are projected to be $350.0, 
$300.0, $300.0, $350.0, and $400.0 for fiscal years 
2010 through 2014, respectively. These figures do 
not include Contributions in Aid of Construction, 
Le., capital contributed by either the Authority's 
clients, FEMA or the Commonwealth Government 
for special construction services. However, 
allowance for funds used during construction 
(AFUDC) and annual cost escalations are included. 

The table below shows by functional group the 
amounts budgeted for the Capital Improvement 
Program and that actually expended in fiscal year 2009: 

( 

( 
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BUDGETED FY 2009 CIP TO ACTUAL CIP AND 
FY 2010 CIP BUDGET 

(in thousands) 
2009 2009 2010 2010 

Budget Actual Over Budget Budget 

Production $ 185,328 $246,578 $ 61,250 $ 128,014 

Transmission 104,638 91,508 (13,130) " 7,151 
Distribution 80,489 105,028 24,529 75,322 

Other 75,551 37,100 (38,451 ) 29,513 

Total $446,006 $480,214 $34,208 $350,000 

The Authority's CIP budget for fiscal year 2010 is 
27.1 % less than the previous year's actual expendi
tures. As discussed above, the largest budget. item 
reduction is in the cost of production plant expan
sion, however, reductions apply to all functional 
groups with the exception of transmission which is 
forecasted to increase by 28% over fiscal year 2009 
spending levels. The transmission budget reflects 
priority projects which Were deferred or constrained 
while system operation restraints were in place 
because of the prolonged outages at the Palo Seco 
steam plant. For perspective on the magnitude of the 
projected CIP for the five years ending iu fiscal year 
2014, which is $1,700 million, this amount is 17% 
less than the total actual CIP expenditures for the 
five year period ending iu fiscal year 2004, without 
adjusting for inflation. 

As shown in Appendix II, Income Statement, during 
fiscal year 2010 the Authority plans to make no con
tributions to the Capital Improvement Fund. 
Funding for the Capital Improvement Program is 
discussed further in Capital Improvement Fund sec
tion below. 

Each year, the Consulting Engineers reviews the 
Authority's five-year Capital Improvement Program. 
We believe that the moneys shown in the CIP for 
extensions and improvements to the System over the 
forecast period are reasonable. We also approve the 
Annual Budget of Current Expenses and Capital 
Expenditures prior to the beginning of each fiscal 
year. The Annual Budget includes the expenditures 
for the first year of the CIP. 

The CIP is comprised of numerous budget items 
grouped into five general categories. The largest 
expenditures are in production plant, transmission 
plant, and distribution plant. The chart below shows 
the trends and relative values of these groups over 
the five-year budget period. . 

PRODUCTION PLANT 

The CIP for fiscal year 2010 includes $128.0 million 
for production plant related projects. These projects 
are grouped in two classifications: expansion proj
ects-$12.5 million and rehabilitation projects
$1l5.5 million. 

Capital Improvement Program (in thousands) 2004-2014 
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The final phase of the current production plant 
expansion program is the completion of civil and 
non-essential balance of plant work associated with 
the new replacement combustion turbines at the 
Mayagiiez plant. Some of the balance of plant work 
associated with the new combustion turbine project 
had been constrained in fiscal year 2009 by erection 
sequencing. 

The rehabilitation projects are the major refurbish
ment work planned for the Authority's operating 
production plants. A representative scope of these 
projects is discussed in the Production Plant section. 
For example, these activities include the work 
planned for the major overhauls at Aguirre Unit 1, 
Cost Sur Unit 6 and Sanjuan Unit 8. The projects at 
production plants include improvements to various 
major systems, such as the boiler, steam turbine
generator, combustion turbine, control systems, 
hydroelectric plant, and balance of plant systems. 
The Authority has identified projects within the 
rehabilitation category that are for pollution control, 
or for environmental issues) that have a total value 
of $10.3 million for fiscal year 2010. Environmental 
projects include air and water pollution control 
projects, new sanitary sewer construction at existing 
production plants, spill containment dikes around 
fuel oil storage tanks and spill prevention, control 
and countermeasures at Authority substations. 

TRANSMISSION PLANT 

The CIP for fiscal year 2010 includes $117.2 million 
for transmission' plant related projects. Expansion 
projects are budgeted at $79.8 million and rehabili
tation projects have a budget of $37.4 million. 

The expansion projects are the new transmission 
lines, transmission centers, switchyards, high volt
age equipment, and extensions at existing facilities 
to support the growth of the transmission system. 
The major planned projects for the 230, 115 and 38 
kV systems are described in the Transmission sec
tion. These projects include the new 230 kV lines 
from Costa Sur to Cambalache and from Costa Sur 
to Aguas Buenas, the new 115 kV GIS transmission 
center at San Juan steam plant, the new 38 kv 
underground projects in various. municipalities 
around the island, new 115/38 kV transmission cen
ters at Hato Tejas and Las Cruces, and increasing the 
capacity of the existing Victoria and Canovanas 
transmission centers. 

Improvements to the 230, 115 and 38 kV systems 
constitute the rehabilitation projects. These include 
replacement of structurally deteriorating lines and 

poles, especially in the 38 kV system, and the 
upgrading of the supervisory control and data acqui
sition (SCADA) system. 

DISTRIBUTION PLANT 

The distribution system CIP budget for fiscal year 
2010 is $75.3 million and is comprised of $17.0 mil
lion for expansion projects and $58.0 million for 
rehabilitation projects. 

The distribution expansion projects include new 
substations, including 13.2 kV substations at Factor, 
Yabucoa, Hato Tejas, and Rio Bayamon. The expan
sion projects also include new underground distri
bution lines, temporary substations and portable 
equipment, new 13.2 kV feeders, and work associ
ated with service to new clients. 

The rehabilitation projects to the distribution sys
tem include improvements to existing substations 
and line facilities, replacement of distribution poles 
and lines, and the improvement and/or extension of 
underground distribution lines; this scope includes 
the work in the historic district of Ponce. The largest 
budget item account in this category is directed to 
the purchase of automated meters. The balance of 
the distribution projects addresses numerous mis
cellaneous requirements such as the purchase and 
installation of breakers, sectionalizers, voltage regu
lators, capacitors, and similar distribution equip
ment and systems. 

GENERAL PLANT 

The fourth category within the CIP is the general 
plant which for fiscal year 2010 totals $24.2 million. 
This category is composed of $7.8 million for general 
land and buildings and $16.4 million for equipment. 

General land and buildings includes moneys for the 
acquisition of land and rights of way and for struc
tures. The land acquisition budget includes funds 
for new transmission line rights of way; it also 
includes land for future locations of photovoltaic 
arrays and wind turbines. Regarding structures and 
buildings, the general plant funds are for the con
struction of new and improvements' to technical 
offices, buildings, warehouses and customer service 
facilities. These projects include the restoration of 
the Electric Service Center building in Monacillos. 

The equipment group is made up of computer 
equipment at $5.4 million, transportation equip
ment (land and air) at $6.5 million, communications 
equipment at $1.0 million and other equipment at 
$3.5 million. 

( 
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PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS 

The final category in the CIP is for preliminary stud
ies and surveys. The fiscal year 2010 budget for 
these activities is $5.3 million. These studies are per
formed by the engineering, planning and environ
mental groups to support the evaluations of various 
system improvements and environmental compli
ance alternatives. Other studies evaluate improve
ments to the operation and maintenance of the 
transmission and distribution system. 

FUNDING OF THE EMPLOYEE'S 
RETIREMENT SYSTEM 

The Employee's Retirement System of the Authority 
is a separate trust fund created and administered by 
the Authority. The Retirement System is funded by 
contributions from both the Authority, based on 
annual actuarial valuations, and plan members. The 
Retirement System's independent actuary prepared 
an actuarial valuation dated September 17, 2009 for 
fiscal year 2008 and the results showed that the 
Retirement System's unfunded accrued liability had 
decreased from $825.6 million as of the end of fiscal 
year 2007 to $765.7 as of the end of fiscal year 2008. 

The Authority's contribution rate was 2l.1 % in fis
cal year 2007, 2l.8% in fiscal year 2008, 2l.1% in 
fiscal year 2009 and is anticipated to be 19.7% for 
the fiscal year ending June 30, 2010. 

The following table summarizes the status of the 
Authority'S Pension Plan for the year ending June 
30,2008: 

AUTHORITY'S PENSION PLAN 

Plan Members Contrib\.ltion Rate 10.1% 
(Estimated based on member data for actuarial valuation) 

Annual Pension Cost (in thousands) 

Percentage of Annual Pension Cost Contributed 

Net Pension Obligation (in millions) 

Contributions made and accruals (in thousands) 

Based on the 'une 30, 2006 Actuarial: 

Value of Assets (in millions) 

Actuarial Accrued Liability 

Unfunded Actuarial Accrued Liability 

Funded Ratio 

Estimated Covered Payroll 

Unfunded Contribution Rate 

$76,290 

99.6% 

$13.5 

$75,995 

$1,571.2 . 

$2,336.9 

$765.7 

67.2% 

$362.9 

13.7% 

INVENTORIES AND OTHER PROPERTIES 

The Material Management Division's mission is to 
support all of the Authority's installations with the 
material and equipment necessary to accomplish 
the Authority's goal of providing electric service to 
clients at the lowest possible cost. A part of the 
Administrative Services Directorate, the Authority's 
Material Management Division has two main subdi
visions, which are Purchasing and Warehouses. 

The Warehouses subdivision utilizes 34 warehouses 
and manages an extensive inventory worth in 
excess of $195.1 million of which $9l.2 million is 
transmission and distribution material and $103.9 
is related to its production plant spare inventory. 
The spare parts inventory for transmission and dis
tribution plant includes the safekeeping of a num
ber of items, such as transformers; poles; fuses, 
breakers; structures; and insulators. Among the 
items for production plant includes; spare rotors for 
units at the Aguirre and Costa Sur Steam Plants; 
and a spare turbine rotor for Palo Seco Units No.3 
& 4. For a (partial) list of spare components for the 
production plant refer to' the Spare Components 
section in the System's Operations section .. 
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FUNDING 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

Section 706 of the 1974 Agreement reads 
in part: 

it shall be the duty of the Consulting Engineers to 
include in such report [this Annual Report] their 
recommendations as to the amount that should be 
depOSited monthly during the ensuing fiscal year to 
the credit of the Reserve Maintenance Fund ... ; 
deposited during the ensuing fiscal year to the 
credit of the Self-insurance Fund ... and deposited 
during the ensuing fiscal year to the credit of the 
Capital Improvement Fund 

These three funds were created and funded in 1996 
when the 1947 Trust Indenture was defeased. 

There have been four major events that have caused 
losses to the Authority since the Reserve 
Maintenance and Self-insurance Funds were created. 

The first was Hurricane Hortense in fiscal year 1997 
that caused an estimated $36.0 million in damages 
to the Electric System. The entire loss of thi~ event 
was borne by the Authority. 

In fiscal year 1999 Hurricane Georges devastated the 
island. Total damages were estimated at $239.9 mil
lion of which $12.7 million was covered by insur
ance, $168.0 million was provided by the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and the 
remainder of $59.2 million was the responsibility of 
the Authority 

Tropical Storm Jeanne in fiscal year 2005 caused an 
estimated $60 million in damages of which FEMA 
provided $1l.8 million in aid and the balance of $42.8 
million came from v~rious funds of the Authority. 

The most recent event was the fires at the Palo Seco 
Power Plant during fiscal year 200S. The total dam
ages are estimated to be $363.2 million of which 
insurance payments to the end of fiscal year 2009 
amounted to $301.3 million. Insured losses were 
still being negotiated at the end of the past fiscal 
year, leaving the Authority'S share from $61.9 mil
lion and $33.S million. 

The specific utilization of money from the Reserve 
Maintenance and·self-insurance Funds is discussed below. 

RESERVE MAINTENANCE FUND 
Section 512 of the 1974 Agreement reads in part: 

moneys held for the credit of the Reserve 
Maintenance Fund shall be disbursed only for the 
urpose 0 a in the cost 0 unusual or ec<traordi-

nary maintenance or repairs, maintenance or 
repairs not recurring annually and renewals and 
replacements, including major items of equipment. 

At the end of fiscal year 2009, the Reserve 
Maintenance Fund's balance was $5.6 million. The 
Reserve Maintenance Fund is a restricted fund in 
which the moneys are held in trust by the Authority 

Since the fund was created in 1996 there have been 
two instances when the Authority withdrew moneys 
from this fund. 

The first instance. occurred in fiscal year 2005, when 
$7.1 million was withdrawn and applied as part of the 
$45 million costs to repair the System following dam
ages caused by Tropical Storm Jeanne. Additional 
sources of funds to restore the System came from 
FEMA and the Authority'S Self-insurance Fund. 

The second instance began in April 2007 when the 
Authority sought the Consulting Engineers' concur
rence regarding the use of the Reserve Maintenance 
Fund as an interim source of funds for the recovery 
of the Palo Seco Steam Plant. The Consulting 
Engineers concurred, but stipulated that any mon
eys withdrawn from the Reserve Maintenance Fund 
should be replenished using the proceeds from the 
Authority's insurance program within a reasonable 
timeframe. Consistent with the Consulting 
Engineers intent, the Authority borrowed $9.4 mil
lion from the Reserve Maintenance Fund during fis
cal year 2007 and $5S.3 million during fiscal year 
200S, a total of $67.7 million dollars. The with
drawals were carried as an inter-fund debt of the 
General Fund as part of the Palo Seco Steam Plant 
recovery project. During the same period the 
Authority returned $14.7 million from insurance 
proceeds, $5.0 million in fiscal year 2007 and $9.7 
million in fiscal year 200S, netting a $53 million 
inter-fund debt of the General Fund to the Reserve 
Maintenance Fund. 

Consistent with the Consulting Engineers responSi
bilities under· the 1974 Trust Agreement, the 
Consulting Engineers recommended that the 
Authority deposit $5 million to the. Reserve 
Maintenance Fund in fiscal year 2009. At the request 
of the Authority, the Consulting Engineers agreed that 
the monies would be added to the Reserve 
Maintenance Fund and cOI)currentiy reduce the $53 
million inter-fund debt to approximately $4S million. 

The Consulting Engineers recommend that the 
Authority deposit $5 million into the Reserve 
Maintenance Fund durin fiscal year 2010. . 

( 

( 
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SELF-INSURANCE FUND 

Section S07 (g) of the 1974 Agreement reads in part: 

to the credit of the Self-insurance Fund ... such 
amount, if any, of any balance remaining after 
making the deposits under clauses (a), (b), (c), (d), 
(e), and Ij) above, as the Consulting Engineers 
shall from time to time recommend; and 

Section S12A of the 1974 Agreement reads in part: 

moneys held for the credit of the Self-insurance 
Fund (1) shall be disbursed ... only for the purpose 
of paying the cost of repairing, replacing or recon
structing any property damaged or destroyed from 
or extraordinary expenses incurred as a result of a 
cause which is not covered by insurance ... or (2) 
shall be transferred to the Revenue Fund in an 
amount, approved by the Consulting Engineers, 
equal to the loss of income from the System as a 
result of a cause which is not covered by insurance. 

Section S12A of the 1974 Agreement further reads: 

If the Authority shall have determined that all or 
any portion of the moneys held to the credit of the 
Self-insurance Fund is no longer needed for the 
purposes specified in the second preceding para
graph, the Authority may withdraw an amount 
equal to such portion from the Self-insurance Fund 
and transfer such amount to the credit of the Bond 
Service Account; provided, however, that no such 
transfer shall be made prior to the time that the 
Consulting Engineers shall have approved such 
transfer in writing. 

As of the end of fiscal year 2009 the balance of the 
Self-insurance Fund was $62.6 million. Similar to 
the Reserve Maintenance Fund, the Self-insurance 
Fund is a restricted fund in which the moneys are 
held in trust by the Authority. The Authority has 
withdrawn moneys from this fund four times since 
its creation in 1996. The first withdrawal, in fiscal 
year 1997 for $31 million, was for damages caused 
by Hurricane Hortense. The second withdrawal for 
$30 million in fiscal year 1999 was for damages 
caused by Hurricane Georges. Then in fiscal year 
100S for damages caused by Tropical Storm Jeanne 
$18.3 million was withdrawn. It should be noted 
that these amounts were used to supplement insur
ance payments and reimbursements from FEMA. 
They represented only a fraction of the moneys 
required to restore the Authority's facilities. 

In fiscal year 1007, at the request of the AuthOrity. 
the Consulting Engineers authorized the withdrawal 
of moneys from the Self-insurance Fund to cover 

uninsured losses associated with the Palo Seco 
Steam Plant fires. During fiscal year 1008 the 
Authority withdrew $lS.4 million from this fund for 
the uninsured losses associated with the Palo Seco 
Steam Plant fires. Also during fiscal year 1008 the 
Authority depOSited $S.O million to this fund. In fis
cal year 1009 the Authority deposited $10 million to 
the fund in accordance with the Consulting 
Engineers recommendations. 

For fiscal year 1010 the Consulting Engineers rec
ommends that the Authority deposit $10 million to 
the Self-insurance Fund. 

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND 

Section S07 (h) of the 1974 Agreement reads in part: 

to the credit of the Capital Improvement Fund such 
amount, if any, of any balance remaining after 
making the deposits under clauses (a), (b), (c), (d), 
(e), Ij), and (g) above, as the Consulting Engineers 
shall recommend as provided by Section 706 of this 
Agreement; provided, however, that if the amount so 
deposited to the credit of said Fund during any fis
cal year of the Authority sheill be less than the 
amount recommended by the Consulting Engineers, 
the requirement therefore shall nevertheless be 
cumulative and the amount of any such deficiency 
in any such fiscal year shall be added to the amount 
otherwise required to be deposited in each fiscal 
year thereafter until such time as such deficiency 
shall have beim made up, unless such requirement 
shall have been modified by the Consulting 
Engineers in writing, a Signed copy of such modifi
cation to be filed with the Authority. 

Section Sl1B of thel974 Agreement reads in part: 

Moneys held for the credit of the Capital 
Improvement Fund shall be disbursed ... only for 
paying the cost of anticipated extensions and 
Improvements of the System the cost of which has 
not otherwise been provided for from the proceeds 
of bonds issued under the provisions of this 
Agreement. 

The Consulting Engineers approves annually the 
Authority'S budget for the ensuing fiscal year; the 
budget includes amounts for the first year of the 
five-year CIF. (For further discussion, refer to the 
Annual Budget in the Financial section) The 
Amended Budget for fiscal year 1009 projected that 
the Capital Improvement Program (CIP) expendi
tures would be $446.0 million, of which no monies 
would come from the Capital Improvement Fund. 
The actual CIP expenditures for fiscal year 1009, 

79 
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however, totaled $480.2 million, of which $4.7 mil
lion was financed internally through the Capital 
Improvement Fund. For fiscal year 2010 the Capital 
Improvement Program is budgeted $350.0 million, 
of which no amount will come from internal funds. 
The internally generated funds portions of the CIP 
for fiscal years 2011 through 2014 are projected to 
be 7%, 3%, 1% and 0.4%, respectively: 

The table below shows the Authority's actual 
deposits to the Capital Improvement Fund com
pared with that which was budgeted. 

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND 

Fiscal Year Amount 
Budgeted 

Amount 
Deposited 

Difference 

2009 $ 0.0 $ 4.7 $ 4.7 

2008 $ 100.3 $ 6.6 ($ 93.7) 

2007 $ 69.6 $ 10.2 ($ 59.4) 

2006 $ 63.8 $ 49.6 ($ 14.2) 

2005 $ 77.4 $ 83.0 $ 5.6 

2004 $ 96.7 $ 43.1 ($ 53.6) 

The level of deposits to the Capital Improvement 
Fund over the past five years was negatively 
impacted by overruns in discretionary budgets, the 
increased payments for Contributions in Lieu of 
Taxes, and the servicing of short-term financings 
required for working capital. 

The Capital Improvement Fund also serves as an 
additional reserve for the payment of the principal of 
and the interest on the Pbwer Revenue Bonds and 
meeting the amortization requirements to the extent 
that moneys in the 1974 Sinking Fund, including 
the 1974 Reserve Account, in the Reserve 
Maintenance Fund, andin the Self-insurance Fund 
are insufficient for such purpose. 

The chart below shows the annual portions of inter
nally generated funds for the total financing sources 
of capital expenditures since 2004 and those fore-
casted through 2014. . 

Internally Generated Funds Portion of Financing Sources 
Fiscal Years 2004-2014 
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HUMAN CAPITAL 

HUMAN RESOURCES 
On June 30, 2009, the Authority had a total work
force of 9,216 employees: 9,184 permanent employ
ees and 32 temporary employees or probationary 
employees who had been employed by the Authority 
for less than 12 months. The total number of 
employees on June 30, 2009 reflects a net decrease 
of 213 employees; 152 of whom were temporary 
employees who held entry level positions and 61 of 
whom were permanent employees. On June 30, 
2008 the Authority had 9,429 employees, 9,245 of 
whom were permanent and 184 were temporary. 

During March 2009 the Authority reduced the num
ber of directorates from twelve to six. Three direc
torates, the Electric System, the Transmission 1St. 
Distribution Directorate and the Engineering 
Directorate were consolidated into the Generation, 
Transmission 1St Distribution Directorate. The Client 
Services Directorate was merged witli the Finance 
Directorate which was renamed the Finance 1St 
Client Services Directorate. The Communication 
and Community Relations and the Corporate 
Security Directorates were brought within the 
Executive Directorate. The Labor Affairs Directorate 
was realigned within the Human Resources 
Directorate. The Legal Directorate, Planning and 
Environmental Protection Directorate, and the 
Administrative Services Directorates maintained 
their directorate status. Ninety-two percent of the 
Authority'S employees were employed in one of the 
following three directorates: 5,963 worked in the 
Generation, Transmission 1St Distribution 
Directorate or approximately 65% of the Authority's 
employees; the Finance 1St Client Services 
Directorate employed 1,794 persons or 19% of the 
Authority's workforce; and 750 employees were 
employed in the Administrative Services 
Directorate, approXimately 8% of the Authority'S 
workforce. An additional 709 persons were 
employed in one of the four other directorates or by 
the Governing Board. 

The Authority prepares its employees for their job 
assignments by providing a wide range of training 
programs and refresher training programs. The 
Human Resources and Labor Affairs Directorate pro
vides the Authority'S employees with training in the 
areas of safety, health, computer usage and adminis
trative skills. The training programs providing job 
specific, technical knowledge of the type needed by 
the employee to effectively perform their assigned 

work are provided by the directorate within which 
they are employed. Bargaining and non-bargaining 
unit employees, supervisors and managers partici
pate in these programs. 

The Authority is exploring actions that would reduce 
the iinpact on their operations of the escalating cost 
of the medical insurance coverage which they pro
vide for employees and retirees. 

LABOR AFFAIRS 
The following paragraphs provide an overview of 
the bargaining units within the Authority and of the 
status of the .labor agreements applicable to these 
bargaining units. 

At the end of fiscal year 2009 four different unions 
represented 6,413 of the Authority's employees or 
70% of the AuthOrity'S workforce. The other 2,803 
employees are members of the executive, managerial, 
and administrative staff. The terms of employment 
for these 2,803 employees are not established by a 
collective bargaining agreement. The figures for fiscal 
year 2008 are similar; 6,576 employees represented 
by unions, (70% of the workforce), and 2,853 in 
executive, managerial, and administrative positions. 
In an effort to improve efficiency the Authority ter
minated 148 of its temporary employees during the 
last quarter of fiscal year 2009. 

During fiscal year 2009 the Authority concluded 
the renegotiation of a contract with UTIER the 
largest of the four unions that represent certain of 
their employees. The results of this effort and the 
status of the collective bargaining agreements with 
the other three unions are described in the follow
ing paragraphs. Union and Authority representa
tives meet on a regular basis during the term of a 
collective bargaining agreement to discuss labor
management issues. 

The Authority concluded the renegotiation of a col
lective bargaining agreement with the Electric 
Energy Authority'S Pilot Union (UPAEE) in June 
2006. The four-year agreement, which established 
wages, hours, and, conditions of employment for the 
Authority'S six pilots, became effective on July 3, 
2006 and Will terminate on July 2, 2010. The pilots 
are scheduled to receive a 4% increase on July 3, 
2009 for the final year of the agreement 

The renegotiation of the agreement between the 
Authority and the Independent Professional 
Employees Union (UEPI), which represented 393 of 
the Authority'S employees at the end of fiscal year 
2009, was signed on February 13, 2008. The multi-
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year agreement, which will terminate on December 
13, 2010, established a 4% increase each December 
14 during the term of the agreement. 

Injanuary 2008 the Authority completed the renego
tiation of the current labor agreement with the Insular 
Union of Industrial and Electrical Construction 
Workers, (UTlCE). The three-year agreement, which 
will terminate on january 26, 2011, called for an ini
tial increase of 4% and for annual increases of 4%. 
UTlCE represented 959 of the Authority's employees 
at the end of fiscal year 2009. 

On August 28, 2008 the Authority and representa
tives of Union of Workers of Electrical Industry and 
Irrigation of Puerto Rico, (UTlER), signed a collec
tive bargaining agreement that replaced the one that 
had terminated in November 2005. The parties had 
spent three years renegotiating the agreement. 
During the renegotiation of the agreement the union 
had called for several, brief and partial work stop
pages, none of which caused the Authority'S service 
to be interrupted. The current agreement remains in 
effect for four years, terminating on August 24, 
2012. On june 30, 2009 UTlER represented 5,055 of 
the Authority'S employees. The agreement calls for 
4% wage increases each year on the anniversary date 
of the agreement. The agreement freezes the entry 
level pay rate for newly hired employees for the four
year term of the agreement. A labor management 
committee meets periodically to discuss matters of 
mutual interest. 

EMPLOYEE SAFETY 

Each of the Authority'S directors is responsible to the 
Executive Director for the safety and health of the 
employees working within their respective direc
torate. Subordinate managers, supervisors, and ulti
mately the workers themselves share this 
responsibility. The Occupational Safety Division 
assigns the safety and health professionals and cer
tain of the other resources needed to assist the direc
tors in their efforts to prevent accidents and 
job-related illnesses. The Occupational Safety 
Division ensures that the Authority'S workplace 
safety and health programs comply with relevant 
Federal and Commonwealth statutes and are consis

. tent with the objectives of the Authority. 

The Division's staff of 29 comprised largely of safety 
and health professionals provides assistance to man
agers and supervisors in the day-to-day implementa
tion of safety and health programs. Thirteen of the 

29 are assigned to other operating facilities and 
regional offices. The following is a sampling of the 
distribution of safety and health professionals across 
the island, there are eight Safety and Industrial 
Hygiene Officers, and five are assigned to generating 
stations, one each at: Central Aguirre Steam, Aguirre 
Combined Cycle, Central Costa Sur, Central Palo 
Seco, and Central San juan. Two Safety and 
Industrial Hygiene Officers are based in Santurce 
and one is based in Monacillos; from the office loca
tions they provide consulting services to the other 
directorates and to the Cambalache Power Plant. A 
Health and Safety Officer is assigned in each of the 
regional Transmission and Distribution offices in 
Arecibo, Carolina, Ponce, San juan, Bayamon, 
Caguas, and Mayagiiez. A Health and Safety Officer 
based in the Authority'S Santurce office accepts 
assignments throughout the Commonwealth. The 
Authority has a single Safety Consultant responsible 
for the development and implementation of safety 
programs for the Authority'S construction sites. The 
Hazard Communication Section provides training in 
hazardous waste operations and emergency response 
(HAZWOPER) to 300 empoyees and initial and 
refresher training in hazard recognition, personal 
protective equipment, and hazard communication at 
facilities throughout the Commonwealth to more 
than 3,000 of the Authority's employees each year. 

Work-related illness and accident costs include 
medical care, workers compensation, salary contin
uation, fringe benefits, worker replacement, over
time, administrative costs, and other related 
expenses. Safety personnel provide a wide range of 
safety instruction programs; in addition to the haz
ard communication training noted above these 
include: confined space training, respirator use, 
ergonomics, energy lock out, hearing and eye pro
tection, and emergency reporting. Much of the 
Authority'S supervisory training focuses on the 
importance of conducting and recording job brief
ings so that subordinates fully understand the expo
sures that they might encounter in the course of 
completing a work assignment and the actions nec
essary to mitigate the exposures. Supervisory train
ing programs increase the awareness of both the 
direct and indirect costs of accidents and illnesses, 
including their effect on the Authority'S cost of 
doing business. 

In calendar year 2008, the Authority reported to 
OSHA that its employees worked a total of 
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16,350,798 hours and sustained 1,507 incidents of 
work related injury or illness that were recordable in 
accordance with the OSHAS requirements. There 
were two fatalities. Both were the result of an electri
cal contact. The frequency with which the 
Authority's employees reported work-related 
injuries or illnesses in calendar year 2008 was 18.4, 
slightly higher than the frequency reported in calen
dar year 2007. This frequency continues to be more 
than four times the frequency rate experienced by 
mainland utilities in the same timeframe. 

Six years ago legislation was enacted that for the first 
time made the Authority and other Puerto Rican 
public corporations subject to financial penalties, in 
the same manner as private corporations, for viola
tions of OSHA regulations. The Authority's man
agers and supervisors were briefed on the change in 
the OSHA penalty proviSions. In calendar year 2008, 
the Authority was cited seven separate times for vio
lating OSHA regulations. The proposed penalty was 
ultimately dismissed in four of the seven instances; 
Authority ultimately paid $4,250 in settlement of 
the fines levied for the three other cited violations. 
This amount was less than half of the amount of the 
fines levied during the prior calendar year. 

The employees of the Occupational Health Division, 
within the Human Resources Directorate, are 
responsible for providing first aid and medical treat
ment to employees from the reported onset of a 
work related injury' or illness until the employee 
returns to work, is reassigned, or reclassified admin
istratively. The initial interface is frequently at one of 
the eight dispensaries that are staffed with registered 
nurses and located at the Authority'S main office in 
Santurce, in regional offices in Monacillos, Caguas, 
and Ponce. The. other four dispensaries are located 
at the Aguirre, Costa Sur, Palo Seco, and San Juan 
steam electric plants. Employees were seen for initial 
treatment at these dispensaries more that .22,220 
times, the majority of the time these treatments clas
sified as for non-occupational conditions. 

Following a work related injury or illness almost all 
employees are referred from the Authority's dispen
sary or a first aid facility to one of the 
Commonwealth's treatment clinics, which are a part 
of the Corporaci6n del Fondo del Seguro del Estado 
(CFSE) or Fondo for short. The phYSicians and 
medical staff employed by Fondo provide the med
ical c?re required by the Authority'S employees fol
lowing a work related injury or illness and 

determine when the employee is capable of return
ing to.work. A long-term goal of the Authority has 
been the reduction in the average number of work
days lost by their employees following a lost work
day illness or incident. The cooperation of Fondo is 
critical to accomplishing this goal. During fiscal year 
2007 the Authority was accepted into a Fondo pro
gram whereby Fondo committed to providing a 
coordinated interdisciplinary team of medical per
sonnel to assist the Authority'S employees to achieve 
the earliest return to work possible. The expectation 
is that by giving the Authority'S employees priority 
status that the interval between appointments for 
follow-up care will be shortened enabling the 
injured or ill employee to return to work as soon as 
the required recuperation is complete. Throughout 
the year the Authority'S representatives met with 
Fondo administrators to review the case manage
ment of employees being treated by Fondo. Other 
public entities also participate in this program. 

The Authority uses a team of investigators to moni
tor cases for possible abuse of the Authority'S 
employee accident leave policy. The Authority 
retains a physician to evaluate the fitness of an 
employee to return to work follOwing a lost workday 
incident. When the evaluation has concluded that 
the employee is fit to return to work the Authority 
charges any subsequent time off against the 
employee's accrued vacation pending their return to 
work. Au thority staff meets periodically with the 
staff of the clinics providing medical care to the 
Authority'S employees in an effort to achieve the 
most expeditious proviSion of medical care for their 
employees. A separate section within this depart
ment manages the administrative issues associated 
with employees who are disabled. 

Since 1995 the Authority has had a random drug
testing program, which has been implemented in 
steps. The random drug-testing program applies to 
approximately 5,800 employees in safety sensitive 
positions. During calendar year 2008 the Authority 
randomly tested 2,607 of the employees working in 
safety-sensitive positions; each were given two tests, 
55 of them (2.1%) tested positive for illegal sub
stances. The program provides for treatment and 
counseling for those individuals who test positive 
for drug use. An employee who tests positive for 
drugs three times may be terminated. 

In 
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In 71.8% of the instances in which an employee sus
tained a work-related injury or illness the employee 
did not work on the day following the event.. 
Twenty-eight percent of employees who sustained a 
work related injury or illness reported for work on 
the day following the onset of a work related illness 
or injury. Slightly more than half of those employees 
who reported for work on the day following the inci
dent were reassigned to other duties or put on 
restricted duty. On average these employees were 
transferred or placed on restricted duty for 28 days. 
The ratio of injured or ill employees reporting for 
work the day after an injury or illness rather than 
staying home was the same as in the calendar year 
2007. However, following a disabling incident, one 
that led to the employee's reassignment or rendered 
the employee unable to report for work, employees 
lost an average of 60 workdays, two more than the 
average number in calendar year 2007. For each 
quarter year during 2008 there were 416 employees 
recuperating at home due to a work related event. 
On average 336 employees had been released by 
Fondo to return to work while continuing to receive 
medical care at a Fondo facility; these employees 
were paid under the Authority's salary continuation 
plan for work time missed while receiving medical 
care.. Another 151 employees were using their 
accrned annual or sick leave to pay for time away 
from work while receiving medical care. 

OA 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
INFORMATION 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR CHANGE 
On January 13, 2009 the Authority's Governing 
Board appointed lng. Miguel A. Cordero LOpez as 
Executive Director of the Authority, a position he 
held previously from 1993 to 2000. He replaced Ing. 
Juan E Alicea Flores who had been named Executive 
Director in 2008. 

Ing. Cordero is a professional electrical engineer 
with more than 30 years experience with the 
Authority. He served as the Director of the 
Transmission and Distribu tion prior to being 
appointed Executive Director in 1993. In addition to 
his service with the Authority, Ing. Cordero has 
served in management positions in many public sec
tor agencies and Authorities. During Ing. Cordero's 
first tenure as Executive Director he initiated a 
major capacity expansion program and oversaw 
improvements to the existing generating plants. 
These programs brought cogenerators and fuel 
diversity to the System, lowered the cost of electric
ity and improved the quality of service. 

PREPA SUBSIDIARIES 
At the end of fiscal year 2009 the Authority owned 
four subsidiaries. The first (PREPA.Net) was created 
in 2005 for ownership of its fiberoptic network. Two 
other subsidiaries associated with power projects are 
discussed in Alternative Energy Sources in the 
Capacity Planning section. PREPA Oil &: Gas was 
established to provide a mechanism for the Authority 
to participate in a wide range of commercial and 
operational projects for fuel supply and infrastruc
ture. The Authority formed PREPARenewables to 
expand the Authority's ability to participate in or 
assist in the development of renewable energy projC 
ects. The fourth subsidiary is PREPA Utilities which 
was formed to develop, construct and operate indus
trial projects and other related infrastructure to· 
improve the electric infrastructure of the Authority. 

In the year 2000 the Authority began the acquisition 
of a fiber optic cable system to modernize the 
Authority's internal communication ·systems and 
thereby provide faster and more secure data trans
mission for operations, load management, system 
protection, and security. In order to meet its optical 
fiber cable requirements, the Authority entered into 
a long-term agreement with Puerto Rico Information 
Networks, Inc. (PRIN) a private, independent, non
profit corporation incorporated in Puerto Rico. 

( 

( 

( 
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Battery Energy Storage System, BESS. The Authority 
is claiming damages of more than $18 million 
against the co-defendants; the case is entering its 
fourth year and continues in discovery. 

During fiscal year 2008 the Authority awarded a 
contract to Skanska Energy Services, LLC (Skanska) 
to engineer, procure, and construct a 42 mile long 
gas pipeline from Guaynilla to the Authority'S 
Aguirre Combined Cycle Plant. Early in fiscal year 
2009 construction began with site development, 
environmental stabilization, and pipe fabrication. 
These activities continued until ordered stopped in 
early December 2008 by the Superior Court of 
Ponce following actions brought by southern com
munities in opposition to the gas pipeline. Skanska 
complied with the court ordered suspension and 
remained mobilized in anticipation of an order 
allowing construction to proceed. In response to the 
continuing opposition by certain communities the 
gas pipeline project was cancelled in April. Later 
that month the Commonwealth government 
announced a decision to utilize the former gas 
pipeline material to construct a water pipeline to 
transport water eastward from Guayanilla. The 
water pipeline would spur additional economic 
development in the southern half of the island. The 
Authority's efforts to transfer the pipeline project to' 
the Aqueduct and Sewer Authority were continuing 
at the end of the fiscal year. Skanska inventoried 
materials and equipment and began demobilization' 
while beginning negotiations with the Authority for 
recovery of compensation consistent with their con
tract with the Authority. At the end of fiscal year 
2009 the Authority and Skanska were negotiating in 
an effort to reach a settlement of all matters related 
to the pipeline project. The Authority was also in 
discussion with the Commonwealth for the recovery 
of the project costs that followed from the decision 
to convert the gas pipeline to a water pipeline. 

The Authority is making a concerted effort to signif
icantly reduce the theft of electricity. Electricity theft 
is occurring across Client classes and has been iden
tified as having a material impact on the Authority'S 
operations. During the last quarter of fiscal year 
2009 the Authority identified more than 800 clients 
who had engaged in energy theft. At the end of the 
fiscal year these clients were being summoned to 
hearings before Administrative Law Judges who had 
the authority to make summary judgments regard
ing the theft and to assess fines. Through these pro
ceedings the Authority collected approximately 
$100,000 in restitution during fiscal year 2009. 

During the fiscal year the AuthOrity closed more 
than 120 civil suits that had been brought against 
the Authority. The suits were settled for amounts 
between 10% and 12% of the damages claimed. 
These settlements were not material. 

INSURANCE 
The Risk Management Office, under the Finance 
Directorate, manages the Authority'S Insurance 
Program. It is responsible for managing and con
trolling the Authority'S resources to minimize risks 
of accidental losses. In addition, it analyzes, 
assesses, and recommends insurance policies and 
bonds for contracts and purchase orders. It settles 
property claims against the Authority valued at less 
than $10,000. 

During fiscal year 2009 the Au thority maintained a 
layered set of All Risk Property and Boiler and 
Machinery policies that provided a combined cover
age of $750 million. The All Risk Property Policy 
provides coverage for business interruption, wind, 
flood, and earthquake; it excludes coverage of trans
mission and distribution lines other than under
ground lines, which is common in the electric utility 

. industry. In addition to the two policies cited above 
the Authority'S Insurance Program contains policies 
for Terrorism and Pollution, Builders Risk, Public 
Liability, Personal Auto Policy-Employees, 
Commercial Auto Policy-PREPA, Crime, Directors 
and Officers Liability, Fiduciary Liability, Aviation, 
Hull and Hull Risks, Owner Controlled Insurance 
Program (OCIP) Rolling Wrap-up, and Employment 
Practices Liability. The Authority holds· a self
insured general retention of $2 million under its All 
Risk Property Policy for direct damage from all per
ils; the retention is $25 million under this policy for 
losses caused by natural events such as floods, wiud, 
and earthquake. The business interruption coverage 
within the All Risk Property Policy is capped at $200 
million with the Authority covering the costs from 
the first thirty days of the interruption. Property and 
Boiler and Machinery losses in excess of 300 million 
are covered by another policy that provides an addi
tional $250 million in coverage. The public liability 
coverage remains at $75 million with the Authority 
holding $1. million retention, up to an annual aggre
gate of $2 million. 

In May 2009 the Authority made a number of 
changes to their Insurance Program, these changes 
will be in effect during fiscal year 2010 and are as 
follows. Within the All Risk Property Policy the 
Authority's retention under the $550 million of 
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Under the agreement, PRIN designed and built a 
fiber optic cable system that was installed on the 
Authority's rights-of-way (mainly its transmission 
lines). The fiber-optic cable is an integral part of the 
overhead ground wires which protect transmission 
lines from lightning strikes. When completed in 
August 2002, title to the system was transferred to 
the Authority. 

The Authority financed its acquisition of the fiber 
optic system from PRlN by selling $43.7 million of 
Subordinate Obligations in October 2002. The 
agreement provided for the long-term lease to PRIN 
of any excess capacity for a 25-year period. Any 
resulting lease revenues, which were not be derived 
from the production and sale of electric energy, 
would be used to benefit the Authority's ratepayers. 

In june 2005 the Authority created Prepa.Network 
Incorporated (PREPA.Net) to replace PRIN and mar
ket the excess communication capacity of the fiber 
optic network. Prepa.N et offers Next Generation 
Telecommunications (NGT) service to carriers, 
Internet Service Providers. (ISP's), and large enter
prises. The services include SONET, metro and long 
haul Ethernet transport services, wireless last mile, 
and Internet protocol (IP) services optimized for 
Voice over Internet protocol (VoIP) and other 
related services. 

During fiscal year 2008 PREPA.net acquired 
Ultracom, one of three submarine cable firms on the 
island, to obtain international fiber optic cable 
capacity and satellite teleport facilities. The acquisi
tion was financed with a term loan of $10.1 million. 

PREPA.net's total assets at the end of fiscal year 2009 
were $20.1 million and its net income was $2.1 mil
lion. In addition to the term loan, during fiscal year 
2009 PREPA.Net had a revolving line of credit of $2 
million for working capital. 

LEGAL AFFAIRS 
The Authority's Legal Affairs Directorate is responsi
ble for a wide range of contract and litigation related 
activities. The following discussion summarizes the 
status of a number of the issues that the Authority 
litigated during fiscal year 2009. 

The Authority contracted with Abengoa, Puerto 
Rico, S.E., as the primary contractor for the San· 
juan Units 5 &: 6 repowering project. In May 2000, 
Abengoa unilaterally declared the construction 
contract terminated and filed a legal complaint for 
breach of contract against the Authority claiming 
approximately $18 million in damages. 

( 
Subsequently, the Authority filed a counter claim 
for breach of contract and for damages in the 
amount of $200 million which they incurred as a 
result of the contract termination by Abengoa. In 
October 2007 the lawsuit was certified as complex 
litigation necessitating specialized treatment. The 
case was still in the discovery phase of technical 
matters phase at the end of fiscal year 2009. Early 
in fiscal year 2010 the parties will meet to discuss 
the use of arbitration to resolve their issues. As dis
cussed in the Production Plant section, San juan 
Units 5 &: 6 went into commercial operation dur
ing the second quarter of the past fiscal year. 

Injune 2006 the Office of the Comptroller of Puerto 
Rico reported that the Authority overcharged its 
clients approximately $49.8 million between 
September 1999 and December 2003, and insisted 
that the Authority credit its customers that amount. 
Subsequent to the release of the Comptroller's report 
several additional suits were filed by various clients 
against the Authority seeking reimbursement for 
alleged overcharges; the total of all the claims is 
more than $700 million. The court ordered that all( 
the plaintiff's cases regarding this matter be consoli
dated and ordered that the case be classified as com
plex litigation. The plaintiff's appeals were 
unsuccessful in requesting a clapS action determina
tion. The Authority' holds that charges were deter
mined correctly, in accordance with the established 
rates, and that these allegations are similar to ones in 
a previous lawsuit in which the Authority prevailed. 
At the close of fiscal year 2009 the case continued to 
make its way through the court system with little 
expectation·of a speedy resolution. . 

As part of the settlement in 2007 of the litigation 
over the Contributions in Lieu of Taxes, CILT, the 
Authority agreed to perform certain infrastructure 
projects for the municipalities involved in the litiga
tion. Among them was a multi-phased project for 
the Municipality of Ponce, a portion of which was to 
be paid for by the Municipality of Ponce. The 
Municipality became delinquent on $3 million due 
the Authority for phases one and two of the work. 
The Authority suspended work on the project and 
the Municipality sued the Authority in court. The 
matter was resolved in court, the Municipality paid 
the Authority the amount due and the Authority( 
resumed work on the infrastructure project. 

Three years ago the Authority filed suit in PUerto 
Rican Court against the Brazilian manufacturer and 
the manufacturer's Puerto Rico agent over the failure 
of the more than 6,000 batteries in the Sabana Llana 
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windstorm damage coverage is $50 million with a 
$25 million deductible per occurence up to an 
annual aggregate of $25 million. The pollution 
insurance formerly covered by the Terrorism and 
Pollution Policy remains unchanged at $250 million 
per pollution event with the Authority responsible 
for the retention of $300 million however the 
Authority has dropped insurance coverage for losses 
caused by terrorism. The deductible on the 
Authority's $550 million Boiler and Machinery 
Policy was increased from $10 million to $25 mil
lion per occurrence. Coverage under the Directors 
and Officers Liability Policy is $40 million. With the 
completion of major construction projects the 
Authority reduced Builders Risk Policy coverage to 
$35 million. The cost of the Authority's Insurance 
Program as renewed with these changes is approxi
mately $19.1 Million. 

The Authority has identified losses of $363.2 mil
lion that resulted from the fires at the Palo Seco 
Steam plant on December 29 and 30 of 2006. The 
losses covered by the Boiler and Machinery Policy 
were estimated to be $16.9 million; the losses cov
ered by the All Risk Property Policy due to fire dam
age were estimated to be $102.8 million. The 
Authority's estimate of Business Interruption losses, 
primarily fuel related, stood at $243.4 million. 
These excess fuel related costs were being processed 
for recovery. As oOune 30, 2009 the Authority had 
been reimbursed a total of $301.3 million for losses 
associated with the two Palo Seco events; another 
$28.1 million was being negotiated. 

The Tenth Supplemental Agreement created the Self
insurance Fund. This fund is to be used to pay for 
the cost of repairing, replacing, or reconstructing 
property damaged or destroyed from or extraordi
nary expenses incurred as a result of a cause that is 
not covered by insurance. It can also be used, when 
approved by the Consulting Engineers, to cover loss 
of income due to a cause, which is not covered by 
insurance. The monies in the Self Insurance Fund 
allow the Authority to increase its insurance 
deductibles thereby lowering its insurance premi
ums. Refer to the Funding Recommendations section 
for the Consulting Engineer's recommendation con
cerning the Self-insurance Fund. 

The Eleventh Supplemental Agreement created the 
position of "Independent Consultant", a consultant 
or consulting firm or corporation to be employed by 
the Authority under Section 706 of this Agreement to 
carry out the duties of said Independent Consultant. 
Section 706 of the 1974 Agreement reads in part: 

The Authority covenants and agrees ... it will, for 
the purpose of canying out the duties imposed on 
the Independent Consultant by this Agreement, 
employ one or more independent firms having a 
wide and favorable repute in the United States for 
expertise in risk management and other insurance 
matters related to the construction and operation of 
electric systems. 

It shall be the duty of the Independent Consultant to 
prepare and file with the Authority and the Trustee 
at least biennially, on or before the first day of 
November, beginning November, 1999, a report set
ting forth its recommendations, based on a review 
of the insurance then maintained by the Authority 
in accordance with Section 707 of this Agreement 
and the status of the Self-insurance Fund, of any 
changes in coverage, including its recommenda
tions of policy limits and deductibles and self
insurance, and investment strategies for the 
Self-insurance Fund. 

An independent risk management consultant has 
been retained by the Authority in compliance with 
Section 707 of the Trust Agreement. The report of 
the Independent Consultant is scheduled for 
issuance in October 2009. 

R7 
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kWh SALES (000) 
Residcnli~1 

Commcrcial 
Induslrial 
public Lighling 
Agricuhurlll 
Olh~rs 

TOTAL 

CUSTOMERS (12 month averagc) 
Rcsidenlilll 
Comm=ial 
IndUSlrial 
public Lighting 
Agrieuhural 
Olhers 

TOTAL 

kWh PER CUSTOMER 
Residcnlial 
Commercial 
Industdal 
Public Lighling 
Agricullural 
Olhers 

BASE REVENUE ($000) 
R<:sidenliul 
Commercial 

Induslrial 
Public Ligh~ng 
Agricultural 
Olhors 

TOTAL 
FUEL OIL ADJUSTMENT ($000) 

Residentinl 
Ccmmcrcio.1 
Industrial 
Puhlic Lighling 
AgriculLural 
Olhers 

TOTAL 

PURCHASED POWER ($OOO) 
Rcsidrmlial 
Commercial 
InduW;nl 
Public Lighting 
Agricuhurnl 
Others 

TOTAL 

REVENUES ($OOO)-inei. adj. charge 
Residenlial 
Commercial 
Induslrial 
Public Lighting 
Agricultural 
Olhers 

TOTAL 

1.o;>,CJ:jited 

~ 
2ili!2. -6,367.561 

8,498.118 
3,288,597 

273,691 
57,285 
30.523 

18.515,775 

1.324,752 
129.492 

"" 2.168 
1,322 

4 

1,458.636 

4,807 
65,627 

3,662,135 
126.24.1 
43.332 

14,321,250 

308,274 
569,484 
139,441 
50.556 

2,582 
1,629 

$1,071.966 

791.686 
983,819 
343.108 

33,026 
3,922 
6.044 

2.161,605 

274,384 
343,719 
119,436 

11.601 
2.109 
1.361 

752,610 

1,374,344 
1,897.022 

601,985 
95,183 

8,613 
9.034 

3.986.181 

Increase 

" 
(5.77) 
(2.81) 

(12.13) 
1.54 

95.25 
(48.65) 

(5.54) 

0.7g 
(OAO) 

(40.69) 
16.56 
(3.29) 

(20.00) 

0.65 

(6.50) 
(2,42) 
48.15 
(12.89) 
101,g9 
20.47 

(6.51) 
(2.64) 
(14.06) 
O.~5 

60.87 
(43.00) 

(5.26) 

(1].78) 
(10.53) 
(20,04) 
(8.58) 
(3.75) 

(12.07) 

(12.60) 

l.OS 
3.91 

(7.79) 
8.36 
70.36 
(33.22) 

0.92 

(8,29) 
(5.S7) 
(16.50) 
(1.g4) 
24.50 
(23.25) 

(8.37) 

APPENDIX I 
INTERMEDIATE,TERM FINANCIAL PLANNING FORECAST 

2lll.!l 

Ammonl 

6,038.349 
8,340.909 
3,188,3J4 

275.027 
30,021 
56.421 

17,929,041 

1.327.116 
129,710 

865 
2.148 
1,322 , 

1.461,165 

4,550 
64,304 

3,685.912 
128,039 
22.709 

13.541,040 

290,405 
562,120 
134,128 
50,704 

1,588 
2,712 

$1,041.657 

613.375 
800,282 
279.720 

27.949 
3,175 
4.R97 

1.729,398 

282,848 
3Gg,893 
128,957 
12.883 
1,404 
2,261 

797.246 

1.186.628 
1,731,295 

542,805 
91,536 
6,167 
9,870 

3.568,301 

IncrctlS~ 

!'6 

(5.17) 
(1.8S) 

(3.05) 
0,49 

(47.59) 
84.85 
(3,17) 

0.18 
0,17 
(3.67) 
(0.92) 
0.00 
0.00 

0.17 

(5.34) 
(2.01) 
0.65 
1.42 

(47.59) 
(5.45) 

'(5.80) 
(1.29) 
(3.81) 
0.29 

(38.50) 
66.48 

(2.83) 

(22.52) 
(18.66) 
(18.47) 
(15.37) 
(19.05) 
(18.98) 

(19.99) 

3.08 
7.32 
7.97 
11.05 

(33.43) 
66.\3 

5.93 

(13.66) 
(8.74) 
(9.83) 
(3.83) 

(28.4(1) 
9.25 

(10.48) 

, 

Z!lli 

Amount 

5,859,889 
8,358.559 
3.159.331 

275.027 
30.021 
56.421 

17,739.248 

1.329,026 
129,891 

'" 2148 
1,323 

4 

1,463.222 

4,409 
64,351 

3,804,768 
128.039 
22,692 

13.540,967 

281.822 
563.309 
132.908 
50.704 

1.588 
2.712 

1,033.043 

709.393 
955,239 
330,307 

33.272 
3.634 
5.837 

2.037,682 

280.164 
377,259 
130,450 
13.140 

1,435 
2.305 

804,753 

1.271.379 
1,895.807 

593.665 
97.116 
6,657 

10.854 

3,875.478 

Increase 

:'6! 

(2.96) 
0.21 
(0.91) 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

(1.06) 

0.14 
0.14 
(4.05) 
0.00 
0.08 
0.00 

0.14 

(3,09) 

0.07 
3.22 
0.00 
(0.08) 
(0.00) 

(2.96) 
0.21 
(0.91) 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 

(0.83) 

15.65 
19.36 
18.08 
19.05 
14.46 
19.20 

17.83 

(0.9S) 
2.27 
\.16 
1.99 
2.21 
1.95 

0.94 

7.14 
9.50 
9.37 
6.10 
7.95 
9.97 

8.61 

5 
$ 
$ 

$ 

FOnlCa$1 

2fll2 -5,722,924 
8,443,262 
3,138,422 

275,781 
30,103 
56,575 

17,667,067 

1,330,943 
130,085 

796 
2.148 
1,322 

4 
1,465,298 

4.300 
64.906 

3,942,603 
128,389 
22,771 

13,578,065 

275,235 
569.018 
132,029 
50.842 

1,593 
2,719 

1,031,436 

810,145 
1,128.336 

383,691 
39,013 
4,261 
6,845 

2,372,291 

282,053 
392,832 
133,304 

13,583 
1,484 
2.383 

825,639 

1,367,433 
2,090,186 

649,024 
103,438 

7.338 
11,947. 

4,229,366 

Increase 

" 
(2,34) 
].01 

(0.66) 
'.27 
,.27 
0,27 

(0.41) 

0.14 
0.15 

(4.10) 
0.00 
(0.08) 
0.00 

0.14 

(2.48) 
0.86 
3.62 
0.27 
0.35 
0.27 

(2.34) 
1.01 

(0.66) 
0.27 
0,31 
0.26 

(0.16) 

14.20 
18.12 
16.16 
17.25 
17.25 
17.27 

16.42 

0.67 
4.13 
2.19 
3.37 
3.41 
3.38 

2.60 

7.56 
10.25 
9.32 
G,51 

10.23 
10.07 

9.13 

"'" 
Amount 

5,633,381 
8,575.214 
3.130.438 

275.027 
30,021 
~ 

17.700,502 

1,332.853 
130,2BO 

"'-
2.148 
1.322 

4 

1,467.369 

4,227 
65,821 

4,109.834 
128.039 
22.709 

13.540,967 

270.928 
577,911 
131,693 
50,704 

1,588 
2,712 

1,035,536 

844,418 
1,213,436 

405,246 
41.197 
4,500 
7.228 

2.516,025 

285,147 
409,759 
136,560 

, 13.912 

1,520 
2,441 

849,339 

1,400,493 
2,201,106 

673,499 
105,813 

7,608 
12,381 

4,400,9{I0 

Increase 

" 
(1.56) 
1.56 

(0.25) 
(0.27) 
(0.27) 
(0.27) 

0.19 

0.14 
0.15 

(4.27) 

'.00 
'.00 
'.00 
0.14 

(1.71) 
1.41 
4.24 

(0.27) 
(0,27) 
(0.27) 

(1.56) 
1.56 

(0.25) 
(0.27) 
(0.31) 
(0.26) 

0.40 

4.23 
7.54 
5.62 
5.60 
5.61 
5.60 

6.06 

UO 
4.31 
2.44 
2.42 
2.43 
2.43 

2.87 

2." 
5,31 
3.77 
2,30 
3.68 
3.63 

4.06 

$ 

$ 
$ 

$ 

""" 
Ammm! 

5.587,448 
8,742,327 
3.135,603 

275,027 
30,021 
56.421 

17,826.847 

1,334,759 
130,478 

727 
2,148 
1,322 

4 

1,469,438 

4,186 
67,002 

4,310,930 
128,039 
22,709 

13,540,9G7 

268,719 
589.173 
131,910 
50.704 

1,588 
2.712 

1,044,806 

88J,226 
1,301,620 

427,090 
43,347 

4,735 
7,605 

2,665,623 

270,344 
399,313 
130,751 

13,298 
1,453 
2.333 

817.,492 

1,420,289 
2,290,106 

689,751 
107,349 

7,776 
12.650 

4,527,921 

Increase 

" 
(0.82) 

1.95 
0.16 
0.00 

'.00 
0.00 

0.71 

0.14 
0.15 
(4.59) 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

0.14 

(0.96) 
1.79 
4.89 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

(0.82) 
1.95 
0.16 
0.00 

0.00 
0,00 

0.90 

4.36 
727 
5.39 
5.22 
522 
5.22 

5.95 

(5.19) 
(2OSS) 
(4.25) 
(4.41) 
(4.41) 
(4.42) 

(3.75) 

1.41 
4.<>4 
2.41 
1.45 
2.21 
2.17 

2.89 
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APPENDIX II 
INCOME STATEMENT 

Actual Forecast 
2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

REVENUES 

Revenues from Appendix I $ 3,986,180,000 $ 3,568,301,000 $ 3,875,478,000 $ 4,229,366,000 $ 4,400,900,000 $ 4,527,921,000 

Add'! Revenues from Theft Recovery 16,955,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 

From Sales of Electricity 3,986, 180,000 3,585,256,000 3,925,478,000 4,279,366,000 4,450,900,000 4,577,921,000 
From Commonwealth Government 

for Rural Electrification 19,000 
Other Operating Revenue-Net 14,641,000 5,259,800 5,259,800 5,259,800 5,259,800 5,259,800 

Total Operating Revenue 4,000,840,000 3,590,515,800 3,930,737,800 4,284,625,800 4,456,159,800 4,583,180,800 
Other Income-Net 6,428,000 14,116,200 14,116,200 14,116,200, 14,116,200 14,116,200 

Total Revenues $ 4,007,268,000 $ 3,604,632,000 $ 3,944,854,000 $ 4,298,742,000 $ 4,470,276,000 $ 4,597,297,000 

CURRENT EXPENSES 

Operating Expenses 3,374,953,000 2,937,743,000 3,201,542,000 3,516,439,000 3,663,912,000 3,767,116,000 
Miscellaneous Interest and Other 2,819,000 3,998,000 4,078,000 4,160,000 4,243,000 4,328,000 

Total Current Expenses 3,377,772,000 2,941,741,000 3,205,6'0,000 3,520,599,000 3,668,155,000 3,771,444,000 

Balance to Revenue Fund 629,496,000 662,891,000 739,234,000 778,143,000 802,121,000 825,853,000 

1974 SINKING FUND 
Interest on Bonds 261,486,000 290,033,000 272,166,000 293,793,000 314,602,000 340,473,000 
Bond Redemption 173,040,000 '181,724,000 187,150,000 199,621,000 224,128,000 235,029,000 
Reserve Account (29,523,000) , 

Total Sinking Fund Payments 405,003,000 471,757,000 459,316,000 493,414,000 538,730,000 575,502,000 

Balance 224,493,000 191,134,000 279,918,000 284,729,000 263,391,000 250,351,000 

TRANSFERS 

Reserve Maintenance Fund' 5,000,000 5,000,000 5,000,000 
Self Insurance Fund 10,000,000 10,000,000 10,000,000 10,000,000 
1974 Capital Improvement Fund 4,695,000 20,204,000 7,912,000 2,705,000 1,419,000 
Interest on Notes 28,434,000 17,938,000 16,249,000 15,834,000 15,578,000 15,360,000 

Total 43,129,000 32,938,000 51,453,000 38,746,000 18,283,000 16,779,000 

Balance 181,364,000 158,196,000 228,465,000 245,983,000 245,108,000 233,572,000 
Contributions in Lieu of Taxes 

and Other 181,364,000 158,196,000 228,465,000 245,983,000 245,108,000 233,572,000 

Balance $ $ $ L $ $ 

1. In lieu of a $5 million deposit to the Reserve Maintenance Fund in FY 2009, the Authority applied $5 million to 
partially repay funds borrowed by the General Fund as part of the Palo Seeo Steam Plant recovery project. 

~ ~ 
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APPENDIX III 
DETAIL OF OPERATING and MAINTENANCE EXPENSES 

Actual' Forecast 
2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

OPERATION 

Thermal and Gas Production 

Fuel Expense per PB projections 

Fuel $ 1,919,788,752 $ 1,529,493,000 $ 1,803,904,000 $ 2,101,653,000 $ 2,229,579,000 $ 2,362,527,000 

Purchased Power 671,848,891 711,701,000 715,987,000 734,818,000 755,910,000 727,567,000 
Other Production Costs 59,894,465 54,939,459 51,288,000 51,161,280 51,045,120 50,939,520 

Hydroelectric Plant Production 2,376,114 2,179,541 2,137,000 2,131,720 2,126,880 2,122,480 

Transmission 24,039,346 21,709,550 18,829,800 18,783,300 18,740,700 18,702,000 

Distribution 138,294,382 124,891,450 106,702,200 106,438,700 106,197,300 105,978,000 

Client Accounting 

and Collection 111,126,317 112,674,000 101,349,000 101,098,000 100,868,000 100,660,000 

Administrative and General 222,476,628 142,428,000 180,318,000 179,874,000 179,465,000 179,094,000 
Interest Charge 2,819,366 3,998,000 4,078,000 4,160,000 4,243,000 4,328,000 

Total Operation ~ __ 1,152,664,261 $ 2,704,014,000 1>_ 2,984,593,000 $ 3,300,118,000 $ 3,448,175,000 $ 3,551,918,000 

MAINTENANCE 

Thennal and Gas Production 113,909,]79 118,945,044 110,513,500 11 0,240,500 109,990,000 109,763,000 

Hydroelectric Plant 3,417,593 3,568,683 4,420,540 4,409,620 4,399,600 4,390,520 

Transmission 33,038,124 34,498,722 30,943,780 30,867,340 30,797,200 30,733,640 

Distribution 67,346,556 70,323,911 66,308,100 66,144,300 65,994,000 65,857,800 
General Plant 7,395,935 10,390,640 8,841,080 8,819,240 8,799,200 8,781,040 

Total Maintenance $ 225,107,387 $ 237,727,000 $ 221,027,000 L_ 220,481,000 $ 219,980,000 $ 219,526,000 

TOTAL O&M $ 3,377,771,648 $ 2,941,741,000 $ 3,205,620,000 $ 3,520,599,000 $ 3,668,155,000 $ 3,771,444,000 

I. Audited 
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APPENDIX IV { 
ANNUALGENERA'frON, FUEL CONSUMPTION,AND FUEL COSTS FOR THERMAL STATIONS 

~ A<hml/Estimated' Foree.,! 
2009 2010 WIl 2012 lOll 2014 

AGUIRRE STEAJI.{ PLANT 
N<tMWh-Generoted 4,765,591 4,926,472 3,216,261 2,165,128 2,910,509 2,933,486 
Harrd.ofFud Oil U.;cJ 1,729,140 7,834,882 5,238,786 4,456,958 4,101,381 4,695,051 
MBTUxlOOO 48,694 49,352 12,980 28,052 29,587 29,557 
kWh P<rBflrrd '" ". '" "" '" 

,~ 

COOofFud 541,551,636 506.691.312 412,479,035 418,350,385 467,730,914 484,379,162 
Co,l ofh.1 Per Barrel 10_R4 64.67 78.74 93.86 99,49 103.21 

""'. 11.24 10.27 12.S1 14,91 15.81 16AlI 

COSTA SUR SIT:AM PLANT 
Ne!MWh-Gen,mted 4,834,335 3,381,705 4,603,744 4,6'Xl,269 4,ROO,S28 4,139,13!l 
H:nTI:l<afFudOilU.;cJ 8,231,663 5,159,583 7,748,1I89 7,8~0,785 8,01'H,999 7,973,443 
MBTIJxlooO 51,859 36,285 48,813 49,649 50,&09 50,231 
kWhPerBnm:1 '"' '"' ". '" '" 

,.,. 
COOofFUol 545,698,574 356,678,"i31 590,4S1,689 701,606.003 768,654,954 783,951,211 
COOofFucl Por B"rrel 66.29 61.93 76.21 89.03 95.31 98.32 ""',. ](1.52 9.83 12.10 14.13 15.13 15.61 

PALO SIlCO STEAM PLANT 
NdMWh-Cl"",mled 1,315,713 2,847,157 2,931,018 2,926,045 2,354,253 2,425,156 
Barrol. ofFllcl Oil U.od 2,264,347 4,1n.~10 4,868,202 4,367,429 4,741,026 4,048,631 
MBTUxlOOO 14,259 30,960 30,658 30,653 29,857 25,49S 
kWh Pcr Barrel '"' '" '"' '" '"' 

,., 
Coo of Fuel 155,945,367 298,320,105 367,Q64,2IS 434,312,192 452,785,608 400,341,426 
Cast of Fuel Pet llnm:1 68.87 62.50 75.40 89.24 9550 98.88 
$lMhtu 10.94 9.92 11.91 14.17 15.11 15.70 

SAN JUAN STEAM PLANT 
Nd MWh-Generaled 2,081,798 1,036,671 412,017 427,968 250,496 604,376 
Borrels of Fuel Oil U..,d 3,344,359 1,906,971 167,555 802,498 413,232 1,131.457 
MlI1'Uxlooo 21,069 12,014 4,n6 5,056 " .. 7,128 
kWh PcrBand m >4. m m ". m 
CostofFuel S 223,923,934 118,l74,1I12 55,251,857 11,927,%0 44,945,122 1I1,281,lIslI 
Cast of Fuel P,r Horrel ,- 66.96 62.02 71.99 89.63 94.91 98.U 
tOO'tll , 10.63 9,84 11.43 14.23 15.08 15.61 

AGlnRRE COJdHINED-CYCLE UNITS 
Net MWh·Goneraled 465,711 123,130 420,327 298,W3 314,397 451.885 
Hand. ofl'uelOiI or Equlv,lent 928,633 222,764 n9,625 522,j0) 547,409 1lt4,852 
I>ffiTUdOOO 5,850 1,293 4,234 3,032 3,177 4.555 
kWh Per Barrel (or equiw1cntj 502 '" '" m ". 516 
COOofFuel 139,492,982 20,1I5,481 14,629,210 6O,R54,0!8 67,898,602 101,991,428 
COOofFllel Per Bam:1 150.21 90.30 102.28 116.47 124.04 S 129.95 
W,lbru 23.84 15.56 17.62 20.01 21.37 , 22.39 

CO~mUSTlON·TURHlNES & DIESELS 
N<tM\Vh.G.nero!ed ' \02,715 110,406 45,866 89,818 36,159 59,175 
Hands ofFuo! Oil Used 216,634 265,807 114,955 223,480 92,313 147.989 
.\UrrUJdOOO 1,257 1,542 '" 1,297 '" 859 
r..WLfe, B ... ,d m 415 ~, '"' ". _'00 ( CastofFud 33,732,686 23,729,793 1I,83~,591 26,151,348 11,397,470 19,166,421} 
Castofl'uell'er Barrel 155.71 89.27 102.99 117.0'1 123.47 129.51 
SiMbtll 26.83 15.38 11.75 20.17 21.28 22.32 

CAMDALACHE 
Net MWb-Genernled 126,140 238,916 122,407 117,1&4 100,714 119,951 
Hand. "fFnd OilorEqui,,,lcnt 665,976 493,435 255,406 374,~S9 210,285 292,132 
!\llITUxl{)()(J 3,865 2,863 1,482 2.175 1,220 1,695 
k\VhP"Borrel "" '" '479 '" no .w 
CostofFud' 'Xl,247,S50 45,051,703 21,486,~52 , 45,995,404 27,221,452 39,6]11,372 
Cosl of Fuel Per Borrel 115.51 91.30 107.62 , 122.69 129,48 135.69 
SJ:>lbru 23.35 15.71 18.55 -, 2\.14 22.31 23.J8 

MA YAGUEZ TURBINES 
NrrMWh--G,mmted 124,451 449,959 586,853 534,392 476,897 644522 
B.ITCI. ofFuo1 Oil or Equivalent 193,024 768,418 985,291 896,869 800,~58 1,081,923 
MlfruxlOOO 1,120 4,451 5,115 5,202 4,643 6,275 
!<\VhPcrHnrn:l '" 586 '" '" '" '" Co!ilofFucl 22,934,567 64,361.370 92,S02,169 95,311,988 90,717.462 128350,665 
CastofFucl Po< Barrd 118.B2 68_6~ 19.41 106.34 113.41 , 118.63 
~I;\lhtu 20048 14,44 16.24 18.33 19.55 , 20,45 

REPOWERED SAN JUAN UNITS. 5 & 6 
Ne!MWh-Cl""crated 9\3A42 932,642 1,138,2'12 1,752,371 1.961,659 1,856,178 
Ik",d. ofFu.l Oilor Equivalmt 1,609,918 1,294,606 1,8<16.199 2,418,324 2,103,816 2,561,079 
MBTUx1000 9,342 '000 10,708 14,026 15,682 1(854 
kWh P.r Hn",,1 '" no '" no '" '" Gl!ilofFucl 160,261,158 105,513,173 ISO,90ll,959 255,994,919 307,094,731 J02,0I3,407 

COOofFlloi Per Barrd 9'.1.55 8\.55 91.99 105.86 113.58 , 117.92 

'''''''. 17.15 14.06 16.89 18.25 19.58 , lO.n 

TOTAL THERMAL 
Ne,MWh-Clencrnted 14,930,02~ 14,1IH,664 \3,]36,;45 \3,661,818 13,1116,212 \3,854,511 
Barrel< ofFlld Oil 25.183,694 23,319,216 22,554,108 22,443,73"5 22,334,919 22,716,607 
MBTUxlOOO 157,315 145,375 140,092 139,142 138,492 140,652 
kWh Per Bn",,1 '" '"' '"' "" '" "" fuelCost 1,919,788.754 1,538,796,080 1,812,915,237 2,110,630,211 2,238,512,]SI 1,371,6\3,141 
CostofFue! Per B:urcl 16.21 65.99 80.38 '"'" 100.22 104.411 

$lXlbru 12.20 10.59 12.94 15.11 16.16 16,86 

PURCHASm POWER·ECOELECfRICA 
N<tMWb-Gencrated 3.290.'150 3,622,402 3.550.905 3561,228 l,SSO,905 3,550,906 

C~ 414,989,328 428,7J7,961 431.195,327 446,218,721 462,015,315 484,480,218 

$/MWH 126.12 118.36 121.4l 125.30 BO.1l \36,44 

PURCffASED POWER.AES 

Net MWb·Gcncrnlod 3,373,152 3,446,996 3,317,488 1,357,532 ),)62.521 3,362.521 C., 256,859,561 282,962,569 284,791,505 288,599,101 293,894,665 243,086,490 
W,tWR 76.\'1 82.09 ~" 85.96 87.40 12.29 

PURCffASED POWER 
NctM\Vh·Grncrnled 6,663,102 7,069,398 6,928,193 6,918,160 6,913,426 6,913,427 C., 671,848,891 711.700,530 715,986,832 134,818.428 755,909,980 121,566,708 
$IMWH 100.82 100.61 10334 106.21 109.34 105.24 

TOTAL (lnduding P"",hased Power) 
Net MWb·Genero!ed 2J.j93,726 21,111,062 20,665,\38 20,'180,638 20,619,638 20,161,938 

( C~ 2,591,631,645 2,250,496,6I(J 2,528,912,069 2,845,448,645 2,994.422,361 3,Q99,119,849 

""'''' 120.02 106.57 122.38 138.26 145.22 149.23 
HYDROELECfRlC 

Net MWh·G,""",tcd 169,463 107.116 126,170 126,170 126.170 126,110 

TOTAL (IIIdllding Hydro & PP) 
Net MWh·O,n.rotcd 21,163,189 21,224,178 20,191,308 20,706,808 20,745,S08 20,894,IOK 
C~ 2,591,637,645 , 2,250,496,610 2,528,912,069 2,845,448,645 2,994,422,361 3,099,119,849 

I, IT 2010",,,,ists ofl months"ctu,~ 9 monlhs .. lim.ted 

Coo offue] incllldes .hiWing and handling ehorgcs 
Funm grn"",tion b",cd on Current Foree"'t 
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APPENDIX V 
DEBT SERVICE COVERAGE UNDER THE 1974 TRUST AGREEMENT 

Adjusted Net Revenues Average Net Revenues 
Date Principal Amount Maximum 12 Consecutive 5 Years 
of After Payments Principal Months Preceding Percent Following 

Issue Series and Refunding & Interest Date of Issue Coverage Current Year 

7/l/1993 REA-l 26,631,000 240,632,252 367,577,000 152.75 447,586,000 
41111994 S 31,440,000 267,390,756 421,241,000 157.54 491,034,600 

(Refunding) 
5/1/1997 AA 50,555,000 319,985,410 448,850,000 140.27 573,065,000 
5/1/1997 BB 51,285,000 319,985,410 448,850,000 140.27 573,065,000 

(Refunding) 
7/1/1997 CC 88,450,000 319,099,985 448,850,000 140.66 573,065,000 

(Refunding) 
3/15/1998 DD 93,585,000 360,810,198 509,343,000 141.17 611 ,400,000 
3/15/1998 EE 325,645,000 360,810,198 509,343,000 141.17 611 ,400,000 

(Refunding) 
911/1998 GG 93,280,000 349,986,029 552,061,000 157.74 652,800,000 

(Refunding) 
4/6/1999 FF 96,175,000 347,959,070 520,905,000 149.70 681,738,800 

(Refunding) 
8/112000 HH 39,905,000 390,015,290 565,528,000 145.00 703,124,400 
1/312002 II 21,345,000 415,641,309 636,368,000 153.11 746,303,000 
1/3/2002 JJ 179,580,000 415,641,309 636,368,000 153.11 746,303,000 

(Refunding) 
7/212002 KK 384,970,000 " 415,923,000 627,086,000 150.77 746,303,000 

(Refunding) 
7/212002 LL 98,125,000 415,923,000 627,086,000 150.77 746,303,000 
10/312002 MM 65,415,000 u 415,918,000 630,219,000 151.52 746,303,000 

(Refunding) 
8/19/2003 NN 171,525,000 [2 442,399,978 664,780,000 150.27 728,160,000 

8126/2004 00 128,830,000 442,395,314 635,751,000 143.71 711,111,000 
(Refunding) 

8/2612004 pp 86,800,000 442,395,314 635,751,000 143.71 711,111,000 
(RefundinJl:) 

4/4/2005 QQ 95,270,000 473,784,011 612,777,000 129.34 711,111,000 
(RefundinJl:) 

4/412005 RR 236,265,000 n 473,784,011 612,777,000 129.34 711,111,000 
4/412005 SS 467,295,000 473,784,011 612,777,000 129.34 711,111,000 

(RefundinJ!l 
5/312007 IT 643,530,000 455,022,444 698,001,000 153.40 723, LOO,OOO 
5/312007 uu 1,300,035,000 455,022,444 698,001,000 153.40 723,100,000 

5/30/2007 vv 557,410,000 455,022,444 698,001,000 153.40 723,100,000 
(Refunding) 

6/26/2008 IVIV 697,345,000 476,874,792 662,928,000 139.02 756,405,000 

The total debt issued under the Trust Agreement is $14,027,733,431 which includes refundings totaling $7,778,311,431. 
As of June 30, 2009 the outstanding debt under the 1974 Trust Agreement is $6,030,691,000. 

Tile superscripted Principal Amounts iu tilc table reflect the ef~ects of refundings described below: 

l. $4,760,000 refunded by Series 00 and deducted from the original $163,875,000 Series S issue. 

2. $62,335,000 refunded by Series UU; $5,450,000 refunded by Series QQ, $269,615,000 refunded by Series SS 

and deducted from the original $464,840,000 Series AA issue. 

3. $30,285,000 refunded by Series SS and deducted from the original $[00,750,000 Series BB issue. 

4. $39,770,000 refudned by Series V V; $278,710,000 refunded by Series UU; $10,220,000 refunded by Series 00 

and deducted from the original $508,555,000 Series DD issue. 

5. $2,740,000 refunded by Series SS and deducted from the original $380,5[5,000 Series EE issue. 

6. $5,875,000 refunded byBeries SS and deducted from the original $109,695,000 Series GG issue. 

7. $24,035,000 refunded by Series UU and deducted from original issue $196,825,000 Series FF issue. 

8. $342,180,000 refunded by Series UU; $108,300,000 refunded by Series JJ; $10,435,000 refunded by Series KK; 

$11,335,000 refunded by Series 00; $63,210,000 refunded by Series SS and deducted from the original $612,240,000 Series HH issue. 

9. $493,960,000 refunded by Series UU and l;Ieducted from the original $515,305,000 Series II issue. 

10. $7.765,000 refunded by Series SS and deducted from the original $401,785,000 Series KK issue. 

II. $11,000,009 refunded by Series SS and deducted from the original $105,055,000 Series MM issue. 

12. $288,590,000 refunded by Series V V; $57,190,000 refunded by Series UU and deducted from original amount $5t7 ,305,000 Series NN issue. 

13. $273,255,000 refunded by Series V V and deducted from original amount $509,520,000 Series RR issue. 

Percent 
Coverage 

186.00 
183.64 

179.09 
179.09 

179.59 

169.45 
169.45 

186.52 

195.92 

180.28 
179.55 
179.55 

179.43 

179.43 

179.44 

164.59 

160.74 

160.74 

150.09 

150.09 
150.09 

158.92 
158.92 
158.92 

158.62 
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APPENDIX VI 

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES 

Actual l Forecasted 
2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Production Plant $ 246,578,000 $ 128,014,000 $ 104,005,000 $ 90,250,000 $ 115,001,000 $ 161,500,000 

Transmission Plant 91,508,000 117,151,000 82,537,000 85,697,000 78,715,000 105,032,000 

Distribution Plant 105,028,000 75,322,000 74,246,000 75,519,000 89,937,000 81,998,000 

General Land and Buildings 22,345,000 7,826,000 8,981,000 12,551,000 27,286,000 18,426,000 

General Equipment 15,191,000 16,412,000 26,215,000 31,491,000 32,296,000 27,039,000 

Preliminary Surveys 
and Investigations (436,000) 5,275,000 4,016,000 4,492,000 6,765,000 6,005,000 

Provision for incidental and 

Emergency Work 

SUBTOTAL $480,214,000 $350,000,000 $300,000,000 $300,000,000 $350,000,000 $400,000,000 

Construction Costs in Previous 

Year Reimbursed in Current Year 80,480,000 101,849,000 104,226,000 105,476,000 106,226,000 89,726,000 

Construction Costs in Current 
Year to be Reimbursed Next Year (101,849,000) (104,226,000) (105,476,000) (106,226,000) (89,726,000) (84,976,000) 

TOTAL FUNDS REQUIRED $ 458,845,000 $ 347,623,000 $ 298,750,000 $ 299,250,000 $ 366,500,000 $ 404,750,000 

I. Audited 

~ ~ ~ 
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'UNDS FROM BOND ISSUES AND NOTES 

REVENUE BONDS' 

Balance in Fund Start of Fiscal Year 
$1,030,9M Series "XX" Jan'1O 
$618.6M Series uYY" Jul '11 
$670.lM Series "ZZ" Jul '13 

Balance in Fund End of Fiscal Year 

PAID FROM REVENUE AND REA BONDS 

NOTES 
Notes Paid 
Notes Issued-Regular Financing 

P AJD FROM NOTES 

'UNDS FROM OTHER SOURCES 
Transfers from General Fund (Net)5 
Interest earned on Construction Fund 
Capitalized Interest on Sinking Fund 
Grants and other (Principally From FEMA) 

PAID FROM OTHER SOURCES 

GRAND TOTAL 

, Audited 

:. Net proceeds from the bond issues 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

APPENDIX VII 
SOURCES OF FUNDS FOR CAPITAL EXPENDITURES 

Actual l 

2009 

567,265,000 $ 

(15,805,000) 

551,460,000 $ 

(211,906,000) 
98,000,000 

(113,906,000) $ 

(401,000) 
4,165,000 

18,530,000 
(1,003,000) 

21,291,000 

458,845,000 $ 

/1, 
, 

I 

2010 

15,805,00P $ 
1,000,000,00 

jI63,004,00b) 
, 

852,801,000 $ 
I 

I 
I 

I 

705,000,000) 
200,000,000 

b05,000,00Q) $ 

, (30,928,00() 
6,000,00~ 

24,750,00@ 

(178,000) 

347,623,OO@ $ 

2011 

163,004,000 

(92,352,000) 

70,652,000 

250,000,000 

250,000,000 

(41,652,000) 
6,000,000 

13,750,000 

(21,902,000) 

$ 

$ 

$ 

298,750,000 $ 

'. Capital Improvement Funds net of capitalized interest transferred to the General Fund. 

Forecast 
2012 

92,352,000 $ 

600,000,000 

(108,223,000) 

584,129,000 $ 

(250,000,000) 

(250,000,000) $ 

(60,129,000) 
6,000,000 

19,250,000 

2013 

108,223,000 

(29,815,000) 

78,408,000 

300,000,000 

300,000,000 

(34,408,000) 
6,000,000 

16,500,000 

(34,879,000) I",n ", 008,000) 

$ 

$ 

$-

"u "'00,000 $ 299,250,000 $ JUU,J\ 

2014 

29,815,000 

650,000,000 

(67,028,000) 

612,787,000 

(300,000,000) 
100,000,000 

(200,000,000) 

(38,787,000) 
6,000,000 

24,750,000 

(8,037,000) 

404,750,000 
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STEAM-ELECTRIC UNITS 
Aguirre 
Costa Sur 

CS Unit 3 
Palo Seeo 
San Juan 

Total 

COMBUSTION-TURBINE UNITS 
Aguirre 
Cambalache 
Costa Sur 
Mayaguez 

Units 3-1 & 3-2, 4-1 & 4-2 
Palo Seeo 
Other 

Total 

NEW POWER PLANT 
Repowering (San Juan Units No.5 & 6) 
New Mayaguez Combustion Turbines 
Cambalache Conversion to Combined-Cycle 

Non-System Sources 
Cogenerators (Net) 

Small Power Producer! 

COMBINED-CYCLE UNITS 
Aguirre 

DIESEL UNITS 
Culebra & Vieques 

HYDROELECTRIC CAPACITY (Total) 

EXISTING CAPACITY (End of Previous Fiscal Year) 

CAPACITY INSTALLED 

CAPACITY RETIRED 

CUMULATIVE TOTAL CAPACITY (MW) 
Less: PEAK LOAD (MW)* 

RESERVE CAPACITY (MW) 

RESERVE MARGIN (%) 

* Peak load forecast from IAU-GI projection 

APPENDIX VIII 
SYSTEM CAPABILITY 

MW OF GENERATING CAPACITY AT THE END OF THE FISCAL YEAR 

Actual Forecasted Additions and Retirements 
2009 20[0 2011 21YI2 -···201"3" 

900 
990 

602 
400 

2,892 

42 
248 
42 
84 

(84) 
126 
168 
626 

464 
220 

961 

592 

9 

100 

5,264 5,864 5,864 5,864 
684 

(84) 

5,864 5,864 5,864 5,864 
3,351 3,223 3,190 3,175 

2,513 2,641 2,674 2,689 

75.0 81.9 83.8 84.7 

2014 

(85.0) 

(85.0) 

5,864 

(85) 

5,779 
3,206 

2,573 

80.3 

1. PREPA has Power Purchase Agreements (PPA) with Q-evelopers of3 wind energy projects of39 MW, 40 MW and 50 MW and a 50 MW waste-to-energy facility 

None of these small projects completed permitting in fiscal year 2009 

~ 

5,779 

5,779 
3,248 

2,531 

77.9 

~ 
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Actual' 

2009 

DEPRECIATION 

Steam Production Plant $ 49,815,454 

Gas-turbine Production Plant 34,926,379 

Hydroelectric Production Plant 1,445,957 

Transmission Plant 45,562,852 

Distribution Plant 120,190,620 

General PlantZ 52,527,571 

Total Depreciation Expense 304,468,833 

1. Audited 
2. Includes clearing accounts 

S 

APPENDIX IX 
DEPRECIATION EXPENSE 

2010 2011 

56,635,012 $ 58,120,001 

39,707,676 40,748,824 

1,643,903 1,687,007 

51,800,243 53,158,463 

136,644,287 140,227,147 

56,813,879 58,303,558 

343,245,000 352,245,000 

Forecasted 
2012 2013 2014 

$ 59,604,990 $ 61,089,980 $ 62,574,969 

41,789,973 42,831,122 43,872,270 

1,730,111 1,773,214 1,816,318 

54,516,683 55,874,902 57,233,122 

143,810,006 147,392,866 150,975,726 

59,793,237 61,282,916 62,772,595 

361,245,000 370,245,000 379,245,000 
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APPENDIX X Page 1 of 4 
DETAILS OF CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 

Budget 
Item Estimated EXQenditures by Fiscal Year 

Nllmber 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 
PRODUCTION PLANT 

THERMAL PRODUCTION PLANT 
100 New Generation $ 12,453,000 $ $ $ $ 
120 Allxiliary Electric Components 390,000 600,000 

150 Fuel Hanlding and Storage Infi'astrllctllre 100,000 
160 Boiler Improvements 21,300,000 5,825,000 10,200,000 7,850,000 15,400,000 

165 Improvements to Steam Turbines and Generators 21,625,000 22,350,000 17,500,000 8,450,000 17,750,000 

170 Improvements to Balance of Steam Plant 18,763,000 21,170,000 9,450,000 5,940,000 8,550,000 
175 Pollution Control Projects 12,800,000 14,500,000 16,380,000 16,476,000 23,810,000 

Total Thermal Production Plant $ 86,941,000 $ 64,235,000 $ 53,530,000 $ 39,416,000 $ 65,510,000 

HYDROELECTRIC PRODUCTION PLANT 
180 Improvements to Hydroelectric Plant! $ 2,913,000 S 3,550,000 $ 2,750,000 $ 2,750,000 $ 2,970,000 

Total Hydroelectricic Production Plant $ . 2,913,000 $ 3,550,000 $ 2,750,000 $ 2,750,000 $ 2,970,000 

OTHER PRODUCTION PLANT 
185 Improvements to Combustion Turbines $ 13,800,000.00 $ 14,770,000.00 $ 12,300,000.00 $ 12,684,000.00 $ 13,260,000.00 
187 Improvements to Balance of Simple Cycle Gas Turbines 3,300,000 3,500,000 3,500,000 3,500,000 3,500,000 
190 Improvements to Combined Cycle Steam Turbines 1,700,000 4,500,000 5,000,000 600,000 
195 Improvements to Combined'Cycle Balance of Plant 1,700,000 1,500,000 800,000 . 1,600,000 3,250,000 
196 Improvements to Combined Cycle Gas Tllrbines 12,600,000 9,000,000 14,930,000 16,500,000 14,000,000 

198 Improvements to Combined Cycle Heat Recovery Boilers 580,000 5,390,000 1,700,000 
199 Improvements to Other Production Plan1 5,060,000 2,950,000 1,860,000 28,161,000 56,710,000 

Total Other Production Plant $ 38,160,000 $ 36,220,000 $ 33,970,000 $ 72,835,000 $ 93,020,000 
TOTAL PRODUCTION PLANT $ 128,014,000 $ 104,005,000 $ 90,250,000 $ 115,001,000 $ 161,500,000 

TRANSMISSION PLANT 
205 New 230 kV Lines $ 11,200,000 $ 13,000,000 $ 13,000,000 $ 13,700,000 $ 15,500,000 
207 New 115 kV Lines 5,500,000 10,000,000 9,000,000 
210 New 38 kV Lines 1,830,000 3,070,000 8,300,000 2,140,000 2,115,000 
213 115 kV Underground line 88,000 
215 38 kV Underground System 12,700,000 3,000,000 3,307,000 4,750,000 6,348,000 

218 Submarine Cables 1,500,000 4,000,000 
225 230/115 kV Transmission Centers & Capacity Increase 5,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 

230 115/38 kV Transmission Centers & Capacity Increase 38,765,000 20,450,000 24,000,000 22,000,000 13,400,000 

235 New 230 kV Switchyards & Expansions 3,000,000 3,000,000 2,000,000 8,500,000 

237 New 115 kV Switchyards & Expansions 850,000 500,000 500,000 

242 New 38 kV Switchyards & Expansions 4,820,000 100,000 2,200,000 7,876,000 11,308,000 

252 38 kV Air Breaks (Throwovers) 200,000 

255 Energy Management System (SCADA) 2,250,000 4,150,000 3,475,000 1,700,000 1,200,000 
265 230 kV Line Rehabilitation 500,000 

267 115 kV Line Rehabilitation 8,000,000 6,010,000 2,000,000 7,700,000 
275 38 kV Line Rehabilitation 21,273,000 17,577,000 14,020,000 6,549,000 13,600,000 

~ ~ 
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APP'ENDIXX Page 2 of4 
DETAILS OF CAPITAL JMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 

Budget 
Item Estimated EXQenditures by Fiscal Year 

Number 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 
TRANSMISSION PLANT (Coot'd,) 

280 Transmission Pole Replace:ment $ 2,000,000 $ 2,400,000 $ 2,500,000 $ 2,500,000 $ 2,470,000 
285 Breaker Vprating 800,000 800,000 800,000 800,000 800,000 
288 Reconstruction of Grounding Mat 50,000 50,000 1,000,000 

290 Misc. Transmission Plant Improvements-Engrg. Div. 800,000 500,000 
292 Misc. Transmission Plant Improvements-Elec. System 5,725,000 6,250,000 4,495,000 ' 2,500,000 5,000,000 
294 Other Transmission Plant 300,000 380,000 600,000 200,000 891,000 

TOTAL TRANSMISSION PLANT $ 117,151,000 $ 82,537,000 $ 85,697,000 $ 78,715,000 $ 105,032,000 

DISTRIBUTION PLANT 
300 New Distribution Substations $ 4,450,000 $ 6,900,000 $ 6,100,000 $ 9,000,000 $ 10,900,000 
305 Increase Substation Capacity 1,500,000 2,800,000 
310 Emergency Substations 700,000 700,000 
315 New 13 kV Substation Feeders 5,286,000 5,050,000 6,285,000 5,869,000 5,780,000 
316 4.16 kV - 8.32 kV Feeders 660,000 380,000 219,000 739,000 1,380,000 

320 Distribution System Expansion 1,350,000 1,790,000 2,020,000 4,950,000 2,220,000 
325 Distribution Tie Lines (4.16 to 13.2 kV) 490,000 440,000 900,000 400,000 300,000 
330 Line Extension to Serve New Customers 850,000 890,000 900,000 900,000 990,000 
335 Construction of Urban Underground Lines 580,000 950,000 286,000 
340 Installation of New Service Drops 1,400,000 1,200,000 1,200,000 1,200,000 1,200,000 

360 Substation Improvements 6,790,000 3,400,000 2,400,000 2,250,000 2,500,000 
365 Distribution Pole Replacement 2,781,000 2;400,000 2,500,000 2,800,000 2,870,000 
368 Replacement of Commercial Service Drops 600,000 600,000 600,000 600,000 600,000 
370 Improvements to the Distribution System 5,810,000 6,101,000 8,143,000 9,216,000 6,100,000 
374 Improvements to 13 kV Distribution System 3,261,000 4,216,000 3,385,000 5,977,000 5,224,000 

376 . Ordinary Insulation Replacement 360,000 
378 Improvements to and Extensions of Underground Lines 13,004,000 12,979,000 13,427,000 16,586,000 10,422,000 
379 Improvements to 4.16 - 8.32 kV Underground System 1,250,000 800,000 600,000 1,200,000 1,300,000 
380 Transformer Mountings 1,200,000 1,300,000 1,300,000 1,300,000 1,300,000 
382 Street Lighting 2,000,000 2,200,000 2,550,000 2,600,000 2,428,000 

383 Purchase of Line Transformers 1,600,000 1,600,000 1,600,000 1,600,000 1,690,000 
385 Purchase of Meters 16,800,000 16,500,000 16,500,000 16,500,000 16,641,000 
390 Purchase and Install Brakers, Sectionalizers, & Rec10sers 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 687,000 
392 Purchase and Install Voltage Regulators 500,000 500,000 500,000 520,000 
395 Purchase and Install Distribution Line Capacitors 150,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 

397 Line Voltage Converter 500,000 600,000 600,000 ,600,000 660,000 
399 Other Distribution Projects 2,010,000 2,540,000 2,290,000 2,000,000 2,000,000 

TOTAL DISTRIBUTION PLANT $ 75,322,000 $ 74,246,000 $ 75,519,000 $ 89,937,000 $ 81,998,000 
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APPENDIX X Page 3 of 4 
DETAILS OF.CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 

Budget 
Item Estimated EXQenditures by 

Number 
GENERAL PLANT 

GENERAL LAND AND BUILDINGS 
400 Land and Rights-of-Way $ 4,001,000 $ 5,001,000 $ 5,001,000 $ 10,001,000 $ 8,001,000 
410 Construction of New Warehouses 4,800,000 
430 Construction of New Technical Offices 500,000 6,400,000 3,800,000 
462 Minor Improvements to Technical Offices 400,000 900,000 910,000 1,060,000 905,000 

464 Improvements to Technical Offices 300,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 
468 Improvements to Warehouses 405,000 160,000 160,000 205,000 660,000 
470 Improvements to Workshops 300,000 500,000 600,000 600,000 650,000 
472 Improvements to Other Buildings 100,000 600,000 400,000 330,000 270,000 
474 Improvements to Operations Buildings & Grounds-Syst.Oper. 500,000 500,000 

476 Improvements to Other Buildings & Grounds-Elect. System 1,000,000 50,000 2,550,000 1,000,000 1,250,000 
478 Improvements to Buildings & Grounds--Admin. Servo 520,000 570,000 600,000 600,000 625,000 
480 Improvements to Buildings & Grounds--Cust. Servo Officef 800,000 700,000 1,330,000 1,290,000 1,265,000 

TOTAL GENERAL LAND AND BUILDINGS $ 7,826,000 $ 8,981,000 $ 12,551,000 $ 27,286,000 $ 18,426/000 

EQUIPMENT 
OFFICE EQUIPMENT 

512 Electric System $ $ 200,000 $ 200,000 $ 300,000 $ 80,000 
513 Client Service 100,000 100,000 100,000 
514 Transmission & Distribution 150,000 290,000 365,000 

Total Office Eqtdpment 200,000 450;000 690,000 545,000 
COMPUTER EOUIPMENT 

520 Executive Offices 50,000 250,000 260,000 220,000 220,000 
521 Infonnation Systems 1,500,000 3,187,000 3,326,000 3,329,000 3,353,000 
522 Legal 5,000 5,000 25,000 5,000 5,000 
523 Planning & Environmental 40,000 120,000 170,000 120,000 175,000 
524 Engineering 100,000 30,000 

525 Finance 20,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 
526 Administrative Services 100,000 50,000 190,000 600,000 
527 Human Resources 20,000 80,000 120,000 80,000 80,000 
528 Electric System 500,000 653,000 3,935,000 3,000,000 400,000 
529 Client Service 3,050,000 6;300,000 ·6,400,000 6,300,000 6,300,000 
530 Transmission & Distribution 100,000 450,000 571,000 673,000 678,000 

Total Computer Equipment 5,385,000 11,180,000 14,862,000 13,922,000 11,816,'000 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT 

540 Air Transportation Equipment 3,550,000 2,000,000 65,000 
545 Land Transportation Equipment 3,000,000 6,500,000 5,000,000 8,500,000 6,000,000 

Total Transportation Equipment $ 6,550,000 $ ·8,500,000 $ 5,000,000 $ 8,500,000 $ 6,065,000 
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APPENDIX X Page4of4· 
DETAILS OF CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 

Budge~ 

Item Estimated EX12enditures by Fiscal Year 
Number lQ]Q WJ. kll.U 2.IlU 2014 

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 
550 Communications Equipment-Electric System $ 160,000 $ 400,000 $ 980,000 $ 1,200,000 $ 2,000,000 
551 Communications Equipment-Client Services 210,000 210,000 185,000 265,000 275,000 
553 Communications Equipment-T &0 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 
555 Telephone and Data lines 500,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 800,000 

Total Communication Equipment $ 970,000 $ 1,710,000 $ 2,265,000 $ 2,565,000 $ 3,175,000 
OTHER EQUIPMENT 

560 Planning and Environmental S 545,000 $ 490,000 S 425,000 $ 375,000 $ 675,000 
562 Engineering 800,000 1,200,000 775,000 750,000 
564 Administrative Services 250,000 . 580,000 180,000 240,000 
565 Transportation Workshop 230,000 170,000 100,000 145,000 175,000 
566 Human Resources 40,000 

568 Electric System 1,005,000 1,115,000 3,145,000 2,410,000 1,250,000 
570 Client Services 280,000 320,000 314,000 264,000 358,000 
572 Transmission and Distribution 1,047,000 1,180,000 2,000,000 2,070,000 1,750,000 
576 Purchase Other Equipment - Corporate Security 400,000 300,000 1,150,000 400,000 200,000 

Total Other Equipment $ 3,507,000 $ 4,625,000 $ 8,914,000 $ 6,619,000 $ 5,438,000 
TOTAL EQUIPMENT $ 16,412,000 $ 26,215,000 $ 31,491,000 $ 32,296,000 $ 27,039,000 

TOTAL GENERAL PLANT $ 24,238,000 $ 35,196,000 $ 44,042,000 $ 59,582,000 $ 45,465,000 

PRELIMIN, SURVEYS & INVESTIGATIONS 
600 Engineering $ 4,175,000 $ 3,000,000 $ 4,000,000 $ 5,000,000 $ 5,000,000 

605 Administrative Services $ 250,000 $ 200,000 $ 200,000 $ 200,000 $ 250,000 

610 Planning and Environmental 350,000 216,000 100,000 1,260,000 410,000 

611 Renewable Energy Sources 400,000 500,000 92,000 205,000 245,000 
619 Preliminary Studies--Transmission & Distribution 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 

TOTAL PRELlMIN. SURVEYS & INVESTIGATIONS $ 5,275,000 $ 4,016,000 $ 4,492,000 $ 6,765,000 $ 6,005,000 
NET CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM $ 350,000,000 $ 300,000,000 $ 300,000,000 $ 350,000,000 $ 400,000,000 
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127 FERC ~61,044 
UNITED STATES OF AMERlCA 

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY.cOMMISSION 

Before Commissioners: Jon Wellinghoff, Cha:irman; 
Suedeen G. Kelly, Marc Spitzer, 

. and Philip D. Moeller. 

EcoElectrica, L.P. Docket No. CP95-35-001 

ORDER AMENDING AUTHORIZATION UNDER SECTION 3 
OF THE NATURAL GAS ACT 

(Issued April 16, 2009) 

1. On March 5,2008, EcoElectrica, L.P. (EcoElectrica) filed an application to amend 
its previous authorizations under section 3 of the Natural Gas Act (NGA), issued by the 
Commission on May 15, 1996 (May 1996 Order), for the siting, construction, and 
operation ofliquefied natural gas (LNG) facilities for the importation of natural gas into 
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico (Puerto Rico ).1 EcoEIectrica seeks Coriunission 
approval of its Terminal Modification Project (project), which would install two 
additional vertical shell and tube heat exchange vaporizers at the EcoEIectrica LNG 
terminal in order to deliver a greater volume of natural gas to Puerto Rico Electric Power 
Authority's (Power Authority) Aguirre Combined Cycle Power Plant. During the course 
of reviewing EcoEIectrica's application a great deal of additional information was sought 
and provided that was necessary to complete Commission staffs environmental review 
ofEcoEIectrica's proposal. 2 For the reasons discussed herein, we will approve the 
requested modifications to EcoEIectrica' s previous authorizations under section 3 of the 
NGA,subject to the conditions discussed herein. 

I. Background 

2. In the May 1996 Order, the Commission authorized EcoElectrica to site, construct, 
and operate LNG import terminal facilities, including: (1) a marine terminal with a 

I EcoElectrica, L.P., 75 FERC ~ 61,157 (1996). 

2 EcoElectrica responded to four Commission staff environmental information 
requests. The responses and supplements were filed on April 24, 2008, May 30, 2008, 

. July 18,2008, August 5, 2008, September 5, 2008, September 29, 2008, October 8, 2008, 
and November 13,2008. 
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1 ,800-foot pier for unloading LNG tankers; (2) two I-million-barrel LNG storage tanks; 3 

(3) an LNG vaporization system;4 and (4) various control systems, piping, and other 
ancillary equipment. The Commission found that EcoElectrica's LNG terminal would 
provide an environmentally acceptable altemativeto oil in meeting the increasing electric 
demands of Puerto Rico. In view of these considerations, the Commission found that the 
LNG terminal would not be inconsistent with the public interest. 5 

3. In conjunction with the LNG import terminal, EcoElectrica also constructed: (1) a 
461-megawatt electric cogeneration facility that uses vaporized LNG as a fuel source for 
power generation; (2) a desalination facility capable of producing up to 4 million gallons 
of fresh water per day; (3) other facilities necessary for the operation of the cogeneration 
facility, including a 2.3-mile, 230-kilovolt transmission line connecting the plant 
substation to an existing Power Authority substation and a gas line to serve the 
cogeneration facility; and (4) a gas line to serve the PowerAuthority's Costa Sur power 
plant. 6 

. The section 3 authorization granted in the May 1996 Order did not cover any of 
these facilities. 

3 EcoEIectrica has only built one of the two LNG storage tanks approved in the 
May 1996 Order. EcoElectrica has not commenced construction ofthe second storage 

( 

tank or related facilities. Environmental Condition No. 11 of the May 1996 Order ( 
specified that "EcoEIectrica shall comni.ence construction on its LNG facilities within 
3 years of the date of this Order, or file a motion to extend the deadline, with the specific 
reasons why additional time is necessary." As noted, to date, over 12 years from issuance 
of the May 1996 Order, EcoEIectrica has not constructed the second authorized storage 
tank or four of the six authorized vaporizers. Nor did it ever file for an extension of time 
to construct these facilities. Therefore, the !luthorizations with respect to those facilities 
issued by the May 1996 Order have lapsed. Accordingly, should EcoElectrica seek to 
build another LNG storage tank, or other related facilities, it must obtain prior 
Commission authorization. .. 

4 The May 1996 Order authorized EcoEIectrica to install up to six vaporizers 
(consisting of two vertical shell and tube heat exchanger vaporizers and four open rack 
vaporizers) in conjunction with the two approved LNG storage tanks. Since EcoElectriea 
only constructed one LNG storage tank, it only installed two vaporizers. As stated above, 
if EcoEIectrica seeks to build another LNG storage tank, or other related facilities, it must 
at such time seek Commission authorization. 

5 EcoEtectrica, L.P., 75 FERC at 61,515 and 61,518. 

6 The Power Authority's Costa Sur Power Plant was never converted t6 natural gas 
firing. Consequently, the pipeline intended to serve the plant was never constructed. 
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ll. Proposal 

4. In the instant proceeding, EcoElectrica requests authority under section 3 of the 
NGA to construct two additional vertical shell and tube heat exchanger vaporizers within 
EcoElectrica's existing 36-acre LNG facility site. EcoElectrica also proposes to install 
other facilities associated with the vaporizers including: (1) one fIxed speed, in-tank 
LNG sendout pump; (2) three seawater heat exchangers; (3) three water/glycol 

. circulation pumps; (4) one water/glycol expansion tank at 1,800 gallons; (5) one seawater 
supply pump at 6,000 gallons per minute (gpm); and (6) three seawater circulation 
pumps. 

5. The proposed modifIcations to EcoEIectrica's existing LNG terminal facilities 
would enable it to supply natural gas to the Power Authority's Aguirre Combined Cycle 
Power Plant (Aguirre electric plant), in Aguirre, Puerto Rico, once the plant's conversion 
.Irom fuel oil to natural gas is completed. EcoEIectrica proposed to interconnect its 
existing 1.2-mile, 24-inch send-out pipeline, which extends to the fenceline of its 36-acre 
LNG terminal site, with a Power Authority pipeline that would carry the regasifIed LNG 
to its Aguirre electric plant. 7 

6. EcoEIectrica's proposed LNG terminal modifIcations would enable it to increase 
its regasifIed LNG send-out capacity by an additional 77.4 (average) to 93 (peak) million 
standard cubic feet per day (MMscf/day),resulting in a total send-out capacity of 
approximately 186 MMscf/day. The existing LNG storage tank has sufficient volume 
capacity to accommodate this additional send out. EcoElectrica confirms that no new 
compressors, liquid nitrogen storage, or pipelines will be required to implement the 
planned increase in send out. 

7. EcoElectrica states there would be no net increase in the amount of water 
withdrawn or discharged as a result of the modifIcations. The proposed vaporization 
facilities would use a closed-loop vaporization system that draws heat as a side stream 
from the same volume of water as EcoElectrica currently withdraws for its existing LNG 
facilities. 

8. EcoElectrica asserts that to accommodate the increased send out of vaporized 
LNG, a total oftwo LNG vesseis per month would call at the EcoElectrica LNG terminal; 

7 The Power Authority began constructing a 42-mile-Iong, natural gas pipeline 
. from the Aguirre electric plant in 2008. This pipeline will tap into EcoElectrica's 

existing l.2-mile long send-out pipeline. The Power Authority will own and operate the 
42-mile long pipeline currently under construction. The Power Authority's new pipeline 
underwent separate enviromnental analyses conducted by the U.S. Army Corp of 
Engineers (Army Corp) and the Puerto Rico Enviromnerital Quality Control Board. 
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tms would be an increase of one LNG vessel per month over the historic level of traffic. 
EcoE16ctrica consulted with the U.S. Coast Guard (Coast Guard), which expressed no 
objection to the increased frequency of LNG vessel deliveries related to EcoEIectrica's 
proposal. 

9. EcoEIectrica states that the proposed modifications were designed, and would be 
constructed and operated according to U. S. Department of Transportation safety 
standards.8 All construction activities would occur within the fenceline of the LNG 
terminal site. EcoEIectrica plans to place the facilities in service by the end of 2009. 

ill. Notice and Interventions 

10. Public notice ofEcoEIectrica's application was published in the Federal Register 
on March 24, 2008 (73 Fed. Reg. 15,511). Motions to intervene were due on or before 
April 8, 2008. Timely, unopposed motions to intervene were filed by Shell NA LNG 
LLC and Distrigas of Massachusetts LLC.9 No comments or protests were filed 
regarding the application. 

N. Discussion 

11. Because the proposed LNG terminal facilities will be used to import gas from 
foreign countries, the siting, construction and operation ofthe facilities require approval 
by the Commission under section 3 of the NGA.I0 

849 C.F.R. Part 193 (2008). 

9 Timely, unopposed motions to intervene are granted by operation of Rule 214 of 
the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure. 18 C.F.R. § 385.214 (2008). 

10 The regulatory functions of section 3 of the NGA were transferred to th~ 
Secretary of the U. S. Department of Energy (DOE) in 1977 pursuant to section 301 (b) of 
the Department of Energy Organization Act (pub. L. No. 95-91, 42 U.S.C. §§ 7101 
et seq.). In reference to regulating the imports or exports of natural gas, the DOE 
Secretary has delegated to the Commission the authority to approve or disapprove the 
construction and operation of particular facilities, the site at wmch facilities shall be 
located and, with respect to natural gas that involves the construction of new domestic 
facilities, the place of entry or exit for exports. See DOE Delegation Order No. 00-
044A.00 (2006), FERC Stats. & Regs. ~ 9920 (reissuing, effective May 16, 2006, 
authorities contained in previous delegation orders). In addition, section 3(e)(I) of the 
NGA, as amended by section 311(c) of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPAct 2005), 
Pub. L. 109-58, 119 Stat. 594, provides that the Commission has exclusive authority to 
approve or deny applications for the construction or operation of LNG terminals. DOE 

(continued) 

( 

( 
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12. The Commission's authority over facilities constructed and operated under· 
section 3 of the NGA includes the authority to apply terms and conditions as necessary 
and appropriate to ensure that the proposed construction and siting is in the public 
interest.ll Section 3 provides that the Commission "shall issue such order on 
application" if it fmds that the proposal "will not be inconsistent with the public 
interest.,,12 . 

13. The Commission previously authorized EcoElectrica to install six vaporizers on its 
. LNG facility. Currently, only two vaporizers have been installed; The two proposed 
vaporizers are of the same type and function as two of those initially authorized and 
installed. Although the proposed modifications will increase EcoElectrica's send-out 
capacity from 93 MMscf/day to 186 MMcsflday, the send-out capacity will remain below 
the import capacity of 130 billion cubic feet (Bct) per year currently authorized by 
DOE's Office of Fossil Energy (DOEIFE).IJ. The proposed project will not change the 
authorized level of expansion capacity or the deliverability of the terminal.14 

14. . To achieve a greater send-out capacity, EcoElectrica will need to increase the 
incoming volumes of LNG. This will be accomplished by increasing vessel traffic to 
24 LNG vessels per year, from the historic level of 12 LNG vessels per year. However, 
we note that EcoElectrica's original October 1994 application, as well as the Coast 
Guard's 1996 letter of recommendation, contemplated a much higher amount of vessel 
traffic (up to 60 LNG vessel unIoadings per year), than what would result from the 

. has retained authority to act on applications for authority to import or export natural gas. 
Such applications must lie submitted to DOE's Office of Fossil Energy. The Commission 
does not authorize the importation of the commodity itself. 

11 See section 3(e)(3)(A) of the NGA, as enacted by section 311(c) ofEPAct 2005. 
See also Distragas Corporationv. FPC, 495 F.2d 1057, 1063-64, cert. denied, 419 
U.S. 834(1974); Dynegy LNG Production Terminal, L.P., 97 FERC '1[61,231 (2001). 

12 15 U,S.C. § 717b(a) (2006). 

13 EcoElectrica, L.P., 75 FERC at 61,516. See DOEIFE Order No. 1042 (April 19, 
1995) (granting EcoElectrica authority to import 130 Bcf of LNG per year for a 40-year 
term). 

14 Since there will be no impact on Puerto Rico or local safety concerns, the pre
filing procedures for review of LNG terminals established in Order No. 665 are not 
implicated by the addition of vaporizers requested herein. See Regulations Implementing 
Energy Policy Act of2005, Pre-Filing Procedures for Review of LNG Terminals and 
Other Natural Gas Facilities, Order No. 665, FERC Stats. & Regs. '1[31,195 (2005). 
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proposed project. In reviewing EcoElectrica's current proposal, the Commission's staff 
has consulted with the Coast Guard and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Neither of 
these agencies have expressed any concerns with the increase in LNG vessel traffic that 
will result from approval ofEcoElectrica's proposal. The Commission finds that the 
additional LNG vessels calling on the LNG facility would not have an adverse impact on 
public interest or the environment. 

15. EcoElectrica's LNG tenninal was the first, and remains the only, source of natural 
gas in Puerto Rico. EcoElectrica's proposed project will enable it to deliver natural gas 
to the Power Authority's Aguirre plant, replacing No.2 distillate oil as the plant's fuel for 
generating electricity. The increase in natural gas supply is an environmentally 
acceptable alternative to oil in meeting the anticipated increases in electric demand of 
Puerto Rico. . 

16. The instant proposal will not have an impact on landowners, since all of the 
construction is taking place within EcoElectriCa' s existing LNG tenninal site. Currently, 
all of the regasified LNG sent out from EcoElectrica's LNG terminal is used as fuel at its 
own fucilities. Thus, EcoEIectrica has no existing customers that might be adversely 
affected by the costs or risks of recovery of those costs from the proposed modifications. 
Therefore, we frnd that, subject to the conditions imposed in this Order, EcoElectrica's 
proposal is not inconsistent with the public interest. 

V. Environmental Assessment 

17. On June 11, 2008, the Commission issued a Notice of Intent to Prepare an 
Environmental Assessment for the proposed EcoE!ectrica Terminal Modification Project 
and Request for Comments on Environmental Issues (NOl). The notice was published in 
the Federal Register on June 18, 2008 (73 Fed. Reg. 34,720). The Nor was sent to 
affected landowners; federal, state/commonwealth, and local government agencies; 
elected officials; environmental and public interest groups; and local libraries and 
newspapers. No comments were received in response to our NOt 

18. Like the authorizations granted in the original Order, Commission staff s 
conclusions and recommendations in its 1996 environmental impact statement are out-of
date. As a result, the environmental staff was not able to rely on its environmental impact 
statement to the extent that EcoElectrica contemplated, and materials which EcoElectrica 
had not prepared at the time its application was filed were needed for staff to complete its 
environmental review. ~ the end,. EcoEIectrica was required to file a substantial amount 
of new and updated infonnation and mitigation plans. 

19. To satisfy the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEP A), our 
staff prepared an environment assessment (EA) which was distributed for public 
comment and placed in the record on February 13,2009. Issuance of the EA was 
published in the Federal Register on February 23, 2009 (74 Fed. Reg. 8,079). The 

( 

( 

( 
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analysis in the EA addressed: geology; soils; water resources and wetlands; vegetation; 
fisheries and wildlife (including threatened and endangered species); essential fish 
habitat; land use, recreation and visual resources; cultural resources; air quality and noise; 
safety; socioeconomics; cumulative impacts; and alternatives. The public comment 
period ended on March 16, 2009. No comments were received. 

20. In a letter dated March 6, 2009, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) 
concurred with the determination presented in our staffs Biological Assessment, that the 
project was not likely to adversely affect the brown pelican or the Antillean rrianatee. 
Because our consultation with the FWS is complete, we have modified the EA's 
recommendation that the Difector of the Office of Energy Projects withholds 
authorization for the commencement of construction until the staff completes its 
consultation with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration National Marine 
Fisheries Service. 

21. Any state/commonwealth or local permits issued with respect to the jurisdictional 
facilities authorized herein must be consistent with the conditions of this certificate. The 
Commission encourages cooperation between regulated entities and local authorities. 
However, this does not mean that state/commonwealth and local agencies, through 
application of state/commonwealth or local laws, may prohibit or unreasonably delay the 
construction of facilities approved by this Commission. 15 

22. Based on the discussion in the EA, we conclude that if constructed in accordance 
with EcoElectrica'·s application and supplements and the conditions imposed herein, 
approval of this proposal would not constitute a major federal action significantly 
affecting the quality of the human enviromnent. 

VI. Conclusion 

23. For the reasons set forth herein, and subject to the conditions' set forth below in the 
Appendix, we fmd that EcoElectrica's proposed modifications are not inconsistent with 
the public interest under section 3 of the NGA. Thus, we grant the requested 
authorization to EcoElectrica. 

24, At a hearing held on Apri116, 2009, the Commission on its own motion received 
and made part ofthe record all evidence, including the application and exhibits thereto, 

15 See, e.g., Schneidewind v. ANR Pipeline Co., 485 U.S. 293 (1988); National 
Fuel Gas Supply v. Public Service Commission, 894 F.2d 571 (2d Cir. 1990); and 
Iroquois Gas Transmission System, L.P., et al., 52 FERC ~ 61,091 (1990) and 59 FERC 
~ 61,094 (1992). 
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submitted in support of the authorization sought herein, and upon consideration of the 
record, 

The Commission orders: 

(A) EcoElectrica's authorization under section 3 ofthe NGA, issued May 15, 
1996, for its approved LNG terminal is amended as more fully described in 
EcoElectrica's application and as conditioned herein. 

(B) Except as provided herein, the authorization issued May 15, 1996, remains 
unchanged and EcoElectrica must comply with all of the conditions applicable to the 
LNG terminal set forth in the Appendix to the May 15, 1996 Order. 

(C) EcoEIectrica shall notify the Commission's environmental staff by 
telephone, e-mail, and/or facsimile of any environmental noncompliance identified by 
other federal, state/commonwealth, or local agencies on the same day that such agency 
notifies EcoEIectrica. EcoElectrica shall file written confirmation of such notification 
with the Secretary of the Commission within 24 hours. 

By the Commission. 

(SEAL) 

Kimberly D. Bose, 
Secretary. 

( 

( 
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As recommended inthe Environmental Assessment, this authorization includes the 
following conditions: 

1. EcoElectrica, L.P. (EcoElectrica) shall follow the construction procedures and 
mitigation measures described in its .application and supplements, including 
responses to staff data requests, and as identified in the Environmental Assessment· . 
(EA), unless modified by the order. EcoElectrica must: 

a. request any modification to these procedures, measures, or conditions in a 
filing with the Secretary of the Commission (Secretary); 

b. justifY each modification relative to site-specific conditions; 
c. explain how that modification provides an equal or greater level of 

environmental protection than the original measure; and 
d. receive approval in writing from the Director of the Office of Energy 

Projects (OEP) before using that modification. 

2. The Director of OEP has delegated authority to take all steps necessary to ensure 
the protection oflife, health, property, and all environmental resources during 
construction and operation of the project. This authority shall include: 

a. stop-work authority and authority to cease operation; and 
b. the design and implementation of any additional measures deemed· 

necessary to assure continued compliance with the intent of the conditions 
ofthe Commission order. 

3. Prior to constrnction,'EcoElectrica shall file an affirmative statement with the 
Secretary, certified by a senior company official, that all company personnel, 
environmental inspectors, and contractor personnel will be informed of the 
environmental inspector's authority and have been or will be trained on the 
implementation of the environmental mitigation measures appropriate to their jobs 
before becoming involved with construction and restoration activities. 

4. Within 60 days of the acceptance of this certificate and before construction 
begins, EcoElectrica shall file an initial Implementation Plan with the Secretary 
for review and written approval by the Director of OEP. EcoElectrica must file 
revisions to the plan as schedules chl\l1ge. The plan shall identifY: 
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a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

h. 

how EcoEJectrica will implement the construction procedures and 
mitigation measures described in its application and supplements (including 
responses to staff data requests), identified in the EA, and required by this 
Order; 
how EcoEJectrica will incorporate these requirements into the contract bid 
documents, construction contracts (especially penalty clauses and 
specifications), and construction drawings so that the mitigation required at 
each site is clear to onsite construction and inspection personnel; 
the number of environmental inspectors assigned to the project, and how 
the company will ensure that sufficient personnel are available to 
implement the environmental mitigation; 
company personnel, including environmental inspectors and contractors, 
who will receive copies of the appropriate material; 
the training and instructions EcoElectrica will give to all personnel 
involved with construction and restoration (initial and refresher training as 
the project progresses and personnel change; 
the company personnel (if known) and specific portion ofEcoElectrica's 
organization having responsibility for compliance; 
the procedures (including use of contract penalties) EcoElectrica will 
follow if noncompliance occurs; and 
for each discrete facility, a Gantt or PERT chart (or similar project 
scheduling diagram), and dates for: 

(1) the completion of all required surveys and reports; 
(2) the mitigation training of onsite personnel; 
(3) the start of construction; and 
(4) the start and completion of restoration. 

5. Beginning with the filing of its initial Implementation Plan, EcoElectrica shall file 
updated status reports with the Secretary on a monthly basis until all construction 
and restoration activities are complete. On request, these status reports will also 
be provided to other federal and state/commonwealth agencies with permitting 
responsibilities. Status reports shall include: 

a. an update on EcoElectrica's efforts to obtain the necessary federal 
. authorizations; 

b. the construction status of the project and work planned for the following 
reporting period; 

c. a listing of all problems encountered and each instance of noncompliance 
observed by the environmental inspector during the reporting period (both 
for the conditions imposed by the Commission and any environmental 
conditions/permit requirements imposed by other federal, 
state/commonwealth, or local agencies); 

( 

( 
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d. a description of the corrective actions implemented in response to all 
instances of noncompliance, and their cost; 

e. the effectiveness of all corrective actions implemented; . 
f. a description of any landowner/resident complaints Which may relate to 

compliance with the requirements of the order, and the measures taken to 
satisfy their concerns; and 

g. copies of any correspondence received by EcoElectriCa from other federal, 
state/commonwealth, or local permitting agencies concerning instances of 
noncompliance, and EcoElectrica's response. 

6. EcoElectrica must receive written authorization from the Director of OEP before 
commencing service from the project. Such authorization will only be granted 
following a determination that rehabilitation and restoration of the areas disturbed 
by the project are proceeding satisfactorily. 

7. EcoElectrica shall not begin construction until the FERC staff completes any 
necessary consultation with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
National Marine Fisheries Service and EcoElectrica requests and receives written 
notification from the Director ofOEPthat construction and/or use of mitigation 
(including implementation of conservation measures) may begin. 

The following measures shall apply to the EcoElectrica Terminal Modification Project 
design and construction details. Information pertaining to these specific 
recommendations shall be filed with the Secretary for review and approval by the 
Director of OEP either: prior to initial site preparation; prior to construction of fmal 
design; prior to commissioning; or prior to commencement of service as indicated by 
each specific condition. Specific engineering, vulnerability, or detailed design 
information meeting the criteria specified in Order No. 683 (Docket No. RM06-24-000), 
including security information, should be submitted as critical energy infrastructure 
information (CEll) pursuant to 18 C.F.R. § 388.112. See Critical Energy Infrastructure 
Information, Order No. 683, 71 Fed. Reg. 58,273 (October 3, 2006), FERC Stats. & 
Regs. ~ 31,228 (2006). Information pertaining to items such as: offsite emergency 
response; procedures for public notification and evacuation; and construction and 
operating reporting requirements would be subject to public disclosure. This information 
should be submitted a minimum of 30 days before approval to proceed is required .. 

8. Complete plan drawings and a list of the hazard detection equipment shall be filed 
prior to initial site preparation. The list shall include the instrument tag 
number, type and location, alarm locations, and shutdown functions of the 
proposed hazard detection equipment. Plan drawings shall clearly show the 

. location of all detection equipment. ' 
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9. Complete plan drawings and a list of the fixed and wheeled dry-chemical, fire 
extinguishing, and other hazard control equipment shall be filed prior to initial 
site preparation. The list shall include the equipment tag number, type, size, 
equipment covered, and automatic and manual remote signals initiating discharge 
of the units. Plan drawings shall clearly show the planned location of all fixed and 
wheeled extinguishers. 

10. Facility plans showing the proposed location of, and area covered by, each 
monitor, hydrant, deluge system, hose, and sprinkler, as well as piping and 
instrumentation diagrams, of the firewater system shall be filed prior to initial 
site preparation. 

11. The final design of the fixed and wheeled dry-chemical, fITe extinguishing, and 
-other hazard control equipment shall identifY manufacturer and model. 

12. The final design- shall specifY that dual temperature elements and transmitters are 
provided for low temperature alarm and shutdown at the discharge of each 
vaporizer. 

13. The final design shall include a check valve between the LNG vaporizer discharge 

( 

shutoff valve and the discharge manual isolation valve for all existing and ( 
proposed vaporizers. 

14. The final design shall specifY that for LNG and natural gas service, branch piping 
and piping nipples less than 2 inches are to be no less than schedule 160. 

15. The final design shall include details of the shutdown logic, including cause and 
effect matrices for alarms and shutdowns. 

16. The final design shall include details ofthe air gaps to be installed downstream of 
all seals or isolations installed at the interface between a flammable fluid system 
and an electrical conduit or wiring system. Each air gap shall vent to a safe 
location and be equipped with a leak detection device that: shall continuously 
monitor for the presence of a flammable fluid; shall alarm the hazardous 
condition; and shall shut down the appropriate systems. 

17. The final design shall include a hazard and operability review of the completed 
design. A copy ofthe review and a list of the recommendations shall be filed with 
the Secretary. 

18. The final design shall provide up-to-date Piping & Instrument Diagrams (P&IDs) 
including a description of the instrumentation and control philosophy, type of 
instrumentation (pneumatic, electronic), use of computer technology, and control 
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room display and operation. Drawings and all information should be clearly 
legible on 11- by 17-inch paper and the piping legend and symbology shall be in 
accordance with accepted practice. All drawings shall be filed in black and white. 
The following information shall be included on the P&IDs; 

a. equipment tag number, name, size, duty, capacity and design conditions; 
b. piping with line number, piping class specification, size and insulation; 
c. LNG tank pipe penetration size or nozzle schedule; 
d. piping specification breaks and insulation limits; 
e. isolation flanges, blinds and insulating flanges; 
f. valve type, in accordance with the piping legend symbol; 
g. all control valves numbered; 
h. all valve operator types and valve fail position; 
i. instrumentation numbered; 
J. control loops including software connections; 
k. alarm and shutdown set points; 
1. shutdown interlocks; 
m. relief valves numbered, with set point; 
n. relief valve inlet and outlet piping size; 
0; car-sealed valves and blinds; 
p. equipment insulation; 
q. drawing revision number and date; 
r. all manual valves numbered, including check, vent, drain, and car-sealed 

valves; and 
s. alarm and shutdown set points. 

19. The final design shall specifY that all hazard detection equipment include 
redundancy, fault detection, and fault alarm monitoring. 

20. All valves including drain, vent, main, and car-sealed valves sIUtll be tagged in the 
field during construction and prior to commissioning. 

21. A tabulated list of the proposed hand-held fire extinguishers shall be filed prior to 
commissioning. The information shall include a list with the equipment number, 
type, size, number, and location. Plan drawings shall include the type, size, and 
number of all handcheld fife extinguishers. 

22. Updated Operation and Maintenance procedures and manuals, as well as safety 
procedure manuals, shall be filed prior to commissioning. 

23. FERC staff shall be notified of any proposed revisions to the security plan and 
physical security of the facility prior to commencement of service. 
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24. Progress on construction ofthe LNG terminal modifications shall be reported in 
monthly reports filed with the Secretary. Details shall include a summary of 
activities, projected schedule for completion, problems encountered and remedial 
actions taken. Problems of significant magnitude shall be reported to the FERC 
within 24 hours. 

In addition, the following measures should apply throughout the life ofthe facility: 

25. The facility shall be subject to regular FERC staff technical reviews and site 
inspections on at least an annual basis or more frequently as circumstances 
indicate. Prior to each FERC staff t~chnical review and site inspection, 
EcoEIectrica shall respond to a specific data request including information relating 
to possible design and operating conditions that may have been imposed by other 
agencies or orgallizations. Up-to-date detailed piping and instrumentation 
diagrams reflecting facility modifications and provision of other pertinent 
information not included in the semi-annual reports described below, including 
facility events that have taken place since the previously submitted semi-annual 
report, shall be submitted. 

26. Semi-annual operational reports shall be filed with the Secretary to identifY 

( 

changes in facility design and operating conditions, abnormal operating ( 
experiences, activities (including ship arrivals, quantity and composition of 
imported LNG, vaporization quantities, boil-off/flash gas, etc.), and plant 
modifications including future plans and progress thereof. Abnormalities shall 
include, but not be limited to: unloading/shipping problems, potelltial hazardous 
conditions from off-site vessels, storage tank stratification or rollover, geysering, 
storage tank pressure excursions, cold spots on the storage tanks, storage tank 
vibrations and/or vibrations in associated cryogenic piping, storage tank 
settlement, significant equipment or instrumentation malfunctions or failures, non-
scheduled maintenance or repair (and reasons therefore), relative movement of 
storage tank inner vessels, vapor or liquid releases, fires involving natural gas 
and/or from other sources, negative pressure (vacuum) within a storage tank and 
higher-than-predicted boiloffrates. Adverse weather conditions and the effect on 
the facility also shall be reported. Reports should be submitted within 45 days 
aftereach period ending June 30 and December 31. In addition to the above 
items, a section entitled "Significant plant modifications proposed for the next 12 
months (dates)" also shall be included in the semi-annual operational reports. 
Such information would provide the FERC staff with early notice of anticipated 

. future construction/maintenance projects at the LNG facility. 

27. In the event the temperature of any region of any secondary containment becomes 
less than the minimum specified operating temperature for the material, the 

( 
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Commission shall be notified within 24 hours and procedures for corrective 
. action should be specified. . 

28. Significant non-scheduled events, including safety-related incidents (i.e., LNG or 
natural gas releases, fires, explosions, mechanical failures, unusual over 
pressurization, and major injuries) and security related incidents (Le., attempts to 
enter site, suspicious activities) shall he reported to the FERC staff. In the event 
an abnonp.ality is of significant magnitude to threaten public or employee safety, 
cause significant property damage, or interrupt service, notification shall be made 
immediately, without unduly interfering with any necessary or appropriate 
emergency repair, alarm, or other emergency procedure. In all instances, 
notification shall be made to the Commission staff within 24 hours. This 
notification practice shall be incorporated into the LNG facility's emergency plan. 
Examples of reportable LNG-related incidents include: 

a. fire; 
b. explosion; 
c. estimated property damage of $50,000 or more; 
d. death or personal injury necessitating in-patient hospitalization; 
e. free flow of LNG that results in pooling; 
f. unintended movement or abnoimalloading by environmental causes, such 

as an earthquake, landslide, or flood, that impairs the serviceability, 
structural integrity, or reliability of an LNG facility that contains, controls, 
or processes gas or LNG; 

g. any crack or other material defect that impairs the structural integrity or 
reliability of an LNG facility that contains, controls, or processes gas or 
LNG; 

h. any malfunction or operating error that causes the pressure of a pipeline or 
LNG facility that contains or processes gas or LNG to rise above its 
maximum allowable operating pressure (or working pressure for LNG 
facilities) plus the build-up allowed for operation of pressure-limiting or 
control devices; . 

1. a leak in an LNG facility that contains or processes gas or LNG that 
constitutes an emergency; 

j. inner tank leakage, ineffective insulation, or frost heave that impairs the 
structural integrity of an LNG storage tank; 

k. any condition that could lead to a hazard and cause a 20 percent reduction 
in operating pressure or shutdown of operation of a pipeline or an LNG 
facility; 

I. safety-related incidents to LNG vessels occurring at or en route to arid from 
the LNG facility; or 
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m. an event that is significant in the judgment of the operator and/or 
management even though it did not meet the above criteria or the guidelines 
set forth in an LNG facility's incident management plan. 

In the event of an incident, the Director of OEP has delegated authority to take 
whatever steps are necessary to ensure operational reliability and to protect human 
life, health, property or the environment, including authority to direct the LNG 
facility to cease operations. Following the initial company notification, the 
Commission staff would determine the need for an. on-site inspection by the 
Commission staff, and the timing of an mitial incident report (normally within 10 
days) and follow-up reports. 

29. EcoElectrica shall develop an updated Emergency Respol1se Plan (ERP) 
(including evacuation) and coordillate procedures with the Coast Guard, 
state/commonwealth, county, and local emergency planning groups; fire 
departments; state/commonwealth and local law enforcement; and appropriate, 
federal agencies. This plan shall include at a minimum: 

a. designated contacts with state/commonwealth and local emergency 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 
f. 

response agencies; 
scalable procedures for the prompt notification of appropriate local officials 
and emergency response agencies based on the level and severity of 
potential incidents; 
procedures for n~tifYing residents and recreational users within areas of 
potential hazard; 
evacuation routes/methods for residents and other public use areas that are 
within any transient hazard areas along the route of the LNG vessel transit; 
locations of permanent sirens and other warning devices; and 
an "emergency coordinator" on each LNG vessel to activate sirens and 
other warning devices .. 

The ERP shall be filed with the Secretary for review and written approval by the 
Director of OEP prior to initial site preparatioIi. EcoElectrica shall notifY the 
FERC staff of all planning meetings in advance and shall report progress on the 
development of its ERP at 3-month intervals. 

30. The ERP shall include a Cost-Sharing Plan identifYing the mechanisms for' 
funding all project-specific security/emergency management costs that would be 
imposed on state/commonwealth and local agencies. In addition to the funding of 
direct transit-related security/emergency management costs, this comprehensive 
plan shall include funding mechanisms for the capital costs associated with any 
necessary security/emergency management equipment and personnel base. The 

( 

( 
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Cost-Sharing Plan shall be filed with the Secretary for review and written approval 
by the Director of OEP prior to initial site preparation. 
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